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Control Bank Ineto iis
B 3.4. 7

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SY4STEMS

B 3.1.7 Control Bank Insertion Limits

BASES

BACKGROUND The in.S~ertion limits of the shutdown and control -rods are.i ni tial.,.assumptions in all safety analyses that assume rodinsert~ion upon reactor trip. The insertion ..limits directlyaffect, core power distributions, assumptions of available -Qdtji4ý(JSOM, and initial reactivity insertion rate.IfThe applicable "'ýcriteria for these reactivity and power distribution designrequirements- are 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, SOC 10', "ReactorDesign," GOC 26, "Reactivity Limits- (Ref. 1), and10 CFR 50.46 , "Acceptance .Criteria for Emergency CoreCooling'Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors"
(Ref. 

2).
CLimitts on control rod insertion have been established, andall rod positions are monitored and controll-ed during poweroperation to ensure that the Power distribution andreactivity limits defined by the' design power peaking andSDM limits are 'preserved.

The rod cluster control assemblies (RCCAs).are divided Iamongcontrol. banks and shutdown banks.. Each bank may be. furthersubdivided into two groups to provide for precise reactivity:control. A group consists of two or more RCCAs that areelectrically paralleled to step simultaneously., A bank ofRCCAs consists of two groups that are moved, in a staggered'fashion, but always within one step of each other. a,01.* 4~hemeARe P f four control banks and shutdownbanks. See LCO 3.1.5, "Rod Group Alignment imits"," forcontrol and,:.shutdown rodMOERABILITY and alignment"requirements, and, LCO, 3.1.8,' "Rod ýPosition Indication,," 'forposition indication requirements.VA.

The control bank, insertion' limits are specified in the COLRAn example is provided for information only inFigure B 3.1.7-1. The control banks are required to be ator above the insertion limi~t lines.

Figure B 3.1.7-1! also indicates -how the control banks are'moved in an overlap pattern. Overlap is the distance etravelled together by two control banks. The predeterminePosition of.-control bank C, at which control bank 0 willbegin to move with bank C on a withdrawali4 be at

(c~ontinued)
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Control Bank Insertion Limits
B 3.1.7

BASES (continued)
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Figure B 3.1.7-1 (page 1 of 1)
Control Bank Insertion vs. Percent RTP
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ii) n 44a'ýL Control Bank Insertion Limits
'TJ~erefoRe, Fc'OAi/&/ i~vkC ovv)p B 3.1.7

BASES CON~rol &/t 1) 4FRorn iZE8 steps Io Mhe f W*liVA
BACKGROUND 1,48 stps 

a4m,- s3 tze The(contnued fuly wihrawn position .4-Ldefined in the COLR.
The control banks are used for precise reactivity control ofthe reactor. The positions of the control banks arenormally controlled automatically by the Rod Control System,but can also be manually controlled. They are capable ofadding reactivity very quickly (compared to barating ordiluting).

The power density at any point in the core must be limited,so that the fuel design criteria are maintained. Together,LCO 3.1.5, LCO 3.1.6, "Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits,"nLCO 3.1.7, LCO 3.2.3, "'AXIAL FLUX-DIFFERENCE (AFD)," andLCO 3.2.4, -QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO (QPTR)," providelimits on control component operation and onl monitoredprocess variables, which ensure that the core operateswithin the fuel design criteria.

The shutdown and control bank insertion and alignmentlimits, AFO, and QPTR are process variables that togethercharacterize-and control the three-dimensional powerdistribution of the reactor core. Additionally, the controlbank insertion limits control the reactivity that could beadded in the event of a' rod ejection accident, and-theshutdown and control bank insertion limits ensure therequired SDM is maintained.

Operation within the subject LCD limits will prevent fuelcladding failures that would breach the- primaryfission-product barrier and release fission products to thereactor coolant in the event of a loss-of-coolant accident(LOCA), loss of flow, ejected rod, or other accidentrequiring terminati on by a Reactor Trip System (RTS) tripfunction.

APPLICABLE The shutdown and control bank insertion limits, AFD, andSAFETY ANALYSES QPTR LCOs are required to prevent power distributions thatcould result in fuel cladding failures in the event of aLOCA, loss of flow, ejected rod, or other accident requiringtermination by an RTS trip function.

(conti nued)
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Control Bank Insertion Limits
B 3.1.7. BASES

APPLICABLE The acceptance criteria for addressing shutdown and controlSAFETY ANALYSES bank insertion limits and inoperability or misalignment are,(continued) that:

a. There be no violations of:

1. specified acceptable fuel design limits, or
2. Reactor Coolant System pressure boundary

integrity; and

b. The core remains subcritical after accident

As such, the shutdown and control bank insertion limitsaffect safety analysis involving core reactivity and power.distributions (Ref. 0)

The SOM requirement is ensured by limiting the control andshutdown bank insertion limits so that allowable insertedworth of the RCCAs is such that sufficient reactivity isavailable in the rods to shut down the reactor to hot zeropower with A reactivity margin that assumes the maximum0worth RCCA remains fully withdrawn upon trip (Ref. A).
Operation at the insertion limits or AFO' limits may approachthe maximum allowable linear heat generation rate or peakingfactor with the allowed QPTR present. Operation at theinsertion limit may also indicate the maximum ej~ected RCCAworth could be equal to the limiting value in fuel cyclesthat have sufficiently high ejected RCCA worths.
The control and shutdown bank insertion limits ensure thatsafety analyses assumptions for SOM, ejected rod worth, andpower distribution peaking factors are preserved (Ref. 0B).

t. 3 +~o~The insertion limits satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC PolicyStatement, in that they are initial conditions assumed inthe safety analysis.

LCO The limits on control banks sequence, overlap, and physicalinsertion, as defined in the COLR, must be maintainedbecause they serve the function of preserving powerdistribution, ensuring that the SOM is maintained, ensuringthat ejected rod worth is maintained, and ensuring adequate

(conti nued)
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Control Bank Insertion Limits

B 3.1.7

BASES

LCO
(continued)

APPLICABILITY

ACTIONS

negative reactivity insertion is available on trip. Theoverlap between control banks provides more uniform rates ofreactivity insertion and withdrawal and is imposed tomaintain acceptable power peaking during control bankmotion.

The control bank sequence, overlap, and physical insertionlimits shall be maintained with the reactor in MODES 1 and 2with keff Ž: 1.0. These limits must be maintained, sincethey preserve the aissumed power distribution, ejected rodworth, SDM, and reactivity rate insertion assumptions.,Applicability in MODES 3, 4, and 5 is not required, since.neither the power distribution nor ejected rod worthassumptions would be exceeded in these MODES.
The applicability requirements have been modified by a Noteindicating the LCO requirements are suspended during theperformance of SR 3.1.5.2. This SR verifies the freedom ofthe rods to move, and requires the control bank to movebelow the LCO limits, which would violate the LCO.

A-1-1. A.1.2, A.2, B.1.-1, B.1.2. and B-.2.

When the control banks are outside the acceptable insertionlimits, the' must be restored to within those limits. Thisrestoration can occur in two ways:

a. Reducing power to be consistent with rod position; or.
b. Moving rods to be consistent with power.

Also, verification of SOM or initiation of boration toregain SOM is required within 1 hour, since the SDM inMODES 1 and 2 normally ensured by adhering to the controland shutdown bank insertion limits (see LCD 3.1.1, "SHUTDOWNMARGIN (SDM)- T >200-F") has been upset. If controlbanks are not wilfhin their insertion limi~ts, then SOM willbe verified by performing a reactivity balance calculation,considering the effects listed in SR 3.1.1.1.

(continued)
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Control Bank Insertion Limits

B 3.1.7

VBASES

ACTIONS A'.1.1. A.1.-2. A.2,,B.1.1. B.1.2. and 8.2 (continued)

Similarly, if the control banks are found to be out ofsequence or in the wrong overlap configuration, they must berestored to meet the limits.

Operation beyond the LCO limits is allowed for a short timeperiod in order to take conservative action because thesimultaneous occurrence of either a LOCA, loss of flowaccident, ejected rod accident, or other accident duringthis short time period, together with an inadequate powerdistribution or reactivity capability, has an acceptably low
probability.

The allowed Completion Time of 2 hours for restoring thebanks to within the insertion limits provides an acceptabletime for evaluating and repairing minor problems withoutallowing the plant to remain in an unacceptable condition
for an extended period of time.

Required Actions A.2 or B.2 and LCO 3.1.5 apply.

c.1

If Required Actions A.1 and A.2, or B.1 and 8.2 cannot becompleted within the associated Completion Times, the plantmust be brought to MODE 3, where the LCD is not applicable.The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, basedon operating experience, for reaching the required MODE -fromfull-power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.7.1
REQU IREMENTS

This Surveillance is required to ensure that the reactordoes not achieve criticality wii~h the control banks below
their insertion limits.

The estimated critical position (ECP) depends upon a numberof factors, one of which is xenon concentration. If the ECPwas calculated long before criticality, xenon concentration

(conti nued)
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Control Bank Insertion Limits

B 3.1.7SBASES
SURVEILLANCE SR .3.1.7.1 (continued)
REQU IREMENTS

could change to make the Ed'P substantially in error.Conversely, determining the ECP immediately beforecriticality could be an unnecessary burden. There are anumber of unit parameters requiring operator, attention atthat point. Performing the ECP calculation within 4 hoursýprior to criticality avoids a large error from changes inxenon concentration, but allows the operator someflexibility to schedule the ECP calculation with otherstartup activities.

SR 3.1.7.2

With an OPERABLE bank insertion limit monitor, verificationof the control bank insertion limits at a Frequency of12 hours is sufficient to ensure OPERABILITY of the bankinsertion limit monitor and to detect control banks that maybe approaching the insertion limits since, normally, verylittle rod motion occurs in 12 hours. If the insertionlimit monitor becomes inoperable, verification of thecontrol bank position at a Frequency of 4 hours issufficient to- detect that may be approaching the insertionS limits. 't-~CON7Ro1 bAMks

SR 3.1.7.3

When co ntrol banks are maintained within their insertionlimits as checked by SR 3.1.7.2 above, it is unlikely-thattheir sequence and overlap will not be in accordance with- requirements provided in the COLR. A Frequency of 12 hoursis consistent with the insertion limit check above inSR 3.1.7.2.

PREFERENCES i - PP l d ,G6-0 1-06i6

-TANSEf-R 7-. F~i -'@1 ptzrliZ
FR 0 M

8 3.1 -L4GA 7F p' r-j --
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1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, General Design Criterion 10, 'Reactor
Design," General Design Criterion 26, "Reactivity
Limits."

2. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.46,;*
"Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling
Systems' for Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors.'

I. WATTS BAR FSAR, Section 15.2-1, "Uncontrolled Rod Cluster Control!
Assembly Bank Withdrawal From a Subcrftical condition."

4. WATTS BAR FSAR, Section 152.2-, "Uncontrolled Rod Cluster Control
Assembly Bank Withdrawal At Power,,

5. WATTS BAR FSAR, Section 15.2.3, "Rod Cluster Control Assembly
Mjsalinment.-

6. WATTS BAR FSAR, Section 15.2.4, "Uncontrolled Boron Dilution.'
.7. WATTS BAR ESAR, Section 15.2.5, "Partial Loss of Forced Reactor

Coolant Flow."

8. WATTS BAR FSAR, Section 15.2.13, "Accidental Depressurization of the
-Main. Steam System."

9. WATTS BAR FSAR, Section 15.3.4, "Complete Loss of Forced Reactor
Coolant Flow.*

10. WATTS BAR ESAR,' Section 15.3.6, *Single Rod Cluste Control Assembly
Withdrawal At Full Power."

11. WATTS BAR FSAR, Section 15.4.2.1, -Major Rupture of Main Steam Une.'

12. WATTS BAR ESAR, Section 15.4.4, 'Single Reactor Coolantd Pump Locker
Rotor."w

13. WATTS BAR FSAR, Section 15.4.6, 'Rupture of a Control Rod Drive
Mechanism Housing (Rod Cluster Control Assembly Ejection)."
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NRC STS 3'.1.7

1. Change to correct error in STS.

2. Change to reflect WBN specific parameter -.ralues.

3. Change to reflect WBN specific control bank insertion figure.

4. Change in text to more clearly describe control bank overlap for control
banks C and D at WEN.

5. Change in reference numbers to reflect addition of several more specific
FSAR section references.

6. Deleted text that was considered confusing. LCO 3.1.8 provides actions
for inoperable rod position indication which allows determining rod
position using the incore detectors once per 8 hours.. Actions A.2 and
B.2 of this LCO apply to insertion limit and overlap. LCO 3.1.8 applies
to alignment. It is unclear what this -paragraph intends with respect to
"inoperability" of a rod group. The other important issues are
trippability and positio~i which are already addressed by LCOs 3.1.5 and
3.1.8, respectively.

7. Change to specify WBN specific reference information and format.

8. This change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the
Proof and Review meeting on the RSTS in Irvine, CA July 13 - July 20,
1992.

9. This statement is incorrect for the MSLB event when the core briefly
returns critical.



Rod Position Indication
3.1.8

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.1.8 Rod Position IndicationA

LCO .1.8The Rod Position Indication (ORPI) System and theDemand Position Indication SYstem shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.

ACTIONS

Separate--C-onditi ------------------ NOTE ------------------------------Seprat Coditonentry is allowed for -eacfi inoperable rod Position ind~icatorper group and each demand Position indicator per bank.
- ----------- 71 ----------------------------------------------

COND ITION

A. One k Iper group
inoperable for one or
more groups.

REQUIRED ACTION

AA1 Verify the position
of the rods with
inoperable Position

* indicators by using
movable incore

* detectors.

A. 2 Reduce THERMAL POWER

COMPLETION TIME

Once per
8 hours

Co s 0%RTP.

B. One or more rods wi th B.11 Verify the- positi'on 8 hoursinoperable position of the rods with-indicators have been inoperable positionmoved-in excess of .indicators by using24 steps in one mvbeicrdirection since the movabe ictore.last determination of dtcos
the rod's position. OR

(conti nued)
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Rod Position Indication
3.1.8

PACTIONS 
________________

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. (continued) 8.2 Reduce THERMAL POWER 8 hours
to :s 50% RTP.

C. One demand position C.1.1 VerivfYAall A ~PIs for Once perindicator per bank the affected banks 8 hours
inoperable for one or are OPERABLE.
more banks.

AND

C-12.2 Verify the most Once per
withdrawn rod and the 8 hours
least withdrawn rod
of the affected banks
are :5 12 steps apart.

OR

C.2 Reduce THERMAL POWER 8 hours
to :5 50% RTP.

0. Required Action and 0.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A,
Condition B,'
or Condition C not
met.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.1.8.1 Veif eah PI agrees 'Within (2 steps [8 months

indicat .ed range~of rod travel.0

WOG SIS3.1-ý 18
04/30/92 3:01pm
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Rod Position Indication
B 3.1.8

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTO9

B 3.1.8 Rod Position Indication

BASES

BACKGROUND According to GOC 13 (Ref. 1), instrumentation to monitorvariables and systems over their operating ranges during,normal operation, anticipated operational occurrences, andaccident conditions must be OPERABLE. LCO 3.1.8 is requiredto ensure OPERABILITY of the c'ontrol rod position indicatorsto determine control rod positions and thereby ensurecompliance with the control rod alignment and insertionlimits.

The OPERABILITY, including position indication, of theshutdown and control rods are initial assumptions in allsafety analyses that assume rod insertion upon reactor trip.Maximum rod misalignment is an initial assumption in thesafety analysis that directly affects core powerdistributions and assumptions of available SDM. Rodposition indication is required to assess OPERABILITY andmisalignment.

Mechanical or electrical failures may cause a control rod tobecome inoperable or to become misaligned from its group.Control rod inoperability or misalignment may causeincreased power peaking, due to the asymmetric reactivitydistribution and a reduction in the total available rodworth for reactor sh'utdown. Therefore, control rodalignment and OPERABILITY are related to core operation indesign power peaking limits and the core design requirementof a minimum SOM..

Limits on control rod alignment and OPERABILITY have beenestablished, and all rod positions are monitored andcontrolled during power operation to ensure that the powerdistribution and reactivi 'ty limits defined by the designpower peaking and SOM limits are preserved.

Rod cluster control assemblies (RCCAs), or rods, are movedout of the core (up or withdrawn) or into the core (down orinserted) by their control rod drive mechanisms. The RCCAsare divided among control banks and shutdown banks. Eachbank may be further subdivided into two groups to providefor precise reactivity control.

(conti nued)
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Rod Position Indication
B 3.1.8

BASES

BACKGROUND
(conti nued)

The axial position of shutdown rods and control rods aredetermined by two separate~and independent systems: theBank Demand Position Indication System (commonly calledgroup step counters) and the Rod Position
Indication (ZRPI) System. ýA4'fA0o'
The Bank Demand Position Indication System counts the pulsesfrom the Rod Control System that move the rods. There isone step counter for each group of rods. Individual rods ina group all receive the same signal to move and should,therefore, all be at the-same position indicated by thegroup step counter for that group. The Bank Demand PositionIndication System is considered highly precise (t 1 step or+ 5 inch). If a rod does not move one step for each demand
pu se, the step counter will still count the~pulse and

0~ incorrectly reflect the position ofthe rod.

The ORPI System provides a accurate indication ofactual control rod positi on, but at a lower precision thanthe step counters. This system is based on inductive analogsignals from a series of coils spaced along a hollow tubewith a center-to-center distance of 3.75 inches, which is

~+eh~-1 ~tz~. ho1J~.,./henora~lindicationaccuracy of the /PI Syse is±6sep (no.7richs)
and he aximm ucertainty is ± 12 steps (±' 7.5 inches).With an indicated deviation of 12 steps between the group

10 step counter andAýRPI, the maximum deviation between actualrod position-and the demand position could be 24 steps, or
15 inches.

SAFETY ANALYSES

2 bIros~, 2

Conro4_rod_4ý~dhu~donýposition accuracy is essentialduring power operation. Power peaking, ejected rod worth,or SOM limits may be violated in the event of a Design BasisAccident (Ref. k), with control or shutdown rods operatingoutsiethir limits undetected. Therefore, the acceptancecriteria for rod position indication is that rod positionsmust be known with sufficient accuracy in order to verifythe core is operating within the group sequence, overlap,design peaking limits, ejected rod worth, and with minimumSOM (LCO 3.1.6, "Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits," and

(conti nued)
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Rod Position Indication
B 3.1.8

k)BASES

APPLICABLE LCO 3.1.7, "Control Bank Insertion Limits"). The rodSAFETY ANALYSES positions must also be known in order to verify the(continued) alignment limits are preserved (LCO 3.1.5, "Rod GroupAlignment Limits"). Control rod positions are continuouslymonitored to provide operators with information that ensuresthe plant is operating within the bounds of the accident
analysis assumptions.

The control rod position indicator channels satisfyCriterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement. 'The control rodposition indicators monitor control rod position, which isan initial condition of the accident.

(.V~ CV he(eLCO LCO3.1.X specifies thatA~fý&ORPI System and*Ae~ABank DemandPosition Indication System be OPERABLE for *a"~ control rodsFor the control rod position indicators to beOPERABLErequires meeting the SR of the LCO and the fiollowjng
. A 

-- (Za. The /RPI System-has passed a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL CHECKw ithin-th~e prescribed interval;
A

b. For the ý'RPI System there-are no failed coils;.and
C. The Bank Demand Indication System has been calibratedeither in the fully inserted position or to the /RPISystem. A. 

A
The agreement between the Bank Demand Position IndicationSystem and the XRPI System is within the. limit, indicatingthat the Bank Demand Posi 'tion Indication System isadequately calibrated for measurement of control rod bankposition.

A deviation of less than the allowable limit, given in theCOLR, in position indication for a single control rod,ensures high confidence that the position uncertainty of thecorresponding control rod group is within the assumed values.used in the analysis (that specified control rod group
insertion limits).

These requirements ensure that control rod positionindication during power operation and PHYSICS TESTS isaccurate, and that design assumptions are not challenged.-OPERABILITY of the position indicator channels ensures that

(continued)
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Rod Position Indication
B 3.1.8

'BASES

LCO
(conti nued)

inoperable, misaligned, or mispositioned control
detected. Therefore, power peaking, ejected rodSOM can be controlled within acceptable limits.

rods can be
worth, and

APPLICABI LITY

ACTIONS

A ()The requirements on the VRP~and step counters are onlyapplicable in MODES I and 2 (consistent with LCD 3.1.5,LCO 3.1.6, and LCD 3.1.7), because these are the only MODESin which power is generated, and the OPERABILITY andalignment of rods have the potential to affect the safety ofthe plant. In the shutdown MODES, the OPERABILITY of theshutdown and control banks has thb potential to affect therequired 5DM, but this effect can be compensated for by anincrease in the boron concentration of the Reactor Coolant
System.

The Actions table is modified by a NOTE indicating that a-separate Condition entry is allowed for each inoperable rodPosition indicator per group and each demand positionindicator per bank. This is acceptable because the RequiredActions for each Condition provide appropriate compqnsatoryactions for each. inoperable position indicator.

A.1I

When one API channel per group fails, the po sition of therod can still be determined by use of the incore movabledetectors. Based on experience, normal power operation doesnot require excessive movement of banks. If a bank has beensignificantly 'moved, the Required Action of 8.1 or 8.2 belowis required. Therefore, verification of RCCA positionwithin the Completion Time of 8 hours is adequate forallowing continued full-power operation, since theprobability of simultaneously having a rod significantly outof position and an event sensitive to that rod position issmall.

(conti nued)
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Rod Position Indication
B 3.1.8

BASES

ACTIONS
(conti nued)

A. 2

Reduction of THERMAL POWER .to :5 50% RIP puts the core into acondition where rod psteis not significantly affectingcore peaking factors (Re U (
The allowed Completion Time of 8 hours is reasonable, basedon operating experience, for reducing power to :5 50% RIPfrom full-power conditions without challenging plant systemsand allowing for rod position determination by RequiredAction A.1 above.

B.1 and 6.2

These Required Actions clarify that when one or more rodswith inoperable position indicators have been moved inexcess of 24 steps in one direction, since the position waslast determined, the Required Actions of A.1 and A.2 arestill appropriate but must be initiated promptly underRequired Action B.1 to begin verifying that these rods arestill prope'rly positioned, relative to their group
positions.

.If, within 8.hours, the rod positions have not been'determined, THERMAL POWER must be reduced to :5 50% RIP toavoid undesirable power distributions' that could result fromcontinued operation at > 50% RIP, if one or more rods aremisaligned by more than 24 steps.' The allowed CompletionTime of 8 hours provides an acceptable period of time toverify the rod positions.*

C.1.1 and C-1.2

With one demand position indicator perý!bank inoperable, therod Positions can be determined by the ARPI System. Sincenormal power operation does not require excessive movementof rods, verification th at the rod position indicators areOPERABLE and the mo s wi thdrawn rod and the least withdrawnrod are :s 12 steps apart within the allowed Completion Timeof once every 8 hours is adequrate.

(_C)

(conti nued)
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Rod Position Indication
B 3.1.8

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS C-2
(conti nued)

Reduction of THERMAL POWER to :5 50% RTP puts the core into acondition where rod position is (1ý11 significantly affectingcore peaking factor limits (Re .13)/ The allowed CompletionTime of 8 hours provides an acc~i~ble period of time toverify the rod positions per Required Actions C.1.1
and C.1.2 or reduce power to :- 50% RTP.

0.1

If the Required Actions cannot be completed within theassociated Completion Time, the plant must be brought to aMODE in which the requirement does not apply. To achievethis status, the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3within 6 hours. The allowed Completion Time is reasonable,based on operating experience, for reaching the requiredMODE from full-power conditions in an orderly manner andwithout challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.8.1A
REQU IREMENTS 9'A

ifcali that the JVP are Vwith the demand position@ -6'-6withhiiff[1.2i st eps ensures that the Z1RPI is operatingcorrectly. 94.. 1 ipl 11 _! =,,-pASAdizR Wi

P*4 6@toe ;@ an'-d i-N tP :zmpa~izppeRt.

The _81~hr~equency is based on the need to performthis Surveillan ce under the conditions that apply during aplant outage and the potential for unnecessary planttransients if the SR were performed with the reactor atpower. Operating experience has shown these componentsvirtually always pass the SR when performed at a Frequencyof once every /I18 mon ths Therefore, the Frequency wasconcluded to be acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CF-fl- 50, Appemndix A, GC 1a!.
ZTAIptL J~JLNSEf &. ;&,;R, Seet~ £15]

ýPROM PAOC __________

B 3,1 -5ZA 3. --SAR-, Seta [15].
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1. Title 10, Code of Federal -Regulations, -Part 50,Appendix A, General Design Cri tero 3'Insrumntaionand Control.'
2.WAiTS BAR FSAR, Section 1,5.Z I, -Uflnconrlled Rod Cluster Co~ntrolAss~embtY Bank Withdrawal From a SubcridwConditi.

3. W iT BAR FSAR Setio 15.2U , wU n~cOntroled Rod Cluster ControlAsseM~bly Bank Witdrawal At powe'
4/' WVATTS BAR FSAR, Section 15.2.3, 'Rod Cluster CnrlAsmlMisafignment'

5. WATTS BAR FSAR, Section 15.2.4, Ucn~ oo iuin
~.WATTS BAR FSAR, Seýction 15.2.5,"PrilLsofoceRatr

Coolant Flow.'"ata OSOfFre eco
7. WATTS BLAR FSAR, Section 15..Z1I3, -Accidenta D9rewurizto ~of theMain Steam system.-.
~.WATTS BAR FSAR, Section 15.3.4, -CompeeLs fFre ecoCoolant PRow.-"~t ~~ tFre tco

9~. WATTS BAR PSAR, Seto 15.3.$, 'Single Rod Cluster Control AssembtyWithdrawal At Full Power."
/0- WATTS BAR FSAR, Section 15.4.2.1, "Major Rupture Of Main Steam Line.-
il. WATTS BAR FSAR, Section 15-4.4, 'Single Reactor Coolanit pump LockerRotor.'

17- WATTS BAR FSAR, SectIon 15-4.6, 0 Rupture of a Control Rod DriveMechani'* HOusing (Rod Cluser Control Assembly Ejection).'

/3. WAdt BA FSAR, Secý,~v 4 3.j'NuclehR~ De I~j ,/VA
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NRC STS 3.1.8

1. WBN utilizes an Analog Rod Position Indication System, not a Digital RodPosition Indication System.

2. Format change to delete brackets that identify plant spe cific
information/values.

3. WBN does not consider the ARKI System to be "highly" accurate.

4. Deleted text that does not apply to WBN's ARPK System.

5. Change in reference numbers to reflect addition of several more specific
- FSAR section references.

6. Change to correct error in-STS.

7. Editorial change of STS text to more clearly specify LCO requirements
for WEN.

8. Change to specify WBN specific reference information and format.

9. This change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at theProof and Review meeting on the RSTS in Irvine, CA July 13 - July 20,1992.



PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions -MODE 1
3.1.9

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.1.9 PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions -MODE 1

LCO 3.1.9 During the performance of PHYSICS TESTS, the requirements of

3.1.5,
3.1.6,
3.1.7,
3.2.3,
3.2. 4,

APPLICABILITY:

ACTIONS

"Rod Group Alignment Limits";
"Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits";
"Control Bank Insertion Limits";
"AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE (AFD) "; and
"QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO (QPTR)"

may be suspended, provided:

a. THERMAL POWER is maintained :5 85% RTP;

b. Power Range Neutron Flux- High trip setpoints are
:5 10% RTP above the THERMAL POWER at which the test is
performed, with a maximum setting of 90% RTP; and

C. SOM is >- Ak/k.

MODE 1.during PHYSICS TESTS.

CONDITION

A. SDM not within limit.

REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

Initiate boration to
restore SOM to within
limit.

AND

A. 2 Suspend PHYSICS TESTS
exceptions.

15 minutes

1 hour

(continued)

04/30/92 3:01pm
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PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions -MODE 1
3.1.9

ACTIONS (continued)_________________ 
_________

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B.THERMAL POWER not B.1 Reduce'THERMAL POWER 1 hour
within limit, to within limit.

OR

B.2 Suspend PHYSICS TESTS 1 hour

exceptions.-

C. Power Range Neutron C.1 Restore Power Range 1 hour
Flux -High trip Neutron Flux -High
setpoints > 10% RTP trip setpoints to
above the PHYSICS TEST < 10% above the
power level. PHYSICS TEST power

level, or to
OR :5 90% RTP, whichever

is lower.
Power Range Neutron
Flux -High trip OR

-setpoints > 90% RTP.
C.2 Suspend PHYSICS TESTS 1 hour

exceptions.

WOG STS 3.1~ 04/30/92 3:01pm3.1 .0



PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions -MODE 1
3.1.9

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEI LLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.9.1 Verify THERMAL POWER is :5 85% RTP. 1 hour

SR 3.1.9.2 Verify Power Range Neutron Flux -High triv% W ithin 8 hours
setpoints are < 10% above the PHYSICS TEV1S prior to
power level, and < 90% RTP. initiation of

SPHYSICS TESTS

SR 3.1.9.3 Perform SR 3.2.1.1 and SR 3.2.2.1. 12 hours

SR 3.1.9.4 Verify 5DM is Ž: 1. ik/k. 24 hours

01

WOG~3 STSz 3 \I
04/30/92 3:01pm
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PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions -MODE 1
B 3.1.9

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.9 PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions -MODE 1

BASES

BACKGROUND The primary purpose of the MODE 1 PHYSICS TESTS exceptions
is to permit relaxations of existing LCOs to'allow theperformance of instrumentation calibration tests and specialPHYSICS TESTS. The exceptions to LCO 3.2.3, "AXIAL FLUXDIFFERENCE (AFD)," and LCO 3.2.4, "QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO(QPTR)" are most often appropriate for xenon stability
tests. The exceptions to LCO 3.1.5, "Rod Group AlignmentLimits"; LCO 3.1.6, "Shutdown Bank Insertion Limit"; andLCO 3.1.7, "Control Bank Insertion-Limits," may be requiredin the event that it is necessary or desirable to do specialPHYSICS TESTS involving abnormal rod or bank configurations.

Section XI of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B (Ref. 1), requires thata test program be established to ensure that structures,
systems, and components will perform satisfactorily inservice. All functions necessary to ensure that thespecified design conditions are not exceeded during normaloperation and anticipated operational occurrences must betested. This testing is an integral part of the design,construction, and'operation of the plant. Requirements fornotification of the NRC, for the purpose of conducting testsand experiments, are specified in 10 CFR 50.59 (Ref. 2).

The key objectives of a test program-are to (Ref. 3):

a. Ensure that the facility has been adequately designed;

b. Validate the analytical models used in the design and
analysis;

C. Verify the assumptions used to predict unit response;

d. Ensure that installation of equipment at the facilityhas been accomplished, in accordance with the design;
and

e. Verify that the operating and emergency procedures are
adequate.

To accomplish these objectives, testing is perfo rmed priorto initial criticality; during startup, low power, power

WOG STS rz z \-S 3
U 05/04/92 12:34pm
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PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions -MODE 1
B 3.1.9

BASES

BACKGROUND
(continued)

S
C

ascension, and at-power operation; and after each refueling.The PHYSICS TESTS requirements for reload fuel cycles ensurethat the operating characteristics of the core areconsistent with the design predictions, and that the corecan be operated as designed (Ref. 4).

PHYSICS TESTS procedures are written and approved, in
accordance with established formats. The procedures includeall information necessary to permit a detailed execution ofthe testing required to ensure that the design intent ismet. PHYSICS TESTS are performed in accordance with theseprocedures, and test results are approved prior to continuedpower escalation and long-term power operation.

The PHYSICS TESTS required for reload fuel cycles (Ref.- 4).in MODE 1 are listed below:

a. Neutron Flux Symmetry;

b. Power Distribution - Intermediate Power;

C. Power Distribution- Full Power; and

d. Critical Boron Concentration- Full Power.

The first test can be performed in either MODE 1 or 2, andthe last three tests are performed in MODE 1. These andother supplementary tests may be required to calibrate thenuclear instrumentation or to diagnose operational problems.These tests may cause the operating controls and processvariables to deviate from their LCO requirements duringtheir pe~rformance. The last two tests are performed atS90% RTP.c

a. The Neutron Flux Symmetry Test measures the degree of2azimuthal symmetry of the core neutron flux at as lowa power level as practical,.depending on the methodused. The Flux Distribution Method uses incore fluxdetectors to measure the azimuthal flux distributionat selected locations with the core at :5 30% RIP.
b. The Power Di stri buti on -Intermedi ate Power Test

measures the power distribution of the reactor core atintermediate power levels between 40% and 75% RIP.This test uses the incore flux detectors to measure
core power distribution.

(conti nued)
WOG STS
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PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions -MODE 1
B 3.1.9

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND
(conti nued)

I L~

C. The Power Distribution- Full Power Test measures
the power distribution of the reactor core at
> 90% RTP using incore flux detectors.

d. The Critical Boron Concentration- Full Power Test
simply measures the critical boron concentration at
> 90% RTP, with all rods fully withdrawn, the lead
control bank being at or near its fully withdrawn
position, and with the core 'at equilibrium xenon
conditions.

(.ý) ::_
For initial startups, tfe-r are

Svio at e re ren d LCO.
~.pe4~.'. es, ef rme at pr ximatl

sp ci ie in a t he y rel v n t L .

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

0

The fuel is protected by an LCO, which preserves the
initial conditions of the core assumed during the safetyanalyses. The methods for development of the LCD, which are
.superseded by this LCD, are described in the Westinghouse
Reload-Safety Evaluation Methodology Report (Ref. 5). Theabove-mentioned PHYSICS TESTS, and other tests that may berequired to calibrate nuclear instrumentation or to diagnose
operational problems, may require the op *erating -oontrols or
process- vaiables to-deviate from their LCD li-mitations.

Reference/6 defines requirements for initial testing-of the
facilityý' ncluding PHYSICS TESTS. TableX. .14-+--1-

.. wý 1444~ (Ref. 6) summarize~the zero, low power,. andpower testý>&. Requirements for reload fuel cycle PHYSICSTESTS are defined in ANSI/ANS-19.6.1-19g5 (Ref. 4).Although these PHYSICS TESTS are generally accomplished
within the limits for all LCOs, conditions may occur whenone or more LCOs must be suspended to make completion ofPHYSICS TESTS possible or practical. This is acceptable aslong as the fuel design criteria are not violated. When oneor more of the requirements specified in:

LCO 3. 1.5,
LCD 3. 1.6,
LCD 3. 1.7,
LCD 3. 2.3,

"Rod Group Alignment Limits";
"Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits";
"Control Bank Insertion Limits";
"1AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE (AFD)"; or

(continued)
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PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions -MODE 1
B 3.1.9

BASES

APPLICABLE LCO 3.2.4, "QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO (QPTR)'
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) are suspended for PHYSICS TESTS, the fuel design criteria
are preserved as long as the requirements of LCO 3.2.1,"Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor (ff(Z))," and LCO 3.2.2,"Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel Factor (FA"H)," aresatisfied, power level is maintained 5 85% RTP, and SDM is

'e-Ak/k. Therefore, [CO 3.1.9 requires surveillance
limts are not being exceeded.

PHYSICS TESTS include measurements of core nuclear
parameters or the exercise of control components that affectprocess variables. Among the process variables involved areAFD and QPTR, which represent initial conditions of the unitsafety analyses. Also involved are'the movable controlcomponents (control and shutdown rods), which are requiredto shut down the reactor. The limits for these variables
are specified for each fuel cycle in the CO[R.

PHYSICS TESTS meet the criteria for inclusion in theTechnical Specifications, since the component and process
variable [COs suspended during PHYSICS TESTS meet
Criteria 1, 2, and 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

Reference 7 allows special test exceptions to be included aspart of the [CO that they affect. However, it was decidedto retain this special test exception as a separate [CObecause it was less cumbersome and provided additional
clarity.-

[CO This [CO allows selected conti'ol rods and shutdown rods tobe positioned outside their specified alignment limits andinsertion limits to conduct PHYSICS TESTS in MODE 1, toverify certain core physics parameters.' The power level islimited to :5 85% RTP and the power range neutron flux tripsetpoint is set at 10% RIP above the PHYSICS TESTS powerlevel with a maximum setting of 90% RTP. Violation of[CO 3.1.5, [CO 3.1.6, [CO 3.1.7, [CO 3.2.3, or [CO 3.2.4,during the performance of PHYSICS TESTS does not pose anythreat to the integrity of the fuel as long as the

(conti nued)
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PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions -MODE 1
B 3.1.9

BASES

[CO
(conti nued)

APPLICABILITY

ACTIONS

requirements of [CO 3.2.1 and [CO 3.2.2, are satisfied, and
provided:

a. THERMAL POWER is maintained :5 85% RTP;

b. Powver Range Neutron Flux-High trip setpoints are:5 10% RTP above the THERMAL POWER at which the test isperformed, with a maximum setting of 90% RTP; and

C. SDM is 1 o k/ .
Operation with THERMAL POWER s 85% RTP during PHYSICS TESTSprovides an acceptable thermal margin when one or more ofthe applicable LCOs is out of specification. The PowerRange Neutron Flux-:High trip setpoint is reduced so that asimilar margin exists between the steady-state condition andthe trip point that exists during normal operation at RTP.

This LCO is. applicable in MODE 1 when performing PHYSICSTESTS. The applicable PHYSICS TESTS are performed at:s 85% RTP. Other PHYSICS TESTS are performed at full powerbut do not require viol'ation of. any existing LCO, andtherefore do not require a PHYSICS TESTS exception. ThePHYSICS TESTS performed in MODE 2 are covered by LCO 3.1.10,"PHYSICS TESTS- Exceptions -MODE 2."

A.1I and A. 2

If the SDM requirement is not met,. boration must beinitiated promptly. A Completion Time of 15 minutes isadequate for an operator to correctly align and start therequired systems and components. The operator should beginboration with the best source available for the plant-conditions. Boration will be continued until 5DM is withinlimit.,

Suspension of PHYSICS TESTS exceptions requires restorationof each of the applicable [COs to within specification.

(continued)
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PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions -MODE I

B 3.1.9

*BASES

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2
(conti nued)

When THERMAL POWER is > 85% RTP, the only acceptable actions
are t 'o reduce THERMAL POWER to s 85% RTP or to suspend thePHYSICS TESTS exceptions. With the PHYSICS TESTS exceptions
suspended, the PHYSICS TESTS may proceed if all other LCOrequirements are met. Fuel integrity may be challenged withcontrol rods or shutdown rods misaligned and THERMAL POWER
> 85% RTP. The allowed Completion Time of 1 hour isreasonable, based on operating experience, for completing
the Required Actions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems. This Completion Time is also
consistent with the Required Actions of the*LCOs that are
suspended by the PHYSICS TESTS.

C.1 and C.2

When the Power Range Neutron Flux- High trip setpoints are> 10% RTP above the PHYSICS TESTS power level or > 90% RTP,the Reactor Trip System (RTS) may not provide the requireddegree of core protection if the-tr~ip setpoint is greater
than the specified value.

The only acetbeactio'ns are to restore the trip setpointto the allowed value or to suspend the performance of thePHYSICS TESTS exceptions. The Completion Time of 1 hour isbased on the practical amount of time it may take to restorethe Neutron Flux.-High trip setpoints to the correct value,consistent with operating plant safety. This Completion
Time is consistent with the Required Actions of the LCOs
that are suspended by the PHYSICS TESTS.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.9.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verification that the THERMAL POWER level is < 85% RTP willensure that the required core protection is provided duringthe performance of PHYSICS TESTS. Control of the reactorpower level is a vital parameter and is closely monitoredduring the performance of PHYSICS TESTS. A Frequency of1 hour is sufficient for ensuring that the power level does
not exceed the limit.

(conti nued)
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PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions -MODE 1

B 3.1.9

_BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQU IREMENTS

(Cont

SR 3.1.9.2

inued) Verification of the Power Range Neutron Flux -High tripsetpoints within 8 hours prior to initiation of the PHYSICSTESTS will ensure that the RTS is properly set to performPHYSICS TESTS. Venfying te trip setpaint at a Frequenc-yo 8 oursi ýurig the performance of the PHYSICS T .ESTSe rnsures that the RTS will provide the required core
r ootection.

SR_3.1. 9. 3

K2-he(%The performance of SR 3.2.1.1 and SR 3.2-.2.1 measures thecore F,(Z) and the FAH, respectively. If the requirementsof these LCOs are met, Acore has adequate, protection fromexceeding its design limits, while other LCO requirementsare suspended. The Frequency of 12 hours is based onoperating experience and the practical amount of time thatit may take to run an incore flux map and calculate the hotchannel factors.

SR 3..1.9.4

The SOM is verified by performing a reactivity balance
calculation, considering the following reactivity effects:
a. Reactor Cool~nt System (RCS) boron concentration;

b. Control bank position;

C. ACS average temperature;

d. Fuel burnup based on gross thermal energy generation;

e. Xenon concentration; and

f. rg'sothermal temperature coefficient (ITC).
Using the ITC accounts for Doppler reactivity in thecalculation because the reactor is subcritical, and the fueltemperature will be changing at the same rate as the RCS.

(continued)
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PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions -MODE 1

B 3.1.9

BASES

SURVEILLANCE _SR 3.1.9.4 (conti nued)
REQUIREMENTS

The Frequency of 24 hours is based on the generally slowchange in required boron concentration and on the lowprobability of an accident without the required SOM.

REFERENCES 1. *0 eFR 50, Appendii k, Soin X,ý~~

(~)2. 40 CPR 6O.949

4. ASIASM61ig

1. Tile10 CoeAof FederAl ReultinsiPrt50

Powe Plant and l~ Fuel R beprocsing Plants," 1988.8-

2. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.5,

"Change.s, Tests, and Experiments.."

3. Regulatory Guide 1.68,. Revision 2," "Initial TestPrograms for Water-Coole~d Nuclear Power Plants*,"U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, August 1978.
4. ANSI/ANS-19.6.1..1985 , "Reload Startup PHYSICS TESTSfor Pressurized Water Reactors," American National.Standards Institute, December 13, 1985.
5.- WCAP-9273-NP-A, "Westinghouse Reload Safety Evaluation,Methodology Report," July 1985.

6. WATTS BAR FSAR, Section *4,~Test

7. WCAP-11618, "MRITS Pr~ogrram- Phase II Task 5,Criteria Application," dated November 1987, including!Addendum 1, April 1989.
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NRC STS 3.1.9

1. Format change to delete brackets that identify plant specific
information/values.

2. Change to correct error in the STS.

3. Change to reflect WBN specific information.

4. Deleted text due to an editorial error in the STS. SR 3.1.9.2 is only
required 8 hours prior to physics tests, not once per 8 hours.

5. Change to specify WEN specific reference information and format.

6. Watts Bar FSAR Amendment 69 takes exception to these listed tests and
therefore, the wording has been changed to address generic abnormal rod
configurations during physics testing that require this exception.



PHJYSICS TESTS Exceptions -MODE 2
3.1.10

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.1.10 PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions- MODE 2

LCO 3.1.10 During the performance of PHYSICS TESTS, the requirements of

LCO
LCO
LCO
LCO
LCO

3.1.4,
3.1.5,
3.1.6,
3.1.7,
3.4.2,

"Moderator Temperature Coefficient (MTC)"I;
"Rod Group Alignment Limits";
"Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits";
"Control Bank Insertion Limits"; and
"RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality"

may be suspended, provided:

APPLICABILITY:

ACTIONS

THERMAL POWER i.mairtaincd • 9% RTP;
_sq4SRCS lowest loop .Average temperature is fŽSU4.0 F; and

16'e. SDM i s 1 Ak/ k.

.MODE 2 during PHYSICS TESTS.

CONDITION

SOM not'4within limit.

B. THERMAL POWER not
within limit.

REQUIRED ACTION
COMPLETION TIME1 4

Initiate boration to
restore SDM to within
limit.

AND

A. 2 Suspend PHYSICS TESTS
exceptions.

4.

B. I Open reactor t1.ri p
breakers.

15 minutes

1 ho ur

Immedi ately

(continued)
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PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions -MODE 2
3.1.10

ACTIONS (continued)_______________

COND.ITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION~ TIME

C. RCS lowest loop C.1 Restore RCS lowest 15 minutes
average temperature loop average
not within limit, temperature to within

limit.

OR

C.2 Be in MODE 3. 30 minutes

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEI LLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.10.1 Perform (EINODCHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST
on power-range and intermediate-range
channels perZSR 3.3.1.7, SR 3.3.1.8, and
Table 3.3.1-1<

Within 12 hours
prior to
initiation of
PHYSICS TESTS

WOG STS
04/30/92 3:01pm3.1 0



PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions -MODE 2
B 3.1.10. B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B .3.1.10 PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions -MODE 2

BASES

BACKGROUND The primary purpose of the MODE 2 PHYSICS TESTS exceptionsis to permit relaxations of existing LCOs to allow certainPHYSICS TESTS to be performed.

Section XI of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B (Ref. 1), requires thata test program be established to ensure that structures,,systems, and components will perform satisfactorily inservice. All functions necessary to ensure that thespecified design conditions are not exceeded during normaloperation and anticipated operational occurrences must betested. This testing is an integral part of the design,construction, and operation of the plant. Requirements fornotification of the NRC, for the purpose of conducting testsand experiments, are specified in 10 CFR 50.59 (Ref. 2).

The key objectives of a test program are-to (Ref. 3):
* a. Ensure that- the facility has been adequately designed;

b. A alidate -the analytical model~s used in the design and
analysis;

c. Verify the assumptions us ed to predict unit response;

d. Ensure that installation of equipment in the facilityhas been accomplished, in accordance with the design;
and

e. Verify that the operating and emergency procedures areadequate.

To accomplish these objectives, testing is performed priorto initial criticality, during startup, during low poweroperations, during power ascension, at high power, and aftereach refueling. The PHYSICS TESTS requirements for reloadfuel cycles ensure that the operating characteristics of thecore are consistent with the design predictions and that thecore can be operated as designed (Ref. 4).

PHYSICS TESTS procedures are written and approved, inaccordance with established formats. The procedures include

(conti nued)
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PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions -MODE 2
B 3.1.10

BASES

BACKGROUND
(conti nued)

all information necessary to permit a detailed execution 'ofthe testing required to ensure that the design intent ismet. PHYSICS TESTS are performed in accordance with theseprocedures and test results are approved prior to continuedpower escalation and long-term power operation.

The PHYSICS TESTS required for reload fuel cycles (Ref. 4)in MODE 2 are listed below:

a. Critical Boron Concentration- Control Rods Withdrawn;

b. Critical Boron Concentration- Control Rods Inserted;

C. Control Rod Group Worth;

d. Isothermal Temperature Coefficient (ITC); and

e. Neutron Flux Symmetry.

The first four tests are performed in MODE 2, and the lasttest can be performed in either MODE 1 or 2. These andother supplementary tests may be required to calibrate thenuclear instrumentation or to diagnose operational problems.These tests may cause the operating controls and proces .svariables to deviate from the'ir LCO requirements -duringtheir performance.

a. The Critical Boron ConcentratioR-qControl Rods"
Withdrawn Test measures the critical boronconcentration at hot zero power (HZP). With all rods,out, the lead co 'ntrol bank is at or near its fullywithdrawn position. HZP is where the core is critical(kefje= 1.0), and the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) isat dsign temperature and pressure for zero power.Perormnceof this test should not violate any of thereferenced LCOs.

b. The Critical Boron Concentration- Control Rods InsertedTest measures the critical boron concentration at HZP,with a bank having a worth of at least 1% Ak/k whenfully inserted into the core. This test is used tomeasure the boron reactivity coefficient. With thecore at HZP and all banks fully withdrawn, the boronconcentration of the reactor coolant is graduallylowered in a continuous manner. The selected bank is

(continued)
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PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions -MODE 2
B 3.1.10

BASES

BACKGROUND
(conti nued)

then inserted to make up for the decreasing boron
concentration until the selected bank has been moved
over its entire range of travel., The reactivity
resulting from each incremental bank movement is
measured with a reactivity computer. The difference
between the measured critical boron concentration wit~i
all rods fully withdrawn and with the bank inserted is
determined. The boron reactivity coefficient is
determined by dividing the measured bank worth by the
measured boron concentration difference. Performance
of this test could violate LCO 3.1.5, "Rod Group
Alignment Limits"; LCO 3.1.6, "Shutdown Bank Insertion
Limit"; or LCO 3.1.7, "Control Bank Insertion Limits."

C. The Control Rod Group Worth Test is used to measure
the reactivity worth of selected control banks. This
test is performed at HZP and has three alternative
methods of performance. The first method, the Boron
Exchange Method, varies the reactor coolant boron
concentration and moves the selected control bank in
response to the changing boron concentration. The
reactivity changes are measured with a reactivity
computer. This sequence is repeated for the remaining
control banks. The second method, the Rod Swap
Method, measures the worth of a predetermined
reference bank using the Boron Exchange Method above.
The reference bank is then nearly fully inserted into
the core. The selected bank is then inserted into the
core as the reference bank is withdrawn. The HZP
critical conditions are then determined with the
selected bank fully inserted into the core. The worth
of the selected bank is inferred, based on the
position of the reference bank with respect to the
selected bank. This sequence is repeated as necessary
for the remaining control banks. The third method,
the Boron Endpoint Method, moves the selected control
bank over its entire length of travel and then variesthe reactor coolant boron concentration to achieve HZP
criticality again. The difference in boron
concentration is the worth of the selected control
bank. This sequence is repeated for the remaining
control banks. Performance of this test could violate
LCD 3.1.5, LCD 3.1.6, or LCD 3.1.7.

d. The ITC Test measures the ITC of the reactor. This
test is performed at HZP and has two methods of

(continued)
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PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions -MODE 2
B 3.1.10

BASES

BACKGROUND
(continued)

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

performance. The first method, the Slope Method,* varies RCS temperature in a slow and continuous
manner. The reactivity change is measured with a
reactivity computer as a function of the temperature

* change. The ITC is the slope of the reactivity versusthe temperature plot. The test is repe iated by
reversing the direction of the temperature change, andthe final ITC is the average of the two calculated
ITCs. The second method, the Endpoint Method, changes
the RCS temperature and measures the reactivity at thebeginning and end of the temperature change. The ITCis the total reactivity change divided by the total
temperature change. The test is repeated by reversing
the direction of the temperature change, and the final
ITC is the average of the two calculated ITCs.Performance of this test could violate LCO 3.4.2, "RCSMinimum Temperature for Criticality."

e. The Flux Symmetry Test measures the degree of
azimuthal symmetry of the neutron flux at as low apower level as practical, depending on the test methodemployed. This test can be performed at HZP (ControlRod Worth Symmetry Method) or at :5 30% RTP (Flux
Distribution Method). The Control Rod Worth Symmetry
Method inserts a control bank, which cart then bewithdrawn to compensate for the insertion of a singlecontrol rod from a symmetric set. The symmetric rodsof each set are then tested to evaluate the symmetry
of the control rod worth and neutron flux (power
distribution). A reactivity computer is used tomeasure the control rod worths. Performance of thistest could violate LCO 3.1.5, LCD 3.1.6, or LCD 3.1.7.The Flux Distribution Method uses the incore fluxdetectors to measure the azimuthal flux distribution

* at selected locations with the core at :5.30% RTP.

The fuel is protected by LCOs that preserve the initialconditions of the core assumed during the safety analyses.The methods for devdlopment of the LCOs that are excepted bythis LCD are described in the Westinghouse Reload SafetyEvaluation Methodology Report (Ref. 5). The above-mentioned
PHYSICS TESTS, and other tests that may be required tocalibrate nuclear instrumentation or to diagnose operational

(conti nued)
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PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions -MODE 2
B 3.1.10

BASES

APPLICABLE problems, may require the operating control or processSAFETY ANALYSES variables to deviate from-their LCO limitations.
(conti nued)

The COLR defines requirements for initial testing of thefacliyincluding PHYSICS TESTS. Tablex fi4.4... /2.zW~di~li 7jsumarzethe zero, low power, and power tests.Requirements for reload fuel cycle PHYSICS TESTS are definedin ANSI/ANS-19.6.1-1985 (Ref. 4). Although these PHYSICSTESTS are generally accomplished within the limits for allLCOs, conditions may occur when one or more LCOs must besuspended to make completion of PHYSICS TESTS possible orpractical. This iý acceptable as long as the fuel designcriteria are not violated. When one or more of therequirements specified. in LCO 3.1.4, "Moderator TemperatureCoefficient (MTC),." LCO 3.1.5, LCO 3.1.6, LCO 3.1.7, andLCO 3.4.2 are suspended for PHYSICS TESTS, the fuel designcriteria are preserved as long as the power level is limitedto < 5% RTP, the reactor coolant temperature is kept0ý The F and SDM is Ž:q1 t k
TePHYSICS TESTS include me~asukreent of core nuclearparameters or the exercise of control components that affectprocess variables. Among the process variables involved areAFD and QPTR, which represent initial conditions of the unitsafety analyses. Also involved are the movable controlcomponents (control and shutdown rods), which are requiredto shut down the reactor. The limits for these variablesare specified for each fuel cycle in the COLR.* PHYSICSTESTS meet the criteri-a for inclusion in the Techni'calSpecifications, since the components and process variableLCOs suspended during PHYSICS TESTS meet Criteria 1, 2,and 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

Reference 6 allows special test exceptions (STEs) to beincluded as part of the LCD that they affect. It wasdecided, however, to retain this STE as a separate LCDbecause it was less cumbersome and provided additionalclarity.

LCO This LCO allows the reactor parameters of MTC and minimumtemperature for criticality to be outside their specifiedlimits. In addition, it allows selected control andshutdown rods to be positioned outside of their specifiedalignment and insertion limits. Operation beyond specified

(continued)
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PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions -MODE 2
B 3.1.10

BASES

LCO
(conti nued)

limits is permitted for the purpose of performing PHYSICSTESTS and poses no threat to fuel integrity, provided theSRs are met.

The requirements of LCO 3.1.4, LCO 3.1.5,
LCO 3.1.7, and LCD 3.4.2 may be suspended
performance of PHYSICS TESTS provided:

LCO 3.1.6,
during the

a -- 49WA POWR i 11.59/t

Q~,f RCS lowest loop average temperature is ý: i OF; and

&e" 5M is d6'A/..

APPLICABILITY This LCO is applicable in MODE 2 when performing low powerPHYSICS TESTS. The applicable PHYSICS TESTS are performedin MODE 2 at HZP. Other PHYSICS TESTS are performed inMODE 1 and are addressed in LCO 3.1.9, "PHYSICS TESTS
Exceptions -MODE 1.'

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

If the SOM requirement is not met, boration must beinitiated promptly. A Cp9mnpletion Time of 15 minutes isadequate for an 'operat-or to correctly align and start therequired systems and components. The operator should beginboration with the best source available for the plantconditions.. Boration will be continued until SOM is with-inlimit.

Suspension of PHYSICS TESTS exceptions requires restorationof each of the applicable LCOs t6 within specification.

8.1

When THERMAL POWER is > 5% RTP, the only acceptable actionis to open the reactor trip breakers to prevent operation ofthe reactor beyond its design limits. Immediately openingthe reactor trip breakers will shut down the reactor andprevent operation of the reactor outside of its design
l-imits.

W
(conti nued)
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PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions -MODE 2

B 3.1.10

BASES

ACTIONS C.1 and C.2
(cotinud) When the RCS lowest T rgis < 41*F, the appropriate action

is to restore T 4V9 to within its specified limit. Theallowed Completion Time of 15 minutes provides time forrestoring Tav to within limits without allowing the plantto remain iin an unacceptable condition for an extendedperiod of time. Operation with the reactor critical andwith temperature below 5/1*F could violate the assumptionsfor accidents analyzed in the safety analyses. If theReuie 'Atin cannot belcompleted within the associated4'Copleti~o~nTime, the plant must be brought to a MODE in(~) - which the requirement does not apply. To achieve thisstatus, the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 withinan additional 15 minutes. The Completion Time of 15additional minutes is reasonable, based on operatingexperience, for reaching MODE 3 from full-power conditionsin an orderly manner and without. challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS)

SR 3.1.10.1-

The power-ra 'nge and intermediate-range neutron detectorsmust be verified to be OPERABLE in MODE 2 by LCO 3.3.1,"Reactor Trip System (RTS) Instrumentation." -Ar-ANA4_j.O.CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST is performed on each power-rangeand intermediate-range channel within 12 hours prior to-initiation of the PHYSICS TESTS. This will ensure that theRTS is 'properly aligned to provide the required degree ofcore protection during the performance of the PHYSICS TESTS.The 12-hour time limit is sufficient to ensure that theinstrumentation is OPERABLE shortly before initiatingPHYSICS TESTS..

SR 1 1 In 9

Verification that the RCS lowest loop T is 510wlensure that the unit is not operating in a Con O*ý n thatcould invalidate the safety analy ses. Verification of theRCS temperature at a Frequency of 30 minutes during theperformance of the PHYSICS TESTS will ensure that theinitial conditions of the safety analyses are not violated.

(conti nued)
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PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions -MODE 2
B 3.1.10

SBASES
SURVEILLANCE S R I.10.
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Verification that the power level is 5 5% RTP will ensuree

performancee of the PHYSICS TESTS. The Frequency of once per
hour is adequate to ensure that the power level does not
exceedd thee limit. Unit operations are conducted slowly
during thee performance of PHYSICS TESTS, and monitoring theepower level at a Frequency of 1 hour is sufficient for
ensuring that the THERMAL POWER does not exceed thee limit.

SR 3.1.1012)?

The SDM is verified by performing a reactivity balance
calculation, considering the following reactivity effects:

a. RCS boron concentration;

b. Control bank position;

C. RCS average temperature;

d. Fuel burnup based on gross thermal energy generation;

e. Xenon concentrati~on; and

f.' 6sthermal temperature coefficient (ITC).

Using the ITC accounts for Doppler reactivity in thiscalculation because the reactor is subcritical, and the fueltemperature will be changing at the same rate as the RCS.

The Fre~uency of 24 hours is based on the generally slowchange in required boron concentration and on the low
probability of an accident occurring without the required
SDM.

& REFERENCES (1. 10 crr EO 5, A p p Rd.o&D, 6 @ e t i
Z NPL4tT

Faohn 3. =@0f md wii"a
PAS e

1 .3AG9
(conti nued)
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PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions -MODE 2
B 3.1.10

BASES

REFERENCES
S(continued)

5. WCAP-9273-Np-A, "Westinghouse Reload Safety Evaluation
Methodology Report," July 1985.

J r - A *

T

Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,*

Appendix B, "Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear

Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants."

Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part50

"Changes, Tests and Experiments."

3. Regulatory Guide 1.68, Revision 2, TMIni-tial Test
Programs for Water-Cooled Nuclear Power.Plants,"
August, 19.78.

4. ANSI/ANS-19.6.1-1985, "Reload Startup Physics Tests
for Pressurized Water Reactors," American National
Standards Institute, December'13, 1985.

'WCAP-11618, "MERITS Program-.--Phase II, Task 5,
Criteria Application," dated November 1987, including
Addendum 1, April 1989.
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NRC STS 3.1.10

1. Change to reflect WEN specific parameter value.

2. Format change to delete brackets that identify plant specific
information/values.

3. Change to reflect WBN specific information.

4. Change to specify WBN specific reference information and format.

5. These comments reflect changes identified by the industry to the NRC atthe Proof and Review meeting on the RSTS in Irvine, CA July 13 - July
20, 1992.



SDM Test Exceptions
33.1.11

.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3. 11 SHUTDO.WN MARGIN (5DM) Test Exceptions

LCO 3. 11 The SDM requirements in MODE 2 may be suspended, ovided
the reactivity equivalent to at least the highes estimated
control rod worth is available for trip insert' n from
OPERABLE control rod(s).

APPLICABILITY: M E.2 when measuring cont .rol rod wort / andd SODM.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED AC ION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more control A. Init' te boration to 15 minutes
rods not fully res ore SOM to within
inserted. Vit.

AND

Avail1able- tri p
reactivity from
OPERABLE control rods
less than the highest
estimated control ro
worth.

B. All control ods fully

n~inserted.d

ANDs

Rea/or subcritical by
1 s than the highest
stimated control rod

worth.r

Initiate boratio orestore SOM to with
limits.

15 minutes

WOG STS 3 .yZ
04/30/92 3:01pm
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SOM Test Exception
3.1. 1

SR ILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILANCEFREXENCY

SR 3.1.11.2 ------------------- NOTE ------------------
Only required for control rods nt fully
0 yinserted.
-------- ---------------------------------

TDermip tepsiino each contro rod fr2 h 0 ihn2 hours

withdrawn positio ,and erify full control prior to
rod insertion. reducing SIJM

outside limits

QD

WOG STS ~~3.1~ 

043/230p
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SOM Test Except ionS/7

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3. .11 SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SUM) Test Exceptions0

BASES

BACKGROUND The primary purpose of the SUM test exception i to permitrelaxation of the SUM requirements during the easurement ofcontrol rod worths in MODE 2 during PHYSICS STS.

Se tion XI of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B (Ref 1), requires thata t t program be established to ensur that structures,syste ,and components will perform tisfactorily inservice All functions necessary t enisure that the
- specifie design conditions are no exceeded during normal

operation d anticipated operat' nal occurrences must betested. Thi testing is an in gral part of the design,construction, nd operation o the plant. Requirements fornotification o the NRC, fo the purpose of conducting testsand experiments, re s pec ied in 10 CFR 50.59 (Ref. 2).
The key objectives o test program are to (Ref. 3):

a. Ensure that th fa ility has been adequately designed;
b. Validate t analyti~c 1models used in the design and

analysis;

C. Verif the assumptions use to predict unit response;

d. En re that installation-of e ipment at the facilitys been accompl'ished, in accor ance with the design;
and

Verify that operating-and emergency rocedures areadequate.

To achieve these objectives, testing is perfo ed prior toinitial criticality, during startup, low power, owerascension, and at-power operation, and after each refueling.The PHYSICS TESTS requirements for reload fuel cyc s ensurethat the operating ch~aracteristics of the core areconsistent with the design predictions and that the co e canbe operated a's designed (Ref. 4).

PHYSICS TEST procedures are written and approved, inaccordance with established formats. The procedures include

(conti nued)
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SDM Test Exceptions
B 3. 1.11w

procedures, and test results are approved prior t continued
power escalation and long-term power operation.

During the PHYSICS TESTS measurements of con ol rod worth,it may be necessary to align individual rod and banks inrtain configurations and utilize boron ncentrations thatdo not provide sufficient 5DM to meet th normal
req irements. In thi 's situation, it i necessary to invokespec 1 test exceptions (STEs) to all the necessary
PHYSI TESTS to be completed.

APPLICABLE Special PHY CS TESTS may req re operating the core underSAFETY ANALYSES controlled c ditions for sh rt periods of time with lessthan the norma ly required OM. As such, these tests arenot covered by y safety analysis calculations.

Under the acceptan e c iteria to allow suspension of certainLCOs for PHYSICS TE , fu-el damage criteria are not to beexceeded.. Even if n accident occurs-during PHYSICS TESTSwith one or more Os uspended, fuel damage criteria arepreserved becaus adequ e l~imits on power distribution andshutdown capab* ity are m intained during PHYSICS TESTS.

Reference 5 defines the req 'rernents for initial testing ofthe facil' y, including PHYS S TESTS. Requirements forreload f el cycle PHYSICS TEST are defined in
ANSI/A -1..e18 (Rf 4). HYSICS TESTS for reloadfuel ycles are given in Table 1. f ANSI/ANS-19-6.1-1985.
Alt ugh these PHYSICS TESTS are g erally accomplishedwi in the limits of all LCOs, Condi iosmycurweon

more LCOs must be suspended to ak completion of PHYSICSESTS possible or practical. This is ceptable as long asthe fuel design criteria are not violate . As long as thelinear heat rate remains within its limit, fuel designcriteria are preserved.

PHYSICS TESTS meet.-the criteria for inclusion in theTechnical Specifications, since the components nd processvariable LCOs suspended during PHYSICS TESTS mee
Criteria 1, 2, and 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

(contin ed)
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SOM Test Exception

LCO This LCO provides an exemption to the SDM requirement undercontrolled conditions. These conditions require th atleast the highest estimated control rod worths be ailablefor trip insertion. It is assumed that this avai ablenegative reactivity will be sufficient to shut own the coreirequired, assuming there is not a concurre boron
dilution or cooldown event. This exemption Is allowed even

\though there are no bounding safety analys because thetests are performed under close supervisi n and provide
va]juable information on control rod wor and core SOJM.

APPLICABILITY This LCQ is only applicable in MO 2, and then only during
actual m~asurement of control ro worths because this is the

If one or more cont'ro rods are not fully inserted and the
available trip reac -ýity from OPERABLE control rods is less
than the high est e ima 'ted control rod worth, the SDM,assum~ed for the st conditions, mnay not be available.Under these con itions, i't' is necessary to promptly restore
the SOM to wi in limits. \

The allowe Completion Time of\. 15 minutes ensures prompt
action a provides an acceptab-le time for initiatingboratio to restore SDM, without~'\ýllowing the core to remainin an nacceptable condition for a exended period of time.

If all control rods are fully inserted, and the reactor issubcritical by less than the highest estima' .ed control rodoworth, the SDM, assumed for the test conditi6 s, may not beavailable. Under these conditions, it is nece sary topromptly restore the SDM to within limits.

The allowed Completion Time of 15 minutes provides anyatacceptable time for initiating boration to restore N,Mwithout allowing the core to remain in an unacceptabl
condition for an extended period of time.

(con t in u nued)
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SOM Test Exception

BASE' (continued)

REQUIREME S
In order to establish an acceptable SUM during e
measurement of control rod worths, it is neces ary to knowthe position of each control rod.- A test Fr quency of2 hours is reasonable, based on normal cont ol rod motion
during control rod worth measurements.

S 3.1.11.1 has been modified by a Not establishing thatthe osition-of only those control ro s not fully inserted
must e determined. It is assumed at the position and
worth f fully inserted control ro s is known.

One of the as umptions mad in granting an STE for SUM, isthat all contr 1 rods not fully inserted will fully insertwhen tripped, is Sur illance is performed to verify that

The Frequency of 24 ours prior to reducing the plant SUMbelow the no rral rqu ements i-s acceptable, based on theI assumption that. e con rol rods will remain OPERABLE andtri~ppable for hours a during the performance of the
test.

SR 3.1.11. has been modifie by a Not9 establishing thatthis Surv illance is only required for control rods notfully i serted. During the per rrnance of control rod worthmeasur ments, certain control ro remain ful~ly inserted.Sinc these rods are not relied on o trip, there is no needto emonstrate that they will fully insert when tripped.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Section XI.

2. 10 CFR 50.59.

3. Regulatory Guide l.6a;..rRevision 2, August '78.

4. ANSI/ANS-19.6.1-1985, December 13, 1985.

5. FSAR, Section [14].
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NRC STS 3.1.11

1. Change to correct error in the STS.

2. Change to specify WEN specific reference informatiot. and format.

3. The TS 3.1.11, Shutdown Margin (SDM) Test Exception, is not needed at
WBN and should be deleted for the following reasons:

(1) The test to measure the highest worth control (i.e. the
configuration of N-i control rods inserted with Keff equal to 1.0)
is not scheduled to be performed as part of the WBN Unit 1
initial test program.

(2) The TS LCO 3.1.10 already provides the exceptions needed for other
control rod worth measurements.

(3) Other plants have conducted, with NRC acceptance, initial test
programs without e stablishing the N-i configuration.

(4) Chapter 14 of the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) does not,
specifically, address the Physics Test that needed the Test
Exception. This testing was removed from the initial test program
in 1985. The specific test (Formally part of SU-l.4 and SU-3.8A)
was the measurement of the highest worth control rod. The testing
was generally referred to as the N-i rod measurement and involved
the rod configuration where all rods were-inserted except the rod
with the highest worth while the reactor remained critical.



FQ (Z) (

3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

3.2.1eHeat Flux Hot Channel Factor (ff(Z))

LCD 3.2.1t9-ý FQ(Z), as approximated by F~c(Z) and' Fo"(Z), shall be withinthe limits specified in the COLR.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Fc(Z) not within A.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER 15 minuteslimit. 1% RTP for
each1% F(Z) exceeds
limit.

AND

A.2 Reduce PoWer Range 8 hours
Neutron Flux -High

(~ ~ 1% for-each
1%0 FQ( Z) exceeds
limit.

AND

A.3 Reduce Overpower AT 72 hours

~i 1% for each
1% FQ(Z) exceeds
limit.

AND

A.4 Perform SR 3.2.1.11. Prior to
increasing
THERMAL POWER
above the limit
of Required
Action A.1

(continued)
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FQ (Z) lmý" :o

ACTIONS (continued)_________________ 
_________

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. F"(Z) not within B.1 Reduce AFD limits at 2hor
limits. GO ' ~-4e a 1% for each

1% F4(Z) exceeds
limit.Q

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 2. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A
or B not met.

WOG STS3.2
05/05/92 1:27pm3.2-2



FQ(Z M d

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

------------ NOTV ------------------->\During power escalation at the beginning of each cycle, THERMAL POWER maybe increased until an equilibrium power level has been achieved, at whicha power distribution map is obtained.

2. TheseS~s arenot rcgiuirdt c cfrcdpirL e% nt OE1
--------------------------------------------------------------------

SURVEI LLANCE

SR 3.2.1.1 Verify F~c(Z) is within limit.

0

FREQUENCY

sXfter each

refueling priorto THERMAL
POWER exceeding
75% RTP

AND
iZJli-ve G4.
Upeff achieving
equilibrium
condi tions
after
exceeding, by
ý: 10% RTP, the
THERMAL POWER
at which Foc(Z)
was last
verified

AND

31 EFPD

(conti nued)
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3.2.1IX

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (cnntin~u~rfl

SURVEILLANCE 1 FREQUENCY
SR 3.2.1.2 - -- - - -N T -.- - - - - - - -

If FZi-s within limits and measurements
indicate

maximum over z [ KZ

has increased since the previous evaluation
of F~c(Z):

a. Increase FQ"(Z) by a factor of [1.02]
and reverify FQ'(Z) is within limits;
or

b. Repeat SR 3.2.1.2 once per 7 EFPD
until two successive flux maps
indicate

maximum over z Kc(Z)

has not increased.
-----------------------------------------

Verify F0(Z) is within limit.
After each
refueling prior.
to THERMAL
POWER exceeding
75% RTP

AND

(continued)
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F0 (M )Hh oj ?

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.2.1.2 (continued)

FREQUENCY
4
12 k,4vs &ýAe
Wp achieving
equilibrium
conditions
after
exceeding, by
>-10% RIP, the
THERMAL POWER
at which F4(Z)
was last
verified

AND

31 EFPD

IQ t-r

WOG STS
3.2-505/05/92 1:27pm
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Fo (Z)B3.1

B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

B 3.2.109 Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor (FO(Z)) ~-

BASES @©

BACKGROUND The purpose of the limits on the values of FQ(Z) is to limit
the local (i.e., pellet) peak power density. The value of
FQ(Z) varies along the axial height (Z) of the core.

FQ(Z) is defined as the maximum local fuel rod linear power
density divided by the average fuel rod linear power
density, assuming nominal fuel pellet and fuel rod
dimensions. Therefore, FQ(Z). is-a measure of the peak fuel
pellet power within the reactor core.

During power operation, the global power distribution islimited by LCO.3.2.3, "Axial Flux Difference (AFD)," and
LCO 3.2.4, "Quadrant Tilt Power Ratio (QPTR)," which aredirectly and continuously measured process variables. TheseLCOs, along with LCO 3.1.7, "Control Bank Insertion Limits,"
maintain the core limits on power distributions on a
continuous basis.

FQ(Z) varies with fuel loa 'ding patterns, control bank
insertion, fuel burnup, and changes in axial power
distribution.

FQ(Z) is measured periodically using the incore detector
system. These measurements-are' generally taken with the
core at or near steady-state conditions.

Using the measured three-dimensional power distributions, itis possible to 'derive a measured value for FQ(Z). However,
because this value represents a steady-state condition, itdoes not include the variations in the value of FQ(Z) thatare present during nonequilibrium situations, such as load
following.

To account for these possible variations, the steady-statevalue of F0(Z) is adjusted by an el evat ion -dependent factor.that accounts for the calculated worst-case transient
conditions.

Core monitoring and control under non-steady-state
conditions are accomplished by operating the core within the

(conti nued)
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BASES

BACKGROUND limits of the appropriate LCOs, including the limits on AFO,
(continued). QPTR, and control rod insertion.

APPLICABLE This LCO precludes core power distributions that violateSAFETY ANALYSES the following fuel design criteria:

a. During a large-break lass-of-coolant accident (LOCA),
the peak cladding temperature must not exceed 2200OF
(Ref. 1);

b. During a loss-of-forced-reactor-coolant..flow accident,
there must be at least 95% probability at the 95%-confidence level (the 95/95 DNB criterion) that the
hot fuel rod in the core does not experience a
departure from nucleate boiling (DNB) condition;.

C. During an ejected rod accident, the fission energy
input to the fuel must not exceed 280 cal/gm (Ref. 2);
and

d. The control rods must be capable of shutting down the
reactor with a minimum required SDM with the highest
worth control rod stuck fully withdrawn (Ref. 3).

Limits on FQ(Z) ensure that the value of the initial total
peaking factor assumed in the accident analyses remains
valid. Other criteria must also be met (e.g., maximum
cladding oxidation, maximum hydrogen generation, coolable
geometry, and long-týerm cooling). However, the peak
cladding temperature is typically most limiting.,

FQ(Z) limits assumed in the LOCA analysis are typically
limiting relative to (i.e., lower than) the FQ(Z) limit
assumed in safety analyses for other postulated accidents.
Therefore, this LCO provides conservative limits for other
postul ated accidents.

Fo(Z) satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement.

(continued)

05/01/92 1:53pm
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FQ ( ) Fo Met B 3.2.1$

BASES (continued)

LCO The Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor, F,,(Z), shall be limited by
the following relationships:

FQ(Z) CFQ K(Z) for P>O0.5
P

F,(Z) ý .FI K(Z) for P:5O.5

where: CFQ is the Fa(Z) limit at RTP provided in the
COLR,

K(Z) is the normalized FQ(Z) as a function of core
height provided in the COLR, and

- THERMAL POWER
RTP

For this facility, the actual values of CFQ and K(Z) are
given in the COLR; however, CFQ is normally a number on the
order of [2-],and K(Z) is~a function that looks like the
one provided in Figure "t2 (

For Relaxed Axial Offset Control'operation, F0(Z) isapproximated by Fc(Z) and F"(Z) . Thus, *both Fc(Z) and -F"(Z)-
must'meet the preceding limits on F0(Z).

An Fco(Z) evaluation requires obtaining an incore flux map in
MODE 1. From the incore flux map results we obtain the
measured value (Fm(Z)) of FQ(Z'). Then,

F~c(Z) = FmQ(Z) [1.0815]

where [1.0815] is a factor that accounts for fuel
manufacturing tolerances and flux map measurement
uncertainty.

Fco(Z) is an excellent approximation for FQ(Z) when the
reactor is at the steady-state power at which the incore
flux map was taken.

____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ ___(conti nued)
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F0(Z MJ.0

BASES (continued)

FT. 0 2
M) % 16.6

*For core height of 12 feet

4 6 8 10
33.3 50.0 66.7 83.3
CORE HEIGHT

Figure B 3.2.191'(,age 1 of 1)
K(Z) - Normalized Fo(Z) as a Function of Core Height

(continued)
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FQ(Z M F a oi 3
B 3. 2.1/Q

BASES

LCO The expression for F'Q(Z) is:
(conti nued)

F"(Z) = Fc(Z) W(Z)

where W(Z) is a cycle-dependent function that accounts forpower distribution transients encountered during normal
operation. W(Z) is included in the COLR.

The FQ(Z) limits define limiting values for core powerpeaking that precludes peak cladding temperatures above
2200OF during either a large- or small-break LOCA.

This LCO requires operation within the bounds assumed in thesafety analyses. Calculations are performed in the coredesign process to confirm that the core can be controlled insuch a manner during operation that it can stay within theLOCA FQ(Z) limits. If F0(Z) cannot be maintained within theLCO limits, reduction of the core power is required.

Violating the [CO limits for FQ(Z) produces unacceptable
consequences if a design basis event occurs while FQ(Z) isoutside its specified limits.

APPLICABILITY. The Fa(Z) li"rnits must be -maintained in' MODE 1 to preventcore power distributions from exceeding the limits assumedin the safety analyses. Ap~plicability in other MODES is notrequired because there is either insufficient stored energyin the fuel or insufficient energy being transferred to thereacto~r coolant to require a limit on the distributi-on of
core power.

ACTIONS A.1

Reducing THERMAL POWER by 1% RTP for each 1% bywhich FI(Z) exceeds its limit maintains an acceptable
absolute power density. Fc,(Z) is Fom(Z) multiplied by a*factor accounting for manufacturing tolerances andmeasurement uncertainties. Fm(Z) is the measured valuer ofFQ(Z). The Completion Time of 15 minutes provides an*acceptable time to reduce power in an orderly manner andwithout allowing the plant to remain in an unacceptable
condition for an extended period of time.

(conti nued)
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FQ(Z) F tyo6

BASES

ACTIONS
(conti nued)

A. 2

A reduction of the Po r Range Neutron Flux -Hi h tripsetpoints by qEE'1ý% for each 1% by which FQ(Z) exceeds
its limit is a conservative action for protection against
the consequences of severe transients with unanalyzed powerdistributions. The Completion Time of 8 hours is sufficient
considering the small likelihood of a severe transient in
this time period and the preceding prompt reduction in
THERMAL POWER in accordance with Required Action A.1.

A.3(c9

Reduction in the Overpower AT trip-setpoints by 1% for each1% by which F~c(Z) exceeds its limit is a conservative actionfor protection against the consequences of severe transients
with unanalyzed power distributions. The Completion Time of
72 hours is sufficient considering the small likelihood of asevere transient in this time period and the preceding
prompt reduction in THERMAL POWER in accordance with
Required Action A.1.

A.4

Verification that F~c(Z) has been restored to within its
limit by performing SR 3.2.1.1 prior to increasing THERMAL
POWER above the limit imposed by Required Action A.1 ensuresthat core conditions during operation at higher power levels
are consistent with safety analyses assur~tions.

B.1

If it is found that the maximum calculated value of F0(Z)that can occur during normal maneuvers, Fow(Z), exceeds its
specified limits, there exists a potential for Fco(Z) tobecome excessively high if a normal operational transient
occurs. Reducing the AFO by 1% for each 1% bywhich Fow(Z) exceeds its limit within the allowed Completion
Time of 2 hours restricts the axial flux distribution suchthat even if a transient occurred, core peaking factors are
not exceeded.

(conti nued)
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B 3.2.17

BASES

ACTIONS C.1
(conti nued)

If Required Actions A.1-through A.4 or B.1 are not metwithin their associated Completion Times, the plant must beplaced in a mode or condition in which the LCO requirementsare not applicable. This is done by placing the plant in atleast MODE 2 within 6 flours.

This allowed Completion Time is reas onable based onoperating experience regarding the amount of time it takesto reach MODE 2 from full power operation in an orderlymanner and without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.1.1 and SR 3.2.1.2 are modified byL Note,/ TheREQUIREMENTS ~ Note applies during the first power ascension after arefueling. It states that THERMAL POWER may be increaseduntil an equilibrium power level has been achieved at whicha power distribution map can be obtained. This allowance ismodified, however, by one of the Frequency conditions thatrequires verification that F~c(Z) and Fw(Z) are within theirspecified limits after a power rise of more than 10% RTPover the THERMAL POWER at which they were last-verified tobe within specified limits. Because Fc(Z) and 04(Z) could t s e
0 Q p r&Olc

not have previously been measured in this reload core, thereis a second Frequency condition 'appli 2b1e only for reload". Ccores, that requires determination o efore-exceeaing
75% RTP. This ensures that some dete mination of s made aat a lower power level at which adequate margin is(;
available before going to 100% RIP. Also, this frequencycondition, togeth r with the frequency condition requiringverification of floin ;power increase o more an10% ensures tha i-ý_verifl'ed as soon as RTP (or any otherQ) t/?e4-&ý leve or ex ende operation) is achieved. In the absenceof these Frequency conditions, it is possible to increase- po~we4 to RTP and operate for 31 days without verification ofen~Jd F L)Z.~ The Frequency condition is not intended to requ-ireverification after every 10% increase in power level abovethe last verification. It only requires verification aftera power level is achieved for extended operation that is~ par ie#S~10% higher than that at which was last measured.

(conti nued)
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B 3.2.V

BASES

SURVEILLANCE because the plant must be in MODE 1 before the Surveillance'REQUIREMENTS cnb romd
(conti nued)

SR 3.2.1.1

Verification that F~c(Z) is within its specified limits
involves increasing F~m(Z) to allow for manufacturing
tolerance and measurement uncertainties in order to obtainF~c(Z). Specifically, FmQ(Z) is the measured value of Fo(Z)
obtained from incore flux map results and Fc(Z)
FQ(Z) [1.0815] (Ref. 4). F~c(Z) -is then compared to its
specified limits.

The limit with which Foc(Z) is compared varies inversely withpower and directly with a function called K(Z) provided in
the COLR.

The Frequency of 31 EFPD is adequate to monitor the changeof power distribution with core burnup because such changesare slow and well controlled when the plant is operated inaccordance with technical spec~ifications.
thisr Suvil nc mo-.Performing tiSuvlaneprior to exceeding 75% RTPensures that the Fc(Z) limit is met when RTP is achidVedbecause Peaking Factors generally decrease-as power level isincreased.

If THERMAL POWER has been increased by1%RT Psince the last die naonetermination of Fc(Z), another evaluation of122'ir ths fcto5i re ir achieving equilibriumcodtosa tr thi ig rer power level (to ensure that Fc(Z)
vaue are bingrdue s uff iciently with power increase to

SR 3.2.1.2

The nuclear design process includes calculations performedto determine that the core can be operated within theF0(Z) limits. Because flux maps are t~aken in steady-state
conditions, the variations in power distribution resultingfrom normal operational maneuvers are not present in theflux map data. These variations are, however,
conservatively calculated by considering a wide range ofunit maneuvers in normal operation. The maximum peaking

(continued)
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FQ (Z) ;jj a

BASES

.SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.1.2, (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

factor increase over steady-state values, calculated as afunction of core elevation, Z, is called W(Z). Multiplyingthe measured total peaking factor, Foc(Z), by W(Z) gives themaximum FQ(Z) calculated to occur in normal operation,
F~w(Z).

The limit with which F~w(Z) is compared varies inversely wi thpower and directly with the function K(Z) provided in theCOLR.

The W(Z) curve is provided in the COLR for discrete coreelevations. Flux map data are typically taken for 30 to75 *core elevations. Fw(Z) evaluations are not applicablefor the following axial core region-s, measured in percent ofcore height:

a. Lower core region, from 0 to 15% inclusive; and
Go, b/Ob. Upper core region, from 85 to)'% inclusive.

The top and bottom 15% of the core are excluded from theevaluation because of the low probability that these regionswould be more limiting in the safety analyses and because ofthe difficulty of making a precise measurement in these.regions.

This Surveillance has been modified by a Note that mayrequire tkat more frequent surveillances be performed. IfQF"(Z) is evaluated and found to be within its limit, anevaluation of the expression below is required to accountfor any increase to Fm(Z) that may occur and cause the-FQ(Z)limit to be exceeded before the next required FQ(Z)
-evaluaton

If the two most recent F0(Z) evaluations show an increase inthe expression

Fý (Z)1
maximum over z F (Z

it is required to meet the FQ(Z) limit with the last Fw(Z)-increased by a factor of [1.02], or to evaluate FQ(Z) more

(conti nued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.1.2 (continued)
REQU IREM ENTS

frequently, each 7 EFPD. These alternative requirements
prevent F0(Z) from exceeding its limit for any significant
period of time without detection.

The Surveillance Frequency of 31 EFPD is adequate to monitor
the change of power distribution with core burnup. The
Surveillance may be done more frequently if required by the
results of Fo(Z) evaluations.

The Frequency of 31 EFPD is adequate to monitor the change
of power distribution because such a change is sufficiently
slow, when the plant is operated in accordance with
Technical Specifications, to preclude adverse peaking
factors between 31-day surveillances..

Fo(Z) is verified at power levels 710 RTP above the
THERMAL POWER of its last verification after achievingFequilibrium conditions to ensure that FQ(Z) is within its

-limit at higher power levels.

Performing the Surveillance iF'ior to exceeding 75% RTPensures that the Fo(Z) limit is met when RTP is achieved,
because peaking factors are generally decreased as power
level is increased.

REFERENCES 1. -10 CFR 50.46, 1974.

2. Regulatory- Guide 1.77, Rev. 0, May 1974 .

3. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GOC 26.

J~JST ACH ED)
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REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.46,
"Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling Systems
for Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors."

2. Regulatory Guide 1.77, Rev. ( ,"Assumptions Used for
Evaluating a Control Rod Ejection Accident for
Pressurized water Reactors," [date]'.

3. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50, Appendix
A, "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants,"
GDC 26, "Reactivity Control System Redundancy and
Capability."

4. LWCAP-7308-L-P-A, Evaluation of Nuclear
Factor Uncertainties,. June 1988.]

Hot Channel



JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM RSTS 3.2.1

1. Changes provided by John Molinda, Westinghouse, May 13, 1992 to correct
omissions in the STS. Westinghouse has notified NRC of these omissions.

2. Watts Bar prefers to use expanded references.

3. Watts Bar will utilize the FQ methodology.

4. Change to correct error in the STS. SR 3.2.1.2 applies to Fw(Z) not FC(Z) .

5. Change to include plant specific values.

6. These changes reflect comments identified by the industry to the NRC at.the Proof and Review meeting on the RSTS in Irvine, CA July 13 -July 20,
1992.



3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS 
H3.2.2

3.2.2 Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel Factor F,,t

LCO 3.2.2

APPLICABILITY:

F6,H shall be within the limits specified in the COLR.

MODE 1.

ACTI ONS

CONDITION

A. ---------NOTE --------
Required Actions A.2
and A.3 must be
compl eted whenever
Condition A is
entered.

FA'H not within li~mit.

REQUIRED ACTION

A.1. 1 Restore F,. to within
l imit.

OR

A.1.2.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER
to < 50% RTP.

AND

A.1.2.2 Reduce Power Range
Neutron Flux -High
trip setpoints to
S55% RTP.

AND

A. 2

AND

Perform SR 3.2.2.1.

COMPLETION TIME

4 hours

hours

8 hours

24 hours

(conti nued)
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F NH
3.2.2

ACTIONS

CONDITION

A. (continued)

B. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time not met.

REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

M. j

-----NOTE ---------
THERMAL POWER does
not have to be
reduced to comply
with this Required
Action.

--- - - - - - - - -

Perform SR 3.2.2.1.

Be in MODE 2.

Prior to
THERMAL POWER
exceeding
50% RTP

AND

Prior to
THERMAL POWER
exceeding
75% RTP

-AND

24 hours after
THERMAL POWER
reaching

Ž 95% RTP

6 hours

WOG STS 3.2-2 05/05/92 1:28pm



!~H
3.2.2

SURVEILLANCE. REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE J FREQUENCY
SR 3.2.2.1 --- NOTE -----------------Not required to be performed prior to entry---- Tprior io entry-)orme ----------- ýntryýp ýri or ýto

...................
into MODE 1.
-------------------------------------------

Verify F&H is within limits. k*fter each
refueling prior
to THERMAL
POWER exceeding
75% RTP

AND

31 EFPDQ

-~er~4-~e<

WOG STS323
05/05/92 1:28pm3.2-3



B 3.2.2

O B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

B 3.2.2 Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel Factor (Ftu)

BASES

BACKGROUND. The purpose of this LCO is to establish limits on the powE<density at any point in the core so that the fuel designcriteria are not exceeded and the accident analysisassumptions remain valid. The design limits on local(pellet) and integrated fuel rod peak power density areexpressed in terms of hot channel factors. Control of thecore power distribution with respect to these factorsensures that local conditions in the fuel rods and coolantchannels do not challenge core integrity at any locationduring either-normal operation or a postulated accidentanalyzed in the safety analyses.,

FANm is defined as the ratio of the integral of the linearpower along the fuel rod with the highest integrated powerto the average integrated fuel rod power. Therefore, F"H isa measure of the maximum total power produced in a fuel rod.

FN,, is sensitive to fuel loading patterns, bank insertion,and fuel burnup. F&NH typically increases with -contro 'l bankinsertion and typically decreases with fuel burnup.
Fj. is not directly measurable but is inferred from a powerdistribution map obtained with the movabl 'e incore detectorsystem. Specifically, the results of the three-dimensionalpower distribution map are analyzed by a computer todetemineF,& This factor is calculated at least every31 EFPD. However, during power operation, the global powerdistribution is monitored by LCO 3.2.3, "Axial FluxDifference (AFO)," and LCO 3.2.4, "Quadrant Power Tilt Ratio(QPTR)," which address directly and continuously measuredprocess variables.

The COLR provides peaking factor limits that ensure that thedesign basis value of the departure from nucleate boiling(DNB) is met for normal operation,,operational transients,and any transient condition arising from events of moderate
frequency. The DNB design basis preclude s DNB ant is met bylimi ing the minimum local DNB heat flux ratio t ]snwPBi heimý h 3] CHF correlation. All DNB-limited transient eventsare assumed to begin with an FA'H value that satisfies theLCO requirements.

(conti nued)
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B 3.2.2

BASES

BACKGROUND Operation outside the LCO limits may produce unacceptable
(continued) consequences if a DNB limiting event occurs. The DNB design

basis ensures that there is no overheating of the fuel that
results in possible cladding perforation with the release of-
fission products to the reactor coolant.

APPLICABLE Limits on FIH preclude c6re power dis tributions that exceed
SAFETY ANALYSES the following fuel design limits:

a. There must be at least 95% probability at the 95%
,confidence level (the 95/95 DNB criterion) that the
hottest fuel rod in the core does not experience a DNB
condition;

b. During a large-break loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA),
peak cladding temperature (PCT) must not exceed
22000 F;

c. During an ejected rod accident, the fission energy
input to the fuel must not exceed 280 cal/gm [Ref. 1];.
and

d. Fuel design limits required by GDC 26 (Ref. 2) for the
condition when control rods-must be capable of
shutting down the reactor with a minimum required 5DM
with the highest worth control rod stack fully
withdrawn.

For transients that may be DNB limited, the Reactor Coolant
System flow and FLH are the core parame'ters of most
importance. The limits on F,&H ensure that the DNB design
basis is met for normal operation, operational transients,
and any transients arising from events of moderate
frequency. The DNB design basis is met by' ýi ting the
iiu NRto the 95/95 DNB criterion of Li.~ Uusing the

CHF correlation. This value provides a high degree ofas u rncethat the hottest fuel rod in the core does not

The allowable F,", limit incr~ases with decreasing power
level. This functionality in FAN, is included in the
analyses that provide the Reactor Core Safety Limits (SLs)
of SL 2.1.1. Therefore, any DNB events in which the
calculation of the core limits is modeled implicitly use

(conti nued)
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B 3.2.2

BASES

APPLICABLE this variable value of FNH inteaays. Likewise, all
SAFETY ANALYSES transients that may be DNB limited are assumed to begin with(continued) an initial FAH as a function of power level defined by theCOLR limit equation.

The LOCA safety analysis indirectly models F,&H as an inputparameter. The Nuclear Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor (Fo(Z))and the axial peaking factors are inserted directly into theLOCA safety analyses that verify the acceptability of theresulting peak cladding temperature [Ref. 3].
The fuel is protected in part by.Technical Specifications,which ensure that the initial conditions assumed in thesafety and 'accident analyses remain valid. The followingLCOs ensure this: LCO 3.2.3, "Axial Flux Difference (AFO),"LCO 3.2.4, "Quadrant Power Tilt Ratio (QPTR)," LCO 3.1.7,"Co~ntrol. Bank Insertion Limits," LCO 3.2.2, "NuclearEnthalpy Rise Hot Channel Factor (FAH), and LCD 3.2.1,"Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor (FQ(Z))."

FNH and FQ(Z) are measured periodically using the movableincore detector system. Measurements are generally takenwith the core at, or near, steady-state conditions. Coremonitoring and control under transi 'ent-conditions(Condition .1 events) are accomplished by operating the corewithin the limits of the LCOs on AFO, QPTR, and BankInsertion Limits.

FNH satisfies Criterion*2 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCD. F~H shall be maintained within the limits of therelationship provided in the COLR.

The FNH limit identifies the coolant flow channel with themaximum enthalpy rise. This channel has the least heatremoval capability and thus the highest probability for aDNB.

The limiting value of F,&H, described by the equationcontained in the COLR, is the design radial peaking factorused in the unit safety analyses.

A power multiplication factor in this equation includes anadditional margin for higher radial peaking from reduced

(conti nued)
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F NH
B 3.2.2

BASES

LCO
(conti nued)

thermal feedback and greater control rod
power levels. The limiting value of FAHN
increase 0.3% for every 1% RTP reduction

insertion at low
is allowed to
in THERMAL POWER.

APPLICABILITY

ACTI ONS

The F&Nm limits must be maintained in MODE 1 to preclude corepower distributions from exceeding the fuel design limitsfor DNBR and PCT. Applicability in other modes is notrequired because there is either insufficient stored energyin the fuel or insufficient energy being transferred to thecoolant to require a limit on the distribution of corepower. Specifically, the design bases events that aresensitive to FA" in other modes (MODES 2 through 5) have.significant margin to DNB, and therefore, there is no needto restrict FIH in these modes.

A.1.1

With FNH exceeding its limit, the unit is allowed 4 hours torestore F~jH to. within its limits. This restoration may, forexample, involve realigni~ng any misaligned rods or reducingpower enou~h to bring F,&N with-in its power-dependent limit.When the FAH limit is exceeded, the DNBR limit is not likelyviolated in steady-state operation,, because events that
could significantly perturb the F A value (e.g., staticcontrol rod misalignment) are considered in the safetyanalyses. However, the DNBR limit may be violated if a DNBlimiting event occurs. Thus, the allowed Completion Time of4 hours provides an acceptable time to restore F,&H to withinits limits without allowing the plant to remain in anunacceptable condition for an extended period of time.

Condition A is modified by a Note that requires thatRequired Actions A.2 and A.3 must be completed wheneverCondition A is entered. Thus, if power is not reducedbecause this Required Action is completed within the 4-hourtime period, Required Action A.2 nevertheless requiresanother measurement and calculation of FAH within 24 hoursin accordance with SR 3.2.2-.1.

However, if power is reduced below 50% RTP, RequiredAction A.3 requires that another determination of FAH Mustbe done prior to exceeding 50% RTP, prior to exceeding

(conti nued)
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B 3.2.2

BASES

ACTIONS A.1.1 (continued)

75% RTP, and within 24 hours after reaching or exceeding
95% RTP. In addition, Required Action A.2 is performed if
power ascension is delayed past 24 hours.

A.1.2.1 and-A.1.2.2

If te vlue f FH is not restored to within its specified
limit either by adjusting a misaligned rod or by reducing
THERMAL POWER, the alternative option is to reduce THERMAL
POWER to < 50% RTP in accordance with Required
Action A.1.2.1 and reduce the Power Range Neutron Flux -High.to :5 55% RTP in accordance with Required Action A.1.2.2.
Reducing RTP to < 50% RTP increases the DNB margin and does
not likely cause the DNBR limit to be violated in
steady-state operation. The reduction in trip setpoints
ensures that continuing operation remains at an acceptable
low power level with adequate DNBR margin. *The allowed
Completion Time of 4 hours for Required Action A.1.2.1 is
consistent with those allowed for in Required Action A.1..1
and provides an acceptable time to reach the required power
level from full power operation without allowing the pl-ant
to remain in an unacceptable condition for an extended
period of time. The Completion- Times of 4 hours for
Required Actions A.1.1 and A.2.2.1 are not additive.

The allowed Completion Time of 8 hours to reset the trip
setpoints per Required Action A.1.2.2 recognizes that, once
power is reduced, the safety analysis assumptions are
satisfied and there is n 'o urgent need to reduce the trip
setpoints. This is a sensitive operation that may
inadvertently trip the Reactor Protection System.

A.2

Once the power level has been reduced to < 50% RTP per
Required Action A.1.1, an incore flux map (SR 3.2.2.1) mustbe obtained and the measured value of FAH verified not to
exceed the allowed limit at the lower power level. The unitis provided 20 additional hours to perform this task over
and above the 4 hours allowed by either Action A.1.1 or
Action A.1.2.1. The Completion Time of 24 hours is
acceptable because of the increase in the DNB margin, which

_________________________(conti nued)
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B 3.2.2

BASES

ACTIONS A-2 (continued)

is obtained at lower power levels, and the low probabilityof having a DNB limiting event within this 24-hour period.Additionally, operating experience has indicated that thisCompletion Time is sufficient to obtain the incore flux map,perfc.-m the required calculations, and evaluate FA"H.

A.8

Verification that FANH is within its specified limits afteran out-of-limit occurrence ensures that the cause that ledto the FANH exceeding its limit is corrected, and thatsubsequent operation proceeds within the LCO limit. ThisAction demonstrates that the FANH limit is within the LCOlimits prior to exceeding 50% RTP, again prior to exceeding75% RTP, and within 24 hours after THERMAL POWER is
> 95% RIP.

This Required Action is modified by a Note that states thatTHERMAL POWER does not have to be reduced prior toperforming this Action.

B.1

When Required Actions A.1.1 through. A.3 cannot 4g completedwithin their required Completion Times, the plant must beplaced in a mode in which the LCO requirements are notapplicable. This is done by placing the plant in at leastMODE. 2 within 6 hours. The allowed Completion Time of6 hours is reasonable, based on operating experienceregarding the time required to reach MODE 2 from full powerconditions in an orderly manner and without challengingplant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR, 3.2.2.1
REQUIREMENTSN

The value of F AH is determined by using the movable incoredetector system to obtain a flux distribution map. A datareduction computer program then calculates the maximum valueof FAN, from the measured flux distributions. The measuredvalue of F,'H must be multiplied by 1.04 to account for

(conti nued)
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F NH
B 3.2.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE*
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.2.2.1 (continued)

measurement uncertainty before making comparisons to the
F,'' li Mit.

The 31-EFPD Frequency is acceptable because the pow'~r
distribution changes relatively slowly over this amount offuel burnup. Accordingly, this Frequency is short enoughthat the FýH limit cannot be exceeded for any significant
period of operation. 

MD{After each refueling, FH must be determined pirior toexceeding 75% RTP. This .requirement ensures that FAH limitsare met at the beginning of each fuel cycle.\ This Surveillance is modified bby aa N~otee that states tat'SR 3.2.2.1 is not required to bee performed for entry intoMODE 1 because the unit must bee inn MMODE 1 to perform
IIQIIL. that demoinstrate inat the LCU 'is met.

REFERENCES 1. Regulatory Guide 1.77, Rev [0], May 1974.

2. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A,.GDC 26.

3. 10 CFR 50.46.

REFERENCES 1. Regulatory Guide 1.77, Rev [0 1, "Assumptions Used for

2. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50, AppendixA, "General 'Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants,-GDC 26, "Reactivity Control System Redundancy andCapability."

.3. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.46,"Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling Systemsfor Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors," [
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM RSTS 3.2.2

.1. Added brackets to heat flux ratio due to results of new analysis possiblychanging this value. Changed W3 CHF correlation to WRBl which is current
for Watts Bar.

2. Watts Bar prefers to use expanded references.

3. This change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the Proofand Review meeting on the RSTS in Irvine, CA July 13 - July 20, 1992.
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AFD RA MetJ
3.2.

3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

3.2. 9.AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE (AFD)

LCO 3.2.3 The AFD in %-flux-difference units shall be maintained
within the limits specified in the COLR.

------------------I- -------- -N O T E - - - - - - - - - - - - - -The AFD shall be considered outside limits when two or more
OPERABLE excore channels indicate AFO to be outside limits.
---------------------------------------------------------

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1 with THERMAL POWER 50% RTP.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. AFD not within limits. A.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER 30 minutes
to < 50% RTP.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS-

a. With thee AAFO monitor alarm inoperab'le, 1 hour
or

b. W i tth A FFD monitor alarm OPERABLE. 7dy
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B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

B 3.2.3(D AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE (AFD) ((-e ýw xi ffs~et,,2•'ntroý (RAO-C)Y~Methodology)
BASES

BACKGROUND The purpose of this LCO is to establish limits on the valuesof the AFD in order to limit the amount of axial powerdistribution skewing to either the top or bottom of thecore. By limiting the amount of power distribution skewing,core peaking factors are consistent with the assumptionsused in the safety analyses. Limiting power distributionskewing over time also minimizes the xenon distribution
skewing, which is a significant factor in axial power
distribution control.

RAOC is a calculational procedure that defines the allowedoperational space of the AFD versus THERMAL POWER. The AFOlimits are selected by considering a range of axial xenondistributions that may occur as a'result of large variationsof the AFD. Subsequently, power peaking factors and powerdistributions are examined to ensure that theloss-*of-coolant accident (LOCA), loss-of-flow accident, andanticipated transient, limits are met. Violation of the AFD'limits invalidate the conclusions of the accident andtransient analyses with regard to fuel cladding integrity.

Although the RAOC defines limits that must be met to satisfysafety' analyses, typically an operating scheme, ConstantAxial Offset Control (CAOC), is used to control axial powerdistribution in day-to-day operation (Ref. 1). CAOCrequires that the AFD be controlled within a narrowtolerance band around a burnup-dependent target to minimizethe variation of axial peaking factors and axial xenondistribution during unit maneuvers.

The CAOC operating space is typically smaller and lieswithin the RAOC operating space. Control within the CAOCoperating space constrains the variation of axial xenondistributions and axial power distributions. RAOCcalculations assume a wide range of xenon distributions andthen confirm that the resulting power distributions satisfythe requirements'of the accident analyses.

(conti nued)
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B 3. 2. 3X

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The AFO is a measure of the axial power distribution skewing
to either the top or bottom half of the core. The AFD is
sensitive to many core-related parameters such as control
bank positions, core power level, axial burnup, axial xenon
distribution, and, to a lesser extent, reactor coolant
temperature and boron concentration.

The allowed range of the AFO is used in the nuclear design
process to confirm that operation within these limits
produces core peaking factors and axial power distributions
that meet safety analysis requirements.

The RAOC methodology (Ref. 2) establishes a xenon) distr'bution library with tentatively wide AFD limits.hsliisare a -teentative -e-cause . 42
ne- imensiohal axial power isr o alculations are

then performed to demonstrate that normal operation power
shapes are acceptable for the LOCA and loss-of-flow
accident,.and for initial conditions of anticipated
transients. The tentative limits are adjusted as necessary
to meet the safety analysis requirements.

The limits on the AFD ensure that the Heat Flux Hot ChannelFactor (FQ(Z)) is not exceeded during either normal
operation or in the event of xen 'on redi-stribution following
power changes. The limits on the AFD also restrict the
range of power distributions that are used as initial
conditio 'ns in the analyses of Condition 2, 3, or 4 events.
This ensures tha-t the fuel cladding integrity, is maintained
for-these postulated accidents. The most important
Condition 4 event is the LOCA. The most important
Condition 3 event is the loss-of-flow accident. The most
important Condition 2 events are uncontrolled bankwithdrawal and boration or dilution accidents. Condition 2accidents simulated to begin from within the AFD limits areused to confirm the adequacy of the Overpower AT and
Overtemperature AT trip setpoints.

The limits on the AFD satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

The shape of the power profile in the axial (i.e., the
vertical) direction is largely under the control of theoperator through the manual operation of the control banks

(conti nued)
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B 3. 2.3/v

BASES

LCD
(conti nued)

APPLICABILITY

ACTIONS

or automatic motion of control banks. The automatic motion
of the control banks is in response to temperature
deviations resulting from manual operation of the Chemical
and Volume Control System to change boron concentration or
from power level changes.

Signals are available to the operator from the Nuclear
Instrumentation System (NIS) excore neutron detectors
(Ref. 3). Separate signals are taken from the top and
bottom detectors. The AFD is defined as the difference in
normalized flux signals between the top and bottom excore
detectors in each detector well. For convenience, this flux
difference is converted to provide flux difference units
.expressed as a percentage and labeled as Y%\-flux (br '!

The AFD limits are provided in the COLR. Figure B3. ;f/shows typical RAOC AFD limits. The AFD limits for RAOC donot depend on the target flux difference. However, thetarget flux difference may be used to minimize changes in
the axial power distribution.

Violating this LCO on the AFD could produce unacceptable
consequences if a Condition 2, 3, or 4 event occurs while
the AFD is outside its specified limits.

The AFD requirements are applicable in.MODE 1 above 50% RTP
when the combination of THERM¶AL POWER and core peaking
factors are of primary importance in safety analysis.

For AFD limits developed using RAOC methodology, the value
of the AFD does not affect the limiting accident
consequences with THERMAL POWER < 50% RTP and for lower
operating power MODES.

A. I

As an alternative to restoring the AFD to within its
specified limits, Required Action A.1 requires a THERMAL
POWER reduction to < 50% RIP. This places the core in acondition for which the value of the AFD is not important inthe applicable safety analyses. A Completion Time of

(conti nued)
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AFD~ B3. 2.3~

BASES

A-1 (continued)

30 minutes is reasonable, based on operating experience, to
reach 50% RTP without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQU IREM ENTS

SR 3.2.3.1

The AFD is monitored on an automatic basis using the unit
process computer, which has an AFO monitor alarm. The
computer determines the 1-minute average of each of the
OPERABLE excore detector outputs and provides an alarm
message immediately if the AFO for two or more OPERABLE
excore channels is outside its specified limits.

This Surveillance verifies that the AFD, as indicated by the
NIS excore channel, is within its s .pecified limits and is
consistent with the status of the AFO monitor alarm. With
the AFO monitor alarm inoperable, the AFD is monitored every
hour to detect operation outside its limit. The Frequency
of 1 hour is based on operating experience regarding the
amount *of time required to vary the AFD, and the fact that
the AFO is closely monitored. With the AFD monitor alarm
OPERABLE, the Surveillance Frequency of 7 days is adequate
considering that the AFD is monitored by a~computer and any
deviation from requirements is alarmed.

REFERENCES I'. WCAP-8403 (nonproprietary), "Power Distribution
Control and Load Following Procedures," Westinghouse
Electric Corporation, September 1974.

2. R. W. Miller et al., "Relaxation of Constant Axial
Offset Control: F Surveillance Technical

Specification," WC4\-1O217(NP), June 1983.
: 3. FSAR, Chapter fi-54x~ ~~o Syrsiem Iteqrd r

WOG STSB 3.2-4 05/01/92 1:53pm
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM RSTS 3.2.3

1. Deleted sentence per discussion with Westinghouse on May 14, 1992. Thissentence was to have been deleted from the RSTS but inadvertentl-, was not.Westinghouse has notified NRC of this correction.

2. Inserted representative figure for RAOC AFD limits to correct omission inRSTS. Westinghouse has notified NRC of this correction.

3. Corrected FSAR reference for Watts Bar.

4. Watts Bar will utilize the RAOC methodology to determine AFD limits.

5. Change to delete information not applicable to Watts Bar.

6. This change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the Proofand Review meeting on the RSTS in Irvine, CA July 13 - July 20, 1992.



Q PTR
3.2.4

3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

3.2.4 QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO (QPTR)

LCO 3.2.4

APPLI:ABILITY:

The QPTR shall be ::: 1.02.

MODE 1 with THERMAL POWER > 50% RTP.

ACTIONS

CONDITION

A. QPTR not within limit.

REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER 2 hours
at least 3% from RTP
for each 1% of QPTR
> 1.00.

AND

A. 2

AND

A.3. 1

Perform SR 3.2.1.1
and SR 3.2.2.1.

Reevaluate safety'
analyses and confirm
results remain valid
for duration of
operation under this
conditi on.

AND

AND

Once per
12 hours
thereafter

24 hours

AND

Once per 7 days

thereafter

Prior to
increasing
THERMAL POWER
to-R-T- cýv--_-I.24

RZIA oF tj S

(conti nued)
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REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION~ TIME

A.3.2----------NOTE --------
Perform Required
Action A.3.2 only
after Required Action
A.3.1 is completed.
--------- ---------------------

Calibrate excore
detectors to show
zero QPTR.

AND

A.3.3----------NOTE-----
Perform Required
Action A.3.3 only
after Required Action
A.3.2 is completed.
--------- ---------------------

Perform SR 3.2.1.1
and SR 3.2.2.2.'

Prior to
increasing
THERMAL POWER

tIAove Q i kAcb

Within 24 hours
after reaching
RTP

0OR

Within 48 hours
after
increasing
THERMAL POWER

B. Required Action and B.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER 4 hoursassociated Completion to :5 50% RTP.
Time not met.

WOG STS
3.2-205/05/92 1:29pm

ACTIONS

CONDITION

A. (continued)

Q PTR
3.2.4

0

3.2-2



f"rp TRLPaWteR r <m54 C- /0A#1 CA^, ý1 V ~ 3.2.4
~ CaIC~'IL 4

AS OPTI?,.
SURVEILLANCE EQUR $,E po..#TvS

SURVEILLANCE REQUENCY

SR 3..4.1 Verify QPTR is within limit by calculatii~t i-a~ o
a 0"tvi.. 12 e4A-ev

or +e QPTR a6ra.. tcopt,-Q~ta. ith QPTR alar inoperr/ab e, or

b. With QPT larm OPE LE. o

SR 3.2.4.2-- ------------- ---NOTtEr- - - - - - - - - -Only required if one power range channel i
inoperable with THERMAL POWER Ž! 75% RTP. l
--------------- I-------------------------

Verify QPTR is within limit ý the
movable incore detectorEý etjuivqle44 2 hours

4,rft4-r

WOG STS
3.2-305/05/92 1:29pm3.2-3



QPTR
B 3.2.4

B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

B 3.2.4 QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO (QPTR)

BASES

BACKGROUND The QPTR limit ensures that the gross radial piwer
distribution remains consistent with the design values used
in the safety analyses. Precise radial power distribution
measurements are made during startup testing, after
refueling, and periodically during power operation.

The power density at any point in the core must be limited
so that the fuel design criteria-are maintained. Together,
LCO 3.2.3, "Axial Flux Difference (AFD)," LCO 3.2.4, and
LCO 3.1.7, "Control Rod Insertion Limits,".provide limits onprocess variables that characterize and control the
three-dimensional power distribution of the reactor core.
Control of these variables ensures that the core operates
within the fuel design criteria and that the power
distribution remains within the bounds used in the safety
analyses.

APPLICABLE This LCO precludes core power d istributions that violateSAFETY ANALYSES the following fuel design criteria:

a. During a large-break loss-of-coolant~accident, thfe
peak cladding temperature must not exceed 2200*F
(Ref. 1);

b. During a loss-of-forced-reactor-coolant-flow accident,
there must be at least 95% probability At the 95%
confidence level (the 95/95 departure from nucleate
boiling (DNB) criterion) that the hot fuel rod in the
core does not experience a DNB condition;

C. During an ejected rod accident, the fission energy
input to the fuel must not exceed 280 cal/gm (Ref. 2);
and

d. The control rods must be capable of shutting down the
reactor with a minimum required 5DM with the highest
worth control rod stuck fully withdrawn (Ref. 3).

(conti nued)
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Q PTR
B 3.2.4

BASES

APPLICABLE'
...- ,:-.SAFETY. ANALYSES

'~(contfinued)

The LCO limits on the AFD, the QPTR, the Heat Flux Hot
Channel Factor (FQ(Z)), the Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot
Channel Factor (FAH), and control bank insertion are
established to preclude core power distributions that exceed
the safety analyses limits.

The QPTR limits ensure that FANH and F0(Z) remain below their
limiting values by preventing an undetected change in the
gross radial power distribution.

In MODE 1, the FAN and Fo(Z) limits must be maintained to
preclude core power distributions from exceeding design
limits assumed in the safety analyses.

The QPTR satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement.

The QPTR limit of 1.02, at which corrective action is
required, provides a margin of protection for both the DNB
rati 'o and linear heat generation rate contributing to
excessive power peaks resulting from X-Y plane power tilts.
A limiting QPTR of 1.02 can be tolerated before the margin
for uncertainty in FQ(Z) and (F&H) is possibly challenged.

APPLICAB4LITY The QPTR limit must be maintained in MODE 1 with THERMAL
POWER > 50% RTP to prevent core power distributions from
exceeding the design limits.

Applicability in MODE.1 :5 50% RTP and in other MODES is not
required because there is either insufficient stored energyin the fuel or insufficient energy being transferred to the.reactor coolant to require the- implementation of a QPTR
limit on the distribution of core power. The QPTR limit inthese conditions is, therefore, not important. Note that
the FA11 and FQ(Z) LCOs still apply, but allow progressively
higher peaking factors at 50% RTP or lower.

ACTIONS

With the QPTR exceeding its limit, a power level reduction
of 3% RTP for each 1% by which the QPTR exceeds 1.00 is a

(conti nued)
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Q PTR
B 3.2.4

BASES

ACTIONS A.1 (continued)

conservative tradeoff of total core power with peak li nearpower. The Completion Time of 2-hours allows sufficient
time to identify the cause and correct the tilt. Note thatthe power reduction itself may cause a change in the tiltedcondition. Because the QPTR alarm is already in its alarmedstate, any additional changes in the QPTR are detected byrequiring a check of the QPTR once per 12 hours thereafterIf the QPTR continues to increase, THERMAL POWER has to breduced accordingly. [For this facility, thi: 12-4hour_rmpletion limin 4e arceptable becAusen] A 12-64ve- C~~1#6

~~~~~~~~C 4- 5u$w-6c.'tAn. A P ~ Q?T". W~IJ6. t,~ ~~I -5,L'Ak 4n VlfSC, -je "*l. r54.. ý0 W,11) t*/ 7iA .2 to,,k~.. kat. L

The peaking factors FA~H and F0(Z) are of primary importancein ensuring that the power distribution remains consistentwith the initial conditions used in the safety analyses.Performing SRs on FAN and FQ(Z) within the Completion Timeof 24 hours ensures that these primary indicators of powerdistribution are within their respective limits. ACompletion T 'ime of 24 hours takes into considera~tion therate at which peaking factors are likely to change, and the,time required to stabilize the plant-and perform a flux map.If these peaking factors are not within their limits, theRequired Actions of these Surveillances provide anappropriate response for the abnormal condition. If the_QPTR remains above its specified limit, the peaking factorsurveillances are required each 7 days thereafter toeval uate F,'H and FQ(Z) with changes in power distribution.Relatively small changes are expected due to either burnupand xenon redistribution or correct-ion of the cause forexceeding the QPTR limit.

A.3.1

Although FA"H and FQ(Z) are of primary importance as initialconditions in the safety analyses, other changes in the.power distreibution may occur as the QPTR limit is exceededand may have an impact on the validity of the safetyanalysis. A change in the power distribution can affectsuch reactor parameters as bank worths and peaking factorsfor rod malfunction accidents. When the QPTR exceeds itslimit, it does not necessarily mean a safety concern exists.

(conti nued)
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B 3.2.4

BASES

ACTIONS A.3.1 (continued)

It does mean that there is an indication of a chan ge in the
gross radial power distribution that requires an
investigation and evaluation that is accomplished by
examining the incore power distribution. Specifically, the
core peaking factors and the quadrant tilt must be evaluated
because they are the factors that best characterize the core
power distribution. This reevaluation is required to ensurethat, before d2E~ffýTHERMAL POWER 45E3ý, the reactor
core conditions are consistent with the assumptions in the
safety analyses. .n 'Vv -t 0

A.3.2

If the QPTR has exceeded the 1.02 limit and a reevaluation
of the safety analysis is completed and shows tha saetrequirements are met, the excore detectors are recalibrated
to show a zero QPTR prior to increasing THERMAL POWE . This
is done'to detect any subsequent significant changes in
QPTR.

Required Action A.3.2 is modified by a Note that states that.(t1 4~ the2PT is not zeroed out until -after the reevaluation of_ý safety analysis has determined that core conditions at
RTP are within the safety analysis assumptions (i.e.,-
Required Action A.3.1). This Note is intended to prevent
any ambiguity about 'the required sequence of actions.

A.3.3

Once the flux tilt is zeroed out (i.e., Required Action
A.3.2 is performed), it is acceptable to return to full
power operation. However, as an added check that the core
power distribution at RTP is consislent with the safety
analysis assumptions, Action (AA.2. pequi res verification
that FQ(Z) and FA'N are within Tei~r specified limits within
24 hours of reaching RTP. As an added precaution, if the
core power does not reach RTP within 24 hours, but is
increased slowly, then the peaking factor surveillances must
be performed within 48 hours of the time when the ascent to
power was begun. These Completion Times are intended to
allow adequate time to while not
permitting the core to rremain with unconfirmed power

______________________4k___________________) (conti nued)
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Q PTR
B 3.2.4

BASES

ACTIONS A.3.3 (continued)

distributions for extended periods of time. +Ftr-tht-t
f acility,- thebSe hCzmpleti Tie ar ~cp t ab 1 be eause:]

Action A.3.3 is modified by a Note that states that thepeaking factor surveillances'may only be done after the
excore detectors have been calibrated to show zero tilt(i.e., Required Action A.3.2). The intent of this Note isto have the peaking factor surveillances performed atoperating power levels, which can only be accomplished afterthe excore detectors are calibrated to show zero tilt andthe core returned to power.

B.1

If Required Actions A.1 through A.3.3 are not completedwithin their associated Completion Times, the unit must bebrought to a MODE or condition in which-*the requirements donot apply. To achieve this status, THERMAL POWER must bereduced to < 50% RTP within 4 hours. The allowed CompletionTime of 4 hours is reasonable, based on operating experienceregarding the amount of ti-me required to reach the reducedpower level without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQU IREM ENTS

*SR -3. 2. 4,1

This Surveillance verifies that t-he QPTR as indicated by theNuclear Instrumentation System (NIS) excore channels iswithin its limits. The Frequency of 7 days when the QPTRalarm is OPERABLE is acceptable because of the lowprobability that this alarm can remain inoperable without
detection.

When the QPTR alarm is inoperable, the Frequency isincreased to 12 hours. This Frequency is adequate to detectany relatively slow changes in QPTR because for those causesof QPT that occur quickly (e.g., a dropped rod), theretypically are other indications of abnormality that prompt averification of core power tilt.

Ri 3.Z6k. +k~-4ý~i oNW~A5 QPTR_4-, ýc
< -1F' 'o~Ac R YPa,, 4 ~re ptwer rao\e rý~e ~-e THeRMAL POWSK~

e" (continued)
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Q PTR
B 3.2.4

BASES

SURVEILLANCE'
REQU IREM ENTS

(conti nued)

SR 3.2.4.2

This Surveill ance is modified by Note ~,which states thatit is required only when one power range channel isinoperable and the THERMAL POWER is Ž! 75% RTP.

With an NIS power range channel inoperable, tilt monitoringfor a portion of the reactor core becomes degraded. Largetilts are likely detected with the remaining channels, butthe capability for detection of small power tilts in somequadrants is decreased. Performing SR 3.2.4.2 at aFrequency of 12 hours provides an accurate alternative
means for ensuring that any tilt remains within its limits.

For purposes of monitoring the QPTR when one power rangechannel is inoperable, the moveable incore detectors areused to confirm that the normalized symmetric powerdistribution is consistent with the indicated QPTR and anyprevious data indicating a tilt. The incore detectormonitoring is performed with a full incore flux map or twosets of four-thimble locations with quarter-core symmetry.
ý1> The two sets of four symmetric thimbles is a set of eight

caSe _ useg ij unique detector locations. These locations are C-8, E-5,EE-11, H-3, H-13, L-5, [-.11, and N-8.frtre n orlo

With one NIS channel inoperable, the indicated tilt may be,4~. -4IAL(~ 4.1-~ changed from the value indicated with all four channelsýtv P-451 r~ece--4 OPERABLE. To confirm that no change in tilt has actually
c," ýxm,?`4 occurred, which might cause the QPTR limit to be exceeded,,~ er.the incore result may be compared against previous flux 'ma~ps~ ~ ~ either using the symmetric thimble~ or a complete flux map.6e., Nominally, quadrant tilt from the ~urveillance should be4. within 2% of the tilt shown by the~ most recent flux mapF R data.

3. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GODDC 266.
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IREFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.46,"Acceptance Criteria for EmergLa1cy Core Cooling Systemsfor Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors."

2. Regulatory Guide 1.77, Rev f~,"Assumptions Used forEvaluating a Control Rod Ejection Accident forPressurized Water Reactors,"-L44a].~

3. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50, AppendixA, "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants,"GOC 26, "Reactivity Control System Redundancy and.Capability."



JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM RSTS 3.2.4

1. This statement should be deleted from the STS and replaced by the wording
shown which was provided by Westinghouse to explain the acceptability of
the 12-hour completion time.

2. Change to correct Action A.2.3 to A.3.3 typographical error.

3. Deleted justification for completion time because this is provided by
preceding text. This should be deleted from STS. Westinghouse has
notified NRC of this correction.

4. Deleted ttfor three - and 'four - loop cores" because Watts Bar is a four-loop core and no need to mention applicability for 3 loop core.

5. Watts Bar prefers to use expanded references.

6. Editorial change for clarity.

7. This change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the Proof
and Review meeting on the RSTS in Irvine, CA July 13 - July 20, i992.



NOTE: In order to meet submital schedules, the actual typed Watts
Bar instrumentation section was based on a second round draft copyof NUJREG-1431 (May 1992) which addressed industry comments on thefirst round draft NUREG submitted in July 1991. The editorial
review by the industry and the NRC (June 1992). resulted inadditional changes for inclusion into the Proof & Review section
(July 1992). These changes were also incorporated into the WattsBar instrumentation section. However, due to the unreadability of.the editorial copy due to the number of changes, a decision wasmade to use the Proof & Review copy (July 1992) as the platform forthe Watts Bar markup. Not all of the editorial comments from theJune meeting were actually included into the Proof & Review
section, however, so there are minor differences between the Watts
Bar typed copy and the Proof & Review copy which are identified by
a greek delta symbol.



RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.1 Reactor Trip System (RTS) Instrumentation

LCO 3.3. 1

APPLICABILITY:

shall be OPERABLE.

According to Table 3.3.1-1.

- ---- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---NOTE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.--------------------------------------------------------------------

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or mare Functions A.1 Enter the Condition Immnediately

with one or more referenced in

required channels Table 3.3.1-1 for the

inoperable. channel.(s)..

B.- One Manual Reactor B.1 Restore channel to 48 hours

Trip channel OPERABLE status.

inoperable.

OR

B-2.1 Be in MODE 3. 54 hours

AND

B-2.2 Open reactor trip 55 hours.

breakers (RTBs).

(continued)
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ACTIONS (continued)

RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

12

_ _ _ _ __CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COPETION TIME

C. One channel
inoperable.

or train

0. One Power Range
Neutron Flux -High C
channel inoperable.1

aI

C.1I Restore channel or
train to OPERABLE
status.

Open RTBs.

4

------------------------ NOTE ------------
I e-.eerabe.-e channel may be

bypassed for up-to 4 hours
for surveillance testinge#.-e-
eother channelsmd 9@p~A

----- -----------------------------

.. * Reduce THERMAL POWER

AND

D.1.2 Place channel in
I~ trip.

OR

0.2.1 Place channel
.trip.

AND

0.2.2 Perform SR 3.2.4.2.

OR

D.3 Be in MODE 3.

48 hours

49 hours

A hours
'7-

6 hours

6 hours

Once per
12 hours

12 hours

(continued)
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INSERT 1

- - - - - - - ---------------------- NOTE- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -One train of. automatic trip logic may be bypassed for up to 4 hours for
surveillance testing provided the other train is OPERABLE.
-------------------------------------------------------------------



RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

ACTIONS (continued)_______________

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

E. One channel-- ------ NOTE- ̀ -----------
inoperable. 1Te-'imiep~er.e~b- channel may be

bypassed for up to 4 hours
for surveillance testing~oef-..

----- -----------------------------

E.1 Place channel in 6 hours
trip.

OR

E.2 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours

.F. THERMAL POWER between F.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER 2 hours
P-6 and P-10, one to < P-6.
Intermediate Range
Neutron Flux channel OR
inoperable.

F.2 Increase THERMAL 2 hours
POWER to-> P-10.

G. THERMAL POWER between G.1 Suspend 'operations Immediately
P-6 and P-10, two ivligpstv
Intermediate Range reacinoving aositions
Neutron Flux channelsrecityadios
inoperable. AND

G.2 Reduce THERMAL POWER 2 hours
to < P-6.

H. THERMAL POWER below H.1 Restore channel(s) to Prior to
P-6, one or two OPERABLE status. increasing
Intermediate Range .. THERMAL POWER
Neutron Flux channels above P-6
inoperable.

(co~nti nued)
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RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

ACTIONS (continued) _______________

CONDITION

I. One Source Range
Neutron Flux channel
inoperable.

REQUIRED. ACTION

Suspend operations
involving positive
reactivity additions.

*1
COMPLETION TIME

Immnedi ately

J. Two Source Range 'J.1 Suspend operations Immnediately
Neutron Flux channels involving positive
inoperable. reactivity additions.

0 AN D

J -&7 Open RTBs. Immediately

K. One Source Range K.1 Restore channel to 48 hours
Neutron Flux channel OPERABLE status.
inoperable.

OR

K.~fOpen RTBs. 49 hours

O K K2.2 Suspend operations 49 hours

K.2.3 Close unborated water 49 hour

(conti nued)

WOG TS 33-4P&R 07/01/92WOG STS 3.3-4



RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

ACTIONS (continued) _______________

CONDITION

L. ..A44SourJe--R'ange
Neutron Flux channel9

Sinoperable.

SV%-5PtrJ all
involvi-I ý6 S) .+. 1, V f

P f-ea C,+;y 
d 9; +

4 LvvV6,v v u
j +v,-

Uo

M. One channel
inoperable.

©

REQUIRED ACTION
I

L.1 (Suspend operation
1involving positive
Creactivity additions.

AND

Close unborated water
source isolation
valves.

AND

Perform SR.3.1.1.1.

-Aniy S.b5 / .ný 4a --------NOTE ------------
ýTh 4e-op~e*-ab!- channel may be
bypassed for up to 4 hours
for .surveillance-testing. of-J-
4*otgahr Ahnc~

--- - - - - - - - - - - - -

Place channel in

trip.

M. 2 Reduce THERMAL POWER
to < P-7.

6 hours

12 hours

(continued)

WOG STS3.3-5 P&R 07/01/92

COMPLETION TIME

Immediately

1 hour

1 hour.

AND

Once per
12 hours
thereafter

WOG STS



RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

ACTIONS (continued) _______________ _____

CONDITION

inoperable.

One R ctor Coolant
Pump Br ker Position
channel i erable.

REQUIRED ACTION

- An~y sih~/e
------ ýNOTE---)--------

WT49e ipe~p~erjab;e- channel may be
bypassed for up to 4 hours
for surveil~lance testing.-e#-
e t her e h~ncz afa t,-,

--- - - - - - - - - - - - -

Place channel in
trip.

N.2 Reduce THERMAL POWER
to < P-8.

----- -NOTE ------------
channel may be

bypassed for to 4 hours
for surveillanc testing of
other channels.

--- - - - - - - - - - - -

.Q.1 Restore channe to
OPERABLE status.

0

0.2 Reduce THERMAL POWER
o < P-8.

F

COMPLETION TIME

6 hours

.10 hours

6 hours

hours

(continued)

WOG TS 33-6P&R 07/01/92

©
A:

0

WOG STS 3.3-6
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RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION

One Turbine Trip
channel inoperable.

©

f' f -fmomESAS train
inoperable.

REQUIRED ACTION

-------NOTE------
,-h inpr -Channel may be
bypassed for up to 4 hours
for surveillance testing.&f-&..
e-ther ehannzL. ,

--- - - - - - ;- - - - - - -

OR

/.2

Place channel in
trip.

Reduce THERMAL POWER
.to <AP-q?}-

COMPLETION TIME
I -~

-7u -8itq

(&o. lui) P
P'r-6S uVr

6 hours

10 hours

-t I

-----NOTE ------------
One train may be bypased for
up tol4alhours for
surveillaftce testing provided
the other train is OPERABLE.

0.1 Restore train.-to

OPERABLE status.

OR

2
Be in MODE 3..

6 hours

12 hours

(conti nued)

WOG TS 33-7P&R 07/01/92
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Oil
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RTS.;Instrumentation
3.3.1

ACTIONS (continued)

REQUIRED ACTION
+

-------------------------- NOTES-----------
1. One train may be bypassed

for up to 2 hours for
surveillance testing,
provided the other train
is OPERABLE.

2. One RTB may be bypassed
for up to 2 hours for
maintenance on
undervoltage or shunt
trip mechanisms, provided
the other train is
OPERABLE..

----- -----------------------------

X-1 Restore train to
OPERABLE status.

OR

Be in MODE 3.

COMPLETION TIME

1 hour

7 hours

One channel 'X.1 Verify interlock is 1 hour
inoperable, in required state for

existing unit
conditions.

OR

X2 Be in MODE 3. 7 hours

(conti nued)

WOG TS 33-8P&R 07/01/92

CONDITION

a / One RTB train
inoperable.

WOG STS 3.3-8



RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

ACTIONS (continued)_______ 
_________

CONDITION

One channel
inoperable.

3/.

T

REQUIRED ACTION
i J

/.

OR

S1~ *1.

Verify interlock is
in required state for
existing unit
conditions.

Be in MODE 2.

COMPLETION TIME

1 hour

7 hours

OR

/2.1

AND

7/'2.

Restore inoperable
trip mechanism to
OPERABLE status.

Be in MODE 3.

Open RTB.

48 hours

54 hours

55 hours

,.- -fl5 er t C Arr~c~eJ

(EACLE - ý/
©

£^ M0C T)

WOG STS3.3-9 P&R 07/01/92

One trip mechanism
inoperable for one
RTB.

WOG STS



INS ERT
Conditions U & V

U. One Steam
Generator Water
Level--Low - Low
channel
inoperable.

-------------------- NOTE ------------
Any single channel may be
bypassed for up to 4 hours for
surveillance testing.
---- ------------------------------

U.1.1 Place channel in
trip.

AND

U.1.2 For the affected
protection set, set
the Trip Time Delay
(T.) to match the
Trip Time Delay (Tm").

OR

U.2 Be in MODE 3.

6 hours

4 hours

12 hours

V. One Vessel AT V.1 Set the Trip Time 6 hours.
channel Delay threshold power
inoperable, level for (T.) and

(Tm) to 0% power.

OR

V.2 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours



RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

------------------------------ NOTE ----- :-------------- --------Refer to Table 3.3.1-1 to determine which SRs apply for each RTS Function.
------------------------------------------------------------------

SURVEILLANCE 
FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.1.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

SR 3.3.1.2---------------- NOTES----------

1. Adjust NIS channel if absolute

* difference is > 2%.

2.ý Not required to be performed until

o M20'hours after THERMAL POWER is

Ž 15% RTP.

----------------------------------

Compare results of calorimetric heat 24 hours

balance calculation-to Nuclear

Instrumentation System (NIS) channel

output.

SR' 3.3.1.3----------------- NOTES..........-----

1. Adjust NIS channel if absolute

difference is-Ž 3%.

2. Not required to be performed until

brý hours after THERMAL POWER i~s

__ý f1)%RTP.

-- - - --------------------------

Compare results of the incore detector 31 effective

measurements to NIS AFD. full power days

(EF PD)

(continued)

AOG TS 33-10P&R 07/01/92AOG STS 3.3-10



RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS (continued)_________

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.3.1.4 - ------------------- NOTE ------------------
This Surveillance must be performed on the
reactor trip bypass breaker prior to
placing the bypass breaker in service.

Perform TADOT.

FREQUENCY

31 days on a
STAGGERED TEST
BASIS

SR 3.3.1.5 Perform ACTUATION LOGIC TEST. 31 days on a
STAGGERED TEST
BASIS

2 Not required to be performed until
3/ d*YS C5 [24 .-{. r-4-~-h.after THERMAL POWER is

*Ž50% RP
-- - -- -z - - - -- - -

measurements.

SR 3.3.1.7 Per form

rg~~EFPD

9~2'rays

(conti nued)

WOG TS 33-11P&R 07/01/923.3-11WOG STS



RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS (continued)_________

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.1.8 ------------------- NOTE-- ----------------
This Surveillance shall include
verification that interlocks P-6 and P-10
are in their required state for existing
unit conditions.
----- -------------------------------------------

Per form 692 ?days

SR 3.3. .9'efrT O . - 9215ays

SR 3.3.1.10 ------------- ----- NOTE ------------------
This Surveillance shall include
verification that the time constants are
adjusted to the prescribed values.
------------------------------------------------

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. (18t7mon th s

SR 3.3.1.11 ----- -------------- NOTE ------------------Neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL
CALIBRATION.
----- -------------------------------------------- F

P .erform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18?im~onths

Thesi Sueance tepe at recdetetrbps o

.eif (conti nued)rooat-yse

WOG~~ STSt 3.-2e&m7/19



RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.3.1.X PefoiTI0 jný 4;r ocl

Verification of setpoint is not required.

Perform TADOT.

Neutron det'ectors are excluded-from
response time testing.
---------------------------- 7-------------

Verify RTS RESPONSE TIME is within limits.

*FREQUENCY

118r months

8 mon th s

----NOTE -----
Only required
when not
performed
within previous
31 days

Prior to
reactor startup

I.

Amonths on
a STAGGERED
TEST BASIS

I _________

WOG STS3.3-13 P&R 07/01/92
WOG STS



RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

Table 3.3.1-1 (page 1 of 8)
Reactor Trip System instrumentation

APPLICABLE MODES
OR OTHER

SPECIFIED REQUIRED SUJRVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE TRFUNCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREMENTS VALUE SETPO IP
I NTIý

1. Manual Reactor
Trip

2. Power Range
Neutron Flux

a. High

b. Low

c. RAI1)

3. Power Range
Neutron Flux Rate

a. High Positive
Rate

b. High Negative
Rate

4~. Intermediate Range
Neutron Flux

1,2

1,2

1,2

1,2

1,2

1 '.2

B SR 3.3. 1. )

C SR 3.3. 1 iI

D ( sit
SR( SRSRS

E SR 3.3.1.1
SR 3.3.1.7
SR 3.3.1.11
SR 3.31.1)62X

E SR 3.3.1.3
SR 3.3.1.6

Refer to
Note 1
(Page

3.3-20)

E SR 3.3.1.7 5 >.4U RTP
SRt 3.3.1.11 with tixw

constant
t 14 sec;

E SR 3.3.1.7 :51, RTP
SR 3.3.1.11 with time
SR 3.3.1.~)6, constant

,G SR 3.3.1.1 1 M=3~ RTP
SR 3.3.1.8 :",r-
SR 3.3.1.11\41

H SR 3.3.1.1 :5 C~3;V RTP
SR 3.3.1.8
SR 3.3.1.11

N/A

N/A

RTP

Ref or to
Note 1
(Page

3.3- 20)

I5k £ti~RTP
with time
constant

with time
constant

12%RTP

S ý21 RTP

(continued)

( W)U-it :Feeifi: ipimcrntatj.-e.s .-.--y .nta , aAvl lo.,Ll. YaiLue. ....ndi.. m o. Set.-..oint~ Study ..-. method
thew4i. T7

With Reactor Trip Breakers (RTBa) closed and Rod Control System capableo of rod withdrawal.

Below the P-10 (Power Range Neutron Flux) interlocks.

Above the P-6 (Intermediate Range Neutron Flux) interlocks.

WO TS 3.3-14
INSt Ce ýFrecrv renex4 & -,(

P&R 07/01/92

F

-Mr



G(gl) BeLowi the P-6 (Intlermediate Rarnge meu~tron FLux) intertocks.

.RTS Instrumentation

3.3.1

P)~ve to pe o P- +

WOG STS3.3-15 P&R 07/01/92
WOG STS



RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

Table 3.3.1-1 (page 2 of 8)
Reactor Trip system Instrumlentation

APPLICABLE WMVES
OR OTHER
SPECIFIED

CONDITIONS
REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE
CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREMENTS VALUE

5. Source Range
Neutron Flux

a, a- q- O

6. Overtemperature AT

7. Overpower AT

SR 3.3.1.1 5(1 .4 E53
SR 3.3.1.3 cps
SR 3.3.1.11

K SR 3.3.1 .1 5(1. ES

SR 3.3.1.8 cps
SR 3.3.1.11
SR 3.3

* SR 3.3.1.1 C 1.4 E53
SR 3.3.1.8 cps

1,2

1,2

E SR 3.3.1.1 Refer toE SR 3.3.1.7 Note 1
SR 3.3.1j(X (Page
SR 3.3.1.X4.KI 3.3-20)

E SR 3.3.1.1 Refer to
SR 3.3.1.7 Note 2t~
SRt 3.3. 1 ./O (Page
SR 3.3.1l-;cri4373-20)

16 (continuje<

(a) Unit peci~ iril.,enttions may~ contsin 0,n'k Alfo~ '?t Ining on Getpeirnt Stlwzd- meh~jq =e

(,6 With RTBs closed and Rod Control System capable of rod withdrawal.

Below the P-6 (Intermediate Range Neutron Flux) interlocks.

¼7/With the RTBa open. In this condition, source range Function does not provide reactor trip but does provide6 ~~ h:C~ . A itn. rtAPPI-6o Syte (Lee 3.3.9'), indication.

WOG STS 
331 P&R 07/01/92

FUNCT ION TRIP

1 (1.0 E51
cps

:5 01.0 E51
cps

1 (1.0 E51
cps

Refer to
Note 1
(paoe

3.3-20)

Rear to
Note 2
(Page

3.3-20)

3.3-16

2 (/ý 4 0

F
3(/), 4(ýý 5'.(



RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

Table 3.3.1-1 (page 3 of 8)
Reactor Trip System Instrum~entation,

APPLICABLE MODES
OR OTHER
SPECIFIED REQUI RED SURVEILLANCE ALLOW.ABLEFUNCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREMENTS VALUE STRiP

SETPO I NT

8. Pressurizer
Pressure

a. Low

b. High 1,2 (43

9. Pressurizer Water 1,(f/
Level - High

10. Reactor Cool~ant
F Low -Low

a. Sing(e Loop kJ 3 per
Loop

b. Two Loops 1(I~.} 3 per
loop

/ fl ý
N SR 3.3.1.1 +9

SR 3.3.1.7 psig
SR 3.3.1.10
SR 331% 1

E SR 3.3.1.1 E296
SR 3.3.1.7 psig
SR 3.3.1.10
SR3..1X '

M SR 3.3.1.1 % e5-1
SR 3.3.1.7
SR 3.3.1.10

N SR 3.3.1.1
SR 3.3.1.7
SR 3.3.1.10
SR3..1 *

14 SR 3.3.1.1
SR 3.3.1.7
SR 3.3.1.10
SR 3.3.1.W * ,

f97ep

psig

psig

1 2MP

(continued)

Above the P-7 (Low Power Reactor Trips Btock) interlock.

S Above the P-8 (Power Range Neutron Flux) interlock.

)Above the P-7 (Low Power Reactor Trips Btock) interlock and below the P-8 (Power Range Neutron Flux) interlock.

(ii) ,-~~-t e> f -rh -P a/

WOG STS3.3-17 P&R .07/01/92

F/ow-

taj unit 6100aifie i-lem"ga#vý ý # ; i i i

4pq eFý Seepaimt Study meth*doiogV tned by

-PP-s)'Yn
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RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

Table 3.3.1-1 (page 4 of 8)
Reactor Trip S'stegu Instrumneftation

APPLICABLE MODES
OR OTHER
SPECIFIED REOUJIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE TRIPFUNCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUJIREMENTS VALUE SETPOINT~a)

/ j. Underf requency
RCPS

(,q);,fper
VVbus

M SR 3 . 3 .1. 9 Ol.--32E 4 76 01 t C48303
SR 3...0 volts votts
S.R 3.3. 1 .i.6Xj

N SR 3...9y >-57.11 Hz t [57.X] Hz
SR 3.3.1.10
SR 3.3.14 6.iW iI

E SR 3.3.1.1 t [30.43% a
SR 3.3ý.1.7
SR 3.3.1.10

SR 3.3.1

SR 3.3.1.1 a [30.41% [ 32.3J %

SR 3.3.1.7

~. R p /~e..IJ~A .~h~e'lfA ~(continued)

(a) Unit ýP*Qific iWsettin senutin 90ny MeA., 'a lkleW q on- :tit Se-~ dyatheel,.- 1 usd by
the W-it

()Above the P-7 (Low Power Reactor Tripe Stock) interlock.
(XlAbove the P-8 (Power Range Neutron Flux) interlock.

(!)h Above the P-7 (Low Power Reactor Trips Stock) i nterlock and below 'the P-8 (Power Range Neutron Flux) interlock.

() Se 7-,p nT7 V& r; cTo T n oTC ye U ireil

WOG TS 33-18P&R 07/01/92WOG STS 3.3-18



APPLICABLE MODES
OR OTHER
SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE TRIP ALLOWABLEFUNCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS CONDITION'S REQUIREMENTS SETPOINT VALUE

13. SG Water 1, 2 3/SG U SR 3.3.1.1 17% of narrow a 15.4% of narrowLevet--Low-Low SR 3.3.1.7 range instrumient range instrument
SR 3.3.1.10 span, span
SR33..6

Coincident with: 1, 2 i/Loop V SR 3.3.1.1 Vessel. AT Vessel AT variab~e
SR 3.3.1.7 variable input inputa) Vessel. AT SR 3.3.1.10 :5 50% RTP S 51.8% RTPEquivalent to SR 3.3.1.>61 ypow 'er S 50% :5 Ts (Refer to JTs(er

RTPNote 5, page to Note 5, page

Wtatie3.3-19) ý3.3-19)

delay (Ts) if
one Steam i
Generator is
affected /
or

A im dla : Ts (Refer to :5 C I Tm (Refer
AT)i time dera Note 5, page to Note 5, page

more Steam3.193319
Generators are
affected

OR - 1, 2 i/loop V SR 3.3.1.1 Vessel AT Vessel AT variable
b)Vse TSR 3.3.1.7 variable input input

bVessvael t Ato SR 3'.3.1.10 S 50% RTP :5 51.8% RTP

power > 50% S ..

RTP



RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

Table 3.3.1-1 (page 5 of 8)
Reactor Trip System Instrumnentation~

FUNCTION

Tur~in. Tu.h,

APPLICABLE MCVES
OR OTHER
SPECIFIED
COND IT IONS

TurineTr

a. Low Fluid oil 10k 3
Pressure

b. Turbine Stop 104
Valve Closure

I5( Safety 1,2 2 trains
Injection (SI)
Input from
Engineered Safety
Feature Actuation
System (ESFAS)

/,*. Reactor Trip
System InterlocksA-O

a. Intermediate 2(X
Range Neu~tron
Flux, P-6

b. Low Power 11 perIReactor Tri~e trainSlock, P-7

c. Power Range 4
Neutron Flux,
P-8

d. Power Range
Neutron Flux,
P-9

e. Power Range
Neutron Flux,
P-10

f. Turbine Impulse
Pressure, P-13

REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE
CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREMENTS

ALLMABLE TRIP

SR 3.3.1.10 450 ~ E88t
SR .. 1.psig psig

SR 3.3.1.10 %tj open pe
SR 3.3.1 .Xe Y'- ,?oe

>- 6E-111

-519, Y

RTP

RTP

-RTP and

power

t OE-101

S £48kRTP

550 RTPF

1 L10;% RTP

turbine
power

¾ (continued)

-a r v .. spetrie 1qtphioa+qFWg Io nt -. $"I YA e.bl a Vaiwe dec,....ad en Geepeimt Study nahdg use by,y

Below the P-6 (Intermediate Range Neutron Flux) interlocks.

Above the P-9 (Power Range Neutron Flux) interlock.

WOG STS3.3-19
P&R 07/01/92
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RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

Table 3.3.1-1 (page 6 of 8)
Reactor Trip System Instrumentation,

APPLICABLE MODES
OR OTHER
SPECIFIED
CONdDIT IONS

REURDSURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE TRIP
CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREMENTS VALUE SETPOINT ý)

Reactor p ' 1,2

Reactor Trip 1 2
Breaker
Undervottag* and.,, '4-

Shunt Trip ý0 4(r) (X$), 50~
Mechani sm

Automatic Trip 1,2

2 trains Y
2 trains C,

RTB

iper C
RTB

2 trains

2 trains

SR 3.3.1.5

C 0 SR 3.3. 1.5_

F...'. ~ ... A'2~1 ~3 l o 102b~ Value dependI! q -at tpoi-t Sew~ at

(X') With RTBs closed and Rod Control System capable ýof rod withdrawal.

(X) Including any reactor trip bypass breakers that are racked in and closed for bypassing an RTB.

-n) Shunt e-; AA 'a ;4 J, e oe /V 1

Por Re~cor ~r>, 4/ e-s r r-5

WOGS. 3.3-20
P&R 07/01/92

FUNCTION

SR 3.3.1.4

SR 3.3.1.4

SR 3.3.1.4

SR 3.3.1.4

gal unit 9

1 odeiegy a i I

WOG STS



RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

I Table 3.3.1-1 (page 7 of 8)Reactor Trip System Instrumentation

Note 1: Overtemperature AT -4

.The Overtemperature AT -uction LOAE U shall not exceed the following /ripfetpoint by more than [3.8 y of AT span.

2.0 4

+-r0 1 2TS4T,

Where: AT is measured RCS AT, OF.
AT, is the indicated AT at RTP, OF.s is the Laplace transform operator, sec-'.T is the measured RCS average temperature, OF.

T'is t he -RWn-' at RTP, :5 [588] OF.
P is teme-as-u-redpressurizer pressure, psig.P' is the nominal RCS operating pressure, :5 [2235] psig.
K :'1  093 K2? 36 /OF K3 = O0.000 I +sig.

T1 8 ec. T2 5 3-sec.4 3 5 2 se
T6 T: [ 2~ [] sec.

f I(AI) y1.2 2535 + (qt - qb)) 'when q - q, :5[35] %RT(0% of RIP when -135]%' RTP<Qqt - qb 7 ~ T\j..05{(qt - qb) - 7) when q, - qb> [7] K/.I?
Where qt and qb are percent RTP in the upper and lower halves ofthe core respectively, and qt + qb is the total THERMAL POWER inpercent RTP.

WOG STS 3.3-20 P&R 06/18/92



c0
Table 3.3.1-1 (page 8 of 8)

Reactor Trip System Instrumentation

RTS Instrumentation
323.1

Note 2: Overpowe

The-Overpower AT
/etpoint by more

~rAT & ezZU

Function A 4LOWABL ALU shall not exceed the
than 0-1hf AT span.

1( 7,rkS 1 +T1+i'S 
V o)J -~s1T

following /rip

(A1) }
Where: AT is measured RCS AT, OF.

AT0 is the indicated AT at RTP, OF.
s is the Laplace transform operator, sec-'.
T is the measured RCS average temperature, OF.
T" is the-nPomAi-a-1I9Ta at RIP, < [588] OF.

K4 5[1.09] K5 -_ _ . _ for increasing Tav'g
00 for decreasing Tayg

i [8] sec. is : [3] sec.=-r [ 1]-2] sec. T7ý [10] sec.

f 2 (AI) = 0% RIP for all Al.

K6 ?AQ.0012186/F when T > T
.-s{0O31F when T -IT

( sec.

WOG STS 332 P&R 06/18/923.3-21



tBQ(F

Note 3

Tm

Steam Generator Water Level Low-Low Trip Time Delay

- A, (P)3 + A, (P) + A, (P) + A4) (0.99)

-{B, (P)3' + B,2 (P)2 + B,3 (P) + 84) (0.99)

Where:

P = Vessel AT Equivalent to power (% RTP), P • 50% RTP.

Ts= Time Delay for Steam Generator Water Level -- Low-Low Reactor Trip, one Steam
Generator affected.

T,,= Time Delay for Steam-Generator Water Level -- Low-Low Reactor Trip, two or more
Steam Generators affected.

A, = [TBD] B,= LTBD]

A2 =[TBD B2 =[TBD]

A3 = [TBD] 83= [180

A4 = [180 84 [TBD]

TBD =To Be Determined



RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.1 Reactor Trip System (RTS) Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND The RTS initiates a unit shutdown, based upon the v *alues of
selected unit parameters, to protect against violating the
core fuel design limits and Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
pressure boundary during anticipated operational occurrences
(AOOs) and to assist the Engineered Safety Features (ESF)
Systems in mitigating accidents.

The protection and monitoring systems have been designed to
assure safe operation of the reactor. This is achieved by
specifying limiting safety system settings (LSSS) in terms
of parameters directly monitored by the RTS, as well as LCOs
on other reactor system parameters and equipment
performance.

The LSSS, defined in this specification as the Af
Setpoints ~, in conjunction with the LCOs, establish the
threshold for protective system action to prevent exceeding
acceptable limnits during Design Basis Accidents (DBAs).

During AO0s, which are those events expected to occur one or
more times during the unit life, the acceptable limits are:

.-I. The Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR) shall
be maintained above the Safety Limit value to prevent
departure from nuclear boiling (DNB);

2. Fuel centerline melt shall not occur; and

3. The RCS pressure Safety Limit (SL) of 2750 psia shall
not be exceeded.

Operation within the SLs of Specification 2.0, "Safety
Limits +4!ý, also maintains the above values and assures
that offsite dose will be within the 10 CFR;5O and
10 CFR 100 criteria during AO0s.Z

Accidents are events which are analyzed even though they are
not expected to occur during the unit life. The acceptable
limit during accidents is that offsite dose shall be
maintained within an acceptable fraction of 10 CFR 100
limits. Different accident categories-aý allow a

(conti nued)
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES

BACKGROUND different fraction of these limits, based on probability of
(continued) occurrence. Meeting the acceptable dose limit for an

accident category is considered having acceptable
consequences for that event.

The RTS instrumentation is segmented into four distinct but
interconnected es as illustrated in FigurA{ rFSAR,
Chapte- r7 ef and as identified below:t-711

or con+zacj- 2+vuatjori
1. Field transmitters or process/ sensors: provide a

measurable electronic signal 'based upon the physical
characteristics of the-Darameter beinq measured;

P ro cz..' an2. Signal Process(Control ana-d ProtedtioriSy~tem, idDc including 4A4al4og Protection Sysý m ucle~ar:ý
z-t I Instrumentation System (NIS), field contacts.-eixt-1

en k, ane! se rovidesgsignal
conditioning,- sabe-etpoint comparison, process
a_12L jý ortm cua compatible electrical signal
output to protection system devices, and control
bboard/control room/miscellaneous indications;

3. Solid State Protection System (SSPS), including input,
logic, aand output bays: ini-tiates proper unit
shutdown and/or ESF actuation in accordance with the

4-~.,-*frodsmen toe si-gnAterp -prowerohcontrol an rodeto drivem

mechanisms (CRDM) and allow the rod cluster control
assemblies (RCCAs), or "rods," to fall into7 the core
and shut down the reactor. The bypass breakers allow
testing of the RTBs at power.

Fi~eld Transmitters or Process Sensors 031ýv

In order to meet the design demands for rdnac n
reliability, more than one, and often as many as 44uiWLD field
transmitters or sensors are used to measure unit parameters.
To account for the calibration tolerances and instrument
drift, which are assumed to occur between and during
calibrations, statistical allowances are provided in the

(continued)
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1. BASES

BACKGROUND. Field Transmitters or Process Sensors (continued)
Trip Setpoint and Allowable Values. The OPERABILITY of eachtransmitter or sensor can be evaluated when its was found"calibration data are compared against its documented
acceptance criteria.

Signal Process Control and Protection System
S Generally, three or four channels of process controlequipment are used for the signal processing of unit0-77/9-t i'teI parameters measured by the field instruments. The processcontrol equipment Drovides signal conditioning, comparableCL 0n 17Vl r•,- ionf output signals for instruments located on- the main control~ board, and comparison of measured input signals withC setpoints established by safety analy~ses. These setpointsare defined in References 1, 2, and 3. If the measuredvalue of a unit parameter exceeds the predetermined~>setpaint, an outl ut from a -bistable isforwarded to the SSPSfor decision evaluatin Channel separation is maintainedup to and through the input bays. However, not all unitparameters require four channels of sensor measurement andsignal processing. Some unit parameters provide input onlyto the SSPS while others provide input to the SSPS, maincontrol board, unit computer, and one or more control

., ~±~,g\+systems..

Generally, if a parameter it used only for input to theprotection circuits', three channels with-a two out of threeor u~i-8(,+logic are sufficient to provide the required reliability andCC redundancy. If one channel fails in the nonconservative
O1irection, the Function is still OPERABLE with a two out oftwo logic. If one channel fails in the conservativedirection, a trip will not occur because of the singlefailure, and the Function is still OPERABLE with a one outof two logic.

Generally,' if a parameter is used for input to the SSPS anda control Function, four channels with a two out of fourlogic are sufficient to provide the required reliability andredundancy. The circuit must be able to withstand both aninput failure to the control system, which may then requirethe protection Function actuation, and a single failure inthe other channels providing the protection Functionactuation. Again, a single failure will neither cause nor

(continued)
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES

BACKGROUND, Sig-nal Process Control-and Protection Sys .tem (continued)
prevent the protection Function actuation. Theserequirements are described in IEEE-279-1971 (Ref. 4). Theýactual number of channels required for each unit parameteriis specified in Reference 1.

Two logic er1rýs aerqired to ensure no single random(.~) failure of a logic -ea4ntwill disable the RTS. The logic+f*"anne4-& are designed such that testing required while the, $e~p~~Areactor is at power may be accomplished without causing 62Ltoo''3 o trip. rovisions lo emovin ogic c anne service during maintenance are unnecessary because of the )

or tr' oaZ'u a t

DU proper y adjusted when the "as left" value is within theýpband for. CHANNEL CALIBRATION accuracy (-e---..C -eafl---e1p~a~ settin azl

The ripSetpoints used in the-bistable-s are based on theanalytical limits stated in'Reference 1. The selection ofthese Trip Setpoints is such that adequate protection isprovided when all sensor and processing time delays aretaken into account. To allow for calibration tolerances,instrumentation unc~ertainties, instrument drift, and severe.environment errors, for those RTS channels which mustfunction in harsh environments as defined by 10 CFR 50.49(Ref. 5), the Trip Se tpoints and Allowable Values specifiedin Table 3.3.1-1 are conservatively adjusted with respect tothe analytical limits. A detailed description of themethodology used to calculate the Trip Setpoints, including-20their explicit uncertainties, is provided in the "*T.S/-SF-AS-0--
0 Z~Lpu-r1L W (Ref. 6). The actual nomi~nalJes kI S Trip Setpoint entered into the bistable is more conservativethan that specified by the Allowable alue, to account forchanges in random measurement errors detectable by an AGO.T orC. L ClTOne example of such a change in meas rement eerror is drift( f~eA61 during the Surveillance interval. I the mmeasured setpointdoes not exceed the Allowable Value the bbistable isPoe- ?ro4exrf I considered OPERABLE.

'9-@Y* .1'-ýYd 72(continued)
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES
BACKGROUND. TriD Setpoints and Allowable Values (continued)

ýSetpoints in accordance with the Allowable Value will. ensureýthat SLs are not violated during AO0s (and that theConsequences of DBAs will be acceptable, providing the unitis operated from within the LCOs at the onset of the AQO orOBA and the equipment functions as designed) .qý Note that inIthe accompanying LCO 3.3.1, the Trip Setpointstof
-Table 3.3.1-1 are the LSSS.

Each channel of the process control equipment can be testedon line to verify that the signal or setpoint accuracy iswithin the specified allowance requirements of Reference 2.Once a designated channel is taken out of service fortesting, a simulated signal is injected in place of thefield instrument signal. The process equipment for thechannel in test is then tested, verified, and calibrated.SRs for the channels are specified in the SRs section.
The Trip Setpoints and Allowable Values listed inTable 3.3.1-1 are based upon the methodology described inReference 5, which incorporates all of the known
uncertainties appl ic-able for each channel. The magnitudesI of these uncertainties are factored into the determinationof each Trip Setpoint. All field sensors and signalprocessing equipment for these channels are assumed to~ C~W. ~ operate within the allowances of these uncertaintymagnitudes.

C
~~ tri>IL ~ i' State ProtnetonS4 se

;Tpu/;Th' SSPS equipment is used'for the decision logic processing
oistable outputs from the signal processing equipment.-b4-ý&b..g. To meet the redundancy requirements, two trainsof SSPS, each performing the same Functions, are provided.In the event that one train is taken out of service formaintenance or test purposes, the second train will providereactor trip and/or ESF actuation for the unit. In theevent that both trains are taken out of service or placed intest, a reactor trip will result. Each train is packaged inits own cabinet for physical and electrical separation tosatisfy separation and independence requirements. Thesystem has been designed to trip in the event of a loss ofpower, directing the unit to a safe shutdown condition.

(continued)*
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RTS Instrumentation
8 3.3.1

BASES

' A RNO. Solid State Protection System (continued)
)O~)d~ ~The SSPS provides the decision logic for actuating a reactor

trip or ESF actuation, provides the electrical output signalthat will initiate the required trip or actuation, andC provides the status, interlock, and annunciator output
signals to the main control room of the unit.

7 P r co~kad~c_+ OLL+PuAs
~,vu7 ~jJThe istable outputs from the signal processing equipmentare sensed by the SSPS equipment and combined into logicmatrices that represent combinations indicative of various

ar~ unit upset and accident transients. If a required logicari matrix combination is completed, the system will initiate'areactor tri or send actuation signals via master and slaverelays to those components whose aggregate Function best-serves to alleviate the condition and restore the unit to asafe condition. Examples are given in the Applicable SafetyAnalyses, LCO, and Applicability section~of these Bases.

Reactor Trip Switchgear

The RTBs are in the electrical power supply-line from thecontrol rod drive motor generator set power supply tothe CRDMs. Opening of the RTBs interrupts power tothe CRDMs, which allows the shutdown rods and control rodsto fall into the core by gravity. Each RTB is equipped witha bypass breaker to allow testing of the RTB while the unitis at power. During normal operati~on the output from theSSPS is a voltage signal that energizes the undervoltage
coils in the RTBs, and bypass breakers if in use. When therequired logic matrix combination is completed, the SSPSoutput voltage, signal is removed, the undervoltage coi~ls arede-energized, the breaker trip lever is actuated by thede-energized undervoltage coil, and the RTBs and bypassbreakers are tripped open. This allows the shutdown rodsand control rods to fall into the core. In addition to thede-energization of the undervoltage coils, each breaker isalso equipped with a shunt trip device that is energized totrip the breaker open upon receipt of a reactor trip signalfrom the SSPS. Either the undervoltage coil or the shunttrip mechanism is sufficient by itself, thus providing adiverse trip mechanism.

The decision logic matrix Functions are described in thefunctional diagrams included in Reference 2. In addition to

(continued)
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES

.BACKGROUND Reactor TripDSwitchgear (continued)

the reactor trip or ESF, these diagrams also describe thevarious "permissive interlocks" that are associated withunit conditions. Each train has a built in testing devicethat can automatically test the decision logic matrixFunctions and the actuation devices while the unit is atpower. When any one train is taken out of service fortesting, the other train is capable of providing unitmonitoring and protection until the testing has beencompleted. The testing device is semiautomatic to minimizetesting time.

APPLICABLE The RTS functions to maintain the SLs during allSAFETY ANALYSES, A00s and mitigates the consequences of DBAs in all MODES inLCOs, and which the RIBs are closed.
APPLICABILITY

Each of the analyzed accidents and transients can bedetected by one or more RTS Functions. The accidentanalysis described in Reference 3 takes credit for most RTStrip Functions. RTS trip Functions not specificallycredited in the accident analysis were qualitativelycredited in the safety analysis and the NRC staff approvedlicensing basis for the unit. These RTS trip Functions mayprovide protection for conditions that do not requiredynamic transient analysis to demonstrate Functionperformance. They may -also serve as backups to RTS tripFunctions that were credited in the accident analysis.

The L 'CO requires all instrumentation performing an RTSFunction, listed in Table 3.3.1-1 in the accompanying LCO,to be OPERABLE. Failure of any instrument 'renders theaffected channel(s) inoperable and reduces the reliabilityof the affected Functions.

The LCO generally requires OPERABILITY of four or threechannels in each instrumentation Function and two channelsin each logic Function. Four OPERABLE instrumentationchannels in a two out of four configuration are requiredwhen one RTS channel is also used as a control system input.This configuration accounts for the possi-bility of theshared channel failing in such a manner that it creates atransient that requires RTS action. In this case, the RTSwill still provide protection, even with random failure of

(continued)*
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES
LCOs, and
APPLICABILITY

(conti nued)

one of the other three protection channels.' Three operableinstrumentation channels in a two out of three configurationare generally required when there is no potential forcontrol system a~nd protection system interaction that couldsimultaneously create a need for RTS trip and disable oneRTS channel. The two out of three and two out offour configurations allow one channel to be tripped duringmaintenance or testing without causing a reactor trip.Specific exceptions to the above general philosophy existand are discussed below.

Reactor Trip SystemFucin

The safety analyses and OPERABILITY requirements applicable
to each RIS Function are discussed below:

1. Manual Reactor-Trip

The Manual Reactor Trip ensures that the control roomoperator can initiate a reactor trip at any time byusing either of two reactor trip switches in thecontrol room. A Manual Reactor Trip accomplishes thesame results as any one of the automatic tripFunctions. It is used by the reactor operator to shut..down the reactor wheneve 'r any parameter is rapidlytrending toward its Trip Setpoint..

The LCO requires two Manual' Reactor Trip channels, oneper train, to be OPERABLE. Two independent channelsare required to be OPERABLE so that no single randomfailure will disable the manual reactor trip Function.
In MODE 1 or 2, manual initiation of a reactor tripmust be OPERABLE. These are the MODES in which theshutdown rods and/or control rods are partially orfully withdrawn from the core. In MODE 3, 4, or 5,the manual initiation Function must also be OPERABLE.if the shutdown rods or control rods are withdrawn orthe Control Rod Drive (CRD) System is capable ofwithdrawing the shutdown rods or the control rods. Inthis condition, inadvertent control rod withdrawal ispossible. In MODE 3, 4, or 5, manual initiation of a"reactor trip does not have to be OPERABLE if the CRDSystem is not capable of withdrawing the shutdown rodsor control rods. If the rods cannot be withdrawn from

-(continued)
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RTS Instrumentation
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BASES

APPLICABLE 1. Manual Reactor Trip, (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES
LCOs, and the core, there is.-no need to be able to trip theAPPLICABILITY reactor because all of the rods are inserted. InMODE 6, neither the shutdown rods nor the control rodsare permitted to be withdrawn and the CRO Mechanismsare disconnected from the contrLl rods and shutdownrods. Therefore, the manual initiation Function isnot required.

2. Power Range Neutron Flux

The NIS power range detectors are located external tothe reactor vessel-and measure neutrons leaking fromthe core. The NIS power range detectors provide inputto the Rod Control System and the -Steam Generator (SG)Water Level Control System. Therefore, the actuationlogic must be able to withstand an input failure tothe control system (which may then require theprotection Function actuation) and a single failure inthe other channels providing the protection Functionactuation. Note that this Function also provides asignal to prevent automatic and manual rod withdrawalprior to initiating a reactor trip. Limiting furtherrod withdrawal may terminate the transient and.eliminate the need to trip the reactor.

ya. Power Range Neutron Flux -High

The Power Range Neutron. Flux-ýHigh trip Function
ensures that protection is provided,, from allpower levels, against a positive reactivity
excursion leading to DNB during power operations.
These can be caused by rod withdrawal orreductions in RCS temperature.

The LCO requires all four of the Power RangeNeutron Flux -High channels to be OPERABLE.

In MODE 1 or 2, when a positive reactivity
excursion could occur, the Power Range NeutronFlux -High trip must be OPERABLE. This Functionwill terminate the reactivity excursion and shutdown the reactor prior to reaching a power levelthat could damage the fuel. In MODE 3, 4, 5,or 6, the NIS power range detectors cannot detect

(conti nued)
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B 3.3.1

BASES

APPL ICABLE.
SAFETY ANALYSES
LCOs, and
APPLICABILITY

a. Power Range Neutron F ux -Hiqh (co inued)

netrn el.~ I nthese MODES' thý ower RangeNeutron Flux -High does not have to be OPERABLEbecause the reactor is shut down and reactivityexcursions into the power range are extremelyunlikely. Other RTS Functions and administrative
controls provide protection against reactivity
additions when in MODE 3., 4, 5, or 6.

-1b. Power Rance Neutron Flux -Low

The LCO requirement for the Power Range NeutronFlux -Low trip Function ensures that protectionis provided against a positive reactivity
excursion from low power or subcritical
conditions.

The LCO requires all four-of the Power RangeNeutron Flux -Low channels to be OPERABLE.

In MODE 1, below the Power Range Neutron Flux(P-10 setpoint), and in MODE 2, the Power RangeNeutron Flux -Low trip must be OPERABLE. ThisFunction may be manually blocked by the operatorwhen two out of four power range channels aregreater than approximately 10% of RTP (P-10setpoint).. This Function is automatically
unblocked when three out of four power ra-ngechannels are below the P-10 setpoint. Above theP-10 setpoint, positive reactivity additions aremitigated by the Power Range Neutron Flux -High

,trip Function.

In MODE 3, 4, 5, or 6, the Power Range NeutronFlux -Low trip Function does not have to beOPERABLE because the reactor is shut down and theNIS power range detectors cannot detect neutronlevels in this range. Other RTS trip Functionsand administrative controls provide protectionagainst positive reactivity additions or powerexcursions in MODE 3, 4, 5, or 6.

(conti nued)
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BASES

APPLICABLE.
SAFETY ANALYSES
LCOs, and
APPLICABILITY

(conti nued)

Power Range- Neutron Flux _f(AI)

The f(AI) Fun'ction is used in the calculation ofthe Overtemperature AT trip. It is a Function ofthe indicated difference between the upper andlower NIS power range detectors. This Functionmeasures the axial power distribution. TheOvertemperature AT Trip Setpoint is varied toaccount for imbalances in the axial power
distribution as detected by the NIS upper andlower power range detectors. If axial peaks aregreater than the design limit, as indicated bythe difference between the upper and lower NIS.power range detectors, the Trip Setpoint is
reduced in accordance with Note 1 of
Table 3.3.1-1.

The LCO requires all four channels'of f(AI) to beOPERABLE.

This Function acts only as an input to the
Overtemperature AT-Function; therefore, no
are specifically applied to the f(AI) trip
Function.

LSSS

In MODE 1 or 2, when the Overtemperature AT trip'is required to be OPERABLE,-the f(AI) Function
must.be OPERABLE because the f(AI) Function
prov'd-es one of the inputs to the Overtemperature
AT trip.

3. Power Range Neutron Flux Rate

The Power Range Neutron Flux Rate trips use the same
channels as discussed for Function 2 above.
a. Power Range Neutron Flux- High Positive Rate

The Power Range Neutron Flux- High Positive Ratetrip Function ensures that protection is providedagainst rapid increases in neutron flux-which arecharacteristic-of an RCCA drive rod housing
,rupture and the accompanying. ejection of theRCCA. This Function compliments the Power Range
Neutron Flux -High and Low Setpoint trip

(continued)
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BASES

'APPLICABLE, a. Power Range Neut~ronn Flux -High Positive Rate,SAFETY ANALYSES, (continued')
LCOs, and
APPLICABILITY Functions to ensure that the criteria are met fora rod ejection from the power range.

The LCO requires all four of the Power RangeNeutron Flux -High Positive Rate channels to be
OPERABLE.

In MODE 1 or 2, when there is a potential to adda large amount of positive reactivity from a rodejection accident (REA), the Power Range NeutronFlux -High Positive Rate trip must be OPERABLE.In MODE 3, 4, 5, or 6, the Power Range NeutronFlux -High Positive Rate trip Function does nothave to be OPERABLE because other RIS trip
Functions and administrative controls will* provide protection against positive reactivity
additions. Also, since only the shutdown banksmay be withdrawn in MODE 3, 4, or 5, theremaining complement of control bank worth
ensures a sufficient degree of SOM in the eventof an REA. -In MODE 6, no rods are withdrawn and* the SOM is increased during refueling operations.
The reactor vessel head is also removed or theclosure bolts are detensioned preventing anypressure buildup. In addition, the NIS powerrange detectors cannot detect neutron 1level s*present in this mode.

b.. Power Range Neutron Flux -High Negative Rate

The Power Range Neutron Flux -High Negative Ratetrip Function ensures that protection is provided
for multiple rod drop accidents. At high powerlevels, a multiple rod drop accident could causelocal flux peaking which would result in anunconservative local DNBR. DNBR is defined asthe ratio of the heat flux required to cause aDNB at a particular location in the core to thelocal heat flux. The DNBR is indicative of themargin to DNB. No credit is taken for the
operation of this Function for those rod drop
accidents in which the local DNBRs will be
greater than the limit.

(continued)
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BASES

.APPLICABLE. b. PwrRneNuonFluxHgNeaieRt
SAFETY ANALYSES, (continued)
LCOs, and
APPLICABILITY The LCO requires all four Power Range NeutronFlux -High Negative Rate channels to be OPERABLE.

In MODE 1 or 2, when there is potential for amultiple rod drop accident to occur, the PowerRange Neutron Flux -High Negative Rate trip mustbe OPERABLE. In MODE 3, 4, 5, or 6, the PowerRange Neutron Flux -High Negative Rate tripFunction does not have to be OPERABLE because thecore is not critical and DNBR is not a concern.Also, since only the shutdown banks may bewithdrawn in MODE 3, 4, or 5, the remainingcomplement of control bank worth ensures asufficient degree of SDM in the event of an REA.In MODE 6, no rods are withdrawn and the requiredSOM is increased during refueling operations. Inaddition, the NIS power range detectors cannotdetect neutron levels present in this MODE.
4. Intgrmediate Range Neutron Flux

The Intermediate Range Neutron Flux trip Function*ensures that proteedion is provided against anuncontrolled RCCA bank withdrawal accident from asubcritical condition during startup. This tripFunction provides redundant protection to the PowerRange Neutron Flux -Low Setpoint trip Function. TheNIS intermediate range detectors are located externalto the reactor vessel and measure neutrons leakingfrom the core. The NIS intermediate range detectorsdo not provide any input to control systems. Notethat this Function also provides a signal to preventautomatic and manual rod withdrawal prior toinitiating a reactor trip. Limiting further rodwithdrawal may terminate the transient and eliminatethe need to trip the reactor..

The LCD requires two channels of Intermediate RangeNeutron Flux to be OPERABLE. Two OPERABLE channelsare sufficient to ensure no single random failure willdisable this trip Function.

(continued)
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InterCAediate Range Neutron Flux (continued)SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCOs, and Because this trip Function is important onlyl duringAPPLICABILITY startup, there is generally no need to disablechannels for testing while the Function is required tobe OPERABLE. Therefore, a third channel is

unnecessary.

In MODE I below the P-10 setpoint and in MODE 2 whenthere is a potential for an uncontrolled rodwithdrawal accident during reactor startup, theIntermediate Range Neutron Flux trip must be OPERABLE.Above the P-10 setpoint, the Power Range NeutronFlux-High Setpoint trip and tcPwrRneNuo-
!X ighPosti'e Rtc ripprovides core protectionfor a rod withdrawal accident. In MODE 3, 4, or 5,the Intermediate Range. Neutron Flux trip does not haveto be OPERABLE becaus e con r ro- s must` e u y,ým mt~n1,tJr%41 e ond y the shutdown rods may be withdrawn.

~4've Thecorealsohas he reqird o DM tod mtgt h
accident.n In MOD 6, all rod ar u l n er e an
the~in core has a reuie inrae M lo tie nIinterediat rang deetr cantiee t neutronatct~ ~ ~ lvel preen in... thi MODE. nti cniin

fro.,The Lcor alohste requiremetfodh Surc RanitgeaNeuto FlutripeFuenctionoensuresithat rteactiont adistpovie
the corenha an ucnrollied bancroaeM withdrawal acIdeninemedat sbricalg coditetionsurnngt setartup.uthistrilsp reFunc tio n pro ids rOEdudn. rtcint h
P. owrer-Range Neutron Flux-o SeoitadIerdae
Te C reurmn fo th SoreRange Neutron Flux ti ucin. I OE ,4andp 5,nadministrativetcontrols c o als preven dted
agis nuncontrolled bnr withdrawal ofrd.ahcISsuciernge
andmmeasubre neutrons leak~uing frmthecreu. The issorce rangedtecoroono provides any uprtcionputs toecone ag etrol systems ThLourc ranetripan IsnthermonlytRTSg aeutoaipronlxtecive Functions rqIre n MODES 3, 44,and 5, Thereforeathve functionsals cpabiltynt the
sptecified Trip letointe isterassme to bhe ractrvailable

contol ystms.Thesoure rngetri is(ceontined
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BASES

APPLICABLE.
SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCOs, and
APPLICABILITY

5. Sourc~e Range Neutron Fluxy (continued)

The LCO requires two channels of Source Range NeutronFlux to be OPERABLE. Two OPERABLE channels aresufficient to ensure no single random failure willdisable this trip Function. The LCO also requires onechannel of the Source Raoge Neutron Flux to beOPERABLE in MODE 3, 4, or 5 with RTBs open. n this
tne ourcrange Functio is to provi e controlroo indicat i and input to re Boron Diýt'ion 0~P tection stem (BOPS) 7fe outpt the Func onoRTS lo 'c are not requ' ed OPERABLwe th s

are open./hn h

The Source Range Neutron Flux Function prov .i desprotection for control rod wi'thdrawal fromsubcritical, boron dilution and control rod ejectionevents. The Function also provides visual neutronflux i-ndication in the control room.

In MODE 2 when below the P-6 setpoint during a reactorstartup, the Source Range Neutron Flux trip must beOPERABLE. Above the P-6 setpoint, the IntermediateRange Neutron Flux trip and the Power Range NeutronFlux -Low Setpoint tri'p will provide core protectionfor reactivity accidents. Above the P-6 setpoint, theNIS/ource/ang detectm-arsd- esýigze rý~

In MODE 3, 4, or 5 with the reactor shut down, theSource Range Neutron Flux trip Function must also beOPERABLE. If the CRD System is capable of rodwithdrawal, the Source Range Neutron Flux trip must beOPERABLE to provide core protection against a rodwithdrawal accident. If the CRD System is not capableof rod withdrawal, the source range detectors are notrequired to trip the reactor. However, theirmonitoring Function must be OPERABLE to monitor coreneutron levels and provide indication of reactivitychanges that may occur-as a result of events like aboron dilution. These i put: ~re preydldd to the'.4)%-8~s. The requirements for the NIS source range,\"detectors in MODE 6 are addressed in LCO 3.9.3,"Nuclear Instrumentation".

(continued)*
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BASES

APPLICABLE.
SAFETY ANALYSES,
L.
AP

6. Overtemperature AT

.us, and The Overtemperature AT trip Function is provided to'PLICABILITY ensure that the design limit DNBR is met. This trip(continued) Function also limits the range over which theOverpower AT trip Function must provide protection.The inputs to the Overtemperature AT-trip include &Il1e-pressure,' coolant temperature, axial power
( ý_ r jjq -eS 5rkdistrib ion, and reactor power as indicated by loope '5AT as ing full reactor coolant flow. Protection
AI fr violating the ONBR limit is assured for thoseransients that are slow with respect to delays fromthe core to the measurement system. The Functionmonitors both variation in power and flow since adecrease in flow has the same effect on AT as a powerincrease. .The Overtemperature AT trip Function useseach loop's AT as a measure of reactor power and iscompa~ed with a setpoint that is automatically variedwith the following parameters:

.©

* reactor coolant average temperature -the TripSetpoint is varied to correct for changes incoo~lan *t density and specific heat capaci~ty withchanges in coolant temperature;

* pressurizer pressure- the Trip Setpoint is variedto correct for changes in system pressure;

* axial power distribution -discussed under
Function 2.c, f(AI).

Dynamic compensation is included for system pipingdelays from the core to the temperature measurement
system.

The Overtemperature AT trip Function is calculated foreach loop as described in Note 1 of Table 3.3.1-1.Trip occurs if Overternperature AT is indicated in twoloops. At :ornc unit:, , e pressure and temperaturesignals * are used for other control Functions. -Per-4hGe- u..-t65, ,ýhe actuation logic must be able towithstand an input failure to the control system;which may then require the protection Functionactuation, and a single failure in the other channelsproviding the protection Function actuation. Notethat this Function also provides 'a signal to generate

(continued)
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6. Overtempoeerature AT (continued)

a turbine runback'prior to reaching the Trip Setpoint.'A turbine runback will reduce turbine power andreactor power. A reduction in power will normallyalleviate the Overtemperature AT condition and miayprevent a reactor trip. (in ALt~ br 1
The LCO requires all four channels of theOvertemperature AT trip Function to be OPERABLE ertwe and four loop1 unt (th5 LCO reqire !ll thr
O WUAL for three loop units). Note that theOvertemperature AT Function receives input fromchannels shared with other RIS Functions. Failuresthat -affect multiple Functions require entry into theConditions applicable to all affected Functions.

In MODE 1 or 2, the Overtemperature AT trip must beOPERABLE to prevent DNB. In MODE 3, 4, 5, or 6, thistrip Function does not have to be OPERABLE because thereactor is not operating and there is insufficientheat production to be concerned about.DNB.-

7. Overpower AT

The Overpower AT trip Function ensures that protectionis provided to ensure the integrity of the fuel (i.e.,no fuel pellet melting and less than 1% cladding~strain) ubder all possible overpower conditions. Thistrip Function also limits the required range of theOvertemperature AT trip Function and provides a backup.to the Power Range Neutron Flux -High Setpoint *trip.The Overpower AT trip Function ensures that theallowable heat generation rate (kW/ft) of the fuel isnot exceeded. It uses the AT of each loop as ameasure of reactor power-apd,--is automatically variedwith the following parameters: wij\k -a ~
* reactor coolant average temperature -the TripSetpoint is varied to correct for changes incoolant density and-specific heat capacity withchanges in coolant temperature; and

* rate of change of reactor coolant averagetemperature -including dynamic compensation for

(conti nued)
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The Overpower.AT trip Function is calculated for eachloop as per Note 2 of Table 3.3.1-i.'. Trip occurs ifOverpower AT is indicated in two loops. 4A-t--eefe--UR-its-1,rthe temperature signals are u ed for othercontrol Functions. -A-t -;hese-4p4U e actuationi.-logic must be able to withstand an inffu a ue othe control system which may then require theprotection Function actuation and a single failure inthe remaining channels providing the protectionFunction actuation. Note that this Function alsorvdaes asig nal to generate a turbine runback priorT9I •,6rP SAvr to reaching the AtEýe~L-vnE A turbine runback*wi~ll reduce turbine power and reactor power. Areduction in power will normally alleviate theOverpower AT condition and may prevent a reactor trip.
(\ TheLCO requir es four channels fer two and fur loepý-Qni- (tre hnnl for _thr!ea loop_ un4te of theOverpower AT trip Function to be OPERABLE. Note thatthe Overpower AT Function receives input from channels.shared with other RIS Functions. -Failures that affectmultiple Functions require entry into the Conditions

applicable to all affected Functions.

In.MODE I or 2, the Overpower AT trip Function must beOPERABLE. These are the only times that enough heatis generated in the fuel to be concerned about theheat generation-rates and overheating of the fuel. InMODE 3, 4, 5, or 6, this trip Function does not haveto be OPERABLE because the reactor is not operatingand there is insufficient heat production to beconcerned about fuel overheating and fuel damage.
8. Pressurizer Presure

The same sensors provide input to the PressurizerPressure -High and -Low trips and the OvertemperatureAT trip. A -m--e ue- ni4.s. ,tIe Pressurizer Pressurechannels are also used to provide input to thePressurizer Pressure Control System. For Lhose4ffunit,rha,-,---)the actuation logic must be able to withstand an input

* (continued)
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8. Pressurizer Pressure (continued)

failure to the control system (which may then requirethe protection Function actuation) and a singlefailure in the other channels providing the protectionFunction actuation.

a. Pressuriz-er Pressure- Low

i, "6L E / ©
2f:7- ~h

The Pressurizer Pressure- Low trip Functionensures that protection is provided againstviolating the DNBR limit due to low pressure.

The LCO requires~four channels #-4 wo.-and-4efloop units, (three ehannels for three loop-units)of.Pressurizer Pressure- Low to be OPERABLEr,-.-...e_
proevidd agis iltigtcOB lmtdct
lew pessu _6
In MODE 1, when DNB is a major concern, thePressurizer Pressure- Low trip must be OPERABLE.This trip Function is automatically enabled onincreasing power by the P-7 interlock (NIS powerrange P-l0 or turbine impulse pressure greaterthan approximately 10% of full power equivalent(P-13)). On decreasing power,' this trip Functionis automatically blocked below P-i.. Below theP-7 setpoint, no'conceivable power distributionscan occur that would cause DNB concerns.

b. Pressurizer Pressure -High

The Pressurizer Pressure- High trip Functionensures that protection is provided againstoverpressurizing the RCS. This trip Functionoperates in conjunction with the pressurizerrelief and safety valves to prevent RCSoverpressure conditions.

The LCO requiresýýl-ur channels for twe and fýueloop units (three ehannels for three loop units)-of the Pressurizer Pressure- High to be OPERABLE.

The Pressurizer Pressure- High LSSS is selectedto be below the pressurizer safety valve

(continued)
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LCOs, and actuation pressure and above the power operatedAPPLICABILITY relief valve (PORV) setting. This setting

minimizes challenges to safety valves while
avoiding unnecessary reactor trip for thosepressure increases which can be controlled by thePORVs.

In MODE 1 or 2, the Pressurizer Pressure -Hightrip must be OPERABLE to help prevent RCSoverpressurization and minimize challenges to therelief and safety valves. In MODE 3, 4, 5, or 6,the Pressurizer Pressure- High trip Function doesnot have to be OPERABLE because transients whichcould cause an overpressure condition will beslow to occur. Therefore, the operator will havesufficient time to evaluate unit conditions and*take corrective actions. Additionally, lowtemperature overpressure protection systemsprovide overpressure protection when below
MODE 4.

9. Pressurizer Water Level -Hich

The Pressurizer Water Level -High trip Functionprovides a backup signal for the Pressurizer
Pressure -High trip and also provides protectionagainst water relief through the pressurizer safetyvalves. These valves are designed to pass steam inorder to achieve their design energy removal rate. Areactor trip is actuated prior to the-pressurizer
becoming water solid. The LCO requires three channelsof Pressurizer Water Level- High to be OPERABLE. Thepressurizer level channels are used as input to thePressurizer Level Control System. A fourth channel isnot required to address control/protection interactionconcerns. The level channels do not actuate thesafety valves, and the high pressure reactor trip isset below the safety valve setting. Therefore, withthe slow rate of charging available, pressureovershoot due to level channel failure cannot causethe safety valve to lift before reactor high pressure
trip.

(conti nued)*
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9. - Pressurizer W4ater Level -High (continued)

In MODE 1 when there is a Potential for overfillingthe pressurizer, the Pressurizer Water Level -High tripmust be OPERABLE. *This trip Function is automaticallyenabled on increasing power by the P-7 interlock, Ondecreasing power this trip Function. is automaticallyblocked below P-7. Below the P-7 setpoint, transientswhich could raise the pressurizer water level will beslow and the operator will have sufficient time toevaluate unit conditions and take corrective actions.
10. Reactor Coolant Flow -Low

a. Reactor Coolant Flow -Low (Single Loop)

The Reactor Coolant Flow -Low (Single Loop) tripFunct 'ion ensures that protection is providedagainst violating the DNBR limit due to low flowin one or more RCS loops, while avoiding reactortrips due to normal variations in loop flow.Above the P-8 setpoint, which is approximately48%. of RTP, a loss of flow in any RCS loop willactuate a reactor trip. Each RCS loop has threeflow detectors to monitor flow. The flow signalsare not used for any control system input.

The LCO requires three Reactor Coolant Flow -Lowchannels per loop to be OPERABLE in MODE 1 above
P-8.

In MODE 1 above the P-8 setpoint, a Ioss''of flow'in one RCS loop could result in DNB conditions in.the core. In MODE 1 below the P-8 setpoint,.al.,loss of flow in two or more loops lsý'-required~ta,
actuate a reactor trip (Function 10.b) because ofthe lower power level and the greater margin tothe design limit DNBR.

b. Reactor Coolant Flow- Low (Two Loops-).

The Reactor Coolant Flow- Low (Two Loops) tripFunction ensures that protection is providedagainst violating the DNBR limit due to low flowin two or more RCS loops while avoiding reactortrips due to normal variations in loop flow.

(continued)
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LCOs, and
APPLICABILITY Above the P-7 setpoint and below the P-8

setpoint, a loss of flow in two or more loopswill initiate a reactor trip. Each loop hasthree flow detectors to monitor flow. The flowsignals are not used for any control system
input.

The LCO requires three Reactor Coolant Flow -Lowchannels per loop to be OPERABLE.

In'MODE 1 above the P-7 setpoint and below theP-8 setpoint, the Reactor Coolant Flow -Low (TwoLoops) trip must be OPERABLE. Below the P-7setpoint, all reactor trips on low flow areautomatically blocked since no conceivable powerdistributions could occur that would cause a DNSconcern at this low power level. Above the P-7setpoint, the reactor trip on low flow in two ormore RCS loops is automatically enabled. Abovethe P-8 setpoint, a loss of flow in any one loopwill actuate a reactor trip because of the higherpower level and the reduced margin to the design
limit PNBR.

Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP Beker Position

th RCP Breaker Position trip Functions operatog her on two sets of auxiliary contacts, ith oneset on ach RCP breaker. .These Function nticipatethe Reac. Coolant Flow- Low trips to void RCS heatup that wou occur before the low ow trip actuates.

The RCP Brea ker P i *on (Single Loop) reactortrip Function se tt protection is providedagainst vio ing the DNB imit due to a loss offlow in RCS loop. The p iton of each RCPbreaks is monitored. If one R breaker is openabo the P-8 setpoint, a reactor ip istiated. This trip Function will g erate a
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APPLICA LITY react'or trip before the Reactor Coolant F w -Low(Single Loop) Trip Setpoint is reached.

The LCO requires one RCP Breaker Posi ion channelper RCP to be OPERABLE. One OPERAS channel issufficient for this trip Function ecause the RCSFlow -Low trip alone provides su icientprotection of unit SLs for loss of flow events.The RCP Breaker Position trip erves only toanticipate the low flow trip minimizing thethermal transient associat with loss of a pump.

This Function measures ly the discrete position(open or closed) of t RCP breaker, using asition switch.' Th efore, the Function has noa ustable trip se oint with which to associate

In MOD 1 abov the P-8 setpoint, when a loss offlow in ny S loop could result in DNBcondition 'n the core, the RCP Breaker Position(Single L trip must be OPERABLE. In MODE 1below th P - setpoint, a loss of flow in two ormore 1 Ps is equired to actuate a reactor tripbeca e of the wer power level and the greatermar n to the des* n limit DNBR.

flow in two or more RCS ba . The position ofeach RCP breaker is monitore Above the P-7setpoint and below the P-8 set int, a loss offlow in two or more loops will i itiate a reactortrip. This trip Function will ge rate a reactortrip before the Reactor Coolant Flo -Low(Two Loops) Trip Setpoint is reached.

The LCO requires one RCP Breaker Positi channelper RCP to be OPERABLE. 'One OPERABLE cha nel issufficient for this Function because the R
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b. Reactor Coolant Pum. Breaker Positi n Tw o

prot tion of unit SLs for loss of flo ents.0The RC Breaker Position trip serves nly toanticipa the low flow trip,' m ini zing thethermal tr sient associated wit Oss of an RCP.
This Function asures oonly tedictePsio
(open or closed) f the RCP reaker using aposition switch. erefo , the Function has noadjustable trip setp i n with which to associatean LSSS.

In MODE I above t P-7 se oint and below theP-8 setpoint, t RCP Breake Position (TwoLoops) trip m t be OPERABLE. elow the P-7setpoint, a reactor trips on ss of flow areautomatic y blocked since no con eivable powerdistrib ions coul-d occur that woul cause a DNBcancer at this low power level. Abo the P-7setp int, the reactor trip on loss 'of f w in twoRC loops is automatically enabled. Abov the-8 se~tpoint, a loss of flow in any one loo willactuate a reactor trip because of the higherpower level and the reduced margin to the desig.limit DNBR.

CT

,j. Undervoltage Reactor Coolant Pumps

The Undervoltage RCPs reactor trip Function ensuresTb e lo. s 9that protection is provided against violating the DNBRve limit due to a loss of flow in two or more RCS loops.IA ti~t The voltage to each RCP is monitored. Above theloops a ! bt- he- P-7 setpoint and Wow,. 7i., F 0- la a loss of-1-k jbd voltage detected on two or more RCP buses Will&_ ny -;m e initiate a reactor trip. This trip Function willUt 1e 9 - generate a reactor trip before the Reactor Coolante~ua ~Flow -Low (Two Loops) Tri Set aint is reached. dTimeg re ar Va17a e ays are incorporaed into the Undervoltage RCPsTha-r- ;e ;n channels to prevent reactor trips due to momentaryth e, 7- In e d -Jy electrical power transients.
f'>The Oreur es *hree-Undervoltage RCP 1%channel%(~e-A, e u to be OPERABLE.

(conti nued)
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W-* Undervoltaqe Reactor Coolant Pumps (continued)

Sut ained fore a l ength ofl tim equa to v o rta g readtetditha Fnctatstion thel time deays Tieao delays aresincrpoate ino teUnderaotae RCa chann trpelsr toepRevneactor Coatrp duew -o(Two moomenTaryp eletrical
powaied t oransients. o t

In MODE 1 above the P-7 se'tpoint, the Undervoitage .RCPtrip must be OPERABLE.. Below the P-7 setpoint, allrleao tripse non loss Of flow are automaticallybloced inc noconceivable Power distributions couldoccur that would cause a DNB concern at this low powerlevel.. Above the P-7 -setpoint, the reactor trip onloss Of flow in two or more RCS loops is automaticallyenald ýý uS ionue e same r eý ays as(~,Qi ~-(RCP "~ start o0f the' AFW pumps.
N. Underfre uen-c Reactor Coolant Pump
/, The Underfrequency RCPs reactor,-trip Function ensuresthat protection is provided against violating the DNBR-limit due to a loss Of flow in two or more RCS loopsfrom a major network frequency disturbance. Anunderfrequency condition will slow down the pumps,thereby reducing their coastdown time following a pumptrip. The proper coastdown time is required so thatreactor heat can be removed immediately after reactortrip. The frequency of each RCP bus is monitored.Above the P-7 setpoint 

--W b Lc~:I t ~t tlossof fequency detected on two or more RCP buseswill initiate a reactor trip. This trip Function willgenerate a reactor trip before the Reactor CoolantFlow -Low (Two Loops) Trip Setpoint is reached. Timedelays are incorporated into the Underfrequency RCPschannels to prevent reactor trips due to momentaryelectrical Power transients.
(~The LCO requires obeRCthn2-tr'ee6 Underfrequency RC/ hneper bus to be OPERABLE.
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Underrunc RecorColant Pumps (continued)

'Above the P-.7 setpoint, a loss of frequency detectedin two or more RCP buses will initiate a reactor trip.
This trip Function will generate a reactor trip beforethe Reactor Coolant Flow -Low Trip Setpoint is reached.Time delays are incorporated into the UnderfrequencyRCPs channels to prevent reactor trips due tomomentary electrical power transients.r---'

In MODE 1 above the P-7 setpoint, the UnderfrequencyRCPs trip must be OPERABLE. Below the P-7 setpoint,all reactor trips on loss of flow are automaticallyblocked since no conce-ivable power distributions couldoccur that would cause a DNB concern at this low powerlevel. Above the P-7 setpoint, the reactor trip onloss of flow in two or more RCS loops is automatically
enabled.

Steam Generator Water Level - Low Low

The SG Water Level -Low Low trip Function 1ensures thatprotection is provided against a loss of heat sink andactuates the AFW System prior to uncovering the SG'tubes. The SGs are the heat *sink for the reactor. Inorder to act as a heat sink, the SGs must contain aminimum amount of water. A narrow range low low level*in any SG is indicative of a loss of heat sink for thereactor. The level transmitters provide input to the

act tio. Ti Function a so performs the ESFASfunction of starting the AFW pumps on low low SGlevel.
r't/zr e eThe LCO requiresI'm. channels of SG Water Level -LowLow per SG to be OPERABLE. for 'out- kmp unitj inwhieh_Sfescnne are Snr between dtection nd

E ~on ol. I two, tthr 4, and fou loop uni where'ee SG W er LeveW ar deitdt1tRS free ch nels perS 4r re ird o PFRf

(continued)
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INSERT YY

Control /protect ion interaction is addressed by the use of a Median SignalSelector which prevents a single failure of a channel providing input to thecontrol system requiring protection function action. That is, a single failureof a channel providing input to the control system does not r 'esult in the controlsystem initiating a condition requiring protection function action. The MedianSignal Selector performs this by not selecting the channels indicating the
.highest or lowest steam generator levels as input to the control system.

Because one failed protection instrument channel would not result in an adversecontrol system action, a second random protection system failure (as otherwise
required by IEEE 279-1971) need not be considered.

The Steam Generator Water Level Trip Time Delay (TTD) creates additionaloperational margin when the plant needs it most, during escalation to power, byallowing the operator time to recover level when the primary side load issufficiently small to allow such action. The TTD is based on continuousmonitoring of primary side power through the use of vessel AT. Two time delaysare calculated, based on the number of steam gener'ators indicating less than theLow-Low Trip Setpoint. The magnitude of the delays decreases with increasingpri mary s ide power l evel , up to 50% RIP. Above 50% RTP there are no t ime del ays
for the Low-Low Level channel trips.

In the event of f ail1ure of a Steam Generator Water Level channel , the channel i splaced in the trip condition as input to the Solid State Protection System (SSPS)-and does not affect the TTD setpoint calculations- for the remaining OPERABLE
-channels:ý It is then necessary for the operator to force the use of the shorterTID time delay by~adjustment of the single steam generator time delay calculation*Jr.) to match the multiple steam generator time delay calculation (Tm,) for theaffected prote-ction set, through the Man Machine Interface. Failure -of thevessel AT channel input (failure of more than one T H.RID or failure of Icz RIDs)does not affect the TID calculation for a protection set. This results in therequirement that the operator adjust the threshold power level for zero secondstime delay from 50% RIP to 0% RIP, through the Man Machine Interface.,
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Steam Generator Water Level - Low Low

and In MODE 1 or 2, when the reactor requires a heat sink;ABILITY the SG Water Level- -Low Low trip must be OPERABLE. Thenormal source of water for the SGs is the MainFeedwater (MFW) System (not safety related). 4*-4
~,ztm i only in operation in MODE 1 -,2-. The AFWSystem is the safety related backup source of water toensure that the SGs remain the heat sink for thereactor. During normal startups and shutdowns, theN~Fl.~wSystem provides feedwater to maintain SG level. Si*'rIn MODE 3, 4, 5, or 6, the SG Water Level -Low-1,W.Function does not have to be.OPERABLE becausee(
...~em i n~tin peraticn ;*nd-the, reactor is noto erating or even critical. Decay heat removal isOr MKF1Nj accomp ised by the *AFWI ystem in MODE 3 and by theResidual Heat Removal (RHR) System in MODE 4, 5, or 6.

Steam Generator Water Level- -Low, Coincident With Stam19' Flow/Feedwater Flow Mismatch
-Water Level -Low, in conjunction with the SteaFl /Feedwater Flow Mismatch, ensures that prot ctionis p vided against a loss of heat sink and a uatesthe A System prior to uncovering the SG t es. Inaddition o a decreasing water level in t SG, thedifference etween feedwater flow and s am flow isevaluated to etermine if feedwater f w issigni.ficantly ss than steam flow. With lessfeedwater flow tn steam flow, S level will decrease* ..§)at a rate dependen upon th~e m itude of the

difference in flow r es.' h are two SG levelchannels and two Steam lo eedwater Flow Mismatchchannels per SG. One na ow range level channelsensing a low level coi ci nt with one SteamFlow/Feedwater Flow 'smatch hannel s ensing flowmismatch (stdam fl greater t n feed flow) will
actuate a reactor rip.

The LCD requ' es two channels of SG ter Level -Lowcoincident ith Steam Flow/Feedwater w Mismatch.

In MOD 1 or 2, when the reactor requires heat sink,the Water Level -Low coincident with Stea
Fl /Feedwater.Flow Mismatch trip must be OPE LE.e normal. source of water for the SGs is the M

(continue
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15. team Generat~or Water Level - nw ai-ncident. Wi St aLYSES, F Feedwater Flow Mismatch (continued)

ITY -System t safety related). The MFW stem is onlyin operatio in MODE 1 or '2. The System is thesafety relate ackup source of ter to ensure thatthe SGý remain th- eat sink r the reactor. Duringnormal startu ps and tdo S, the AFW System provides
CC feedwater to maintain S evel. In MODE 3, 4, 5,or 6, the SG Water L el - coincident with SteamFlow/Feedwater Fl Mismatch ction does not have tobe OPERABLE be se the MFW Syst is not in operationand the rea or is not operating or en critical.Decay h e removal is accomplished by AFW Systemin MO 3 and by the RHR System in MODE 4, , or 6.Th FW System is in operation only in MODE r 2d, therefore, this trip Function need only beOPERABLE in these MODES.

167 T~Hý+ 3 5c t-C

Turbine Trip- Low Fluid Oil Pressure

11~eTubn Trip -Low Fluid* Oil Pressuretiip' --r4tmtin is atcpatory for the loss of heatremoval capabilities of the secondary systemfollowing a turbine trip. This trip Functionacts to minimize the pressure/temperature
transient on the reactor. Any turbine trip froma power level below the P-9 setpoint,
approximately 50% power, will not actuate areactor trip. Three pressure switches monitor
the control oil pressure in the Turbine
Electrohydraulic Control System. A low pressuresensed by two out of three of the pressure
switches will actuate a reactor trip. Thesepressure switches do not provide any input tothe control system. The unit is designed towithstand a complete loss of load and not sustaincore damage or challenge the RCS pressurelimitations. Core protection is provided by thePressurizer Pressure- High trip Function and RCSintegrity is ensured by the pressurizer safety
valves.

(continued)
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MODE 1 above P-9.

Below the P-9 setpoint, a turbine trip does notactuate a reactor trip. In MODE 2, 3, 4, 5,or 6, there is no potential for a turbine trip,and the Turbine Trip -Low Fluid Oil Pressure tripFunction does not need to be OPERABLE0 ~ A~y Y~b. Turbine Trip-Tlurbine Stop Valve Closur
The Turbine Trip- Turbine Stop Valve Closure

-ý-Fnc-t-iov- is anticipatory for the Lloss of hheataremoval capabilities of te-s
'flowin a trbine tri vfrom a power level belowy~) 3L5 F9. the P-9 se pain ,.approximately 50%.power3hse.

-a4ef-will not actuate a reactor trip. Te tripFunction antici'pates the loss of secondary heatremoval capability that occurs when the stopva~lves close.. Tripping the reactor inanticipation of loss of secondary heat removalacts to minimize the pressure and temperaturetransient on the reactor. This trip Functionwill not and is not required to operate in thepresence of a single channel-failure. The unitis designed to withstand a complete loss of loadand not sustain core damage or challenge the RCSpressure limitations. Core protection isprovided by the Pressurizer Pressure- High tripF~inction, and RCS integrity is ensured by thepressurizer safety valves. This trip Function isdiverse to the Turbine Trip -Low Fluid OilPressure trip Function. Each turbine stop valveis equipped with one limit switch that inputs tothe RTS. If all four limit switches indicate thatthe stop valves are all closed, a reactor trip isinitiated.

The LSSS for this Function is set to assurechannel trip occurs when the associated stopvalve is completely closed.

(continued)
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must trip to cause reactor trip.

Below the P-9 setpoint, a-load rejection can beaccommodated by the Steam Dump System. InMODE 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6, there is no potential fora load rejection, and the Turbine Trip -StopValve Closure trip Function does not need to beOPERABLE.

~. Safety Injection Input from Engineered SafeLty Feature
,,- Actuation System

The SI Input from ESFAS ensure-s that if a reactor triphas not already been generated by the RTS, the ESFASautomatic actuation logic will initiate a reactor tripupon any signal which initiates SI. This is acondition of acceptability for the LOCA. However,other transients and accidents-take credit for varyinglevels of ESF performance and rely upon rod insertion,except for the most reactive rod which is assumed tobe fully withdrawn, to ensure reactor shutdown.Therefore, a reactor trip is initiated every time an
SI signalispent

Trip Setpoint and Allowable Values are not applicableto this Function. The SI Input is provided by--re]-ay'in the ESFAS. Therefore, there is no measurement
signal with which to associate an LSSS.

The LCO requires two trains of SI Input from ESFAS tobe OPERABLE in MODE 1 or 2.

Areactor trip is initiated every time an SI signarese herefore is rip Function must 5e0 RBLEin MODE 1 o 2, when the reactor is critical,9r

MODE 3, 4, 5, or 6, the reactor is not critical, andthis trip Function does not need to be OPERABLE.

(continued)
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APPLICABLE.
SAFETY ANALYSES,
LU.
APP

Reactor Trip System Interlocks

s, and Reactor protection interlocks are provided ton ensrteLICABILITY reactor trips are in the correct configuratio frthcontinued) current unit status. They back up operator actions toensure protection system Functions are not bypassedduring unit conditions under which the safety analysisassumes the Functions are not bypassed. Therefore,
------ the interlock Functions do not need to be OPERABLEUW t. i5lc , _when th gssociate functions -are--eutsid-ý t hea ap p~li ca- -e MOD ES Theseap

ic w/ ,a. Intermediate ande eu rnn Ai -

The Intermediate Range Neutron Flux, P-6interlock is actuated when any NIS intermediaterange channel goes approximately one decade abovethe minimum channel reading. If both channelsdrop below the setpoint, the permissive willautomatically be defeated. The LCO requirement
for the P-6 interlock ensures that the following

-Functions are performed:

* on increasing power, the P-6 interlock
allows the manual block of the NIS SourceRange, Neutron Flux reactor trip. This
prevents a premature block of the source* range trip and allows the operator to
ensure that the intermediate range isOPERABLE nior to leavin the source range/)

1* o 11n deresinowr e rag theip interloc
hig eota tthdeector adeals the NIsSouc

Range eutron Fu eco rp n
o n increasing power, the P-6 interloc

sore rangeo 
d crcit

Nomll, to,!- enc ls manall blSouckedby tn nIo romo ert *n4 the
Rag u nFu eactor startup.d

(continued)
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.APPL ICABLE /4a Intermediate Range-Neutron Flux, P-6 (continued)SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCOs, and The LCO requires two channels of IntermediateAPPLICABILITY Range Neutron Flux, P-6 interlock to be OPERABLE

in MODE 2 when below the P-6 interlock setpoint.

Above the P-6 interlock setpoint, the NIS SourceRange Neutron Flux reactor trip will be blocked,and this Function will no longer be necessary.
In MODE 3, 4, 5, or 6, the P-6 interlock does nothave to be OPERABLE because the NIS Source Rangeis providing core protection.

4 b. Low Power Reactor-Tri-Ds-Block. P-7

The Low Power Reactor Trips Block, P-7 interlockis actuated by input from either the Power RangeNeutron Flux, P-10, or the Turbine ImpulsePressure, P-13 interlock. The LCO requirement
for the P-7 interlock ensures that the following
Functions are performed:

(1). on increasing power, the P-7 interlock
automatical-ly enables reactor trips on the
following-Functions:

* Pressurizer Pressure- Low;

* Pressurizer Water Level -High;

* Reactor Coolant Flow- Low (Two Loops);

* Undervoltage RCPs; and

* Underfrequency RCPs.

These reactor trips are only required when
operating above the P-7 setpoint
(approximately 10% power). The reactor
trips provide protection against violating
the DNBR limit. Below the P-7 setpoint,
the RCS is capable of providing sufficient
natural circulation without any RCP
running.

(conti nued)
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APPLICABLE. b. Low Power Reactor Trips BlockP. P-7 (continued)SAFETY ANALYSES,
APLICABILITY (2) *on decr'easing power, the P-7 interlockAPPLCABIITYautomatically blocks reactor trips on thefollowing Functions:

* Pressurizer Pressure--Low;

* Pressurizer Water Level -High;

* Reactor Coolant Flow- Low (Two Loops);

* Undervoltage RCPs; and

* Underfrequency RCPs.

Trip Setpoint and Allowable Value are not
applicable to the P-7 interlock because it is alogic Function and thus has no parameter with
which-*to associate an LSSS.

The P-7 interlock is a logic Function with train
and not channel identity. Therefore, the LCOrequires one channel per train of Low PowerReactor Trips Block, P-7 interlock to be OPERABLE
in MODE 1.,

The low power trips are blocked below the P-7
setpoint and unblocked above the P-7 setpoint.
In MODE 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6, this Function does not
have to be OPERABLE because the interlock
performs its Functi6n when power level drops
below 10% power, which is in MODE 1.

C. Power Ranale Neutron Flux. P-8

The Power Range Neutron Flux, P-8 interlock is
actuated at approximately 48% power as determined
by two out of four NIS power range detectors.Aboe-he P-8 interlock automatically enables the "-4g07 ~~~ Reactor Coolant Flow- Low (Single Loop) i4RP-

,,'_ -u t p .(S n l o reactor trips onlow flo~win ýone ýor more RC`Sloops on increasing
power. The LCO requirement for this trip

(continued)
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APPLICABLE C. Power Range-Neutron Flux, P-8 (continued)SAFETY ANALYSES,
APLICABLITY Function ensures that protection is providedAPPLCABIITYagainst a loss of flow in any RCS loop that couldresult in DNB conditions in the core when greaterthan approximately 48% power. On decreasingpower, the reactor trip on low flow in any loopis automatically blocked.

The LCO requires four channels of Power RangeNeutron Flux, P-8,interlock to be OPERABLE in
MODE 1.

*In MODE 1 a loss of flow in ne-RCS loop could
Cý3 result in DNB conditions,o the-Power RangeNeutron-Flux, P-8 interlock must be OPERABLE. InMODE 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6, this Function does not*have to be OPERABLE because the core is notproducing sufficient power to be concerned about

DNB conditions.

d. - Power Ranae Neutron Flux, P-9

The Power Range Neutron Flux, P-9 interlock isactuated at approximately 50% power as de 'terminedby two out of four NIS power range detectors.
The LCO requirement for this Function ensuresthat the )Jrbine Trip- Low Flui -d Oil Pressure andQTurbine . -iip-Turbine S-topVa-lve Closu, ractorripsareenabled above the P-9 setpoii ohjJbve-tP -9 setpoint a turbine trip will cause acomb ^eclload rej ion eyond th capacity of the Steam
um Q=Systep .A reactor trip is automaticallyUd W OK~v--olinitiated on a turbine trip when it is above theP-9 setpoint to minimize the transient on the

The LCD requires four channels of Power RangeNeutron Flux, P-9 interlock to be OPERABLE in
MODE 1.

In MODE 1 a turbine trip could cause a loadrejection beyond the capacity of the Steam DumpSystem, so the Power Range Neutron Flux interlockmust be OPERABLE. In MODE 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6, thisFunction does not have to be OPERABLE because the

(continued)
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APPLICABLE d. Power Range Neutron Flux, P-9 (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCOs, and reactor is not at a power level sufficient to
APPLICABILITY have a load rejection beyond the capacity of the

Steam Dump System.

/6e. Power Range Neutron Flux. P-10

The Power Range Neutron Flux, P-10 interlock is
actuated at approximately 10% power as determined
by two out of four NIS power range detectors. If

~powe r level falls below 10% R4P6n_~~- P*r=
4 channels, the nuclear instrument trips will be
automatically unblocked. The LCO requirement for
the P-10 interlock ensures that the following
Functions are performed:

* on increasing power, the P-10 interlock
allows the operator-to manually block the
Intermediate Range Neutron Flux reactor
trip. Note that blocking the reactor trip
also blocks the signal to prevent automatic

and manual rod withdrawal;
* on-increasing power, the P-10 interlock

allows the operator to manually block the
Power Range Neutron Flux -Low reactor trip;

* on increasing power, the P-10 interlock
automatically provides a backup signal to
block the Source Range Neutron Flux reactor
trip and also to de-energize the NIS source
range detectors;

* the P-10 interlock provides one of the two
inputs to the P-7 interlock; and

* on decreasing power, the P-l0 interlock
automatically enables the Power Range
Neutron Flux -Low reactor trip and the
Intermediate Range Neutron Flux reactor
trip (and rod stop).

The LCO requires four channels of Power Range
Neutron Flux, P-10 interlock to be OPERABLE in
MODE 1 or 2.

(continued)
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APPLICABLE k. Reactor* Trip Breakers. (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES, 17LCOs, and upon the system configuration. Two OPERABLE trainsAPPLICABILITY ensure no single random failure can disable the RTStrip capability.

These trip Functions must be OPERABLE in MODE 1 or 2when the reactor is critical. In MODE 3, 4, or 5,these RTS trip Functions must be OPERABLE when theRTBs or associated bypass breakers are closed, and theCRD Sptem1 is capable of rod withdrawal.

24. Reactor 4.4-ýBreaker Undervoltape and Shunt Trip4 Mechanisms

The LCO requires both the Undervoltage and Shunt TripMechanisms to be OPERABLE for each RTB that is inservice. The trip mechanisms are not required to beOPERABLE for trip breakers that are open, racked out,.incapable of supplying power to the CR0 System, ordeclared inoperable under Function (0i5a >-ve.c.- 17OPERABILITY of both trip mechanisms on each breakerensures that no single trip mechanism failure willprevent opening any breaker on a valid signal.

'These trip Functions must be OPERABLE in MODE 1 or 2when the reactor is critical. In MODE 3, 4, or 5,these RTS trip Functions must be OPERABLE when theRTBs and, associated byýAss breakers %re closed, andthe CR0 System is capable of rod withdrawal.

24. Automatic Trip Logic c'
1% The LCO requirement for the RTBs (unctions )9 and 20)and Automatic Trip Logic (Function X4) ensures thatmeans are provided to interrupt the power to allow therods to fall into the reactor core. Each RTB isequipped with an undervoltage coil and a shunt tripcoil to trip the breaker open when needed. Each RTBis equipped with a bypass breaker to allow testing ofthe trip breaker while the unit is at power. Thereactor trip signals generated by the RTS AutomaticTrip Logic cause the RTBs and associated bypassbreakers to open and shut down the reactor.

(conti nued)
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APPLICABLE 4. Automatic TriD Logic (continued)
LCFETY ANdLSE
SAFETY anALSSd The LCO requires two trains of RTS Automatic TripAPPLICABILITY Logic to be OPERABLE. Having two OPERABLE channelsensures that random failure of a single logic channelwill not prevent reactor trip.

These trip Functions must be OPERABLE in MODE 1 or 2when the reactor is critical. In MODE 3, 4, or 5,these RTS trip Functions must be OPERABLE when theRTBs and associated bypass breakers are closed, andthe CRD System is capable of rod withdrawal.

heRTS instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of the<FN1 RC Policy State .ment.

ACTIONS A.Note has been added to the ACTIONS to clarify theapplication of Completion Time rules. The Conditions ofthis Specification may be entered independently for eachFunction listed *in Table 3.3.1-1. The Completion Time(s) ofthe inoperable channel(s)/train(s) of a Function will1 betracked separately for each Function starting from the timethe Condition was entered for that Function.

yhe staff SER for the topical report.

In'the event a channel's Trip Setpoint is foundnonconservative with respect to the Allowable Value, or theLY/J transmitter, instrument loop, signal processing electronics,0 U t or bistable is found inoperable, then all affected Functions

prvde 
y tachne 

mustb 
elrdioeal 

n h

C LCD Condition entered for the particular protection Function

IP LI p ra f f e ce d .b h 
t c a n l m s 

e d e l r d i o 
e a l n h

When the number of inoperable channels in a trip FunctionL exceed those specified in one or other related Conditionsassociated with a trip Function, then the unit is outsidethe safety analysis. Therefore, LCD 3.0.3 must beimmnediately entered if applicable in the current MODE ofoperation.

(continued)
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ACTIONS A.1
(conti nued)

Condition A is applicable to all RTS protection Functions.
Condition A addresses the situation where one or more
required channels for one or more Functions are inoperable
at the same time. The Required Action is to refer to
Table 3.3.1-1 and to take the Required Actions for the
protection Functions affected. The Completion Times are
those from the referenced Conditions and Required Actions.

B.1. 8.2.1. and B.2.2,

Condition B applies to the Manual Reactor Trip in MODE 1
.or 2. This action addresses the train orientation of the
SSPS for this Function. With one channel inoperable, the
inoperable channel must be restored to OPERABLE status
within 48 hours. In this Condition, the remaining OPERABLE
channel is adequate to perform the safety Function.

The Completion Time of 48 hours is reasonable considering
that there are two automatic actuation trains and another
manual initiation channel OPERABLE afid the lo~w probability
of an event occurring during this interval.

If the Manual Reactor Trip Function cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status within the allowed 48 hour Completion Time,
the unit must be brought to a MODE in which the requirement
does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be
brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 additional hours
(54 hours total time) followed by opening the RTBs within
1 additional hour (55 hours total time). The 6 additional
hours to reach MODE 3 and the 1 hour to open the RTBs are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3
and open the RTBs from full power operation in an orderly
manner and without challenging unit systems. With the RTBs
open and the unit in MODE 3, this trip Function is no longer
required to be OPERABLE.

(continued)
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.ACTIONS D.1.1-, p.1.2., D.2.1, 0.2'.2.t aandD0.3 (continued)

In addition to placing the Inoperable channel in the tripped
condition. THFRMAI DnLWrD ~.E~ 12. _w~it~hi_*X hours. Reducing the power level prevents operationof the core with radial power distributions beyond thedesign limits. With one of the NIS power range detectorsl~xe&1 6+ alsIo inoperable, 1/4 of the radial power distribution monitoring

';. a(LiAi 4 capability is lost.

~ As an alternative to the above actions, the inoperable
channel can be placed in the tripped condition withinpa,+V s* 6 hours and the QPTR monitored once every 12 hours as perSR 3.2.4.2, QPTR verification. Calculating QPTR every12 hours compensates for the lost monitoring capability dueto the inoperable NIS power range channel and allowsontinued unit operation at power levels > 75 of.RTP. The

J hour Completion Time and the 12 hour Frequency are~ 6+~j- ~consistent with LCO 3.2.4, "QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIOv~ktvw eeqted 40 (QPTR)."
va +tAsz f the Required Actions described above cannot be met withinI~6½C+Y~.the specified Completion Times, the unit must be placed in a

MODE where this Function is no longer required OPERABLE. 'An~ + ,-.~additional 6 hours beyond the Completion Time for Required6-I &k'4~ ~ Action 0.1. RJand Required Action D.2.1 are *allowed to placeS~c--~fc] .~the unit in MODE 3. Six hours is a reasonable time, based10V15on operating experience, to reach MODE 3.from full power inan orderly manner and without challenging unit systems., IfRequired Actions 0.2.2 cannot be completed within their
allowed Completion Times, LCD 3.0.3 must be entered.
The Reiuired Actions have been modified'by a Note, which6L d j~lon-4allows placing the inoperable channel in the bypassLha )n elcondition for up to 4 hours while performing routinesurveillance testing of other channels. The 4 hour time

E-1 and E.2

Condition E applies to the following reactor trip Functions:

* Power Range Neutron Flux -Low;

* Power Range Neutron Flux -f(A&I);

* (continued)
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ACTI'ONS E.1 and E-2' (continued)

0 Overtemperature AT;

* Overpower AT;

* Power Range Neutron Flux -High Positive Rate;
* Power Range Neutron Flux -High Negative Rate;
*. Pressurizer Pressure -High;

0 SG ater Lev 1 -Low L ;and

0C SG Wat Level - ow coinc'dent wit Ste~am
Flow/ewaeFl Mst

A known inoperable channel must be placed in the trippedcondition within 6 hours. Placing the channel in thetripped condition results in a partial trip conditionrequiring only one out of two logic for actuation of the twoout of three trips and one out of three logic for actuationof the two out of four trips. The 6 hours allowed to placethe inoperable channel in the tripped condition is justifiedin Reference 7.

If the operable channel cannot be placed in the tripcondition within the specified Completion Time, the unit.,Aust be placed in a MODE where these Functions are notrequired OPERABLE. An additional 6 hours is allowed toplace the unit in MODE 3. Six hours is a reasonable time,based on operating experience, to place the unit in MODE 3Cfrom full-1 power in an orderly manner and without challenging

The Required Actions have been modifijejdby a Note whichLha nel Tallows Olacing the inoperable channel in the bypassedcondition for up to 4 hours while performing routinesurveillance testing of the other channels. The 4 hour timelimit is justified in Reference 1.

F1and F. 2

Condition F applies to the Intermediate Range Neutron Fluxtrip when THERMAL POWER is above the P-6 setpoint and below

(conti nued)
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ACTIONS F.1 and F-2 (continued)

the P-10 setpoint and one channel is inoperable. Above theP-6 setpoint and below the P-10 setpoint, the NISintermediate range detector performs the monitoringFunctions. If THERMAL POWER is greater than the P-6'setpoint but less than the P-1O setpoint, 2 hours is allowed~ reduce THERMAL POWER below the P-6 setpoint or increase(.5'to THERMAL POWER above the P-10 setpoint. The NISIntermediate Range Neutron Flux channels must be OPERABLEwhen the power level is above the capability of the sourcerange, P-6, and below the capability of-the power range,P-10. If THERMAL POWER is greater than the P-10 setpoint,the NIS power range detectors perform the monitoring andprotective Functions and the intermediate range is notýrequired. The Completion Times allow for a slow andcontrolled power adjustment above P-1O or below P-6 and takeinto account the redundant capability afforded by theredundant OPERABLE channel and the low probability of itsfailure during this period. This action does not requirethe inoperable channel to be tripped because the Functionuses one-out of two logic. Tripping one channel would tripthe reactor. Thus, the Required Actions specified in thisCondition are only applicable when channel failure does notresult in reactor trip.

G.1 and G.2

Condition G applies to two inoperable Intermediate RangeNeutron Flux trip channels in MODE 2 when THERMAL POWER isabove the P-6 setpoint and below the P-lO setpoint.Required Actions.-specified in this Condition are onlyapplicable when channel failures do not result in reactortrip. Above the P-6 setpolnt and below the P-1O setpoint,the NIS intermediate range detector performs the monitoringFunctions. With no intermediate range channels OPERABLE,the Required Actions are to suspend operations involvingpositive reactivity additions immnediately. Th-is willpreclude any power level increase since there are noOPERABLE Intermediate Range Neutron Flux channels. Theoperator must also reduce THERMAL POWEA below the P-6setpoint within two hours. Below P-6, the Source RangeNeutron Fl~ux channels will be able to monitor the core powerlevel. The Completion Time of 2 hours will allow a slow andcontrolled power reduction to less than the P-6 setpoint and

(continued)
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ACTIONS G.1 a~nd G.2 (continued)

takes into account the low probability of occurrence of anevent during this period that may require the protectionafforded by the NIS Intermediate Range Neutron Flux trip.

Condition H applies to the Intermediate Range Neutron Fluxtrip when THERMAL POWER is below the P-6 setpoint and one ortwo channels are inoperable. Below the P-6 setpoint, theNIS source range performs the monitoring and protectiveFunctions. The inoperable NIS intermediate range channel(s)must be returned to OPERABLE status prior to increasingpower above the P-6 setpoint. The NIS intermediate rangechannels must be OPERABLE when the power level is above thecapability of the source range, P-6, and below thecapability of the power range, P-.10

Condition ['applies to one inoperable Source Range Neutron.Flux trip channel when in MODE 2, below the P-6 setpoint,*and performing a reactor startup. With the unit in thisCondition, < P-6, the NIS source range performs the*monitoring and protective Functions. With one of. the twochannels inoperable, operations involving positivereactivity additions shall be suspended immediately.
This will preclude any power escalation. With only one*source range channel OPERABLE, core protection is severelyreduced and any actions that add positive reactivity to thecore must be suspended immediately.

J.1 and J-2

Condition J applies to two inoperable Source Range NeutronFlux trip channels when in MODE 2, below the P-6 setpoint,and performing 'a reactor startup7 or in MODE 3, 4, or 5'withthe RTBs closed and the CR0 System capable of rodwithdrawal. With the unit in this Condition, < P-6, the NISsource range performs the monitoring and protectiveFunctions. With both source range channels inoperable,

(conti nued)
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ACTIONS J oniud

OP erations ~involving positive reactivity additions shall be
suspended immediately. With no source range channelsOPERABLE, core protection is severely reduced and anyactions that add positive reactivity to the core must beesuspended immediately. In addition to sus endin positiveac 1 1ji-I__. n s he Tsmust te opened immediately.it the RTBs open and-d ''st 1iv-e-rcact4A'i ý is uspen-dcd-, the core- is in a-rlai''.-sae. 9 stablecond it ion -- 4~4+e.TB...~~ he unit enters Condition L.

a...ar
-a Y\8 anddK2

Condition K applies to one inoperable source range channelin MODE 3, 4, or 5 with the RIBs closed and the CRD System-capable of rod withdrawal. Wi'th the unit in this condition,< P-6, the NIS source range performs the monitoring andprotective Functions. With one of the source range channelsinoperable, 48 hours is allowed to restore it to an OPERABLEstatus. -If the channel cannot be returned to an OPERABLEstatus, 1 additiona~l hour is allowed to. open the RTBs. :n
a~~ ~ diint pnigte s operations invo vingpositive reactivity additions must be suspended within-thesame hour. Suspension of positive reactivity additions andopening the RTBs will preclude any power excursion. Also,all valves that could add unborated water to the RCS must be-closed within the same 1 hour as specified in LCO 3.9.2,

Flxt ri chsannel ind MODe 3,iioa 4,our 5 o with the RTBsopn. Wthte unitfie in this e c ondiion the aIllsource orangstperors -the monitoring adionand poetvFuctions. h Wiorth
water ource solatin valvs is bsed o opr at * 4

6 he C-m Lv a )l ies D
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ACTIONS L .i 1 -~ nned 1 f'ý

L(0 3.1..,~

soureirnge channelj' ý" , operations involvingOsi vera-c ivity addition 5shall be suspendedMei atel This ;_W`=p~reclude any power escalation. In/'addition to suspension of Positive reactivity additions, aS valves that could add unborated water to the RCS must beclosed within 1 hour as specified in LCO 3.9.2. Theisolation of unborated water sources will preclude a borondilution accident.

/
- - - A ."

11

Also, the 5DM must be verified within I hour and once every12 hours thereafter as per SR 3.1.1.1, SOM verification.With no source range channels OPERABLE, core protection isseverely reduced. Verifying the SOMl within I hour allowssufficient time to perform the calculations and determinethat the SODl requirements are met. The SODl must also beverified once per 12 hours thereafter to ensure that thecore reactivity has not changed. Required Action L.1precludes any positive reactivity additions; therefore, corereactivity should not be increasing, and a 12 hour Frequencyis adequate. The Completion Times of within 1 hour and onceper 12 hours are based on operating experience in performingthe Required Actions and the knowledge that unit conditionswill change slowly.

M-1 and M.2

Condition M applies to the following reactor trip Functions:

* Pressurizer Pressure'-.Low;

* Pressurizer Water Level -High;

* Reactor Coolant Flow -Low (Two Loops);

* Indervoltage RCPs; and

* Underfrequency RCPs.

With one channel inoperable, the inoperable channel must beplaced in the tripped condition within 6 hours. Placing thechannel in the tripped condition results in a partial trip

(conti nued)
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(PAGE B 3.3-46)

Required Action L.1 precludes operations involving systems that contain largevolumes of wa-ter (i.e. CVCS, SIS, and RWST) at reduced boron concentrations withrespect to the RCS that could dilute the boron concentrations of the RCS to lessthan that required to maintain the SDM requirements of LCO 3.1.1 and LCO 3.1.2.This Required Action does not preclude positive reactivity additions that cannotreduce the SOM to less than the limits specified in LCO 3.1.1 and LCO 3.1.2. Theaddition of water with a boron concentration greater than that required tomaintain the reactor shutdown within the requirements of LCO 3.1.1 and LCO 3.1.2,but less than the RCS, is permitted. Positive reactivity additions such as smallvolume chemical additions and normal plant cooldowns are also permitted as longas the SODl limits specified in LCO 3.1.1 and LCO 3.1.2 are met.
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ACTIONS

©

C-F•1t~
;n h/zhf

M.1 and M.2 (continued) V

condition requiring only one additional channel to initiatea reactor trip above the P-7 ~ etpoint and below the P-8setpoint. -Th~s--F4pmýG+4.,on doe.s not have to be OPERABLE belowthe P-7 setpoin~t.bczau-e thcrcre-&no -~of- flpI t r-i-
halaw thc P 7ýcpon The 6 hour~s allowed to place thechannel in the tripped condition is justified inReference 7. An additional 6 hours is allowed to reduceTHERMAL POWER to < P-7 if the inoperable channel cannot berestored to OPERABLE status or placed in trip within the
specified Completion Time.

Allowance of this time interval takes into consideration theredundant capability provided by the remaining redundantOPERABLE channel and the -low probability of occurrence of anevent during this period that may require the protection
afforded by the Functions associated with Condition M.

The Required Actions have been modified by a Note, which'aTlows`vp-l-&c4ng the inoperable channel -inR-the bypassed
-eedAt~fl orupto 4 hours while per'formina rutn

V surveillance testing of the other channels. The 4 hour
limit is justified in Reference 7.

N.1 and N.2

Conditioii N ii applicable to the Reactor Coolant Flow -(Single Loop) reactor trip Function. With one channelinoperable, the inoperable channel must be placed in trwithin 6 hours. If the channel cannot be restored toOPERABLE status or-the channel placed in trip within th
6 hours, then THERMAL POWER must be reduced below the Psetpoint within the next 4 hours. This places the unitMODE where the LCO is no longer applicable. This tripFunction does not have to be OPERABLE below the P-8 setjbecause other RTS trip Functions provide core protectioibelow the P-8 setpoint. The 6 hours allowed to restorechannel to OPERABLE status or place in trip and the4 additional hours allowed to reduce THERMAL POWER to b4the P-8 setpoint are justified in Reference 7.
The R quired Actions have been modified by a Note which,'~allows p4-eae.~- the inoperable channelpi.-t4he bypassed'4~ee -'i4.i-en for up to 4 hours while performing reut-~e
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RTS Instrumentation
9 3.3.1

BASES

ACTIONS NA1 and N.2 (continued)

surveillance testing of the other channels. The 4 hour timelimit is justiflied in Reference 7.

and 0.

Condi, n 0 is applicable to the RCP Breaker Position(Single p) reactor trip Function. There is on b akerposition de e per RCP breaker. With one channe
inoperable, th inoperable channel must be res ed toOPERABLE status w in 6 hours. If the cha 1 cannot be
restored to OPERABL tatus within the 6 urs, then THERMALPOWER must be reduced bow the'.P-8 se oint within the next4 hours. This places the it in a DE where the LCO is no

-Nlonger applicable. This Fun io oes not have to be()OPERABLE below the P-8 setpoin ecause other RTS Functionsprovide core protection be the 8 setpoint. The 6 hoursallowed to restore the c nnel to OP BLE status and the4 additional hours al ed to reduce TH L POWER to below.the P-B -setpoint ar ustified in Reference

The Required ions have been modified by a Not hichallows pla ng the inoperable channel in the bypassconditi for up to 4 hours while performing routinesurv 'lance testing of the other channels. The 4 hour e
.1i t is justified in Reference 7.

-and ý
0

ConditionfX applies to Turbine Trip on Low Fluid OilPressure or on Turbine Stop Valve Closure. With one channelinoperable, the inoperable channel must be placed in thetrip condition within 6 hours. If placed in the trippedcondition, this results in a partial trip conditionrequiring only one additional channel to initiate a reactortrip. If the channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE statusor placed in the trip condition, then power must be reducedbelow the P-9 setpoint within the next 4 hours. The 6 hoursallowed to place the inoperable channel in the trippedcondition and the 4 hours allowed for reducing power arejustified in Reference 7.

(continued)
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES

0 0
ACTIONS aR1 nd 'P.2 (continued)

O~r cne The Required Actions have been modified by a Note which~idit~haI allows placinq the ino erable channel in the bypassedconditon for up to 4 hours while performing routine~surveillance testing~of the ether ehnc: The 4 hour time
li mit is justified in Reference 7.

IP PA".1 and ý6.2

Condition 0' applies to the SI Input from ESFAS reactor tripand the RTS Automatic Trip Logic in MODES 1 and 2. Theseactions address the trai'n orientation of the RTS for theseFunctions. With one train inoperable, 6 hours are allowedto restore the train to OPERABLE status (RequiredA ction ,~?1) or the unit must be placed in MODE 3 within thenext 6hours.p The Completion Time of 6 hours (RequiredAction Ki.1) is reasonable considering that in this
'Condition, the remaining OPERABLE train is adequate toperform the safety function and given the low probability ofan event-during this interva-,pThe Completion Time of6 hours (Required Action%,_2) i's reasonable, based onoperating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power in anorderly manner and without challenging unit systems,

The Required Actions have been mqdified by a Note thatall'ows bypassing one train up to lj41Thours for surveillance
testing, provided the other train is OPERABLE.

%i nd i2

ConditionX applies to the RTBs in MODES 1 and 2. Theseactions address the train orientation of the RTS for theRTBs. With one train inoperable, 1 hour is allowed torestore the train to OPERABLE status or the unit must beplaced in MODE 3 within the next 6 hours. The CompletionTime of 6 hours is reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power in an orderlymanner and without challenging unit systems. The 1 hour and6 hour Completion Times are equal to the time allowed byLCO 3.0.3 for shutdown actions in the event of a completeloss of RTS Function. Placing the unit in MODE 3 removesthe requirement for this-particular Function.

(conti nued)
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES

ACTIONS 1A-i an~d i.2 (continued)

The Required Actions have been modified by two Notes.Note 1 allows one channel to be bypassed for up to 2 hoursfor surveillance testing, provided the other channel isOPERABLE. Note 2 allows one RTB to be bypassed for up to2 hours for maintenance on undervoltage or shunt tripmechanisms if the other RTB train is OPERABLE. The 2 hourtime limit is justified in Reference 7.

XIand t.2

Condition $' applies to the P-6 and P-10 interlocks. Withone channel inoperable for one out of two or two out of fourcoincidence logic, the associated interlock must be verifiedto be in its required state for the existing unit conditionwithin 1 hour or the unit must be placed in MODE 3 withinthe next &a hours. Verifying the interlock status manuallyaccomplishes the interlock's Function. The Completion Timeof 1 hour is based on operating experience and the minimumamount of time allowed for manual operator actions. TheCompletion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on operatingexperience, to reach MODE 3 from full power in an orderlymanner and without cha-llenging unit systems. The 1 hour and6 hour Completion Times are equal to the time allowed byLCO 3.0.3 for shutdown actions in the event of a completeloss of RTS Function.

7'1and 3?12

Condition XTapplies to the P-7,, P-8, P-9, and P-13interlocks. With one channel inoperable for one out of twoor two out of four coincidence logic, the associatedinterlock must be verified to be in its required state forthe existing unit condition within 1 hour or the unit mustbe placed in MODE 2 within the next 6 hours. These actionsare conservative for the case where power level is beingraised. Verifying the interlock status manually accomplishesthe interlock's Function. The Completion Time of 1 hour isbased on operating experience and the minimum amount of timeallowed for manual operator actions. The Completion Time of6 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, toreach MODE 2 from full power in an orderly manner andwithout challenging unit systems.

(continued)-
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RTS Instrumentation

BASES

ACT IONS 7-,ZPl and
(continued) AL .2

Conditiony applies to the RTB Undervoltage and Shunt TripMechanisms, or diverse trip features, in MODES I and 2.With one of the diverse trip features inoperable, it must berestored to an OPERABLE status within 48 hours or the unitmust be placed in a MODE where the requirement does notapply. This is accomplished by placing the unit in MODE 3within the next 6 hours (54 hours total time) followed byopening the RTBs in I additional hour (55 hours total time).The Completion Time of 6 hours is a reasonable time, basedon operating experience, to reach-MODE 3 from full power inan orderly manner and without challenging unit systems..With the RTBs open and the unit in MODE 3, this tripFunction is no longer required to be OPERABLE. The affectedRTB shall not be bypassed while one of the diverse featuresis inoperable except for the time required to performmaintenance to one of the diverse features:' The allowabletime for performing maintenance of the diverse fe~tures is2 hours for the reasons stated under Conditiony. T-

t,~ V1 MR!~. OTc~ui +8 hoours for Required Action/'.1 isreasonable considering that in this Condition there is oneremaining diverse feature for the affected RTB, and oneOPERABLE RTB capable of performing the safety Function andgiven the low probability of an event occurring during this.7- - - (%N~

ineralLsrLD-L.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

The SRs for each RTS Function are identified by the SRscolumn of Table 3.3.1-1 for. that Function.

A Note has been added to the SR Table stating thatTable 3.3.1-1 determines which SRs apply to which RTS.Functions.

Note that each channel of process protection supplies bothtrains of the RTS. When testing Channel I, Train A andTrain B must be examined. Similarly, Train A and Train B
-must be examined when testing Channel II, Channel III, and

-_OD Channel IV (-i-a"pp4eable). The CHANNEL CALIBRATION andzý XCOTs are performed in a manner that~is consistent with the'a sumpt ions used in analytically calculating the requiredchannel accuracies.

(continued)
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INSERT D

U.1.1, U.1.2, and U.2

Condition U applies to the Steam Generator Water Level--.Low - Low reactor trip
Function.

A known inoperable channel must be restored to OPERABLE status or placed in the
tripped condition within 6 hours. Placing the channel in the tripped condition
requiring only one out of two logic for actuation of the two out of three trips.The 6 hours allowed to place the inoperable channel in the tripped condition is

justfiedin Reference 7.

If a channel fails, it is placed in the tripped condition and does not affect theTTD setpoint calculations for the remaining OPERABLE channels. It is thennecessary for the operator to force the use of the shorter ITO time delay byadjustment of the single steam generator time delay calculation (T.) to match the
multiple steam generator time delay calculation (Tm) for the affected protection
set, through the Man Machine Interface.

.If the inoperable channel cannot be restore 'd or placed in the trip conditionwithin the specified Completion Time, the unit must be placed in a MODE wherethese Functions are not required OPERABLE. An additional 6 hours is allowed toplace the unit in MODE 3. Six hours is a reasonable time, based on operatingexperience, to place the unit 'in MODE 3 from MODE 1 from full power in an orderly
manner and without challenging plant systems.

V.1 and V.2

Condition V applies to the Vessel AT Equivalent to Power reactor trip Function.

Failure of the vessel AT channel input (failure of more than one TH RTD or
failure of both Tc RTDs) does not affect the TTD calculation for a protection
set. This results in the requirement that the operator adjust the thresholdpower level for zero seconds time delay from 50% RTP to 0% RTP, through the Man
Machine Interface.

If the inoperable channel cannot be restored or placed in the trip conditionwithin the specified Completion Time, the unit must be placed in a MODE wherethese Functions are not required to be OPERABLE. An additional 6 hours isallowed to place the unit in MODE 3. Six hours is a reasonable time, based onoperating experience, to place the unit in MODE 3 from MODE 1 from full power inan orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.



RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREM~ENTS

(continued)
requenc ies are~~

f~ra lcensee to use
the Surveillance
Eýfý -t+ &to i cal1

SR 3.3.1.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensuresthat gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. ACHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the parameter indicated onone channel to a similar parameter on other channels. It isbased on the assumption that instrument channels monitoringthe same parameter should read approximately the same value.Significant deviations between the two instrument channelscould be an indication of excessive instrument drift in oneof the channels or even something more serious. A CHANNELCHECK will detect gross channel failure; thus, it is key toverifying that the instrumentation continues to operateproperly, between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the unit staff based-on
a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and-readability. If a channel-is
outside the match criteria, it may be An indication that thesensor or the signal.-processing equipment has drifted
outside its limit.

The Frequency is based upon operating experience that
demonstrates channel failure is rare. Thus, performance ofthe CHANNEL CHECK ensures that undetected overt channel
failure is limited to 12 hours. The CHANNEL CHECKsupplements less formal, but more frequent, checks ofchannels during normal operational use- of the displays
associated with the LCO required channels.

SR 3.3.1.2 compares the calorimetric heat balance
calculation to the NIS channel output every 24 hours. Ifthe calorimetric exceeds the NIS channel output by > 2% RTPthe NIS is declared inoperable, but must be adjusted. Ift e Nc annel output cannot be properly adjusted, thecthannel -is declared inoperable.

(continued)
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.2 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

Three Notes modify SR 3.3.1.2. The first Note indicate hatthe NIS channel'output shall be adjusted consistent with tecalorimetric results if the absolute difference between theNIS channel output and the calorimetric is > 2%. The secondNote clarifies that this Surveillance is required only ifreactor power is > 15% RIP and that 12 hours is allowed forperforming the first Surveillance after reaching 15Y% RIP..At lower power levels, calorimetric data are inaccurate.
The Frequency of every 24 hours is adequate. It is based onunit operating experience, considering instrumentreliability and operating history data for instrument drift.Together these factors demonstrate the change in the.absolute difference between NIS and heat balance calculatedpowers rarely exceeds.2% in any 24 hour period.
In addition, control room operators periodically monitor-redundant indications and alarms to detect deviations inchannel outputs.

SR 3.3.1.3

ISR 3*.3.1.3 compares'the incore system to the NIS channelloutput every 31 EFPD. If the absolute-difference is Ž 3%Jthe NIS channel is still OPERABLE, but must be readjusted.If the NIS channel cannot be properly readjusted,-the
channel is declared inoperable.

-;hree Notes modify SR 3.3.1.3. The indiatethat the excore NIS channel shall be ea4b±-dif the,absolute difference between the incore and excore AFO isŽ3%. The second Note clarifies th~ the Surveillance is~required only if reactor power is Ž 15%RTP and thatAthours is allw fo ef ing t eVirst Surveillance

The Frequency of every 31 EFPD is adequate. It is based onunit operating experience, considering instrument)erjPOr'vmn~cL reliability and operating history data for instrument drift.Xr A heswhnlso, the slow changes in neutron flux during the fuel cycle~TP ~ nbe detected during this interval.
-P-5ULT5 0V*U

mo51 'iot-e r a&.-'L,s

WOG STS
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.4 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.1.4 is the performance of a. TADOT every 31 days-on aSTAGGERED TEST BASIS. This-test shall verify OPERABILITY byactuation of the end devices.

The RTB test shall include independent verification oi theundervoltage and shunt trip mechanisms. The bypass breakertest shall include a local shunt trip. A Note has beenadded to indicate that this test must be performed on thebypass breaker prior to placing it in service.

The Frequency of every 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS isjustified in Reference 7.

SR 3.3.1.5

SR 3.3.1.5 is the performance of an ACTUATION LOGIC TEST.The SSPS is tested every 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS,using the semiautomatic tester. The train being tested isplaced i.n the bypass condition, thus preventing inadvertentactuation. Thr~ough the semiautomatic tester, all possiblelogic combinations, with and without applicable permissives,are tested for each protection Function. The-time allowedfor the testing, 4 hours, and the Frequency of once every31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS are justified IReference 7. 1 d 4-

SR 3.3.1.64-p.e~teecr channels to the incorechannels. If the measurements do not agree the excorechannels are not declared inoperable, but must be -adj-ustd~If the excore channels cannot be adjusted, the channels aredecl ared inoperable.

+Miec-Notes modify SR 3.3.1.6. The fi tNt indicatesthat the NIS channel outputs shall be/, -ajse to agree withthe incore channel measurements. The second Note clarifiesthat this Surveillance is required only if reactor powera~, ZP 5/ > 50% RTP and thatE-e4-hours)~ is allowed for performing the
first survei ance after reaching 50% RTP.-,ý

The Frequency of 92 EFPD is justified in Reference 7.

~-~~, -a' -r4 ;Do~~ I ~ ~ - continued
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RTS Instrumentation
8 3.3.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3,1.e7 (continued) •'as

SR 3.3.1.7 is the performance of a CTevery 9 das

- 4~ XCOT is performed on each required channel to ensure thejen ire channel will perform the intended Function.'Setpoints must be within the Allowable Val~ues specified in
T--able 3.3.1-1.

The difference between the current "as found" values and theprevious test "as left" values must be consistent with thedrift allowance used in the setpoint methodology. Thesetpoint shall be left set consistent with the assumptionsof the current unit specific setpoint methodology.

The "as .found" and "as left" values must also be recordedand revi 'ewed for consistency with the assumptions of
Reference 7.

The Frequency of [92] days is justified in Reference 7.

SR3.3.1.8

SR 3.3.1.8 is the performance of a XCOT as described inSR 3.3.1.7, except it is modified by a Note that this testshall include verification that the P.-6 and P-10 interlocksare in their required state for the existing unit condition.-This test ensures that the NIS source range-and intermediater .ange channels are OPERABLE prior to taking the reactor
critical.

R 0-P ~C~ e- V i7-h SR 3.3.1.9?s the perfo 7
SI? .31. 3 [2]dais per armed every-

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every [18] months, orapproximately at every refueling. CHANNEL CALIBRATION is acomplete check of the of the instrument loop, including the

(conti nued)
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INSERT SR 3.3.1.9

SR 3.3.1.9 is the performance of a TADOT every 92 days. This test is a check ofRTS Function 11, Undervoltage RCPs and 12, Underfrequency RCPs. These Functions
are tested up' to, and including, the master transfer relay coils.

This test does not require verification of relay setpoints. Setpointverification requires removal of the relays from service for extended periods oftime, thereby jeopardizing electrical equipment protection for that period of
time.

These devices are reliable components and their setpoints are verified during aCHANNEL CALIBRATION performed every 18 months. The Frequency is justified in
Reference 7.

The SR is modified by a Note that excludes verification of setpoints from theTADOT. Since this SR applies to RCP undervoltage and underfrequency relayssetpoint verification is accomplished during the CHANNEL CALIBRATION.



RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES
SURVIEILLANCE SR -3.3.1.10 (continued)
REQU IREM ENTS

sensar. The test verifies that the channel responds tomeasured parameter within the necessary range and accuracy.

CHANNEL CALIBRATION measurement and setpoint errordetermination and readjustetms beproedcniet
Ldtt~ L3r with t he a ssum t ion s of the -t--eefie.sponvalesemnto and th revioustmest mast left ervalues mu nstsbe nPaonisen with the drsm ionft loac sdi theun A*f-- setpoint

mehodology. ee rnebtentecret*sfud

The Surveillance Frequency of 18 month s is based on theassumption of an 18 month calibration interval in thedetermination of the magnitude of equipment drift in thesetpoint methodology.

SR 3.3.1.10 is modified by a Note stating that thjs testshall include verification that the time constants areadjusted to the prescribed values where applicable.
0-s ddecs c ib d in

SR 3.3. L 1.11S' =-) 323,1 33.

SR 3.3.1.11 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION,evr)1P~ots Th~is SR is modified by a Note statingthat neutron detectors are excluded from the CHANNELCALIBRATION.,..Jhe CHANNEL CALIBRATION for the power range
lihdnn e- s Y-otoidetectors consists of a normalization of the~---dýe-ee-te*s based on a power calorimetric and flux mapVeb-1 y~no e-julpaln performed above 15% RTP. The CHANNEL CALIBRATION for the

Jn s ource rangean inemdaerneeuteVdtcos

thecur:c~to he anupctrcrz ~ This Surveillance isnot required for the NIS power range detectors for entryinto MODE 2 or 1, and is not required for the NISintermediate range detectors for entry into MODE 2, becausethe unit must be in at least MODE 2 to perform the test forthe intermediate range.,detgctors and MODE 1 for the powerrange detectors. The 11832-month Frequency is based on the
I'need to perform this Surveillance under the conditions thattapply during a plant outage and the potential for anunplanned transient if the Surveillance were performed withthe reactor at power. Operating experience has shown these

b (continued)
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES

.SURVEILLANCE SR .3Q 111. (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

components usually pass the Surveillance when performed onthe J1fq8 month Frequency.

3.3. .1

SR 3.3. . is the performance of a CHANNEL CAL TION, asdescribed in 3.3.1.10, every [18] months his SR ismodified by a No stating that this te shall includeverification of the resistance perature detector(RTD) bypass loop flow r

This test will verify t rate la omesto or flowfrom the core to th Ds.

The Frequen is justified by the assumption an 18 monthcalibra In interval in the determination of the itude-of ipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

~SRW3.31.

SR 3.3.1.13 is the performance of afif#T of RTS interloc~ksevery [18] months.

The Frequency is based upon the known reliability of the'interlocks and the multichannel redundancy available, andhas been shown to be acceptable through operatingexperience.

13SR 3.3.1.14 1 the performance of a TADOT of the ManualReactor Tripindl the SI input from ESFAS. This TADOT is asdescribed in SR 3.3.1.4, except that the test is performedevery f18 months.

Th rqecyi ae upo the- Exknon eliability ofthe
Fucin and the mulichnne redndnc avaiable and has

WOG STS
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES

SURVE ILLANCE
REQU IREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3.3. 1. bf

SR 3.3.1.'g is the performance of a TADOT of Turbine TripFunctions.* This TADOT is as described in SR 3.3.1.4, exceptthat this test is performed prior to reactor startup. ANote states that this Surveillance is not required if it hasbeen performed within the previous 31 days. Verification ofthe Trip Setpoint does not have to be performed for thisSurveillance. Performance of this test will ensure that theturbine trip Function isOPERABLE prior to taking thereactor critical. This test cannot be performed with thereactor at power and must therefore be performed prior toreactor startup.

/'5SR 3.3.1.16 verifies that the individual channel/trainactuation response times are less than or equal to themaximum values assumed in the accident analysis.- ResponseTime testing acceptance criteria are included in Reference8. Individual component response times are not modeled inthe analyses. The analyses model the overall or totalelapsed time, from the point at which the parameter exceedsthe trip setpoint value at the sensor to the point at whichthe equipment reaches the required functional state (i.e.,control and shutdown rods fully inserted in the reactorcore).

For channels that include dynamic transfer Functions (e-.g.,,lag, lead/lag, rate/lag, etc.), the response time test maybe performed with the transfer Function set to one, with theresulting measured response time compared to the appropriateFSAR response time. Alternately, the response time test canbe-performed with the time constants set to their nominalvalue, provided the required response time is analyticallycalculated assuming the time constants are set at theirnominal values. The response time may be measured by aseries of overlapping tests such that the entire responsetime is measured.

As appropriate, each channel's-response must be verifiedevery [18] months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS. Testing of thefi-nal actuation devices is included in the testing.Response times cannot be determined during unit operationbecause equipment operation is required to measure response

(continued)
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR .3-.1I6, (continued)
REQU IREMENTS

times. Experience has shown that these components usuallypass this surveillance when performed at the 18 monthFrequency. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to beacceptable from a reliability standpoint..

SR 3.3.1.)6 is modified by a Note stating that neutrondetectors may be excluded from RTS RESPONSE TIME testing.This Note is necessary because of the difficulty ingenerating an appropriate detector input signal. Excludingthe detectors is acceptable because the principles ofdetector operation ensure a virtually instantaneous
response.,

REFERE . 1. FSAR, Chapter [7].

FSAR, Chapter [6].

3. FSAR, apter [15].

e-4ý IEEE-279-197 ,p 5, 1972.

6.. R SFAS Setpoint Methodol Study.

8. Technical Requirements Manual, Section 15, "esponse

WOG STS
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REFERENCES INSERT

1. Watts Bar FSAR, Section 6.0, "Engineered Safety Features."

2. Watts Bar FSAR, Section 7.0, "Instrumentation and Controls."

3. Watts Bar FSAR, Section 15.0, "Accident Analysis."

4. Instit~ute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, IEEE-279-1971,
"Criteria for Protection Systems for Nuclear Power Generating
Stations," April 5, 1972.

5. 10 CFR Part 50.49, "Environmental Qualifications of Electric Equipment
Important to Safety for Nuclear Power Plants."

6. WCAP-12096, Rev. 4, "Westinghouse Setpoint Methodology for Protection
System, Watts Bar 1 and 2," November 1990.

7. WCAP-10271-P-A, Supplement 1, Rev. 1 and Supplement 2, Rev. 1,"Evaluation of Surveillance Frequencies and Out of Service Times forthe Reactor Protection Instrumentation System," May 1986 and June 1990.
8. Watts Bar Technical Requirement Manual, Section 3.3.1, Reactor Trip

System. Response Times.



JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM RSTS 3.3.1

Generic Justifications-

A. Modified to reflect WBN plant specific design.

B. Modified to reflect WBN plant specific terminology.

C. Modified to reflect changes due to the EAGLE-21 Microprocessor Based
Process Protection System used at WBN.

D. Deletion or modification of information which is generic in nature and
has been modified to be plant specific to WEN.

E. Bases revised to reflect on changes made to its LCO.

F. Editorial (i.e., spelling, punctuation, capitalization, etc.) needing no
further explanation.

G. Consistency of presentation. i.e.:

- Only Required and Not Required Note corrections
- "(s)" issues

-Article deletion
-Identical requirement wording
-Vendor preferred wording
-Plant specific terminology

H. This change reflects. comments made by the industry to the NRC at the
RSTS P & R review meeting held in Irvine, CA July 13 -20, 1992.

Specific Justifications

1. The Reactor Coolant Pump trip due to breaker position does not exist at
WBN.

2. For SR 3.3.1.6, the time period show-n in Note 2 has been changed from
[24 hours] to 31 days. This requirement is based upon the assumption
that SR 3.3.1.6 is being performed based on the previous cycle. During
a reload startup, initial alignments are performed based on the previous
cycle. During the initial startup, a preliminary calibration is
performed before exceeding 50% power, and the formal calibration at 75%.



JUSTIFICATIONS FORDEVIATIONS FROM RSTS 3.3.1 (continued)

3. WBN Technical Specifications exclude the performance of monthly and
quarterly setpoint verifications during trip actuating device operational
tests for reactor trip. Setpoint verification requires that the relays
be removed from service for extended periods of time and, thereby,
jeopardize electrical equipment protection for that period of time.

4. The sentence was deleted because it unnecessarily repeated information in
the paragraph above.

5. This item was a correction to the text.

6. This paragraph was modified to more accurately reflect what is performed.

7. Modified to reflect the fact that WBN no longer has the resistance
temperature detector bypass loops.

8. Added for clarification.

9. Modified to reflect the fact that WBN does not have a Boron Dilution
.Protection System.

10. Modified to reflect the WBN preferred wording.

11. Required Action J.1 was deleted. Once the RTB4 are opened, Condition Jno longer applies. Required Action J.2 opens the RTBs which places theplant immediately in Condition L. The Required Action J.1 to suspend
positive reactivity additions is redundant to the same action in
Condition L. All that is required in Condition J is to open the RTBs
'immediately, then Condition L is applicable.

The same situation exists for Condition K and Required Actions K.2.2 andK.2.3. Once the RTBs are opened, Condition L applies and Required
Actions K.2.2 and K.2.3 are repeated in Condition L.

12. A NOTE has been added to Required Actions to allow surveillance testing
in bypass for four hours for automatic trip logic. SSPS can only be
testing when bypassed.

13. The NOTE above the Required Actions for Condition D has been deletedbecause Watts Bar does not have bypass capability for NIS Channels.

14. Specific titles have been added to Conditi ons N, U, and V because each'Condition only applies to one function. This addition makes Conditions
N, U, and V consistent with other "one function" Conditions.

15. "Turbine Trip (Low Fluid Oil Pressure)" has been added to the NOTE toRequired Actions 0.1 & 0.2 because this Turbine Trip Function can be
tested in bypass for Watts Bar.



JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS-FROM RSTS 3.3.1 (continued)

16. SR 3.3.1.12 has been deleted because the CHANNEL CALIBRATION (SR
3.3.1.11) performs all requirements of the COT (SR 3.3.1.12).

Since SR 3.3.1.12 only applied to Function 16 it has been deleted from
the SR table. The SR table and the function table have been renumbered
accordingly.

This is an error in the standard.

17. The Condition for Automatic Trip Logic, MODES 1 & 2, has been changed
from R to 'P because Condition R applies to interlocks. The 1985 Watts
Bar draft and the WOG comments on NUREG-1431 (WCAP-13029) indicate that
the Required Actions for Condition P are correct,.

Condition P had previously been changed to only apply to "SI input from
ESFAS." This specific function wording has been removed from Condition
P.

18. Changes have been made to B 3.3-2, B 3.3-3, B.3.3-4, B 3.3-5, and B 3.3-38 to clarify the technical definition of the Reactor Protection System.

19. The number of field transmitters or sensors on page B 3.3-2 has been
changed from "four" to "five." Watts Bar uses five RTDs to get RCS
temperature for AT.

20. The title of Reference 6 on Page B 3..3-4 has been changed to agree with
Reference 6.

21. The CHANNEL CALIBRATION accuracy (Page B 3.3-4) has been deleted because,
for Eagle-21 equipment, the rack calibration accuracy defines the
comparator setting accuracy.

22. The words "in this range" have been added to make this wording consistent
with Function 2.b. (last paragraph, Page B 3.3-10).

23. Editorial changes have been made to .the Bases description of Condition-V.
RAID and RAP should be replaced by RTD and RTP, respectively.

The statement has also been changed to read "failure of both to RTDs."
The AT channels are designed to operate with one T. RTD. Since there aretwo Tr RTD per loop, both Tc RTDs must fail to affect the AT channel.

24. "TM" has been added to "EAGLE-21" because "EACLE-21" is a Westinghouse
trademark.

25. Change to specify WBN specific reference information and format.



JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM RSTS 3.3.1 (continued)

26. The Completion Time for reducing power to < 75% was changed from 4 hours
to 12 hours. The 12-hour Completion Time is based on the Frequency for
the QPTR Surveillance with the alarm-or one power range channel
inoperable. Since the reason for reducing power is based on QPTR
concerns, and with one power range channel or the QPTR alarm inoperable,
12 hours between QPTR verifications is considered adequate to ensure the
stability of the core. It is also reasonable to allow 12 hours to
reduce power to < 75% which will prevent radial power distributions
beyond the design limits. Required Actions D.1.1 and D.1.2 are reversed
to order the Completion Time from the shortest to the longest. Bases
changes also made to reflect new completion time.

27. This change corrects an error to the standard. Offsite dose criteria
are in 10 CFR 20 & 100.

28. The bases for the 96 hours is as follows:

4 hours Allowance for power escalation maneuvers from 15 to
30% RTP.

40 hours Allowance for xenon to reach equilibrium conditions,
4 hours Allowance for obtaining incore flux mapping data.
3 hours Allowance for transferring data from the plant process

computer to the Prime computer, running the INCORE
code, printing the results and analyzing the results
to ensure the flux map is-a valid-map.

2 hours Allowance for completing the Surveillance Instruction
(SI).

1 hour Allowance for review of the SI performance package.
1 hour Allowance for issuance of the recalibration data

calculation procedure.
1 hour. Allowance for completing the recalibration data

carculation procedure.
1 hour Allowance for review of the performance of the

recalibration data calculation procedure.
2 hours Allowance for notification of Instrument Maintenance

and issuance of the work order/procedure for
recalibration.

32 hours Allowance to performing the recalibration on all four
(4) NIS channels.

5 hours Combined float for all of the above activities.

Experience gained from Sequoyah Nuclear Plant's operation has been
factored in the above estimate.

29. Since Watts Bar has only one source range channel required OPERABLE inMODES 3, 4, or 5 with the RTBs open, Condition L has been changed to
reflect this.

30. Statements were deleted since they are not always true. Appropriate
wording was added to replace.



ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.2 Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS) Instrumentation

LCO. 3.3.2

APPLICABILITY:

shall be OPERABLE.

According to Table 3.3.2-1.

ACTIONS

-------------------------------- NOTE --------------
~Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.
----------------------------------------------------------------------

A.One or more Functions A.1
with one or more
required channels
inoperab~le.

B. One channel or train
inoperable.

.Enter the Condition
referenced in
Table 3.3.2-1 for the
channel (s).-

OPERABLE status.

8.2.1 Be in MODE 3.

AND

B.2.2 Be in MODE 5.

Immediately

48 hours

54 hours

84 hours

(conti nued)

3.3-11 P&R 07/01/92
WOG STS



*ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2

ACTIONS (continued)_______ _________

C. One train inoperable.

D. Onechanne

inoperable.

REQUIRED ACTION

-------------------- NOTE ------------
One train may be bypassed for
up to [4] hours for
surveillance testing provided
the other train is OPERABLE.
------ -----------------------------

Restore train to
OPERABLE status.

OR

C.2.1 Be in MODE 3.

AND

C.2.2 Be in MODE \5.

cha ~rel.Jmay be
bypassed for-up tol hours
for'surveillance testing.-v

---------------------- z----------

Place channel in
tri p.

OR

D.2.1 Be in MODE 3.

AND

0.2.2 Be in MODE 4.

COMPLETION TIMEI _______

6 hours

12 hours

42 hours

6 hours

12 hours

18 hours

(conti nued)'

WOG STS 3.3-2P&R 07/01/92

CONDITION COMPLETION TIME

j4'

_>dý

3.3-2



ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2

ACTIONS ( c on t in u e"1,d)

CONDITION

E. One Containment
Pressure channel.
inoperable.

F. One channel or train
inoperable..

WOG STS

bypassed for up to~ hours
for surveillance testing.

--- - - - - - - - - - - - -

E.1 Place channel in 6 hours
bypass.

O R

E-2-1 Be in MODE 3.

AND

E.2.2 Be in MODE 4.

F.1 Restore channel or
train to OPERABLE
status.

OR

F-2.1 Be in MODE 3.

AND-

F.2.2 Be in MODE 4.

3.3-3

12 hours

18 hours

48 hours

54 hours

60 hours

(continued)

P&R 07/01/92



ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION

G. One, train inoperable.

H. One train inoperable.

REQUIRED ACTION

--- - - - -NOTE- - - - - - -
One tr in may be bypassed for
up to V41 hours for
survei 1lance testing provided
the other train is OPERABLE.

--- - - - - - -- - - - -- -

Restore train to

OPERABLE status.

OR

G.2.1 Be in MODE 3.

AND

G.2.2 Be in MODE 4.

-N 
-. OTE - - - - - -

One n taniay be bypassed for

up to P4 hours for

surveillance testing provided

the other train is OPERABLE.

--- - - - - - - - - - - - -

Restore train to

OPERABLE status.

COMPLETION TIME

6 hours

12 hours

18 hours

6 hours

H.2 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours

(conti nued)

WOG STS
3.3-4.P&R 07/01/92

i

3.3-4-



ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION

I. On channel
in perable.aAA

REQUIRED ACTION

c h an el ia y b e
bypassed for up to hours
for surveillance testing,#-

----- -----------------------------

Place channel in
tri p.

Be in MODE 3.

COMPLETION TIME

6 hours

12 hours

J. One Main Feedwater J.1 Restore channel to 48 hours
Pump Trip channel OPERABLE status.
inoperable.

OR

J.2 Be in MODE 3. 54 hours

K. One channel ------- NOTE----
inoperable.One additional cha nel~yb

bypasse fo p t 4J hours
for surveillance testing.
----- -----------------------------

K.1 Place channel in 6 hours
bypass.

K-2-1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours

AND

K-2-2 Be in MODE 5. 42 hours

(conti nued)

WOG STS33-
P&R 07/01/92

7---
COMPLETION TIME

3.3-5



ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2

ACTIONS (continued) _________________________

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

L. One,,channel [.1 Verify interlock is 1 -hour
inoperable. in required state for

/ existing unitK ) condition.

OR

L.2.1 Be in MODE 3. 7 hours

AND

[.2.2 Be in MODE 4. 13 hours

M. One P-14 Interlock M.1 Verify interlock is 1 hour
channel inoperable, in required state for

existing unit
condition.

OR

M.2 Be in MODE 3. 7 hours

(b'eFAF C

'C

WOG STS3.6
P&R 07/01/923.3-6



INSERT
Conditions N and 0

N. One Steam
Generator Water
Level--Low - Low
channel
inoperable.

0. One Vessel AT
channel
inoperable.

--- - -- - -NOTE - - - - - - -
Any single channel may be
bypassed for up to 4 hours for
surveillance testing.

--- - - - - - -- - - - - - -

N.1.1 Place'channel in

trip.

AND

N.1.2 For the affected

protection set, set

the Trip Time Delay

(Ti) to match the

Trip Time Delay (Tm,).

OR

N.2.1 Be in MODE 3.

AND

N.2.2 Be in MODE 4.,

Set the Trip Time

Delay threshold power

level for (T.) and

(Tm) to 0% power.

OR

0.2 Be in MODE 3.

6 hours

4 hours

12 hours

18 hours

6 hours

12 hours

I



ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

-- -- - - - ---------------------- NOTE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Refer to Table 3.3.2-1 to determine which SRs apply for each ES "Function.
-------------------------------------------------------------------

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.2.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

SR 3.3.2.2 Perform ACTUATION LOGIC TEST.

.3----------- -------NOTV----------
The con 'nuity chec ,ay be exci d
------- ------- ----e---------- -----------

Prform ACT ION LOGIC ST.

31 days on a
STAGGERED TEST
BASIS

3 1 d a y-o n a!
S G 1ERDPT

SR 3.3.2,Aý' Perform MASTER RELAY TEST. 31 days on a
STAGGERED TEST
BASIS

SR 3.3.2,K' Perform ACOT. 92 days

S-r i -ýý33ý-
SR 3.3.2,V Perform SLAVE-RELAY TEST. 6~'days

a'.(tlIT~je.

SR 3.3. 2.J perf-orm TADOT. '~ ý~92(ý 2days

(conti nued)

WOG STS33-
P&R 07/01/92

SR 3.3

3.3-7



INSERT 3.3-7a

- - - - - - - ---------------------- NOTE- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Slave relays ,tested by SR 3.3.2.7 are excluded from this surveillance.
--------------------------------------------------------------------

INSERT 3.3-7b

SR 3.3.2.7 Perform SLAVE RELAY TEST on slave 18 months
relays K603A, K603B, K604A, K604B,
K609A, K6O9B, K625A, and K625B.



ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2

SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS (continued)_________

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.2X~8 Perform TADOT. ii months

g 9 @D
SR 3.3.2./Y -- '1------------NOTE ------------------

This Surveillance shall include
verification that the time constants are
adjusted to the prescribed values.
-----------------------------------------

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 118] months

SR 3.3.2.X -------------------- NOTE----- ----

Not required to be performed f~t
turbine driven AFW pump until {24& hours
after SG pressure is ![4O1G.] psig.

Verif-on-a-STAGGERE

Veiy ESFAS RE-SPONSE'TIMES are within 118] months

TEST BASIS

SR 3.3.2,14' Perform TADOT. Once per
Reactor Trip
Breaker cycle

WOG STS338 P&R 07/01/923.3-8



ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2

Table 3.3.2-1 (page 1 of 8)
Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System Instrumentation

SURVEILLANCE
CONDITIONS REQUIREMENTS

ALLOWABLE TRIP
VALUE SETPOINfT'0

1. Safety Injection

a. Manual Initiation

b. Automatic
Actuation Logic
and Actuation
Relays

c. Contairnment J
Pressure -H ighj

d. Pressurizer
Pressure - Lowi

1,2,3,4 2

1,2,3,4 2 trains

1,2,3

8 SR

C SR
SR
SR
SR

D SR
SR
SR
SR

0 SR
SR
SR
SR

e. Steam Line
Pressure

L>
1,2,

a-

3 per
steam
ILine

D SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.2.2 N/A N/A

3.3.2,-*' 3

3.3.2.10 ?, l

3.3.2.1 <psg
3.3.2,.r *ps
3. 3. 2. 9;S'9* p C
3.3.2. Wri# h)

3.3.2,35-Y si psig
3.3.2.4, p 9,
3.3.Z4.*q to

3.3.2,V99 psig ps ig

W9) 1 Above the P-11 (Pressurizer Pressure) interlock. adt5'5I"eod) P< Time constants used in the lead/lag controller are t, ý 5Cdseconds an 2 scn,

( WOGTS 3.3-9 P&R 07/01/92

FUNCTION

APPL ICABLE
MODES OR
OTHER

SPECIFIED
CONDITIONS

REQUIRED
CHANNELS

A

'C0ý

(0-ý

1,2,3Cbý



ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2

Tabte 3.3.2-1 (page 2 of 8)
Engineered Safety Feature Actuation Systeml Instrum~entation

SURVE ILLANCE
CONDITIONS REQUIREMENTS

ALLOWIABLE TRIP
VALUE SETPO INT.V'ý

2. Contairnment Spray

a. ManuaL Initiation 1,2,3,4 2 per
train, 2
trains

b. Automatic 1,2,3.,4- 2 trains
Actuation Logic
and Actuation
Retays

Pressure

Hi ghl High/<

B SR 3.3.2A-87

C SR 3.3.2.2
SR. 3.3.2.ý4- 3
SR 3.3.2.6-• -
SR 3.3.2J4.iO

A

(continued)

.i:J Uflt ~p-~1?1C 11 Lcmst1tat1or~ may contain ~~iLy At1:.~abk '.~1..- ~ Czt~ir~t Stud; m~thz~L:~. ~z~-i1

4c)- *Ti'g conau-8 us ed in th ad"gcontrollepr arc 4 t---
(d) Abo.: the P 12" CT Lo1o)itrok 1z:.~:. 2 fJa~-

*Lf) es than" bc eqat to sk functio dfired aA-P-eppesp-eding te E403% t..AL a.tew.. Fi-. between. EOJX an.d f11%
arig inert fan ' am flow. at rn1 am~ #I~ ri~rn it, r l~#

WOG STS 
331 P&R 07/01/92

FUNCTION

APPLICABLE
MODES OR
OTHER

SPECIFIED
COND IT IONS

REQUIRED
CHANNELS

3.3-10



ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2

Table 3.3.2-1 (page 3 of 8)
Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System Instrumentation

APPLICABLE
MODES OR
OTHER

SPECIFIED REQUJIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE TRIPFUNCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREMENTS VALUE SETPOINT4"

3. Contairnment Isolation

a. Phase A Isolation

(1) Manua L
Initiation

(2) Automatic
Actuation
Logic and
Actuation
RelI.ays

(3) Safety
Injection

b. Phase B Isolation

(1) Maniua L
I n it iat ion

(2) Automatic
Actuation
Logic and
Actuation
Relays

(3) Containment
Pressure

High
Higtvý

4. Steam Line Isolation

a. Manual Initiation

b. Automatic
Actuation Logic
and Actuation
Relays

1,2,3,4

1,2,3,4 2 trains

Refer to Function 1 (Safety
functions and requirements.

1,2,3,4 2 per
train, 2
trains

1,2,3,4 2 trains

1, 2,3 :

1,2,3 2 trains

8 SR 3.3.2-&-,-6 N/A

C SR 3.3.2.2 N/A
SR 3.3.2.-43
SR 3.3.2.-6--5-
SR 3.3.2.40"XV.

Injection) for all initiation

a SR 3.3.2X'/8 N/A

C SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.2.2 N/A
3.3.2.43

3.3.2 6- R?327

3.3.2A-'/ psig
3.3.2.91 C?

3.3.2.40ý 1

F SR 3.3.2.,6' \ N/A

G SR 3.3.2.2 ý/
SR 3.3.2,4-k3  N/
SR 3.3.2.6--5
SR 3.3.2.W90'10

(continued)

O (a) Unit specific implemmntption ~ inycntinly Al lowabko WaltwdFze igonSton td r~h~oyuo

WOG STS 331 P&R 07/01/92

N/A -

N/A

W/A

N/A

3.3-11



ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2

Table 3.3.2-1 (page 4 of 8)
Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System instrumentation

APPLICABLE
KODES OR
OTHER

SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVE IL LANCE ALLOWPABLE TRIPFUNCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQU IREMEN TS VALUE S ET PO LN TMW

4. Steam Line Isolation
(containuedt)23 

~ 1~S 
...Pressure - High .tHi6H SR 3.3.2r5½ pig si

SR 3.3.2.r.r4 s gAi
SR3...e 16

Pressure

d)Low/,
,Xper
stearn
t ine

.4?-) Negative
Rate.,- High

3 per
steam
tLine

D .SR 3.3.2.1 <
SR 3. 3. 2.-5 ' psig
SR 3.3.2-9rX9
SR 3.3.2.4-10-210 J-'

/071 (do)
D SR 3.3.2.1 :5 Na~4q. *

SR 3.3.2,F5½ ps i Awe-
SR 3.3.2.-9-0 q
SR 3. 3. 2.4 r.;?'

D T SR 13.1.2.1 (e)
SR 3 .3Ž5
R 3.3%2\9
R 33.3.2.f

D SR .3.2.1 >- C550. OF
SR -3.2.5
SR \3. .2.9
pSR 3. 2.10\ C

(C~nt \nued)

( A)4AL .C..y t spew in 0AyA -wbea Setpoint Q'1

C)LIAb'ove the P-11 (Pressurizer Pressure) interlock.
b (c) Time constants used in the lead/tag controller are tj ý (501 seconds and t2 :5 [51 seconds.(d) A .h -12 (T o o) inteptock.

(e gsta or ' ectolt ' fwnctiop-def-i-n4.aý.-P eer!p-.dr~gkt '-F fl ta to oo- 2OX'aý-i-ncreasing--fneeay--,rom44+%-f
4X-GoIr-respodn to-;~) ul t ftow-abovo lOOX toad.

WOG STS 3.3-12" P&R 07/01/92

0
>- 4675,?

psig



WOG STS 3.3-13 P&R 07/01/92



ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2

Table 3.3.2-1 (page 5 of 8)
Engineered Safety Feature Actuatio Msystem Instrum~entationi

APPL ICABLE
MODES OR

OTHER
SPECIFIED
COND IT IONS

REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE
CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREMENTS

ALLOWABLE
VALUE

TRIP
SETPO CNT (a )

WOG STS 331 P&R 07/01/92

FUNCTION

3.3-14



ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2

Table 3.3.2-1 (page 6 of 8)
Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System Instrum~entation

APPL ICABLE
.MODES OR
OTHER

SPECIFIED
CONDITIONS

REQUIRED
CHANNELS

SURVEILLANCE
CONDITIONS REQUIREMENTS

5. Turbine Trip and
Feedwater Isolation

a. Automatic
Actuation Logic
and Actuation
RelI.ays

b. SG Water
Level -High High

c. Safety Injection

6. Auxiliary Feedwater

a. Automatic
Actuation Logic
and Actuation

1,2 2 trains

1,2 A3*per
SG

Refer to Function 1 (Safety
functions and requirements.

1,2,3 2 trains

H SR
SR
SR
SR

SR
SR
SR
SR

ALLOWABLE TRIP
VALUE SETPOINTýý

02
3.3.2.2 N/A-
3.3.2A-3
3.3.2.,f--6

3.3.2.1

3.3.2P

3. 3. 2 .A.8 5rC

injection) for all initiation

G SR 3.3.2.2G SR 3.3.2 ý*- -S
SR 3.3.2.,6-6
SRt 3.3.2.Ie-YrIL

SG Water 1,2,3 13,eper 8SR 3.3.2.1 * /Level - Low Low SG R33.~5½
SR 3.3.2,9Z9 ''

SR 3.3.2.>ff? i9- ,

(continued)

O (a) Unit spe:ifiG implemtton w; oti on 1 GaL~~bL 'a~u d:zVdia 1, we-drtsud 'tcocg

WOG STS
3.3-15P&R 07/01/92

FUNCTION

/4

N/A-

:5 [82.4J%

A

3.3-15



INSERT B

FUNCT .ION APPLICABLE REQUIRED CONDITIONS SURVEILLANCE TRIP ALLOWABLE
MODES OR CHANNELS REQUIREMENTS SETPOINT VALUE
OTHER

SPECIFIED
CONDITIONS

Coincident with:

1. Vessel AT
equivalent to
power < 50%
RTP

1,2 4 (I/loop) 0 SR 3.3.2.1
SR 3.3.2.4
SR 3.3.2.9
SR 3.3.2.10

With a time
delay (Ts) if
one SG i s
affected

or,

With a time
delay (Tm) if
two or more
SGs are
affected

ýjTs (Note
3, page
3.3-21)

<Tm (Note
3, page
3.3-21)

< C T
(Note 3, page

3.3-21)

< J Tm
(Note 3, page

3.3-21)

2. Vessel AT
equivalent to
power > 50%
RTP

1,2 4 (i/loop) 0 SR 3.3.2.1
SR 3.3.2.4
SR 3.3.2.9

Vessel !AT
variables
input <50%

RTP

Vessel AT
variable
input<

51.8% RTP

Vessel AT
variable

input < 50%
RTP

Vessel AT
variable
input <

51.8% RTP



ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2

Table 3.3.2-1 (page 7 of 8)
Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System Instrumentation

FUNCTION

APPLICABLE
MODES OR
OTHER

SPECIFIED
COND IT IONS

REOUI RED
CHANNELS CONDITIONS

SURVE ILLANCE
REQUI REMENTS

ALLOWABLE TRIP
VALUE SETPOIWT(ýW

6. Auxiliary Feedwater
(continued)

C.,d$ Safety Injection Refer to Function 1 (Safety Injection) f,
functions and requirements.

7.J. Loss of Offsite 1,2,3 -EM~ per F SRPower Ibus z

,. Trip of atý Main 1,2 _k-1 per J SR 3.3.2,e7~~~ psig 2k 1 J pe iFeedwater Pumps /pump SR 3.3.2.9

Suction Transfer 1,, F3 SR2032r53.1~ si
on Suction SR 3..X /9ia pi

g. Pressur~e - LowSR3.29Z

7. Automatic Switcbover
to Contairnment
SUM

a. Automatic
Actuation Logic
and Actuation
Relays

b. Refueling Water
Storage Tank
(RWST) Level - Low
Low

Coincident with
Safety Injection

1,2,3,4 2'trains

1,2,3,4

Refer to Funzction 1 (Safety
functionts and requ.irements.

.C. SR
SR

3.3.2.2

SR 3.3.2,12-010 l('

K SR 3.3.2.1 2: f+St%-and A?

SR 3.3. 2.4-F$ F--0 C j1 -

S R 3.3.2.Ifq 1 , 6~e

Injection) for all initiation

13o JAIC?1'•C,

-3--and-

(continued)

ee tiIO tedpniIa epi study th~edeixy teed-

WOG STS
-J - V. P&R 07/01/92

9



INSERT C

FUNCTION APPLICABLE REQUIRED CONDITIONS SURVEILLANCE TRIP ALLOWABLE
MODES OR CHANNELS REQUIREMENTS SETPOINT VALUE
OTHER

SPECIFIED
CONDITIONS

g. Turbine-driven AFW 1,2,3 2/train F SR 3.3.2.6 13.1 psig 12.1 psig
Pump Transfer on 2 trains SR 3.3.2.9
Suction Pressure
Low



ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2

Table 3.3.2-1 (page 8 of 8)
Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System Instrum~entation

APPLICABLE
MODES OR
OTHER

SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE TRIPFUNCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREM4ENTS VALUE SETPOINT(a)

7.. Automatic Switchover
to Contairmient Sump

(continued)

Coincident with
Safety Injection

and

Coincident with
Containmnent Sump
Level. - High

1,2,3,4 K SR
SR
SR
SR

above
e I. &-kt.

'26 i
8. ESFAS Interlocks

a. Reactor Trip, P-4

b. Press~jrizer
Pressure, P-11

1,2,3 1 per
train, 2
trains

1;2,3 3

.~VT
/

SG Water-_ -
Level. - Highi High,
P-14

1,2,3 fper L / SR/'3.3V'1 ~ f5 6 4  
5 2 JLoop 3 25

1,2 4 per M SR 3.3.2.1 :5 NW % 52.4A
- G SR 3.3. 2.-2'

SR 3.3.3.-9--R ý

D ~ 1~~it ~pecfi~ '~'t'"~iOi't ~"~" C~~1~fl 4~'I" Al o~"e "~'"e dvp'..-'-4"'g ~ ~etp&nt 5t'~-~' ~
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1,23,4K SR 3.3.2.1
SR 3.3.2.5
SR 3.3.2.9
SR 3.3.2.10

F SR

L SR
SR

SR 3.3.2 ~9 .g

3.3.2.1
3.3.2 AV"/ psig

avg / )w L , P-

1,2,3,4
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~§Io.J A tTY4b~~ ESFAS Instrumentation
8 3.3.2

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.2 Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS) Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND The ESFAS initiates necessary safety systems, based upon the-values of selected unit parameters, to protect againstviolating core design limits and the Reactor Coolant System(RCS) pressure boundary, and to mitigate accidents.

The ESFAS instrumentation is segmented into three distinctbut interconnected modules as identified below:

a Field transmitters or process sensors ad~lnstrumcni-tior: provide a measurable electronicsignal .based up the hysical characteristics of thendparameter being measured; 6y Co -;Z
O Signal processing equipment including prýCaAzprotection system, Nuclear Instrumentation System,C ield contacts, and po ct n h nl ts-provideSsign~al conditioning, 4s setpoint comparison,rocess al qorithm actuati , compatible electrical

i43( signal outputlo protection system devices, and7ýi 4 3control board/control room/miscellaneous indications;

S1Solid State Protection System (SSPS) including input,logic,-and output bays': initiates-the proper unitshutdown or engineered safety feature (ESF) actuationin accordance with the defined logic and based upon
t l ~tu-Ffo the signal process control

Field Transmitters and Sensors

In order to meet the design demands for redundancy and~> v 4reliability, more than one, and often as many as faafl~, fieldsensors or transmitters are used to measure unit parameters.
Inmany cases field transmitters and sensors that input tothe ESFAS are shared with the Reactor Trip System (RTS). Insome cases, the same channels also provide control systeminputs. To account for calibration tolerances andinstrument drift, which are assumed to occur betweencalibrations, statistical allowances are provided in the

(continued)

WOG STS
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ESFAS Instrumentation

B 3.3.2

BASES

BACKGROUND,

cc orA-p

Field Transmitters and Sensors (continued)

Trip Setpoint and Allowable Values. The OPERABILITY of eachtransmitter or sensor can be evaluated when its "as found"calibration data are compared against its documented
accptance~ criteria. btiPoe~.'~Spew>

Signal Processing Eauioment 40 4 4 Zý

Generally, three or four chan els of process controlequipment are used for the s .gnal processing of un~itparameters measured by the ield instruments. The processcontrol equipment provides signal conditioning, comparableoutput signals for instruments located on the main controlboard, and comparison of measured input signals withsetpoints established by safety analyses. These setpointsare defined in References 1, 2, and 3. If the measured.value of a unit parameter exceeds the predeterminedsetpoint, an output from 7Y-isf a5 is forwarded to the SSPSfor decision evaluation. hannel separation is maintainedup to and through the inp tbays. However, not all unitparameters require four c annel s of sensor measurement *andsignal processing. Some ýnit parameters provide input only-ZýC,+to the SSPS, while others rovidee input to the SSPS, ma-incontr~ol board, unit comptit r, and one or re control
systems. 

0
Generally, if a parameter is used only O input to theprotecti~on circuits, three channels with a two out of threelogic are sufficient to provide the required reliabilityredundancy. If one channel fails in a direction that wouldnot result in a partial Function trip,- the Function is stillOPERABLE with a two out of two logic. If one channel failssuch that a partial Function trip occurs, a trip will notoccur and the Function is still OPERABLE with a one out oftwo logic.

Generally, if a parameter is used for input to the SSPS anda control function, four channels with a two out of fourlogic are sufficient to provide the required reliability andredundancy. The circuit must be able to withstand both aninput failure to the control system, which may then requirethe protection function actuation, and a single failure inthe other channels providing the protection function

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation

B 3.3.2

BASES

BACKGROUND Siginal Processingi E uipment (continued)

actuation. Again, a single failure will neither cause norprevent the protection function actuation.

These requirements are described in IEEE-279-1971 (Ref. 4).The actual number of channels required for each unitparameter is specified in Reference 2..re

Trip Setpoints and Allowable Values

The Tri Setpoints are the nominal alues at which the -e-7o-L_ istab es re set. Any bistable is considered to be~- ~ properly adjusted when the "as left" value is within theQ band for CHANNEL CALIBRATION accuracy (i.e., ± rack K§calibration.+ comparator setting accuracy).

The Trip Setpoint~s used in the1ýbistables are based on theanalytical limits stated in Reference 2. The selection ofthese Trip Setpoints is such th~at adequate protection isprovided when all sensor and processing time delays aretaken into account.. To allow for calibration tolerances,.instrumentation uncertainties, instrument drift, and severeenvironment errors, for those ESFAS channels that mustfunction in harsh environments as defined by 10 'CER 50.49(Ref. 5), the Trip Setpoints and Allowable Val-ues specifiedin Table 3.3.2-1 in the accompanying LCD are conservativelyadjusted with respect to the analytical limits. A detaileddescription of the methodology used to calculate the TripSetpoints, including their explicit unc~ertainties, i.%---ATs$/Z provided in th# J 1116 X(Ref. ý). meactlual nominal Trip Setpoint entered -into theyJ. .& bistable is normally still more conservative than thatinoth
speifedby the Allowable Value to account for changes in(D ~~a random measurement errors detectable by an 4CDT. Onet

example of such a change in measurement error is driftduring the surveillance interval. If the measured setpointdoes not exceed the Allowable Value the bistable isconsidered OPERABLE. f

Setpoints in ac .cordance with the 'Z11wable Value ensure thatthe consequences of Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) will beacceptable, providing the unit is operated from within theLCOs at the onset of the DBA and the equipment functions asdesigned.

7D z '5 (continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

BASES

BACKGROUND. Trip Setaont and Allowable, Values (continued)

Each channel can be tested on line to verify that the signalprocessing equipment and setpoint accuracy is within thespecified allowance requirements of Reference 2. Once adesignated channel is taken out of service for testing, asimulated signal is injected in place of the fieldinstrument signal. The process equipment for the channel intest is then tested, verified, and calibrated. Sks for thechannels are specified in the SR section.

The Trip Setpoints and Allowable Values listed inTable 3.3.2-1 are based upon the methodology described inReference 6, which incorporates all of the knownuncertainties applicable for each channel. The magnitudesof these uncertainties are factored into the determinationof each Trip Setpoint. All field sensors and signalprocessing equipment for these channels are assumed tooperate within the allowances of these uncertainty
magnitudes.

Solid State Protection System

The SSPS equipment is used for the decision logic processingof signal outputs from the signal processing equipment.To meet the redundancy requirements, two trains
of SSPS, each performing the same fu 'nctions, are provided.In the event that one train is taken out of service formaintenance or test purposes, the *second train will provideESF actuation for the unit. In the event that both trainsare taken out of service or placed in test, a reactor tripwill result. Each train is packaged in its own cabinet forphysical and electrical separation to satisfy separation andindependence requirements. The system has been designed totrip in the event of a loss of power, directing the unit toa safe shutdown condition.

The SSPS performs the decision logic for actuating ESFequipment actuation; generates the electrical output signalsthat initiate the required actuation; and provides thestatus, permissive, and annunciator output signals to themain control room of the unit.Qh hi*ke outputs from the signal processing equipmentare sensed by the SSPS equipment and combined into logic

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

BASES

BACKGROUND. Solid State Protection.System (continued)

matrices that represent'combinations indicative of varioustransients. If a required logic matrix combination iscompleted, the system will send actuation signals via masterand slave relays to those components whose aggregateFunction best serves to alleviate the condition and restorethe unit to a safe condition. Examples are given in thesection on Applicable Safety Analyses.

Each train has a builtin testing device that canautomatically test the decision logic matrix functions andthe actuation devices while the unit is at power. When anyone train is taken out of service for testing, the other 'train is capable of providing unit monitoring and protectionuntil the testing has been completed. The testing device issemiautomatic to minimi~ze testing time.

The actuation of ESF components is accomplished throughmaster and slave relays.. The SSPS energizes the masterrelays appropriate for the condition of the unit. Eachmaster relay then energizes one or more slave relays, whichthen cause actuation of the end devices. The master andslave relays'are routinely tested to ensure operation. Thetest of the master relays energizes the re-lay, which thenoperates the contacts and applies a low voltage~to theassociated slave relays. The low voltage is not sufficientto actuate the slave relays but only demonstrates signalpath continuity. The SLAVE RELAY TEST actuates the-devicesif their operation 'will not interfere with continued unitoperation. For the latter case, actual component operation.s prevented by the SLAVE RELAY TEST circuit, and slaverelay contact operation- is verified by a continuity check ofthe circuit containing the slave relay.

e s Note: No one unit ESFAS incorporates all eQFunctions .n Table 3.3.2-1. In som s (e.g.,

used specific unit.

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation

BASES (continued)

APPL ICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCOs, AND
APPLICABILITY

Each of the analyzed accidents can be detected by one ormore ESFAS Functions. One of the ESFAS Functions is theprimary actuation signal for that accident. An ESFASFunction may be the primary actuation signal for more thanone type of accident. An ESFAS Function may also be asecondary, or backup, actuation signal for one or more otheraccidents. For example, Pressurizer Pressure -Low is aprimary actuation signal for small loss of coolant accidents(LOCAs) and a backup actuation signal for steam line breaks(SLBs) outside containment. Functions such as manualinitiation, not specifically credited in the accident safetyanalysis, are qualitatively credited in the safety analysisand the NRC staff approved licensing basis for the unit.These Functions may '.provide protection for conditions thatdo not require dynamic transient analysis to demonstrateFunction performance. These Functions ma y also serve asbackups to Functions that were credited in the accidentanalysis (Ref. 3).

The LCO requires all instrumentation performing an ESFASFunction to be OPERABLE. Failure of any instrument rendersthe affected channel(s) inoperable and reduces thereliability of the'affected Functions.

The LCD generally requires OPERABILITY of four or' threechannels in each instrumentation function and two channelsin each logic and manual ini 'tiation function. The two outof three and the two out of 'four configurations allow onechannel to be tripped during maintenance or testing-without.causing an ESFAS initiation. Two logic or manual initiati6nchannels are required toenuensigerdofale
disables the ESFAS: nuen.igerno alr

The required channels of ESFAS
protection in the event of any
ESFAS protective functions are

instrumentation provide unit
of the analyzed accidents.

1. Safety Injection

Safety Injection (SI) pr ovides two primary functions:
1. Primary side water addition to ensure maintenanceor recovery of reactor vessel water level(coverage of the active fuel for heat removal andclad integrity, peak clad temperature < 2200*F);

and

(conti nued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

BASES

APPLICABLE*1 Safety Iniection (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCOs, AND 2. Boration to ensure recovery and maintenance ofAPPLICABILITY SOM (keff < 1.0).

These functions are necessary to mitigate the effectsof high energy line breaks (HELBs) both inside andoutside of containment. The SI signal is also used toinitiate other Functions such a~s:

* Phase A Isolationi.,-VviiJ
* Containment 4PHige~ Isolation;
* Reactor Trip;
* Turbine Trip;
* Feedwater Isolation;
* Start of motor driven auxiliary feedwater (AFW)

pumps;
* Control room ventilation isolation; and
* Enable automatic switchover of Emergency CoreCooling System (ECCS) suction to containment

sump.

These other functions ensure:

* Isolation of nonessential systems through
coyntainment penetrations;

* Trip of the turbine and reactor to limit power
generation;

* Isolation of main feedwater (MEW) to limit
secondary side mass losses;'
Start of AFW to ensure secondary side cooling
capability;

* Isolation of the control room to ensure
habitability; and

* Enabling ECCS suction from the refueling waterstorage tank (RWST) switchover on low low RWSTlevel to ensure continued cooling via use of the
containment sump.

/. a. Safety Iniection- Manual Initiation

The LCO requires one channel per train to beOPERABLE. The operator can initiate SI at anytime by using either of two switches in the
control room. This action will cause actuation

(conti nued)
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BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCOs, AND
APPLICABILITY

/,. Safety Injection -Manual Initiation (continued)

of all components in the same manner as any of
the automatic actuation signals.

0 heo E ýnta Initiation Function ensures theproper amount of redundancy is maintained in themanual ESFAS actuation circuitry to ensure theoperator has manual ESFAS initiation capability.

Each channel consists of one push button and theinterconnecting wiring to the actuation logiccabinet. Each +ps4b~u~t. actuates both trains.This configur ion does not allqo testing atpower. -j --j

I0 b. Safety Injecti~on- Automatic ActutoLgianActuation RelaysutonLccad

This [CO requires two trains to be OPERABLE.Actuation logic consists of all circuitry housedwithin'the actuation subsystems, including theinitiating relay contacts responsible foractuating the ESF equipment
;cCFvsc arJ R1Manual and automatic initiation of SI must beOPERABLE in MODES 1,' 2, and 3* In these MODESthere is sufficient energy in the primary ands~econdary systems to warrant a~tomatic initiationof ESF systems. Manual Initiation is alsorequired in MODE 4 even though automaticactuation is not req~uired. In this MODE,.adequate time is available to manually actuaterequired components in the event of a OBA, butbecause of the large number of componentsactuated on a SI, actuation is simplified by theuse of the manual actuation push buttons.Automatic actuation logic and actuation relaysmust be OPERABLE in MODE 4 to support systemlevel manual initiatipn.

These Functions are not required to be OPERABLEin MODES 5 and 6 because there is adequate timefor the operator to evaluate unit conditions andrespond by manually starting individual systems,pumps, and other equipment to mitigate the

(conti nued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

O BASES

APPL ICABLE f* b. SaeyIjcinAtomatic Actuation L ~c andSAFETY ANALYSES, Actuation RelaYs (continued)
LCOs, AND
APPLICABILITY consequences of an abnormal condition oraccident. Unit pressure and temperature are verylow and many ESF components are administratively

locked out or otherwise prevented from actuatingto prevent inadvertent overpressurization of unitsystems.

f* c. Safety Iniection -Containment Pressure -Hiqh~j

This signal provides protection against the
following accidents:

* SLB inside containment;
* LOCA; and
* Feed line break inside cp61,11)nment..

Containment Pressure -Highd"'• es no input toany control functions. Thus, three OPERABLEchannels are sufficient to satisfy protectiverequirements with a two out of three logic. The~ transmitters (d/p cells) and electronics arelocated outside of containment, Xith the sensingmne ig pressu~res~i`Ze e transmitter)
located inside containment.

"t-- .L1d-ontainment Prsue-ih m b OPERABLE in.MDS1, 2 and 3 when there is sufficient energyin the, primary and secondary systems to~ pressurize the containment following a pipe
break. In MODES 4, 5, and 6, there isinsufficient energy in the primary or secondaryystems to pressurize the containment.

(continued)0WOG STS B 3.3-9 P&R 07/01/92
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B 3.3.2

BASES

* AFETYCANALYES /.d. Safety Injection - Pressurizer Pressure - LowLCOs, AND This signal provides protection against theAPPLICABILITY follow ing accidents:
(conti nued)

0 Inadvertent opening of a steam generator
(SG) relief or safety valve;

* SLB;
0 A spectrum of rod cluster control assemblyejection accidents,(rod ejection);* Inadvertent opening of a pressurizer relief

or safe~ty valve;
* LOCAs; and

0 Steam Generator Tube Rupture.

DnII n protection function s ain nd u atsng e

annelss oP resue prontecton chnels actre
thep tandSmiTterseaor e lcthed in ion oicm
wth cothel tapste in thenvpr pc reguioneo the
pressurzer and ththu possibly expeieningthadvrstetironf enta on ditutions (LoCuSLinsiERAL cntinent, Arod requie otio) T hereoethequTrieton rfets wth e inclusion of borloi. oth
uncerthaitiesy
Thi es Fu 'ncto must be e OPRAL tin MODnels 1,r2I6 ndc3s(aboeP-y to mitigate the prt conseequieenes.

* ~ ~ Th transittof are located insfide containment. hssgaabet manutally blcedb the vaorpaeratior beow the
PinsiecotpointAtmantic SId ajctuaion) bheelowrthipressurep Setpoint isflethe perored byluio theot
ConcetainmetiPessue.g inl

This Fnctio mustbe OPEA(continued)1,
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B 3.3.2

BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCOs, AND
APPLICABILITY

/,d. Safetyinuedt) n-Pessurizer Pres~sure -Low

This Function is not required to be OPERABLE inMODE 3 below the P-11 setpoint. Other ESFfunctions are used to detect accident conditionsand actuate the ESF systems in this MIODE. InMODES 4, 5 and 6, this Function is not' needed foraccident detection and mitigation.

/.e. Safety Iniection- Steam Line Pressure

(1) Steam Line Pressure -Low

Steam Line Pressure- Low provides
protection against the following accidents:

* SLB;
* Feed line break; and
" Inadvertent opening of an SG

an $G safety valve. relief or

Steam Line Pressure- Low provides no input
to-any control functions. Thus, three.OPERABLE channels on each steam line are
sufficient to satisfy the protective
requirements with a two out of three logic'on each steam line.

ihthee transmitters typically locatep -'inside thee steam tunnels, it is possible
for them to experience, adverse
environmental rin a secondary

eherefore, the Trip Setpoint
relc ehstaystate at-~r---

nvirnmetalinstrument uncertaint'e.

This Function ntcptrinIau-ad-
T7--f--a ýlead/l~ag ratio of 50/5.

Steam Line Pressure- Low must be OPERABLE
Sin MODES 1, 2, and 3 (above P-11) when aissecondary side break or stuck open valveU~vey.,4>. ~~iL.could result in the rapid depressurization
of the steam lines. This signal may bemanually blocked by the operator below the

(conti nued)
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With the transmitters located in areas away from the steam lines it is not
possible for ' them to experience adverse environmental conditions during a
secondary side break.



ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

BASES

APPLICABLE,
SAFETY ANALYSES, (1) Steam Line Pressure -Low .(continued)
LCOs, AND P-11 setpoint. Below P-11, feed line breakAPPLICABILITY is not a concern. Inside containment) SLB.

will be terminated by automatic SI
actuation via Containment Pressure -High Iand 'outside containment SLB will be
terminated by the Steam Line fPressure -Negative Rate,-High signal forsteam line isolation. This Function is notrequired to be OPERABLE in MODE 4, 5, or 6,because there is insufficient energy in thesecondary side of the unit to cause an
accident.

Safety Inlection-Steanm Line Prepssure

(2) Steam Line Pressure- Hinh Differential
Pr-essure Between Steam Lines

Steam Line Pressure- High Differenti
ressure Between Steam Lines provi esp tection against the following ccidents:

* Fee line break; and
* mac rtent opening q an SG relief or

an SG fety valve.

Steam Line'Pre ure igh Differential
Pressure Between eam Lines provides noinput to any co r 1 functions. Thus threeOPERABLE' chann s on each steam line aresufficient t satisfy he requirements witha two out three logi on each steam
Si-ne.

With e transmitters typica. locatedinsde the steam tunnels, it. is ossiblef them to experience adve rs environmental conditi~ons during an LBevent. Therefore, the Trip Setpoint
reflects both steady state and adverseenvironmental instrument uncertainties.
Steam line high differential pressure musbe OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 when a

(continued)
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BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCOs, AND
APPLICABILITY.

(2) Steam Line Pressure- High Differential
Pressure. Between Steam Lines (continued'

secondary side break or stuck open val e
couuld resuit in the rapid depressuri tionof the steam line(s). This Functio is no'required to be OPERABLE in MODE 4, ,or 6because there is not sufficient e ergy inthe secondary side of the unit t cause an
accident.

f, g. Safet n ect* on-Hi h Steam Flow i Two Steam

* the inadve tent open ng of an SG relief or
an SG safet valve.

Two steam line flow ch nels per steam line arerequired OPERABLE fo hese Functions. The steamline flow channels a' combined in a one out oftwo logic to indica e gh steam flow in onesteam line. The s earn ow transmitters providecontrol inputs,-b t the c ntrol function cannotcause the event that~the unction must protectagainst. Ther ore, two ch nels are sufficientto satisfy re ndancy requir ents. The one outof two confi ration allows o line testingbecause tri of one high steam low channel isnot suffic'ent to cause initiati1 n. H~igh steamflow in t o steam lines is accept ble in the caseof a sir le steam line fault due t the fact thatthe renaining intact steam lines wi 1 pick up thefull '(rbine load. The increased st am flow inthe emaining intact lines will actua ethereq ired second high steam flow trip. dditionalpr tection is provided by Function 1.e. ),Higho fferential Pressure Between Steam Line

One channel of Tang per loop and one channe oflow steam line p ressure per steam line arerequired OPERABLE. For each parameter the

WOG STS
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BASES

APPLICABLE* f, g. afet Inecrtionn-Hi hSteamFlwiToStaSAFETY ANALYSES, .Vnes Coincident Wit T8 _ -Lw Low or CincideLCOs, AND Wi h Steam Line Pressure -Low (cniudAPPLICABILITY(cniud

combi ed in a logic such that two channels Fotrippe will cause a trip for tJ~e paramet . Forexample for three loop units, the low 0s .a line
pressure channels are combined i n two o ofthree log'c. thus, the Function trips on one outof two hig flow in any two out of th/e~e steamlines if th re is one out of one low/ oW T tripin any two o t of three RCS loops, if tg'ere isa one out Of ne low pressure tripld inany two outof three steam lines. Since the ciets thatthis event prot cts against caus both low steamline pressure an low low Tqg rovision of onechannel per loop r ýsteam li1n"e' ensures no singlerandom failure can disable bo of theseFunctions. The ste m line: p essure channels
provide no control i uts. he Tag channels*provide contro input , bu the con vtrlfnto
cannot initiate events th t the Function acts to*mitigate.

The Allowable Value fo h h steam flow-is aOlinear function that arie with pwrlevel.
*The function is a AP corres onding to 44% of fullsteam flow between *and 2 '1oad to 114% of*full steam flow at 100% load. The nominal tripsetpoint is simil rly calculat d

With the trans tters typically ocated insidethe containmen (Tavq) or inside t e steam tunnels(High Steam F ow), it is possible or them toexperience verse steady state env ronmentalconditions uring an SLB event. The i're, theTrip Setpo nt reflects both steady st te andadverse vironmental instrument unce r inties.The Ste Line Pressure- Low signal was iscussedprvi o ly under Function 1.*e.(1).

This unction must be OPERABLE in MODES 1,and (above P-12) when a secondary side br k orst k open valve could result in the rapidd ressurization of the steam line(s). This

(conti nue,)
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APPL ICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCOs, AND

APPLICABILITY

0

J, . Safety Iniectionn-Hi' h Steam FlowiToSt

when below he P-12 setpoint. ove P-12, thisFunction is a omatically u ocked. This
Function is not quired RABLE below P-12because the reacto s ot critical so feed linebreak is not a conc . SLB may be addressed byCotinet Pres e Hig (inside containment)
or by High Se Flow in Tw "'te am Linescoincident h Steam Line Pre- ur-Lo o
Steam Li Isolation followed by 'hD0iffer tial Pressure Between Twoo St m Lines forS1. his Function is not required to OPERABLE. MODE 4, 5, or 6, because there is insu cientenergy in the secondary side of the unit tto us6an acc~ident.

2. Containment Spray

2. Reduile h .~ o 1 t~ ravati td ;in e i

A~j 3. Adjet ett e, fth a~ in ,! cnanm,-resciruainsmatr a large ra OA

l~itwfunctioný ar ecesr to:

0

* Ensure the pressure boundary integrity of the
containment structure;

* Limit the release of radioactive iodine to theenvironment in the event of a failure of thecontainment structure; and
- M1nmz

The containment spray actuation signal starts thecontainment spray pumps and aligns the discharge ofthe pumps to the containment spray nozzle headers in

(conti nued)
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APPLICABLE.
SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCOs, AND
APPLICABILITY

2. Containment Spray

the upper levels of containment. Water is initiallydrawnfo h RWST bythe containment spray pumps -t;-

&d&4 ýWhen the RWST reac.hes the low lowlevel setpoint, the spray pump suctions are shifted tothe con-tainment sump if continued containment sprayirequired. Containment spray is actuated manually 4g oýg'ýe j n ContainmentuPressure -High High.,

2. a. Containment Spray -Manual Initiation

The operator can initiate containment spray atany time from the control room by simultaneously
turning two containment spray ac 'tuation switchesin the same trai~n. Because an inadvertentactuation of containment spray could have suchserious consequences, two switches must be turnedsimultaneously to init iate containment spray.There are two sets of two switches each in thecontrol room. Simultane 'ously turning the twoswitches in either set will ac tuat e containmentspray in both trains in the same manner as theautomatic actuation signal. Two Manualinitiation switche's in each train are required tobe OPERABLE to ensure no single failure disablesthe manual initiator function.* Note that ManualInitiation of containment spray- also actuatesPhase B containment isolation.

2.'b. Containment S a -Automatic Actuation Logic andActuation Pelay

Automatic actuation logic and actuation relaysconsist of the same features and operate in thesame manner as described for ESFAS Function 1.b.
Manual. and automatic initiation of containmentspray must be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 whenthere is a potential for an accident to occur,and sufficient ener~gy in the primary or secondarysystems to pose a threat to containment integritydue to overpressure conditions. Man -ualinitiation is also required in MODE 4, even

(continued)
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2,b. Cotimn pa-utomatic Actuation Logic andActuation Relays (continued)

though automatic actuation is not required. Inthis MODE, adequate time is available to manual]y
actuate required components in the event of aDBA. Because of the large number of components
actuated on a containment spray, however,
actuation is simplified by the use of the manualactuation push buttons. Automatic actuation
logic and actuation relays must be OPERABLE inMODE 4 to support system level manual initiation.
In MODES 5 and 6, there is insufficient energy inthe primary and secondary systems to result incontainment overpressure. In MODES 5 and 6,there is also adequate time for the operators toevaluate unit-conditions and respond to mitigate
the consequences of abnormal conditions by
manually starting individual components.

2- c . Containment-Spray -Containment Pressure-HC-H h41-H

This signal provides protection against a LOCA oran SLB inside containment. The transmitters (d/pcells). are located outside of containmnwt
the.. sens: "I ng '' iie(igh press~ure sTide' ot the
-transmitter) located inside containment.jTh~e,

ters and electronics are 1o outside
ýof contain i hus., the nnot experience

an avese nviro dtiosan th Trietpoint r s onl stedstren
u ntie s.L

This is-one of the only Functions that requiresthe b~ ý output to energize to perform itsS required action. It is not desirable to have aloss of power actuate containment spray, sinceQ~i'~9the consequences of an inadvertent actuation ofconta ~ment spray could be serious. Note that~ ~ this!nct ion also has the inoperable channelI ~~ c- ~ placed in bypass rather than trip to decrease the~ probability of an inadvertent actuation.

ctrannels-in a-two -out of-four -logic- fu

_______ ______(conti nued)

.~n WflI'
n-- ~
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T_ýIs ormiýM# D

IZ/T804 ---. :v~t

3. Cont

(containment Spa-ontainment Pressure

channels, each se ombined 'a one out of two

redndainment sreqirmet. Addi .tiona redun lldac0

is warranted because this Function is energize to.'

sides to pressurize the containment following a-pipe break. In MODES 4, 5, and 6, there isinsufficient energy in the primary and secondarysides to pressurize the containment and reach theContainment Pressure - f+%j_ý ý High High-r
setpoints.

ainment Isolation

Containment Isolation provides isolation of thecontainment atmosphere, and all process systems thatpenetrate containment, from the environment. ThisFunction 'is necessary to prevent or limit the releaseof radioactivity to the environment in the event of a.large break LOCA. T)W 
k/S50)K" (c

There are two separa e Conta' ment Isolation signals, (zc-)Phase A and Phase B./ Ph/asetA isolation isolates all~ automatically isola tle pro eess lines, except
-4ajtaiý cooling~ _ .at a rel'atively lowcontainment pressure indicative of primary orsecondary system leaks. For these types of events,forced circulation cooling using the reactor coolantpumps (RCPs) and SGs is the preferred (but notrequired) method of decay heat removal. Sincent4m ~ .- ý ýi required to support RCP

(continued)
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APPLICABLE 3. Containment Isolation (continued) 
.,,,, /SAFETY ANALYSES, 

4&
APPLICABIIT operation, not isolatingcntict coln 4t1onAPPLICABILITYthe low pressure Phase A 'signnall eenhf ces unit safe?ý J(by allowing operators to 7use forcee RRCS circulation tocool the unit. I sola t in ing, on CE5the low pressure signal y force the use of feed andbleed cooling, which cou d prove more difficult tocontrol.

Phase A containment isolation is actuated +eautomatically by SI, or manually via the automaticactuation logic. All process linesDentrtn
cotanent, with the exception off`ompncnt oolin

T-%-are isolated. -tCW~is not- -i'solatedJa't CC-Sisime o permit continued operation of the R-C-7swith cooling water flow to the thermal barrier heat
exchangers and ,air or oil coolers. All process linesnot equipped with remote operated isolation valves aremanually closed,' or o~therwise isolated, prior toreaching MODE 4.

Manual Phase A Containment Isolation is accomplished
by eithe'r of two switches in the control room. Eitherswitch actuates both trains. Note that manual.actuation of Phase A contaihment isolation also

IN5EP- MO~6actuates Containment. r~isolation.
F-~ro p~q P- 20 -lA -;,a. Containment Isolation -phase.A Isolation

(1) Phase A Isolation- Manual Initiation

Manual Phase A Containment Isolation is:actuated by either of two, switches in thecontrol room. Either switch actuates bothtrains. Note that manual initiation ofPhase A Containment Isolation allso aact tesContai nment -~pzIoain

(2) Phasd'5Trfslation- .Automatic Actaton~
Logic and Actuation Relays

Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuation
Relays consist of the same features andoperate in the same manner as described forESFAS Function 1.b.

(continued)
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m4e

a. Containment Isnlation -Phase A Isolation
(conti nued)

Manual and automatic initiation of Phase AContainment Isolation must be OPERABLE inMODES 1, 2, and 3, when there is a potential foran accident to occur. ?'anual initiation is alsorequired in MODE 4 even though automaticactuation is not required. ~In this MODE,adequate time is available t'o manually actuaterequired components in the event of a OBA, butbecause of the large number of componentsactuated on a Phase A conta~inment isolation,actuation is simplified by the use of the manualactuation pfisý. Automatic actuationlogic and actuation relays must be OPERABLE inMODE 4 to support system level manual initiation.In MODES 5 and 6, there is insufficient energy inthe primary or secondary systems to pressurizethe containment to require Phase A containmentisolation. There also is adequate time for the.operator to evaluate unit conditions and manuallyactuate individual isolation valves in responseto-abnormal or accident conditions.

(3) Phase A Isolation-S'nafet Injection

Containment Phase A Isolation is al-soinitiated by all Functions that initiate
SI. The Containment Phase A Isol'ationrequirement 's for these'Functions are thesame as the ýrequirements for their SIfunction. Therefore, the requirements arenot repeated in Table 3.3.2-1. Instead, SI

largeio brea LO s o efr ene a L. for thseeens7ýe forced circulationg Fuscionng t requisemnotlnge
desirable Islain teC.atheiger
presueoent ose ur a t c allenelato vl thehE7o cton~tainmentt borsundrybecas thet isidcaieo a

Cclosed loop inside containment. Although some

(continued)
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froVE
PO I q

3 a. Containment Isolation-phse A Isolation
(continued

system components do not meet all of the AmericanSociety of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Coderequirements applied to the containment itself,the system is continuously pressurized to apressure greater than the Phase B setpoint.Thus, routine operation demonstrates theintegrity of the system pressure boundary forpressures exceeding the Phase B setpoint.Furthermore, because system pressure exceeds thePhase B setpoint, any system leakage prior to.initiation of Phase B isolation would be into.,~-containment. Therefore, the combination of ~CX~5
System ~ ~.) deia onnh~ ensures thleCMSYSy-t-em'is not a potential path forradioactive release from containment.

Phase B containment isolation is actuated by
C ~Contai nment-Pressure -High High, or manually, via theautomatic actuation logic, as previouslydis-cussed. For containment pressure to reach avalue high enough to actuate MV ý

"Contai*nment-Pressure--High
High, a large break LOCA or SLB must haveoccurred and containment spray must have beenactuted. RUCPopration will no longer berequired and C 't o the RCPs is, therefore, nolonger necessary. . The RCJPs 4~aft- eloperated withseal injection flow alone and wit ýut C4.1ýWflow tothe thermal barrier' heat exchanger. _Ow
IManualPhase B Containment Isolat .ion isaccomplished by the same switches that actuateContainment Spray. When the two switches ineither set are turned simultaneously, Phase BContainment Isolation and Containment Spray willbeactuated in both trains.

3,b. containment Isolation-p"hase B Io ation

Phase B Isolation is accomplished by ManualInitiation, Automatic Actuation Logic andActuation Relays, and by Containment Pressure

.(continued)
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3. b. Containment Isolation- Phase B Isolation
(continued)

ABILITY channels (- - f--' -

ý Pressu ~ £- -" ~ ) The ContainmentPressur *i+P-ipof Phase B Isolation is energized
to -t-9in order to minimize thej'potential ofspurious A-~-rp~that may damage .the RCPs.

(1) Phs B sltion -Manual Initiation

(2) Phase B Isolation- Automatic Actuation
Logic and Actuation Relays

L4

~d ~/7/~

~ M)~7~A~ LA

Manual and automatic initiation of Phase Bcontainment isolation must be OPERABLE inMODES 1, 2, and 3, when there is a
potential for an accident to occur. Manualinitiation is also required in MODE 4 eventhough automatic actuation is not required.In this MODE adequate time is available tomanually actuate required components in theevent of a OBA. However, because of thelarge number of components actuated on aPhase B containment isolation, actuation issimplified by the use of the manual
actuation push buttons. Automatic
actuation logic and actuation relays mustbe OPERABLE in MODE 4 to support system
level manual initiation. In MODES 5 and 6,there is insuffici-ent energy in the primaryor secondary sys~tems to pressurize thecontainment to require Phase B containment
isolation. There also is adequate time forthe operator to evaluate' unit conditions
and manually actuate individual isolation
valves in response to abnormal or accident
conditions.

(3) Phase B I solation -Containment -Pressure 14,

The basis for containment pressure MODE
applicability is as discussed for
Function 2.c above.

(continued)
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(conti nued)

4. Steam Line. Isolation

Isolation of the main steam lines provides protectionin the event of an SLB inside or outside containment.Rapid isolation of the steam lines will limit thesteam break accident to the blowdown from one SG, atmost. For an SLB upstream of the main steam isolationvalves (MSIVs), inside or outside of containment,
closure of the MSIVs limits the accident to theblowdown from only the affected SG. For an SLBdownstream of the MSIVs, closure of the MSIVs'
terminates the accident as soon as the steam lines

s~Steam Line Isolation also mitigates theeffects of a feed line break and ensures a source ofsteam for the turbine driven AEW pump during a feed
line break.

__________(C-7i y,a. Steam Line Isolation -Manual Iniiation

Manual initiation of Steam Line Isolat' can beaccomplished from the control roo, There are
ýý13 swtchs intheconrolroomS _1 1 2 2i 2 l 8 immediately close

:,ý ,,,ý ýZMSIVs. The L[C-Orequires taeaal ob
OPERABLE. ~--

Li.b. Steam Line Isolation -Automatic Actuation Logic
aLnd.. Actuation Relays

.Automatic actuation logic and actuation relays
consist of the same features and operate in thesame manner as described for ESFAS Function 1.b.

Manual and automatic initiation of steam lineisolation must be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 whenthere is sufficient energy in the RCS and SGs to havean SLB or other accident. This could result in therelease of significant quantities of energy and causea cooldown of-the primary syitem. Although it ispossible to close all MSIVs in MODES 2 and 3, theSteam Line Isolation Function remains OPERABLE '~these MODES to ensure that the MSIVs can be Eimmediately closed if they are 4avetR4-,-pndIn MODES 4, 5, and 6, there is insufficient energy in

(conti nued)
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C. Steam Line isolation -Containment Pressure-H-~ik hI

This function actuates closure of the MSIVs inthe event of a LOCA or an SLB inside containmentto maintain at least one unfaulted SG as a heatsink for the reactor and to limit the mass andenergy release to containment. The transmitters
rd/ cells are located outsideinetwh
t eniglin~e h~igh p-res-suire _sUide ýoetransmitter) located inside containment-,Containment Pressure -High .5_P ý1 proiesl ninput toany control functions. Thus, three OPERABLEchannels are sufficient to satisfy protective

requirements with two out of three logic.
However, for en hanced~reliability, this functionwas designed with four channels and two out offour logic. e rrmtesand e ectronj4ir~

ou side of containment. , ey willnot experienc v vi ronmental
Sconditions ari e lcsoyst a e instrument uncertainties.

Containment Pressure -High..A-m~us be OPERABLE inMODES 1, 2, and 31, when there is'sufficient~ energy in the primary and secondary side toAt, pressurize the containment following a pipe
break. This would cause a significant increase~j~4 4  ~in the containment pressure, thus allowing~ C-~~ndetection and closure of the MSIVs. Although itis possible to close all MSIVs in MODES 2 and 3,_41 the Steam Line Isolation function remainsOPERABLE in these MODES to. ensure that the MSIVs

Scan be immediately closed, if .inRadie~rteivt.+ enpi. EIn MODES 4, 5, and 6, there is not enough energy ýý
__________in the primary and secondary sides to pressurizethe containment to the Containment
Pressure- High~' setpoint.

(continued)
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(continued)

4, d. Steam Line I~zolation-`...tam Line Pressure

~~Steam Line Pressure -Low

Steam Line Pressure- Low provides closure
of the MSIVs in the event of an SLB to
maintain at least one unfaulted SG as aheat sink for the reactor, and to limit themass and energy release to containment.
This function prov~ides closure of the MSIVsin the event of a feed line break to ensurea supply of steam for the turbine driven
AFW pump. Steam.Line Pressure -Low was
discussed previobusly under SI
function l.e*,

Steam Line Pressure- Low Function must be
OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 (above P-Il),Q wisdtbekhr cp. when a'secondary s'd ra rstuck open valve
could result in-the rapid depressurization
of the steam lines. This signal may be.manually blocked by the operator below the
P-li setpoint. Below P'-i1, an inside
containment SLB will be terminated by
automatic actuation via Containment

iýesre.-HIigh ý, and stuck valve
transients and outside containment SLBs
will be terminated by the Steam Line
Pressure -Negative Rate- High signal for
Steam Line Isola'tion. Although it is
possible to close all MSIVs in MODES 2
and 3, the Steam Line Isolation function
remains OPERABLE in these MODES to ensure
Sthat the MSIVs can be immnediately closed ifQ)they are 4*ad-ver~t-e~n-tl~opened. ThisFunction is not required to be OPERABLE in
MODES 4, 5, and 6, because there isinsufficient energy in the secondary sideof the unit to have an accident.

,q, e Steam Line Pressure- Negative Rate -High

Steam Line Pressure- Negative Rate -Highprovides closure of the MSIVs for an SLB,when less than the P-il setpoint, to

(conti nued)
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.Steam Line Pressure Negative Rate -Hligh
(conti nued)

maintain at least one unfaulted SG as aheat sink for the reactor and to limit themass and energy release to containment.
When the rperator manually blocks the Steam
Line Pressure- Low main steam isolation
signal when less~than the P-11 setpoint,the Steam Line Pressure -NegativeRate -Highsignal is automatically enabled. SteamLine Pressure -Negative Rate -High providesno input to any control functions. Thus,three OPERABLE channels are suf 'ficient tosatisfy requirements with a two out ofthree logic on each steam line.

Steam Line Pressure- Negative Rate -Highmust be OPERABLE in MODE 3, when less thanthe P-1l setpoint, whe~n a secondary sidebreak or stuck open valve could result inthe rapid depressurization of the steamline(s). In MODES 1 and 2, and i~n MODE 3when above the P-1l setpoint, thiis signal
is automatically disabled and-the Steam
Line Pressure- Low signal is automatically
enabled. Although it is possible to closeall MSIVs in MODES 2'and 3, the Steam LineIsolation Function must remain OPERABLE inthese MODES to ensure that the MSIVs can beimmediately closed if they are© in-fadivertenttiy-opened. In MODES 4, 5,
and 6, there is insufficient energy in theprimary and secondairy sides to have an SLBor other accident that would result in arelease of significant enough quantities ofenergy to cause a cooldown of the RCS.

While the transmitters may experience
elevated ambient temperatures due to anSLB, the trip function is based on rate o 'fchange, not the absolute accuracy of theindicated steam pressure. 'Therefore, theTrip Setpoint reflects only steady state
instrument uncertainties.

(conti nued)
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(continued)

e, f.

0

Steam Line Isolation- High Steam Flow in TwoSteam Lines Coincident with Tayg-Low Low orCoincident With Stea LiePesr ow (Thr e

TTh se Functions (4.e and 4.f) provide clos re ofthe SIVs during an SLB or inadvertent o ning ofan S relief or a safety valve, to main in atleast ne unfaulted SG as a heat sink r thereacto and to limit the mass and ene gy release
to conta'nment.

These Func ions were discussed pree iously as
Functions 1 f. and 1.g.

These Functio s must be OPERABJiE in MODES 1and 2, and i 'n ODE 3, when a ýecondary side breakor stuck open v lye could re s'lt in the rapiddepressurization f the ste4'm lines. These
Functions are not equired,/to be OPERABLE inMODES 4, 5, and 6, ecau~e there is insufficient.
energy in the seco n ry side of the unit to havean accident. /s

This Function Provides cos, re of the MSIVsduring an SLB or inadvertent opening of an SGrelief or safety valve to mai tam at least oneunfaul ted SG/as a heat sink fo the reactor andto limit the mass and energy re ase to
con t ai nme7yý.
Two steam line flow channels per st am line arerequirj d OPERABLE for this Function. These are
combi ed in a one out of two 'logic to indicatehigh steam flow in one steam line. Th steamfbo transmitters provide control input , but the
c mtrol function cannot cause the events that the

/ nction must protect against. 
Therefore two

c hannels are sufficient to satisfy redunda cyrequirements. The one out of two configura ionallows online testing because trip of one hi

(conti nued)
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0

WOG STS

\Stem Lne ~oltio-High Steam Flow Coinciden'With Safety Injection and Coincident With
lV -LOW LOW (Two Loop Units) (continued)

ste m flow channel is not sufficient to ca seinit'ation.

The Hi h Steam Flow Allowable Value is APcorresp nding to 25% of full steam fl at noload ste m pressure. The Trip Setpo' t issimilarly calculated.

With the tr nsmitters (d/p cells) typicallylocated insi e the steam tunnels it is possiblefor them to e erience adverse nvironmentalconditions ddur ng an SLB even .Therefore, theTrip Setpoints eflect both eady state andadverse environm ntal instr ent uncertainties.

The main steam lin isola es o 'nly if the highsteam flow signal o curs coincident with an SIand low low RCS aver temper 'ature. The MainSteam Line Isolation nction requirements forthe SI Functions are same as the requirementsfor their SI functi nh Therefore, the.requirements. are n t rep ted in Table 3.3.2-1.Instead Function , SI i referenced for allinitiating func ons an'd r uirements.

Two channels Tang per loop are required 'to beOPERABLE. T T channels a combined in alogic such at two channels t *pped ca use a tripfor the pa ameter. The acciden that thisFunction rotects against cause duction of Tavqin the tire primary system. Th efore, theprov is' n of two OPERABLE channels er loop in atwo o of Tour configuration en sur no singlerand failure disables the Tav-Low owFun tion. The Tang channels p rovd c trolin uts, but the control function canno initiateents that the Function acts to mitiga.herefore, additional channels are not re uiredto address control protection interaction *ssues.

With the Ta resistance temperature detecto(RTDs) loca'?ed inside the containment, it is

(continued)
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- -. .... . . ~ I IVJCoincident Withgafety Injhctiori (Two Loop Unit s)

This Function rovides closu e of the MSIVs
during an SL (or inadvertent opening of an SGrelief or s fety valve) to mal tamn at least oneunfaulted G as a heat sink for the reactor and
to limit he mass and energy rel se to
contain nt.

Two s eam line flow channels per st m line arerequired to be OPERABLE for this Fun ion. Theseare combined in a'one out of two l og i toii ic 'ate high steam flow in one steam *ne: Theearn flow transmitters provide control *nputs,ut the control function cannot cause the eventsthat the Function must protect against.
Therefore, two channels are sufficient to s tisfyredundancy requirements.

(continue-
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Steam Line Isolation -Hi h Steam Flo Cincident
With Safety InJectioan and Coincident WithTav -Low Low(Two Loop Units) (continued)

P ssible for them to experience adverse
en ironmental conditions during an SLB ev nt.
The efore, the Trip Setpoint reflects bo h steady
stat and adverse environmental instru ntal
uncer ainties.

This Fu tion must be OPERABLE in M ES I and 2,and in M E 3, when above P-12 set oints., when asecondary ide break or stuck ope valve could
result in pid depressurizatio of the steamlines. Belo P-12 this Functi is not required
to be OPERABL because the Hi High Steam Flowcoincident wit SI Function ovides the requiredprotection. Al hough it is possible to close allMSIVs in MODES 2 and 3, th Steam Line Isolation
Function remains PERABLE in these MODES toensure that the MS Vs c be immediately closed
if inadvertently op .This Function is notrequired to be OPERA in MODES 4, 5, and 6,.be-cause there is ins icient energy in the
secondary side of t e it to have an accident;
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Steam Line Isolation..Hiah Hiah Steam FlowCoincident With Safety Injec-tion (ToLoop U its)
(continued)

eAllowable Value for high steam floww s a AP,co esponding to 130% of full steam f w at fullstea pressure. The Trip Setpoint i similarly
calc ul ted.

With the ansmitters typicall ocated insidethe steam tnels, it is poss' le for them toexperience a erse environm t conditions duringan SLB event. herefore, he Trip.Setpoint
reflects both st ady st e and adverse
environmental ins ume uncertainties.

The main steam lin solate only if the highsteam flow signal occu coincident with an SIsignal. The Ma' Steam mne Isolation Functionrequirements r the SI F ctions are the same asthe require nts for their Function.
Therefore, he requiremen ts a e not repeated inTable 3. .2-1. Instead Funicti 1, SI, is
rre~fere ed for all initiating fu. tions and
requi ements.

T s Function must be OPERABLE in MO 51, 2,nd.3 when a secondary side bre -ak or s ck openvalve could result in rapid depressuriza ion ofthe steam lines. This Function is not req iredto be OPERABLE in MODES 4, 5, and 6, becausthere is insufficient energy in the secondaryside, of the unit to have an accident.

5.- Turbine Trio and Feedwater Isolation

The primary functions of the Turbine Trip andFeedwater Isolation signals are to prevent damage tothe turbine due to water in the steam lines, and tostop the excessive flow of feedwater into the SGs.These Functions are necessary to mitigate the effectsof a high water level in-~the SGs, which could resultin carryover of water into the steam lines andexcessive cooldown of the primary system. The SG highwater level is due to excessive feedwater flows.

(conti nued)
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APPLICABLE 5. Turbine Trip and Feedwater Isolation (cniudSAFETY ANALYSES,(cniud
LCOs, AND This Function is actuated by SG Water Level -High High,APPLICABILITY or by an SI signal. The RTS also initiates a turbinetrip signal whenever a reactor trip (P-4) isgenerated. In the event of SI, the unit is taken offline and the turbine generator must be tripped. TheMFW System also taken out of operation and the AFWSystem is au matically started. The SI signal wasdiscussed previously.

a. Turbine Trip and Feedwater Isolation -AutomaticActuation Logic and Act~iation Relays

Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuation Relaysconsist of the same features and operate in theJev~ b. same manner as described for ESFAS Function L.b.
pb~i b.6 Turbine TriD and Feedwater Isolation -SteamGenerator Water Level -H h Hih -14)

This signal provides protection against excessive/ feedwater flow. The ESFAS SG water levelinstruments provide input to the SG Water LevelControl System.' Therefore, the actuation logic.
ust be able to withstand both an input failureo the control system (which may then require therotection function actuation) and a single~A-i~t-e-i~Z ~ ~ailure in the other channels providIn th

channels, only three ction channels are

eenvironmeto in co tainent.o TherefreuthemetripSetoin relets only stveadnysaeisrmn

continmet. Hwevr, te evnt(contthinued
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(conti nued)

C. Turbine Trip andedae Ioaion -Safety

Turbine Trip and Feedwater Isolation 0 alsoinitiated by all Functions that initiate SI. TheFeedwater Isolation Function requirements forthese fr nctions are the same as-the requirementsfor their SI function. Therefore, therequirements are not repeated in Table 3.3.2-1.Instead Function 1, SI, is referenced for allinitiating functions and requirements.

Turbine Trip and Feedwater Isolation Functionsmust be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2 when the MFWSystem is in operation and the turbine generatormay be in operation. In MODES.3, 4, 5, and 6,the MFW System and the turbine generator are notin service and this Function is not required tobe OPERABLE.

6. Auxiliary Feedwater 4- Pi-

The AFW System is designed to provide a-secodr sideheat sink for the reactor in the event that the MFWSystem is not available. The system ha-s two motordriven pumps and a turbine driven pump, making itavailable during normal unit operation, during a lossof AC power, a loss of 'MFW, and during a Feedwater
System pipe break. The normal source of water for theAFW. System is the condensate storage tank (CST)

I"" wil autma ica lly realign'the pump suctions to the.SW c ,)Essential if:4System(sft read)-ýe AFW Sys~t'em is aligned so t~hat upon a pump start,flow i's initiate to the respective SGs immuiediately.

a. Auxiliary Feedwater -AutomaticAcutoLgc
and Actuatio Relays (Solid State Protection
System)

Automatic actuation logic and actuation relaysconsist of the same features and operate in thesame manner as described for ESFAS Function 1.b.

(continued)O ~WOG STS 
**
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(continued)

© ,
V/,4n-'- ?q z+

/17

b. Auxi * Feedwater- Automatic Actu Lo Icnf

manner as described for ESFAS Func b
,.g* Auxiliary Feedwater- Steam Generator _Water

Level - Low Low

SG Water Level -Low Low provides protection6&~~~~against a loss of heat sink. At feed. linose a kinside or outside of containment, or a los of 6~'MFW would result in a loss of S'Q water j 1ev 1. SGWater Level -Low Low provido SGSLevel Control System. 71 11'02cuto
lo ic must be able to withstand both an inpfai to the control system which may enrequire rotective function actua n and asingle failu in the other chan s providingthe protection tion actu on. Thus, fourOPERABLE channels ar ered to satisfy therequirements with tw u four logic.. Forunits that have icated pro ction and controlchannels, onl hree protection c nels arenecessary satisfy the protective r irements.For o r units that have only three cchann s,pj ification is provided in Reference 7.

Wi-th the transmitters (d/p cells) located insidecontainment and thus possibly experiencing
adverse 6nvironmental conditions (feed linebreak), the Trip Setpoint reflects the inclusionof both steady state and adverse environmental
instrument uncertainties.

>1> -y

c. Auxiliary Feedwater- Safety Injection

An SI signal starts the motor driven and turbinedriven AFW pumps. The AFW initiation functionsare the same as the requirements'for their SIfunction. Therefore, the requirements are notrepeated in Table 3.3.2-1. Instead, Function 1,SI, is referenced for all initiating Functions
and requirements.

(continued)
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The Steam Generator Water Level Trip Time Delay (TTD) creates additionaloperational margin when the plant needs it most, during escalation to power, byallowing the- operator time to recover level when the primary side load issufficiently small to allow such action. .The TID is based on continuousmonitoring of primary side power through the use of vessel AT. Two time delaysare calculated, based on the number of steam generators indicating less than theLow-Low Trip Setpoint. The magnitude of the delays decreases with increasingprimary side power level, up to 50% RTP. Above 50% RTP there are no time delaysfor the Low-Low Level channel trips.

In the event of failure of a Steam Generator Water Level channel, the channel isplaced in the trip condition as input to the Solid State Protection System (SSPS)and does not affect the TID setpoint calculations for the remaining OPERABLEchannels. It is then necessary for the operator to force the use of the shorterTTD time delay by adjustment of the single steam generator time delay calculation(T,,) to match the multiple steam generator time delay calculation (Tm") for theaffected protection set, through the Man Machine Interface. Failure of thevessel AT channel input (failure of more than one TH RTD or -failure of a Tc RTD)does not affect the TTD calculation for a protection set. This results in therequirement that the operator adjust the threshold power level for zero secondstime delay from 50% RIP to 0% RTP, through the Man Machine Interface.
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SAFETYCANALYES . Auxiliary Feedwater- Loss of Offsite PowerLCOs, AND A l oss of of fs ite power to the -se~-ebuses will1APPLICABILITY be accompanied by a loss of reactor coolant(continued) pumping power and the subsequent need for some~ method 'of decay heat removal. Thelosf
ffsite power is detected by a voltage drop oneahsl .icg...-b+~. Loss of power to- *t-he.r. o,(Z) will start the turbine driven AFWpump.# to ensure that at least one SG containsenough water to serve as the heat sink forreactor decay heat and sensible heat removalfollowing the reactor trip.

Functions 6.a through 6.,e must be OPERABLE in MODES 1,2, and 3 to ensure that the SGs remain the heat sinkfor the reactor. SG Water Level -Low Low in anyoperating SG will cause the motor driven AFW pumps tostart. The system is aligned so that upon a start ofthe pump, water immediately begins to flow to the SGs.SG Water Level -Low Low in a *ny two operating SGs willcause the turbine driven pumps to start. TheseFunctions do not have 'to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6because'there is not enough heat being generated inthe reactor to require the SGs as a heat sink. InMODE 4, AFW actuation doe's not need to be OPERABLE -because ei~ther AFW or RHR will already be in operationto remove decay heat.

f. Auxiliary-Feedtiater- Undervolta e Reactor Coola

A loss o wer on the buses that pr ide power~Oto the RCPs p ides indication a pending lossof RCP forced flo *n the RC . The UndervoltageRCP Function senses ttage downstream of

turbine driv AFW pump to ensure t at leastone SG c ains enough water to serve the heat

oval following the reactor trip.

(continued)
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(continued)

-.-V, Au-x~ilijary Feedwater...Trip of all Main FeedwaterD7A Pums ýo4 4vý,.
A Trip of-a+±ý MFW pumps is an indication of aloss of MEW and the subsequent need for somemethod of decay heat and sensible heat removal tobring the reactor back to no, load temperature andpressure. A turbine driven MFW pump is equipped 6IL-*-o-zt. wth~ pressure switchq on the control ' i;line for -the speed control system. A low =A1pressure signal from e-them-n rsu'rswitch*# indicates,a trip of that pump.

PA-;jt FI

l-eq~~e. A trp o i'-a- MFW pumps starts the motor&riven and t~urbine driven AFW pump.s to ensurethat at least one SG is available with water toact as the heat sink for the reactor.

Functiong 6;n&&ý must be OPERABLE in MODES 1and 2. *This ensures that at least one SG is providedwith water to serve as the heat sink to remove reactordecay heat and sensible heat in the event of anaccident. In MODES 3, 4, and 5, the RCPs and MFWpumps may be normally shutdown and thus neither pumptrip is indicative of a condition requiring automaticAFW initiation.

Auxiliary Feedaternn" pump Suct ion, Transfer on'r*Suction Pressure- Low

A low pressure on the AFW pumpsuto rtesthe AFW Pumps agai~nst a loss of the al sn yotSof water for the pumps, the 7CST.e
S )switches aree located on A p~ump suction line~ ~ from the CS A low pressure sensed by ~--~~

will cause the emergency supplyoff waterr fforr 4pumpj# to be aligned ao&Jý&
znc r c r=~u~e

lind u tosuply th FW pumsafto end sur heanlie upsaet grde iupyte*Wpms t h nu eanadequat e supply of wat 7for the AFW System .to

(continued)
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7.

At the end of the injection phase of a LOCA, the RWSTwill be nearly empty. Continued cooling must beprovided by the ECCS to remove decay heat. The sourceof water for the ECCS pumps is automatically switchedto the containment recirculation sump. The low headresidual heat removal (RHR) pumpsap4 rq- - npn
draw the wate6r from the containment/)recirculation sump, the RHR puipps pump the waterthrough the RHR heat exchanger, inject the water backinto the RCS, and supply the cooled water to the otherECCS pumps. Switchover from the RWST to thecontainment sump must occur before the RWST empties2 toprevent damage to the RHR pumps and a loss of corecooling capability. For similar reasons, switchovermust not occur before there is sufficient water in thecontainment sump to support ESF pump suction.Furthermore, early switchove 'r must not occur to-ensurethat sufficient borated water.-is injected from theRWST. This ensures the reaqtor remains shut down inthe recirculation mode.

(continued)
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Auxiliary Feedwater- PumrD Suction Transfer onSýuction Pressure -Low (continued)

maintain at least one of the SGs as the heat sinkfor reactor decay heat and sensible heat removal.

Since the detectors are located in area notaffected by HELBs or hig'h radiation, they willnot experience any adverse environmental
conditions and the Trip Setpoint reflects onlysteady state instrument uncertainties.

Th~=E:=tiummust be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2,and 3 to ensure a safety grade supply of water~~,
for the AFW System to maintainth saL-e-heat sink for the reactor. f- Function-Tdogg
not have to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6, becausethere is not enough heat being generated in thereactor to require the SGs as a heat sink. InMODE 4, AFW 4c.U~a44-Gedoe0 ntne ob

-;caue irRHR will alreadybe in operation to remo~i'decay heat.

* I-c Switchover to Containment Sump
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APPLICABLE 7a. Automatic S 'witchover to Containment u~SAFETY ANALYSES, uoai cuto oi an Ac uat onRly
LCOs, AND toai rinin'-cadAfitnDý_
APPLICABILITY Automatic actuation logic and actuation relays(continued) consist of the same features and operate in thesame manner as described for ESFAS Function 1.b.

7,~ % Automatic Switchover to Containm~ent SmD T
Level -Lowi Low Coincident With Safety Iniectionand Coincident With Containment SumD Level -High

- uring the inj~ection phase of a LýOCýA, t e RWST is6~s/~the source of water for all ECCS pumpsý. Ai low2 low level in the RWST coincident with an SIe- WS 7-ignal provides protection again'st a loss of~ ~ water for the ECCS pumps and indicates the end of)the injection phase of the LOCA. The RWST is6-~-~(-~-~e ~ .equipped with four level transmitters. Thesetransmitters provide no control Functions.e'eore 4ywo out of four logic is adequate toK ~ >ini tia tee the protective Fun'ction actuation.K'>Although only three channels would be sufficient,a fourth channel has been added- for increasedreliability.

*The RWST -Low Low Allowable Value/Trip Setpointhas both upper and lower limits. The lower limit.is selected to ensure switchover occurs beforethe RWST empties to prevent ECCS pump damage.The upper limit is selected to ensure enough.borated water is injected to ensure the reactorremains shut down. The-h-i-gf.h. mit also ensuresadequate water inventory in the containment sumpto provide ECCS pump suction. vp-
The transmitters are located in an area notaffected by HELBs or post accident highradiation. Thus, they will not experience anyadverse environmental conditions and the TripSetpoint reflects only steady state instrument
uncertainties.

(continued)
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f8

*. Automatic Switchover to Containment jgmpD-RwsTLevel -'Low Low Coincident With Sety nection
and Coincident With Containment Suing level -High
(continued)

Automatic switchover occurs only if the RWST lowlow level signal is coincident with SI. Thisprevents accidental s'witchover during normal
operation. Accidental switchover could damage
ECCS pumps if they are attempting to take suctionfrom an empty sump. The ~automatic switchover
Function requirements for the SI Functions arethe same as the requirements for their SIFunction. Therefore, the requirements are notrepeated in Table 3.3.2-1. Instead, Function 1,SI, is referenced for all initiating Functions
and requirements.

Zditionalprotection from spurious switchover is provided
by requiring a Containment Sump Level -High
signal as well as RWST Level- Low Low and SI

These Functions must be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2,3, and 4 when there ;is a potential for a LOCA tooccur, to ensure a cpntinued supply of 4ater forthe EGGS pumps. *Thies-e-Functi ons are not requiredto be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6, because there isadequate time for -the operator to evaluate unitconditions and respond by manually starting
systems, pumps, and other equipment to mitigatethe consequences of an abnormal condition oraccident. System pressure and temperature arevery low and many ESF components are
administratively locked out or otherwise
prevented from actuating to prevent inadvertent
overpressurization of unit systems.

8. Engineered Safety FeatureActuat~ion System-Interlocks

To allow some flexibility in unit operations, severalinterlocks are- included as part of the ESFAS. Theseinterlocks permit the operator to block some signals,automatically enable other signals, prevent some

(conti nued)
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INSERT
Function 7.b.

The containment sump is equipped with four level transmitters. Thesetransmitters 'provide no control functi ons.,--~hrerfre-,--a&,wo- out..-of -four logic isadequate to initiate the protective function-actuation. Although three channelswould be sufficient, a fourth channel has been added for increased reliability.
The containment sump level Trip Setpoint/Allowable Value is selected to ensurethe reactor remains shutdown. The high limit also ensures adequate waterinventory in the containment sump to provide ECCS pump suction. The transmitters
are located inside containment, and thus possibly experience adverseenvironmental conditions. Therefore, the trip setpoint reflects the inclusionof both steady-state and environmental instrument uncertainties.
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APPLICABLE 8. EinedSatyFature Actuation System ItrokSAFETY ANALYSES, (continued) Itrok
LCOs, AND
APPLICABILITY actions from occurring, and cause other actions tooccur. The interlock Functions back up manual actionsto ensure bypassable func 'tions are in operation underthe conditions assumed in the safety analyses.

a. Engi~neered Safety Feature Actuation System
Interlocks -Reactor Tri. P-

,. The P-4 interlock i s e nna bl e w e n e t 1.e, 4e-G-t- 9  4zz--trip brýTzke RT te associated bypass 4zbreakerl are open. Once 'the P-4 interlock is
Clio -_enabled, automatic SI.initiation-f-s- blocked afterKL> * -; second time delay. This Funct-ion a Mows Ir.~fkoperators to take manual control of SI systemsafter the initial phase of injection is complete.Once SI is blocked, automatic actuation of SIcannot occur until the RTBs have been manuallyclosed. The functions of the P-4 interlock are:

*- Trip the main turbine;
* Isolate MFW with coincident low Tang;* Prevent reactuation of SI after a manual

reset of SI;
0 -Transfer the steam dump from the load

rejection controller to the unit trip
0*controller; and
0 Prevent-opening of thew-iný 1Wr~/FU

isolation valves if they were closed on SIor SG Water Level -High High.

Each of the above Functions is interlocked withP-4 to avert or reduce the continued cooldown ofthe RCS following a reactor trip. An excessivecooldown of the RCS following a reactor tripcould cause an insertion of positive reactivitywith a subsequent increase in generated power.To avoid such a situation, the noted Functionshave been interlocked with P-4 as part of thedesign of the unit control and protection system,

None of the noted Functions serves a mitigationFunction in the unit licensing basis safetyanalyses. Only the turbine trip Function is

(conti nued.)
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. ,b.

a>. 1c1,41

~, a Enineeed afe-ty Feature Actuation SystemInterlockS -Re .actor Tri. P-4 (continued)

explicitly assumed since it is an. inmediateconsequence of the reactor trip Function.
Neither turbine trip nor any of the other fourFunctions associated with the reactor trip signalis required to show that the unit licensing basissafety analysis acceptance criteria are not
exceeded.

The RTB position switches that provide input tothe P-4 interlock only function to energize orde-energize or open or close contacts.
.Therefore, this Function has no adjustable tripsetpoint with which to associate a Trip Setpointand Allowable Value.

This Function must be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2,and 3 when the reactor may be critical orapproaching criticality. This Function does not-have to be OPERABLE in MODES 4, 5 or*6, becausethe ainturbine, the MFW System, and the SteamDump System are not ini operation.

Engineered Safety Feature Actuation SystemInterlocks - pressurizer Pressure. P-11

The P-11 interlock permits a normal unit cooldownand depressurization without actuation of SI ormain steam line isolat'ion. With two out of threepressurizer pressure channels (discussed
previously) less than the P-l1 setpoint, theoperator can manually block the PressurizerPressure- Low and Steam Line Pressure -Low SI,slgnalis~and the*Steam.Line Pressure -Low* steamsolation--Sign-a-l (previou~sly discussed --

provides protection SLB by closure of theMSIVs. 'With tw tof thre essurizerýpressure c els > P-l1 setpoint, ePress 'r Pressure -Low and Steam Lisure -Low SI signals and the Steam Line

(continued)
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APPLICABLE b. ineered SafetyFaueAtainS eSAFETY ANALYSES, Inte cks -Pressuizer~p Prssre0
LCOs, and cniusr.P
APPLICABILITY

Pressure -Low s m li ne ation signal areQautomatically enab he operator can alsoenable these trips u of the respectivemanual reset but s. When e Steam Line
Pressure -Lo earn line iso-a , signal isenabled, main steam isolation ýmSteam LinePress -Negative Rate -High is dis ab TheTr Setpoint reflects only steady state
nstrument uncertainties.

This Function must be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2,and 3 to allow an orderly co-oldown anddepressurization of the unit without theactuation of SI,or main steam-isol-ation. ThisFunction does not have to be OPERABLE in MODE 4,5, or 6, because system pressure must already bebelow the P-i1 setpoint for the requirements ofthe heatup and cooldown curves to be met.

C. Engineered Safety FeatureLActuation system

Or\\increasing reactor coolant temperature, eP-12\i\nterlock reinstates SI o 'n High Stea lowCoincident With Steam Line Pressure -Lo or*Coincidenit\With T -Low Low and proy' es an
arin gj\t theStam Jump Sy s m. Ondecreasing reacýtor coolant temper ure,.the P-12interlock allow the operator mannually block*SI on High Steam ow Coinci nt With Steam LinePressure- Low or Co ciden with T -Low Low.On a decreasing tempe t e, the P-?2 interlockalso removes the armin ignal to the Steam DumpSystem to prevent an xce ive cooldown of theRCS due to a malf ctioning team Dump System.Since Tv is us as an indica ion of bulk RCStemperatugre, is Function' meet s edundancy

requirement with one OPERABLE cha el in eachloop. In ree loop units these chan ls are usedin two t of three logic. In four lo unitsthey e used in two out of four logic.

(conti nued)
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C. ineered Sae Fature Actuation S mIt cks-T 8 v -Low Low, P-12 inued)

This Function t be OP LE in MODES 1, 2,and 3 when a secon side break or stuck open

to be BLE in MODES 4, 5, or , cause there

0,4 Engineered Safety Feature Actuaion System
Interlocks -Steam Generator WaterLevel -High
High. P-14

The P-14 interlock is actuated when the level inany SG exceeds the high high setpoint, and
performs the following functions as part of
Function 5:

* Trips the main turbine;

* Trips the MFW pumps;

* Initiates feedwater isol ation; and

* Shuts the MFW regulating valves and the
bypass feedwater regulating valves.

The MFW pumps are tripped, feedwater isolation isactu~ted, and the main and bypass feedwater
regulating valves are closed to prevent anyfurther addition of water to' the SGs. The mainturbine is tripped to prevent carryover ofexcessive moisture to the~ turbine, which woulddamage the turbine.. This Function has previouslybe~en discussed as Function 5.b.

This Function must be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2when the turbine generator and the MFW System maybe in operation. This Functibn does not have tobe OPERABLE in MODE 3, 4, 5,* or 6, because theturbine generator nd e s em ar not i
service. LF±2.Z~a not in

(continued)
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APPLICABLE d. Engineered Safety Feature Actuation SystemSAFETY ANALYSES, Interlocks -Steam Generator Water Level,-HighLCOs, AND Hig,_ P14 (CotinedAPPLICABILITY Hg.P1 cniud
The ESFAS instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3

ofteNRC Policy Statement.

ACTIONS In the event a channel's Trip Setpoint is foundnonconservative with respect to the Allowable Value, or thetransmitter, a-rack module, or an SSPS module is foundinoperable, then the Function which that channel providesmust be declared inoperable and the LCD Condition enteredfor the particular protection Function affected. When theRequired Channels in Table 3.3.2-1 are specified (e.g., on aper steam line, per loop, per SG,' etc., basis), then theCondition may be entered separately for each steam 'line,loop, SG, etc., as appropriate.

A Note has been added in the ACTIONS to clarify theapplicati-on of Completion Time rules. The Conditions ofthis Specification may be entered independently for eachFunction listed on Table 3.3.2-1. The Completion Time(s) of.the inoperable channel(s)/train(s) of a Function will betracked separately for each Function starting from the timethe Condition was entered for that Function.

When th e num ertof in Loperab letanesion aTripe fntonexceed~~~~~ ths spcfe n o e or o The reltdCniosassroiaed woithc trip functontente ucnit i toutsie
immediately en e e f a p i a l n t e c r en s et MOD ofsoperation.o

ot~~cot 
nued) 
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ACTIONS C.1. C.2.1 and C.2.2
(conti nued)

Condition C is applicable to the automatic actuation logicand actuation relays for the following functions:

* SI;
* Containment Spray;
* Phase A Isolation;
* Phase B Isolation; and
* Automatic Switchover to Containment Sump.

This action addresses the train orientation of the SSPS andthe master and slave relays.. If one train is inoperable,6 hours are allowed to restore the train to OPERABLE status.The specified Completion.Time is reasonable considering thatthere is another train OPERABLE and the low probability ofan event occurring during this interval . If the traincannot be restored to OPERABLE status, the unit must be.placed in a MODE in which the LCO does Rot apply. This isdone by placing the unit in at least MODE 3 within anadditional 6 hours (12 hours total time) and in MODE 5.within an additional 30 hours (42 hours total time). TheCompletion Times are reasonable, based on operatingexperience, to reach the required unit conditions from fullpower conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging uni-t systems.

The Required Actions are modified by a Note that allows onetrain to be bypassed for up toVý hours for surveillancetesting, provided the other train is OPERABLE. Thisallowance i 's based upon the reliability analysis assumptionof Reference -fthat 4 hours is the average time required to
perf han pisurveillance.

Condition Dis applicable to:

* Containment Pesr Hg
* Pressurizer Pressure- Lo *h'---, in Fn.. l.,.

* Steam Line Pressure -Low;

(continued)
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ACTIONS 0.1. D.2.1. and 0.2.2 (cont'inued)

challenging unit systems. In MODE 4, these Functions are nolonger required OPERABLE.

TeReqirdActions are modified by a Note that allows~
eq rchannel to be bypassed for up to-.44 hours forQ f Lest.-Ing,f o46 .L. 1. he 6 hours allowedto restore channel to OPERABLE status or to place theIinoperable channel in the tripped condition and the 4 hours

allowed for testing is justified in Reference~r
7 ~ 7

E.I. E.2-1., and E.2.2

Condition E is ap to: Pressure-High_,
0 Containment Spray Containment P sue-ih%=t
* Containment Phase'B Isolation Containment Pressure -

None of these signals has input to a control function. Thusptwo out of three logic is necessary to meet acceptableprotective requirements. However, a two out of three designwould require tripping a failed channel. This isundesirable because a single failure woul~d then causespurious containment spray initiation. Spurious sprayactuation is undesirable because of the cleanup problemspresented. Therefore, these channels are designed-with twoout of four logic so that a fai-led channel may be bypasse~drather than tripped. Note that one channel may be bypassedand still satisfy'the single failure criterion.Furthermore, with one. channel bypassed, a singleinstrumentation channel falilure will not spuriously initiatecontainment spray.

In order to avoid the inadvertent actuation of containmentspray and Phase B containment isolation, the inoperablechannel should not be placed in the tripped condition.Instead it is bypassed. Restoring the channel to OPERABLEstatus or placing the inoperable channel in the bypassconditi-on within 6 hours is sufficient to assure that theFunction remains OPERABLE and minimizes the time that theFunction ma'y be in a partial trip condition (assuming theinoperable channel has failed high), and is further

(conti nued)
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ACTIONS E-1. E.2.1. and E.2-2 (continued)

justified based on the low probability of an event occurringduring this interval. Failure to restore the inoperablechannel to OPERABLE status or place it in the bypassedcondition within 6 hours requires the unit be placed inMODE 3 within the following 6 hours and MODE 4 within thenext 6 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable,based on operating experience, to reach the required unitconditions from full power conditions in an orderly mannerand without challenging unit systems. In MODE 4, theseFunctions are no longer required OPERABLE.

The Required Actions are modified by a Note that allows oneadditional channel to be bypassed for up to [4] hours forsurveillance testing. Placing a second channel in thebypass condition for up to 4 hours for testing purposes isacceptable based on the results of Reference f.

F.I. F.2-1. and F.2..2

Condition F i-s appl .icable to:

0 Manual Initiation of Steam Line Isolation;0 Loss of Offsite Power;* Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Suction Transfer on SuctionPressure -Low; and
* P-4 Interlock.

For the Manual Initiation and the P-4 Interlock Functions,this action addresses the train orientation of the SSPS.For the Loss of Offsite Power function, this actionrecognizes the lack of manual trip provision for a failedchannel. For the AFW System pump suction transfer channels,this action recognizes that placing a failed channel in tripduring operation is not necessarily a conservative action.Spurious trip of this function could align the AFW System toa source that is not immediately capable of supporting pumpsuction. If. a trai'n or channel is inoperable, 48 hours isallowed to return it to OPERABLE status. The specifiedCompletion Time is reasonable considering the nature ofthese Functions, the available redundancy, and the lowprobability of an event occurring during this interval. Ifthe Function cannot be returned to OPERABLE status, the unitmust be pla~ced in MODE 3 within the next 6 hours and MODE 4

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation

B 3.3.2

BASES

ACTIONS F.I. F-2.1. and F.2.2 (continued)

within the following 6 hours. The allowed Completion Timesare reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach therequired unit conditions from full power in an orderlymanner and without challenging unit systems. In MODE 4, theunit does not have any analyzed'transients or conditionsthat require the explicit use of the protection Functionsnoted above.

G.1. G.2.1_and G.2..2

Condition G is applicable to-the automatic actuation logicand actuation relays for the Steam Line Isolation and AFWactuation Functions.

The action addresses the train orientation of the SSPS andthe master and slave relays for these functions. If onetrain is inoperable, 6 hours are allowed to restore thetrain to OPERABLE status. The Completion Time for restoringa train to OPERABLE status is reasonable considering thatthere is anot 'her train OPERABLE and the.low probability ofan event occurring during this interval. If the traincannot be-returned to an OPERABLE status, the unit must bebrought to MODE 3 within the next 6 hours and MODE 4 withinthe following 6 hours. The allowed Completion Times arereasonable, based on operating experience, to reach therequired unit condition 's from full power conditions in anorderly manner and without challenging unit systems.Placing the unit in MODE 4 removes all requirements forOPERABILITY of the protection channels and actuationfunctions. In this MODE, the unit does not have analyzedtransients or conditions that require the explicit use ofthe protection functions noted above.

The Required Actions are modified by a Note that allows onetrain to be bypassed for up to-11 hours for surveillancetesting provided the other train is OPERABLE. This 7allowance is based upon the reliability analysis (Ref. 0)assumption that 4 hours is the average time required toperform channel surveillance.

(conti nued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2BASES

ACTIONS 1.1 and 1.2 (continued)

restore the inoperable channel to OPERABLE status or placeit in the tripped condition within 6 hours requires the unitto be placed in MODE 3 within the following 6 hours. Theallowed Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based onoperating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full powerconditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unitsystems. In MODE 3, these Functions are no longer requiredOPERABLE.

The Required Actions are modified by a Note that allows the-tu~n~aechannel...to be bypassed f or up.to:41husfr

(tovianetstn The 6 hours allowedpVlace the inprbe channel in'the tripped condition andte 4 hours allowed for a second channel to be in thebypassed cnionfor tetn ar utiidi Reference ~

J.1 and J.2

Condition-J is appli-cable to the AFW pump start on t rip of
all MFW pumps.

This action addresses the train orientation of- the SSPS forthe auto start function of the AFW System on loss of all MFWpumps. The OPERABILITY of the AFW System must be assured byallowing automatic start of the AFW System pumps. If achannel is inoperable, 48 hours are allawed to return itftoan OPERABLE status. If~ the function cannot be returned toan OPERABLE status, 6 hours Are allowed to place the unit inMODE 3. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours isreasonable, based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3from full power conditions in an orderly manner and withoutchallenging unit systems. In MODE 3, the unit does not haveany analyzed transients or conditions that require theexplicit use of the protection Function noted above. Theallowance of 48 hours to return the train to an OPERABLEstatusan6 oyijsiidn
Reference 

i jutfidiQ7 t

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2. BASES

ACTIONS K.I. K.2.1 and K.2.2
(continued)

Condition K is applicable to

~1IhI~ RWST Levil -Low Low Coincident with Safety Injectionand Coincident with Containment Sump Level -High.
RWST Level -Low Low Coincident With SI and Coincident WithContai nment Sump Level -High provides actuation ofswitchover to the containment sump. Note that this Functionrequires the bistables to ene 'rgize to perform their requiredaction. The failure of up. to two channels will not preventthe operation of this Function. However, placing a failedchannel in the tripped condition could result in thepremature switchover to the sump, pri~or to the injection ofthe minimum volume from the RWST. Placing the inoperablechannel in bypass results in a two out of three logicconfiguration, which satisfies the requirement to allowanother failure without disabling actuation of theswitchover when required. Restoring the channel to OPERABLEstatus or placing the inoperable channel in the bypasscondition within 6 hours is sufficient to ensure that theFuntio rmayeinsOEAL an pataltipcndimzstetion (assmin theFunction rmayeinsOEAL an mataltipcndimzstetime thatsmn theinoeralechannel has failed h 'igh). The 6 hour CompletionTime is justified in Reference 8. If the channel cannot bereturned to OPERABLE status-or placed in the bypasscondition within 6 hours, the unit must be brought to MODE 3within the following 6 hours and,MODE 5 within the next30 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable,based on operating experience, to reach the required unitconditions from full power cQnditions in an orderly mannerand Without challenging unit systems. In MODE 5, the unitdoes not have any analyzed transients or conditions thatrequire the explicit use of the protection Functions notedabove.

The Required Actions are modified by a Note that al~lowsplacing a second channel in the bypass condition for up to,V- hours for surveillance testing. The total of 12 hoursto reach MODE 3 and 4 hours for a second channel to bebypassed is acceptable based on the results of Reference *

7

(conti nued). WOG STS
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

BASES

ACTIONS
(conti nued)

L-1. L.2.1 and L.2.2 
0

Condition L is applicable to the P-11 a interlock#'-.
With one channel inoperable, the operator must verify thatthe interlock is in the required state for the existing unitcondition. This action manually accomplishes the functionof the interlock. Determination must be made within 1 hour.The 1 hour Completion Time is equal to the time allowed byLCO 3.0.3 to initiate shutdown actions in the event of acomplete loss of ESFAS function. If the interlock is not inthe required state (or placed in the required state) for theexisting conditions, the unit must be placed in MODE 3within the next 6 hours and MODE 4 within the following6 hours. The allowed"Completion Times are reasonable, based.on dperating experience, to reach the requir 'ed unitconditions from full power conditions in an orderly mannerand without challenging unit systems. Placing the unit inMODE 4 removes all requirements for OPERABILITY of theseinterlocks.

M.1 and M-2

Condition M is applicable to the P-14 interlock.

The actions for Condition M are identical to those forCondition L except that the P-14.interlock is not requiredto be OPERABLE in MODE 3. Therefore, shutdown to MODE 3with-in 7 hours is required if interlock status cannot beverified w~thin 1 hour. The Completion Times arereasonable, based on operating experience, to reach therequired MODE from full power in an orderly manner andwithout challenging unit systems.
A/i-0 -- *%

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

The SRs for each ESFAS Function are identified by the SRscolumn of Table 3.3.2-1.

A Note has been added to the SR Table to clarify thatTable 3.3.2-1 determines which SRs apply to which ESFASFunctions.

Note that each channel of process protection supplies bothtrains of the ESFAS. When testing channel I, train A and

(continued)
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INSERT
Bases discussions for Conditions N and 0

N.1.1, N.1.2, and N.2

Condition N is applicable to the SG Water Level Low-Low Function.

A known channel inoperable, must be restored to OPERABLE status, or placed in thetripped condition within 6 hours. Placing the channel in the tripped conditionresults in a partial trip conidition requiring only one out of two logic foractuation of the two out of three trip. The 6 hours all1owed to pl ace theinoperable channel in the tripped condition is justified in Reference 7.

If a channel fails, it is placed in the tripped condition and does not affect theTTD setpoint calculations for the remaining OPERABLE channels. It is thennecessary for the operator to force the use of the shorter TTD Time Delay byadjustment of the single SG time delay calculation (T.) to match the multiple SGtime delay calculation (Tm,) for the affected protection set, through the Man-
Machine Interface.

If the inoperable channel cannot be restored or placed in the tripped conditionwithin the specified Completion Time, the unit must be placed in MODE 3 withinthe following 6 hours and MODE 4 within the next 6 hours. The allowed CompletionTimes are reasonable, based on operating experience, to place the unit in MODE3 from MODE 1 full power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging
unit systems.

The Required Actions have been modified by a*Note which allows placing any singlechannel, including the inoperable channel, in the bypassed condition for up to4 hours while performing routine Surveillance testing. The 4-hour time limit isjustified in Reference 7.

0.1 and 0.2

Condition 0 applies to the Vessel AT Equivalent to Power Functio~n.
rW' IFailure of the vessel AT channel input (f ailure of more than one TH RTD' orfailure of both Tc RTDs) -does--noe affect the TTD calculation for a protectionset. This results in the requirement that the operator adjust the thresholdpower level for zero seconds time delay from 50% RTP to 0% RTP, through the Man-Machine Interface.

If the inoperable channel cannot be restored or placed in the tripped conditionwithin the specified Completion Time, the unit must be placed in a MODE wherethis Function is not required to be OPERABLE. An additional 6 hours is allowedto place the unit in MODE 3. Six hours is a reasonable time based on operatingexperience, to place the unit in MODE 3 from MODE 1 full power conditions in anorderly manner and without challenging unit systems.



ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE train B must be examined. Similarly, train A and train BREQUIREMENTS must be examined when testing channel II, channel III, and(continued)~c qannel IV %-. tyý. The CHANNEL CALIBRATION and(5Y~~~~AOTs are performed in a manner that is consistent with the'''a'ýsumptions used in analytically calculating the requiredchannel accuracies.

thate aCrosfalretofinStrumentlatinc haqenis ntocredACHANNE CHEC s a ompriso n ofteprameer indcaed tonusonee hanels toe a simla paaee on othe Srvchannels ti
theqensames paraetr shul rhea aprxmtl the sameivalue

cerouldbeanc ondiction ofANE CExCessive instrumen dorif insones
ofANE tHEC chnes aormevensomehng morte saaeerinious.d AoHnNECHeCwildtcgrs channel foasmiaaailuere oothus, itanes. key tovaerifyngteasmto thet instrumentato continusltooerateoripely
Sinfcn eitosbetween each CHANE CALIBRATION.nnel

Agreement-criteria are determined by the unit staff, basedon a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,including indication and reliability. If a channel isoutside the match criteria, it may be an indication that thesensor or the signal processing equipment has driftedoutside its limit.

The Frequency is based upon operating experience thatdemonstrates channel failure is rare. Thus, performance ofthe CHANNEL CHECK ensures that undetected overt channelfailure is limited to 12 hours. The CHANNEL CHECKsupplements less formal, but more frequent, checks ofchannels during normal operational use of the displaysassociated with the LCO required channels.

(conti nued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation

B 3.3.2

BASES

SURVEILLANEi
REQU IREMENT1

(conti nuec

SR_ 3.3.2.2

1) SR 3.3.2.2 is the performance of an ACTUATION LOGIC TEST.The SSPS is tested every 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS,using the semiautomatic tester. The train being tested isplaced in the bypass condition, thus preventing inadvertentactuation. Through the semiautomatic tester, all possiblelogic combinations, with and without applicable permissive,are tested for each protection function. In addition, themaster relay-coil. is pulse tested for continuity. Thisverifies that the logic modules are OPERABLE and there is anintact voltage signal path to the master relay coils. Thetime allowed for the testin .4 hours) and the Frequency arejustified in Reference t.

SR 3.3. . s the performance of an ACTUATIO GIC TEST asdescribed in .3.2.2, except that th emiautomatictester is not use the continu* check does not have tobe performed as explain in ote, This SR is appliedto balance of plant actu b ic and relays that do not
semiautomatic er or perform the co. u ity check. Thi-s
BASI he surveillance interval and the time a ed for

SR 3.3.2,4-'"

SR 3.3.2..ýis Iýprerformance of a MASTER RELAY TEST. TheMASTER RELAY TEST is the energizing of the master relay,verifying-contact operation and a low voltage continuitycheck of the slave' relay coil. Upon master relay contactoperation, a low voltage is injected to the slave relaycoil. This voltage is insufficient to pick up the slaverelay, but large enough to demonstrate signal pathcontinuity. This test is performed every 31 days on aSTAGGERED TEST BASIS. The time allowed for the testing(4 hours) a d the surveillance interval are justified in

(conti nued)
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ESFAS Instrumentatio~n
B 3.3.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR3.2
REQUIREMENTS 

I s e p r o m n e o X C
(continued) SR 3.3.2 x efrmneo aX4T~lI~ ~ -

A> A OT is performed on each required channel to ensure theenire channel will perform the intended Function.Setpoints must be found within the Allowable Valuesspecified in Table 3.3.1-.'

The difference between the current "as found" values and theprevious test "as left" values must be consistent with thedrift allowance used in the setpoint methodology. Thesetpoint shall be left set consistent with the assumptionsof the current unit specific setpoint methodology.
The "as found" and "as left" values must also be recordedand reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of thesurveillance interval extension anal I s * E21y whenapplicable. (/4I (6z F 2.5VC 7)
The Frequency of 92 days is jsileinn Reference0.~

7
SR 3.3.2

SR 3.3.2.;'s h performance of a SLAVE RELAY TEST. TheSLAVE RELAY TEST is the energizing of the slave relays.Contact operation is verified in one of two-ways. Actuationequipment that may be operated in the design mitigation MODEis either-allowed to function or is placed in a conditionwhere the relay contact operation can be verified withoutoperation of the equipment. Actuation equ-ipment that maynot be operated in 'the design mitigation MODE is preventedfrom operation by the SLAVE RELAY TEST circuit. For thislatter case, contact operation is verified by a continuitycheck of the circuit containing the slave relay. This testis performed every 4921 days. The time allowed for thetesting (4 hours and the Frequency are justified inReerncefrnc,.

SR 3.3.2.-f4'
X~v s2

(continued)
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INSERT B 3.3-56a

This SR is modified by a Note, which states that performance of this test is not
.required for those relays tested by SR 3.3.2.7.

INSERT SR 3.3.2.6

SR 3.3.2.6 is the performance of a TADOT every 92 days. This test is a check of
Function 6.d., the Loss of Offsite Power, and Functions 6.f. and 6.g., AFW Pump
Suction Transfer on Sunction Pressure--Low, for Motor-driven and Turbine-driven
pumps respectively. These Functions are tested up to, and including, the master
transfer relay coils.

The SR is modified by a Note that excludes verifi-cation of setppints for relays.
Relay setpoints are verified during a CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

INSERT-B 3.3-56b

SR 3.3.2.7

SR 3.3.2.7 is the performance of a SLAVE RELAY TEST for slave relays K603A,K603B, K604A, K604B, K609A, K609B, K625A, and K625B. The SLAVE RELAY TEST is theenergizing of the slave relays. Contact operation is verified in one of two
ways. Actuation equipment which may be operated in the'design mitigation MODEis either allowed to function or i.s placed in a condition where the relay contactoperation can be verified without operation of the equipment. -Actuationequipment which may not be operated in the design mitigation MODE is -preventedfrom operation by the slave relay test circuit. For this letter ca'se, contactoperation is verified by a continuity check of the circuit containing the slaverelay. This test is performed every 18 mapths. The time allowed for the testing(4 hours) i-S justified in Reference 7. The Frequency is justified by TVA.correspondence to the NRC, dated November 9, 1984.



ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

BASES

SURVEILLANC
REQUIREMEN

E SR 3. . (continued)

JUndervoltage RCP u o
- and including, the maste

ý L/I

The Frequency
an f718f month
the magnitude
methodology.

of 4184 months is based on the assumption ofcalibration interval in the determination of
of equipment drift in the setpoint

(continued)

WOG STS
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IThe test also includes dvcst ovide actuation
signals directl SSPS. Fo hese tes ,hetrelay

Trip Setpoi are verified and adjusted as necessa TheF~re Y is justified in Reference 8.

SR3..

SR 3.3.2.,Z is the performance of a TADOT. This test is acheck of the Manual Actuation Functions and AFW pump start*on trip of all MFW pumps. It is performed every
[18] months. Each Manual Actuation Function is tested upto, and including, the master relay coils. In someinstances,.the test includes actuation of the end device(i.e., pump starts, valve cycles, etc.). The Frequency is
justified in ReferenceO$.104 0
SR 3;3.2-

SR 332f s epromneof a CHANNEL CALIBRATION.
A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is~performed every [18] months, orapproximately at-every refueling. CHANNEL CALIBRATION is acomplete check of the instrument loop, including the sensor.The test verifies that the channel responds to measuredparameter within the necessary range and accuracy.

CHANNEL CALIBRATION measurement and setpoint errdetermination and readjustment-must be perfomed ýconnsistent(with the assumptions of the wii+t-sý e ýi~ setpointmethodology. The difference between the current "as found"values and the previous test "as left" values must beconsistent with the drift allowance used in the setpointmethodology.

D/

coils.



ESFAS Instrumentation

8 3.3.2

.SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.2.# (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

This SR is modified by a Note, which states that this testshould include verification that the time constants areadjusted to the prescribed values where applicable.

This SR ensures the individual channel ESF RESPONSE TIMESare less than or equal to the maximum alues assumed in the-accident analysis,. Response 'Time tes ing acceptancecriteria are included in Reference *. Individual componentresponse times are nat modeled in the analyses. Theanalyses model the overall or total elapsed time, from thepoint at which the parameter exceeds the Trip Setpoint valueat the sensor, to the point at which the equipment in bothtrains reaches the required funcl ional state (e.g., pumps atrated discharge pressure, valvesin full open or closedposition).

For channels that include dynamic transfer functions (e.g.,lag, lead/lag, rate/lag, etc.), the response time test maybe performed with the transfer functions set to one with theresulting measured response time compared to the appropriateFSAR'response time. Alternately, the response time test canbe performed with the time constants set to their nominalvalue provided the required-*response tim 'e is analyticallycalculated assuming the time constants are set at theirnominal values. The response time may be measured by aseries of overlapping tests such that the entire responsetime is measure~d.

EISF RESPONSE TIME tests are conducted on an %18f monthSTAGGERED TEST BASIS. Testing of the final actuationdevices, which make up the bulk of the response time, isincluded in the testing of each channel. The finalactuation device in one train is tested with each channel.Therefore, staggered testing results in response timeverification of these devices every J181 *months. Thefei month Frequency is consistent with the typical~fueling cycle and is based upon unit operating experience,which shows that random failures of instrumentationcomponents causing serious response time degradation, butnot channel failure, are infrequent occurrences.

(conti nued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.-3ý.TWi (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

This SR is modified with a Note that clarifies that theturbine driven AFW pump is tested within 24 hours afterreaching -I&i1sig in the SGs.

SR 3.3-.2.Bl Y

SR 3-3-2.1f is the Qpe ormance of a TADOT as described inSR 3.32.2Z,7except that it is performed for the P-4 ReactorTrip Interlock, and the Frequency is once per RTB cycle..This Frequency is based upon operating experience thatundetected failure of the P-4 interlock sometimes occurswhen the RTB is cycled.

I1. V,47 -I ,5 /'VI 6 -

4. IEEE-279-19 April 5, 1972.

S.'L 10 CFR 5.ý4

6.Thý RTS/ESFAS Set t Methodo Suy*-

7,9. CAP-10271-P-A, Supplement 2, Rev. 1, Ju 1990.
8. Technical Requirements Manual, Section -W, "Resne

WOG STS
D a.3.-D

P&R 07/01/92
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REFERENCES INSERT

1. Watts Bar Updated FSAR, Section 6.0, "Engineered Safety Features."

2. Watts Bar Updated FSAR, Section 7.0, "Instrumentation and Controls."

3. Watts Bar Updated FSAR, Section 15.0, "Accident.Analyses."

4. Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, IEEE -279-1971,"Criteria for Protection Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations,"
April 5, 1912.

5. Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10, Part 50.49, "EnvironmentalQualification of Electrical Equipment Important to Safety for Nuclear
Power Plants."

6. WCAP-12096, Rev. 4, "Westinghouse Setpoint Methodology for Protection
System, Watts Bar 1 and 2," November 1990.

7. WCAP-10271-P-A, Supplement 1, Rev. 1 and Supplement 2, Rev. 1,"Evaluation of Surveillance Frequencies and Out of Service Times for theReactor Protection Instrumentation System," dated May 1986 and June 1990.
8. Watts Bar Technical- Requirements Manual, Section 3.31.2, Engineered Safety

Feature Response Times.



JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM RSTS 3.3.2

Generic Justifications

A. Modified to reflect WBN plant specific design.

B. Modified to reflect WBN plant specific terminology.

C. Modified to reflect changes due* to the EAGLE-21 Microprocessor Based
Process Protection System used at WBN.

D. Deletion or modification of information which is generic in nature and
has been modified to be plant specific to WBN.

E. This change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the
RSTS P&R review meeting held in Irvine, CA July 13-20, 1992.

F. Editorial change for clarification.

Specific Justifications

1. This item -was a correction to the text.

2. Modified to reflect WBN plant specific design. This change creates a
renumbering of all surveillance after'SR 3.3.2.2.

3. This paragraph was deleted because it' is a repeat of the paragraph
above.

4. Reference 7 has been deleted since the information referred to Reference
7 is not applicable to WBN and has been deleted. This causes a
renumbering of all references from 7 on..

5. ANALOG CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST (ACOT) has beeni redefined to include
both analog and digital testing, and is now known as CHANNEL OPERATIONAL
TEST (COT).

6. Specific titles have been added to Conditions I, N, and 0 because each
condition only applies to one function. This addition makes Condition
I, N, and 0 consistent with other "one function" conditions.

7. Changes have been made to Pages B 3.3-1, B 3.3. -2, and B 3.3-2 to
clarify the technical definition of ESFAS instrumentation.

8. An additional justification is provided for the Completion Time for
Condition B. Reference 7 applies to manual initiation-.

9. Change to specify WBN specific reference information and format.



JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM RSTS 3.3.2 (contined)

10. These SRs are TADOTs that apply to undervoltage relays, underfrequency
relays, manual functions, RCP breaker position, or SI input to RTS. The
setpoint is not verified when performing a TADOT. These devices are
simply triggered and actuation verified. Setpoint verification requires
elaborate bench calibration and is done every 18 months.

SR 3.3.2.7 applies to functions other than relays, so relays are
specified in the Note.

These changes are consistent with SR 3.3.1.15.

11. Redundant material has been deleted.

12. This is the correct Watts Bar number according to the Westinghouse PLS
document, Page 14 l.B.i.l.A.6.

13. The 12 hour CHANNEL CHECK has been deleted from Functions 6.f. and 6.g.
(motor and turbine - driven AFW pump suction transfer on suction
pressure - low). A CHANNEL CHECK cannot be performed on process
bistables.

14. SR 3.3.2.7 has been added to the Surveillance table. This SR is an 18
month SLAVE RELAY TEST for certain relays for SI and Phase B Containment
Isolation. Testing of these slave relays could cause unstable or unsafe
plant conditions. Details for each slave' relay are explained in the TVA
correspondence to the NRC, dated November 9, 1984.

A Note has been added to SR 3.3.2.5 to exclude the SI and Containment
Isolation that are tested by SR 3.3.2.7.

The Surveillance table, Function table, and Bases have been renumbered.



PAM Instrumentation
3.3.3

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.3 Post Accident Monitoring (PAM) Instrumentation

LCO 3.3.3--

APPLICABILITY:

ACTIONS

__The PAM instrumentation for each Function in Table 3.3.3-1
shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, and 3. 0P-PAIRt1 E ew 4 (k v ?1LI

--- --- --- -J i - --- --- --- --- --NOTES - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1. LCO 3.0.4 not applicable.

2. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.
------------------------------------------------------------------

w~;4L k- SýT 3. -?,Ia/ 5eje. rip y-j
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3.3-1



PAM Instrumentation
3.3.3

INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.3 ost Ac

LCO 3.3.3

APPLICABILITY:

Monitoring (PAM) Instrumentation

The PAM instrumentation for each Function in
'sb~all be OPERABLE. le 3.3.3-1

MODES 1, 2

Source Range Neutron lu is required OPERABLE below P-6
(Intermediate Range N on Flux) interlocks.

ACTIONS

1. LCO 3.0.4 is applicable.

2. Separat ondition entry is allowed for each Function.

3.3-1Amendment 0
08/92

Unit 1
WATTS BAR

3.3-1



PAM Instrumentation

3.3.3
ACTIONS (continued

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

0. hyd~rogeýn monitor D.1 Restore one hydrogen 72 hourschan ls-+noperable. monitor channel to

E Required Actjio~nad E..ne1heCniiImeitl
andsrcerened Cmltorerncdin
TmofCniinCTable 3.3.3-1.r h

F. As required by F.1 6iniat acio in 6m hoersRequired Action E.1acodnewt
an referenced inSpcfato
Table 3.3.3-1.

F-2 B i MODE.g 4e. 1 hur

OG. AsT 3e. 31 P&Riat 07/01/92in Im



PAM Instrumentation
3.3.3

ACTIONS (continued)

COND IT ION

0.

E.

F.

Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition C
not met.

Two or more channels
inoperable.

Two hydrogen monitor
channels inoperable.*

G. Two channels
inoperable.

H. Required Action and
assoc-i ated Compl eti on
Time of Condition G
not met.

I. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Conditions B,
E, or F not met.

REQUIRED ACTION

I0.1 initiate action in
accordance with
Speci fi cati on
5.9.2.c.

E.1 Restore one channel
to OPERABLE status.

F.1 Restore one hydrogen
monitor channel to
OPERABLE status.

-G..1 Restore one channel
to OPERABLE status.

H.1 Initiate action in
accordance with
Specification
5.9..2.c.

1.1 Be in MODE 3.

AND

1.2 Be in MODE 4.

Unit 1
WATTS BAR

3.3-2 Amendment 0
08/92

KI S F- ýT

I

7OPETO days

Imme~di ately

6 hours

12 hours



PAM' Instrumentation

3.3.3

SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS

-- - - - - - - --------------------- NOTE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -SR 3.3.3.1 and SR 3.3.33.3 apply to each PAM4 instrumentation Function inTable 3.3.3-1.
------ z-------------------------------------------------------------

w

S, .31 3 -2 ef orm~ o n- hyd r"o-gen mo n it or c hann elIs. day~s(

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. K18] months
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PAM Instrumtntation

3.3.3

Table 3.3.3-1 (page 1 of 1)
Post Accident Monitoring Instrumentation

CiONVIT Io
FUCI ~REQUIRED CHANNELS 22-*jj(

1. Range Neutron FtuxQ8) 2 CIpE
2. Source Range Neutron Flux 2
3. Reictor Coolant System (RCS) Hot Leg Temperature 1per loop 3
4. RCS Cold Leg Temperature 

'2' per loop6
5.- RCS Pressure (Wide Range) r73 C) E
6.- Reactor vessel Water Level(C 2 C) G-
7. Containmrent Sump Water Level ýWide Range) 2 eSCaPtat**jej Lovity Comeq AtmL-.Ta p turet a 6(~) i g. Containment Pressure (Wide RangeK'ý) 2Cotimn Islaio Vav P $ siti~n;)) 1 per Valve,(a)

12A~d ContairmentOýRadiaticwi (High Range) 2
I$ Hydrogen Monitors 

2 .) F/'IV tpv~s ~rzr Level 
C, E

Stemn Generator Water Level (Wide Rangep~) X per steamSt--A C4-"14QrWatr Le,[ 44roaw ~rl~e)generators ~ ' ~ 4 V ( N ~ vS R 5 ~ ) p e r S ~ b<71 % 2 C ~ s ptee t; g , T r t L ~ .. le. A ~ 1~ L I %ts(ht'&t Q ,Z - i P C ?- v ~a Iv" FF

It1X Core Exit Temperature..Quadrant,~r}A.4•ý) - (b)F V/101#. Core Exit Temperature -QOuadranti3--~' 
2 (b)F

,21 i,t. Core Exit Temerature..-.Ouadrltl 43..LAý) 
2 (b)

~). Auxiliary Feedwater Flow' 
2F

(a) Not requiired for isolation valves whose associated penetration is isolated by at least one closed anddeactivated automtic valve, closed manual valve, blind flange, or check valve with flow through thevalve secured.

(b) A chann~el consists of tormrecore exit thermocoi.ples (CETs).

NOTE: a -1 shall be moa~e for each un~it as necessary to List:(~) (1) ALL Reglaoy Guide, 1.9 ,tru.men
(2) All Ragula . , Category 1, non Typ A inatr cordance with the ni'tatory Guide 1.97, Safety Evaluation Re"ort.

1~~kA ®~ Col, V4 W

* WOG STS 3.3-4 PHR 07/01/92



23. Reactor Coolant System Subcooting Margin Monito~c) 2 C
24. Refueling Water Storage Tank Level 2
25. Steam Generator Pressure 2 per steam

(A) generator
26. AuxiLiary BuiLding Passive Sump Level. 2
27. Steam Line Radiation Monitor 1 per steam

generator



PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.3 Post Accident Monitoring (PAM) Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND

(kZI

The primary purpose of the PAM Instrumentation is to displayunit variables that provide information required by thecontrol room operators during accident situations. This.information provides the necessary support for the operatorto take the manual actions for which no automatic control isprovided and that' are required for safety systems toaccomplish their safety functions for Design Basis Accidents(DBAs).

The OPERABILITY of the accident monitoring instrumentationensures that there is sufficient information available onselected unit parameters to monitor and to assess unitstatus and behavior following an accident.

The availability of accident monitoring instrumentation isimportant so that responses to corrective actions can beobserved and the need for, and magnitude of, further actionscan be determined. These essential instruments areidentified by unit specific documents (Ref.All addressingthe recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.97 (Ref.),/) asrequired by Supplement 1 to NUREG-o737*; "TMI Action-Items"
(Ref. 3).

The-instrument channels required to be OPERABLE by this LCOinclude two classes of parameters identified during unitspecific implementation of Regulatory Guide 1.97 as Type Aand Category I variables.

Type A variables are included in this LCO because theyprovide the primary information required for the controlroom operator to take specific manually controlled actionsfor which no automatic control is provided, and which arere uired for safety s(stems to accomplish their safunctions fr OBAs. Because the ist of Type A variablesdi ers widely between units, Table 3.3.3-1 in theaccompanying LCO contains no examples of Type A variables,except for those that may also be Category I variables.

(continued)

WOG STS
Li - 4J~ P&R 07/01/92



PAM' Instrumentation
6 3.3.3

BASES

BACKGROUND. Category I variables~a re the key variables deemed risk(continued) significant because they are needed to:

* Determine whether other systems important to safetyare performing their intended functions;
* Pr-ovide information to the operators that -will en-ableFthem to determine the likelihood of a gross breach ofthe barriers to radioactivity release; and
* Provide information regarding the release ofradioactive materials to allow for early indication ofthe need to initiate action necessary to protect thepublic and estimate th ma nitude of any impendingthreat.

flq))-T) These key variables are identified by unit pcf.

egu atory Guide 1.97 analyses. These anlssiet-y theunit specific Type A variables and provide justification fordeviating from the NRC proposed list of Category Ivariables.

Re s Note: Table 3.3.3-1 provides a list of-vlar'typical o identified by unit specific a oryGuide 1.97 analyses. le 3.3.3-1 1 specificTechnical Specifications 1 list all Type A andCategory I variabl ntified by it specificj Regulator e 1.97 analyses, as amended NRC'sif y valuationRepr (SER).
The specific instrument Functions listed in Table 3.3.3-1are discussed in the LCO section.

APPICBL R4. I)APPLCABL (ý)The PAM instrumentat i~oensures the operability ofSAFETY ANALYSES Regulatory Guide 1.97 ype A and Category Ijralssthat the control room operating staff can: K92ý
0 Perform the diagnosis specified in the emergencyoperatinq procedures (these variables are restrictedto preplanpqd actions for the primary succs path of

0 Take the specified, ~P e4 '-a RUFIT e6"W-manually controlledactions, for which no automatic control .i-s provided,

(conti nued)
WOG STS 
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Provide information to indicate the operation of
individual safety systems and other Plant systems.
These variables are to help the operator make
appropriate decisions in using the individual systems in
mitigating the consequences of an accident.



PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3

?L ICABLE
.:ETY ANALYSES
(continued)__-

that are required for safe ty systems to accomplish
their safety function;

* Determine whether systems important to safety are
performing their intended functions;

* Initiate action necessary to protect the public and to
estimate the magnitude of any impending threat.

PAM instrumentation that meets the definition of Type A in
Regulatory Guide 1.97 satisfies the requirements of .
Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement. Category I PAM
instrumentation must be retained in TS because they are
intended to assist operators in minimizing the consequences
of accidents (Ref. 2). Therefore, Category I variables are
important. in reducing public risk.

The PAM Instrumentation LCO provides OPERABILITY
-requirements for Regulatory Guide 1.97 Type A monitors,
which provide information required by the control room
operators to perform certain mahual actions specified in the
unit Emergency Operating Procedures. These manual actions
ensure that a system can accomplish its safety function, and
are credited in safety analyses. Additionally, this LCD
addresses Regulatory Guide 1.97 instruments that have been
designated Category I, non type A.

The OPERABILITY of the PAM instrumentation ensures there is
sufficient information available on selected unit parameters
to monitor and assess unit status following an accident.
This capability is consistent with the recommnendations of
Reference 1.

LCD 3.3.3 requires two OPERABLE channels for most Functions.
Two OPERABLE channels ensure no single failure prevents
operators from getting the information necessary for them to
determine the safety status of the unit, and to bring the

(continued)
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INSERT A

Another exception to the two channel requirement is RCS hot leg and cold legtemperature. .One channel is sufficient because the loop temperatures arenormally similar in value and there is other adequate instrumentation to verify
abnormal readings in one channel.

A third exception is the steam generator water level wide range. One channel is
sufficient because the wide range levels are back up measurements for the narrow
range indication (three channels) and auxiliary feedwater flow. (two channels).

A forth exception is AFW valve status. This is acceptable for reasons similar
to containment isolation valve status.

A fifth exception is steamline radiation monitors. One channel is sufficient
because there are other monitors available to verify abnormal readings in one
channel.



PAM Instrumentation

BASES

LC , .9 Pewer.- eq. and Source? Range NurnFlux

Q .. .-$Po0119R Kange and Source Range Neutron Flux indicationis provided to verify reactor shutdown. The tworanges are necessary to cover the full range of fluxthat may occur Post accident.

Neutron flux is used for accident diagnosis,verification of subcriticality, and diagnosispositive reactivity insertion.

3, 4. Reactor Coolant "ytm(CS) Hot and Cold LegTemperature

(an ý/or rea6&r Vep e
~&Ler)eve I)

CD
5

0

RCS Hot and Cold L~eg Temperatures are ati:~'variables provided for verification of core coolingand long term surveil~lance.1s USA-d +0 vwAa~ &- CIS IOIA toRCS hot and cold leAI temperatures are usd todetermine RCS subcdlinig m~~~ s sU coling6

(SI), if still in progress, or reini tiya SIiit has been stopped. RCS subcooling margin is alsoused for unit stabilization' and cooldown control.
In addition, RCS cold leg temperature is used in-conjunction with RCS hot leg temperature to verify the

cicl t he i chae RS.poieidcainoe

Reactor Cootlant Sytemperessure (idpt tte Rane)e
RreSpwidederange pressurepois

1 - h hnesprovided fordication ove coecoinan C

inategrityoolng Syterm surveillane.(ieRn

RCS pressure is used to verify delivery of SI flow toRCS from at least one train when the RCS pressure is

(continued)
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INSERT B

Wide-range RCS loop pressure is measured by pressure transmitters with a span of0-3000 psig. .Redundant monitoring capability is provided by two trains ofinstrumentation. Control room indications are provided by panel meters andthrough the inadequate core cooling monitori~ng (ICCM) plasma display.



PAM Instrumentation
8 3.3.3

BASES

LCO5. Reactor Coolant System Pressure (Wide Range)(continued)

below the pump shutoff head. RCS pressure is alsoused to verify closure of manually closed spray linevalves and pressurizer power operated relief valves(PORVs).

In addition to these verifications, RCS pressure isused for determining RCS subcooling margin. RCSsubcooling margin will allow termination of SI, ifstill in progress, or to reinitiation of SI if it hasbeen stopped. RCS pressure can also be used:
* to determine whether to terminate actuated si orto reinitiate stopped SI;
(.to determine when to reset SI and shut off low

* to manually restart low head SI;
* as reactor coolant pump (RCP) trip criteria;
* to make a determination on the nature-of the

accident in progress and where to go next in the

R ICS pressure is also related to three'decisions aboutdepressurization. They are:
0 to determine whether to proceed with primarysystem depressurization;

0 to verify termination of depressurization; and
* to determi`Q-"i~ to close accumulatorisolation valves during a controlledcool down/depressuri zati on.
A final use of RCS pressure is to determine whether tooperate the pressurizer heaters.

(continued)
WOG STS 
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PAM' Instrumentation
8 3.3.3

BASES

5. Reactor Coolant System Pressure (Wide Range)
(continued)

(~) 54-n--seffe-t"-tý44c RCS pressure is a Type A vari ablebecause the operator uses this indication to monitorthe cooldown of the RCS following a steam generatortube rupture (SGTR) or small break LOCA. Operatoractions to maintain a controlled cooldown, such asadjusting steam generator (SG) pressure or level,would use this indication. Furthermore, RCS pressureis one factor that may be used in decisions to
terminate RCP operation.

6. Reactor Vessel Water Level.

Reactor Vessel Water Level is provided forverification and long term surveillance of corecooling. It is also used for accident diagnosis andto determine reactor coolant inventory adequacy.

actor Vessel Water Level Monitoring Systemprovid'es ct measurement of the coll iquidlevel above the i nment p1 . he collapsedlevel represents the ama I quid mass that is inthe reactor yes ave the core. urement of thecolla er level is selected because 1
1i~~t 

.ct indication of the water inventory.

7. Containment Sump Water Level (Wide Ran e)

Containment Sump Water Level is provided forverification and long term Surveillance of. RCSintegrity.

ContainmentSump Water Level is used to
*a inment sump eve accident iagnosis;

T~J~p-F~3-7 * whenn to begin the recirculation procedure; and

* whether to terminate SI, if still in progres

(conti nued)
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INSERT C

The Reactor Vessel Level Indicating System (RVLIS) provides a direct measurement
of the liquid, level above the bottom of the reactor vessel. Indication is in
percent of this distance (i.e., the reactor vessel bottom is 0% and the vesseltop 15 100%) . It also has a dynamic range vessel liquid content (% LIQ)normalized from 0% to 100%. Normalization corrects the transmitted level
information for the RCP operational configuration so that the accurate dynamic% LIQ is indicated regardless of the pattern of pumps running, and the resulting
fluid density or void content.

INSERT B 3.3-7a

* Verify water source for recirculation mode of ECCS operation after a LOCA.

* Determine whether high energy line rupture has occurred inside or outside
containment..



PAM1 Instrumentation

8 3.3.3
BASES lInseet v

LCO
(Conti nued)

K

Containment Pressure (Wide Range)
-~~ Containment Pressure (Wide Range) is provided for (I verification of RCS ndcontainment OPERABILITY.

Cont i en ressure is use to erf I I Oý,''tIr e o m a iIsteam isolation valves MSIVS , and-containment sprayPhase B isolation when High-3 containment pressure isreached. 
S)

Containment Isolto Valve Position--

CIV Position is *provided for verification ofContainment OPERABILITY, and
isolation.

When used to verify h~se;ardhse isolation, the 211)important info a rmationi l st ,a f~s of the containmentpenetrations. The LCO requires one position indicatorfor each active CIV. This is sufficient toredundantly verify the isolation status of eachisolable penetration either via indicated status of* the active valve and prior knowledge of passive valve,or system boundary status. If a normally active CIVis known to be closed and deactivated, position* indication is not needed to determine status.Therefore, the position indication for valves in thisstate is not required to *be OPERABLE.,, This Functionis .on a per valve basis and Condition A is enteredseparately for each inoperable valve indication. ANote to the Required Channels states that the Functionis not required for isolation valves whose associatedpenetrati~on is isolated by at least one closed and.deactivated automatic valve, closed manual valve,blind flange, or check valve with flow t-hrough thevalve secured.

rnA)4* Containment -A'-Radiation (High Range)
Cotimn aito is provided to monitor forthe potential of significant radiation releases and toprovide release assessment for use by operators indetermining the need to invoke site emergency plans.

(continued)
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INSERT E

Containment Pressure instrumentation consists of two recorded channels onseparate powe~r supplies with a range of -5 to +60 psig.

INSERT M

8. Containment Lower Compartment Atmospheric Temperature

The lower compartment temperature monitors will verify the temperatures in
the lower compartment after an accident with display in the main control
room. The monitoring system consists- of two channels with range, 00F to
35Q00F.

INSERT N

10. Containment Pressure (Narrow Range)

Containment Pressure (Narrow Range) is provided to determine margin tocontainment design pressure. The narrow range monitors are also used tomonitor containment conditions following a break inside containment andverify if the accident is properly controlled. The narrow range
instrumentation has a range of -2 to +15 psid.



PAM Instrumentation
8 3.3.3

~ BASES

LCO ~ .. Containment Area Radiato High Rage) (continued)
Containment radiation level is used to determine if a

1-3X. Hydrogen Monitors ý C 6' 1 0 c-
45C'13- C01oI 4 hz~s oeccLk&c&JHydrogen Monitors are provided to detect high hydrogenconcentration conditions which represent a potentialfor containment breach from a hydrogen explosion.This variable is also important in verifying the)rv~~.rtadequacy of mitigating actions.

'ýX P ressuriz~er Level O

Pressurizer Level iusdto determine whether toterminate SI, if still in progress, or to reinitiateSI if it has been stopped. Knowledge of pressurizer-water level is also used to verify the unit conditionsnecessary to establish natural circulation in the RCSand to verify that the unit is maintained in a safee er Hshutdown condition.!1 Yert NH 7-___ P-

15 ,4St eam Genrtr a vl______

J'2. to ' 4

SG.Water Level is provided to monitor .operation of,decay heat removal via the SGs. The Category Iindication of SG level is the ý ag

e re compensation of this indication isperformed ma by the operator. Remonitoring capabilit Ovi wo trains ofinstrumentation. .Th pen evel signal isinput to t computer, a control r icator,Ia mergency Feedwater Control System.

(conti nued)
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INSERT G

Hydrogen concentration is also used to determine whether or not to start thehydrogen recombiners. Containment hydrogen instrumentation consists of two
channels on separate power supplies with a range of 0-10% (by volume) hydrogen
concentration.

INSERT H

Pressurizer Level instrumentation consists of the three differential pressure
transmitters and associated instrumentation used to measure pressurizer level.
The channels provide indication over the entire distance between taps.
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BASES

LCO jIoSteami Generator Water Leovel iu44gido j (on t inued)
Water Level (Wide Range) is used to:
* ide fthe faulted SG following a tu rupture;
*. verify that t intact SGs a nadqteht

sink for the reactnaeuaeha

* determine the ure of the 'dent in progress
(e g., V y an SGTR); and

* rify unit conditions for termination of Sdu~ring secondary unit HELBs outside containment.
perator action is based o~thrro

0 ndcaion of SG level. The RCS respo rnadesi basis small break LOCA is depe nt on theinbreak size, or a certain rang ofoanizs theboiler condense de of heat tr fer is necessary toremove decay heat. nded artup range level is a.Typ -e A variable because erator must manuallyraise and control eve] to blish boilercondenser heat ansfer. Operator a 'on is initiated.incaos sunti olte ind gicate extned sart u ow ngeonc als subctolte idmrin.Fcdated owene isrt aelreaches the 1 ill, I:dnzr!tpit
J se~+ C) ~c e 4 ,~ Levy f

Condens~ate Storage Tank (CST) Level

CS eve] is provided to ensure water supplyauxili 'feedwater (AFW). The CST provi the_,e sa grade water supply for e AFW System.The CST consis of two identical ks connected by acommon outlet hea Invento is monitored by a0 to 144 inch level in *a *n for each tank. CSTLevel is displayed on o rol room indicator, stripchart recorder, an nit comp r. In addition, acontrol room a nciator alarms o ow level.
At some ilts, CST Level is considered a e Avar e ecause the control room meter andnunciator are considered the primary indicatio sedby the operator.

(continued)DWOG STS
0 3.3-Ijl
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INSERT I

Steam generator level (Narrow Range) may be used to help identify the faultedsteam generator following a tube rupture and verify that the intact steamgenerators are an adequate heat sink for the reactor. Narrow range steam
generator level is also needed to make a determination on the nature of theaccident in progress, e.g., verify a steam generator tube rupture. Narrow rangesteam generator water level- is used when verifying plant conditions fortermination of SI during secondary plant high energy line breaks outside
containment.

INSERT 0

17. AFW Valve Status

The status of each AFW valve is monitored with indication in the control
room. There is one channel per valve which indicates fully open or fully
closed position for each valve.

AFW valve status is monitored to give verification to the operator that
automatic transfer to ERCW has taken place.
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B 3.3.3
BASES

LOCondensate 
Stora e Tank CST e% (Contjnu

-- The OBAs require AFW are th s of electric-- Power, steam line ak ,and small break LOCA.()The CST is the inii s of water for the ANWSystem. Ho , as the CST is eted, manualoper action is necessary to repleni e CST orign suction to the ANW pumps from the hotwe

.-i5---+~-j-8.~ Core ExitTeerte

iCore ExtTmeffects aias prvdea powr distributionanaond texrm sreff ane of corte runocking te.o
lnevasuand o wa iomad ohminetm temerabaed on i

cr exttermca up dis (C T i) nec Gs rer ExitTepeatr is e uedaluto o determine wh rTo teerminateSomleen if still inrogess, ortor initiate S cofri

Twovr OPRBEcannelsen ofCoe Exit Temperature arerequre ieachcquarnt tor provide indctios nlofnicreefcsadialdeapor distributionoftecoatemrtueisacrexosreresenttie regioensofthe rubcre Pnthowedistributin synlnery wase consieraaed indtemninthei specfic number an location poide fore,ranoml selectd thermoope s aret no sufficientton* meet the to therocoup es per at channelsrqieet iayquadrant. Th two thermocoupe in ecchnEl
mu t ee t e ca d t o a reqi remen th t one islcTedmneratre thued cendtermofite ore and the otherminaea

SI, f sillin rog ess or o riniiat (conf tiud
haGsI Bee stpe.3l Core 07/01/ertue92 lsue



INSERT B 3.3-11a

The ICOM is used to monitor the core exit thermocouples. There are two isolatedsystems, with each system monitoring at least four thermocouples per quadrant.The plasma display gives the average quadrant value, the high value, and the low
value.

INSERT B 3.3-11b

Control room indications are provided through the ICCM plasma display, which isthe primary indication used by the operator during an accident. Therefore, theaccident monitoring specification deals specifically with this portion of the
instrument channel.



PAM Instrumentation

BASES

L C 0,ý

(

Core Exit Temperature (continued)
2I the core Perimeter, such that the pair of Core ExitTemperatures indicate the radial temperature gradient9across their core quadrant. spe a uation

should have identified the the epirng th
ermocoup es ensures a si1 e failure will notdisable the ability to determine the radialtemperature gradient.

4. Auxiliary Feedwater Flow
AFN Flow is provided to monitor operation of decayheat removal via the SGs.

inTrueANtation for each SG. Eac deemndifferential
presur aninUt acntoaccden it he cotoGro i ndicatoe r the P aM

s[pfeificti ondalp e sur mes ureifi caly w ith th s fort o ofth in truen chanel. re

AFW flow is used three ways:

* to veiy i! -P..ý F flow to the SGs;_
i to determine whether to termninate S1if~1T 1Fprogress4'ýjn conjunction witfi waerlee
rn a-r roo wi r4a ng e)

* to regulate AFW flaw so that the SG tubes remaincovered.

At so sAFN flow-is a Type A variabl sesoperator action ired to t ow during anSLB accident in orde th F umps fro)operating i conditions. AF also useoperator to verf that the AFW Sstem

(continued)
WOG STS 
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INSERT L

23. Reactor Coolant System Subcooling Margin Monitor

The RCS subcooling margin monitor is used to determine the temperaturemargin to saturation of the primary coolant. Control room indications areprovided through the ICCM plasma display. The ICCM is the primaryindication used by the operator during an accident.

24. Refueling Water-Storaqe Tank Level

RWST water level is used to verify the water source availability to theECCS and Containment Spray Systems. It may also provide an indication oftime for initiating cold leg recirculation from the sump following a LOCA.
25. Steam Generator Pressure

Steam pressure is used to determine if a high energy secondary linerupture has occurred and the availability of the steam generators as aheat sink. It is also used to verify that a faulted steam generator isisolated. Steam pressure may be used to ensure proper cooldown rates orto provide a diverse indication for natural circulation cooldown.

26. Auxiliary Building Passive Sump Level

Auxiliary Building Passive Sump Level monitors the sump level in theauxiliary building during a LOCA. The purpose is to verify thatradioactive water does not leak to the auxiliary building. The AuxiliaryBuilding Passive Sump Level monitor consists of two channels on separatepower supply. One channel is recorded. The calibrated range of the twomonitors are 0" to 60".

27. Steam Line Radiation Monitor

The steam line radiation monitors are used to detect primary to secondaryleakage and monitor radioactivity release.

Two channels are required to be OPERABLE for most functions. Two OPERABLEchannels ensure no single failure prevents 'the operators from having theinformation necessary to determine the safety status of the plant and to bringthe plant to and maintain it in a safe condition following an accident.
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BASES

LCO

deieirect flow to ea;1.c h s I-0eT, the
-prmry indcto uS 1rator to ensure an,ade u ry is SG level.

APPLICABILITY The PAM instrumentation LCO is applicable in MODES 1, 2,and 3. These variables are related to the diagnosis andpreplanned actions required to mitigate DBAs. Theapplicable D8As are assumed to occur in MODES 1, 2, and 3.In MODES 4, 5, and 6, unit conditions are such that thelikelihood of an event that would require PAM* instrumentation is low; therefore, the PAM instrumentationis not required to be OPERABLE in these MODES.I~ "'~Jj

ACTIONSNote 1 has been added in the ACTIONS to exclude the MODEchange restriction of LCO 3.0.4. This exception allowsentry into the applicable MODE while relying on the ACTIONSeven though the ACTIONS may eventually require unit-shutdown. This exception is acceptable due to the passivefunction of the instruments, the operator's ability torespond to an accident using alternate instruments andTethods, and the low probability of an event requiring theseinstruments.

Note 2 has been added in the-ACTIONS to clarify theapplication of Completion Time rules. The Conditions ofthis Specification may be entered independently for *eachFunction listed on Table 3.3.3-1. The Completion Time(s) ofthe inoperable channel(s) of a Function will be trackedseparately for each Function starting from the time theCondition was entered for that Function.

requires restoring the inopera nnel to OPERABLE statuswthin 30 days. The 30 d mpletio . is based onoperating experi nd takes into account ainingOPERABL nel (or in the case of a Function that 1

(continued)
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INSERT B 3.3-13a

A Note modifies the APPLICABILITY to recognize that the Source Range Neutron Flux
Channel is not required OPERABLE above the P-6 (Intermediate Range Neutron Flux)
interlock.



INSERT B 3.3-13b

A. 1

Condition A isapplicable to all PAM Instrumentation Functions. Condition Aaddresses the situation where one or more required channels for one or morefunctions are inoperable at the same time. The Required Action is to refer toTable 3.3.3-1 and to take the Required Actions for the Functions affected. TheCompletion Times are those from the referenced Conditions and Required Actions.

B.1

Condition B applies when one channel is inoperable for those PAM instrumentationFuncti ons that only requi re one channel . Requi red Acti on B. 1 requi res restori ngone channel in the Function(s) to OPERABLE status within 7 days. The CompletionTime of 7 days is based on the relatively low probability of an event requiringthe operation of PAM instrumentation during this interval.

C.1

Condi 'tion C applies when one channel is inoperable for those PAM instrumentationFunctions that require two or more channels. Required Action C.1 requiresrestoring the inoperable channel to OPERABLE status within 30 days. The 30 dayCompletion Time is based on operating experience and takes into account theremaining OPERABLE channel, the passive nature of the instrument (no criticalautomatic action is assumed to occur from these instruments), and the relativelylow probability of an event requiring the operation of -PAM instrumentation duringthis interval.

D.1

Condition D applies when the Required Action and associated Completion Time forCondition C are not ýmet. This Required Action specifies immediate initiation ofactions in Specification 5.9.2.c, "Special Reports," that require a writtenreport, approved by the onsite review committee, to be submitted to the NRC.This report discusses the results of the root .cause evaluation of theinoperability and identifies proposed restorative actions.. This action isappropriate in lieu of a shutdown 'requ-irement since alternative actions areidentified before loss of functional capability. Also, given the smalllikelihood of unit conditions that would require information provided by thisinstrumentation.

E.1

Condition E applies when two or more channels are inoperable in the sameFunction. Required Action E.1 requires restoring one channel in the Function(s)to OPERABLE status within 7 days. The Completion Time of 7 days is based on therelatively low probability of an event requiring PAM instrument operation and theavailability of alternate means to obtain the required information. Continuousoperation with two required channels inoperable in a Function is not acceptablebecause the alternate indications may not fully meet all performancequalification requirements applied to the PAM instrumentation. Therefore,requiring restoration of one inoperable channel of the Function limits the riskthat the PAM Function will be in a degraded condition should an accident occur.



INSERT 8 3.3-13c

F. 1

Condition F applies when two hydrogen monitor channels are inoperable. RequiredAction F.1 requires restoring one hydrogen monitor channel to OPERABLE statuswithin 72 hours. The 72 hour Completion Time is reasonable based on the backupcapabil~ity of the Post Accident Sampling System to monitor the hydrogenconcentration for evaluation of core damage and to provide information .foroperator decisions. Also, it is unlikrly that a LOCA (that would cause core
damage) would occur during this time.

G.1

Condition G applies when two channels are inoperable for Containment RadiationHigh Range or Reactor Vessel Water Level. Required Action G.1 requires restoringone channel in the Function(s) to OPERABLE status within 7 days. The Comp~letionTime of 7 days is based on the relatively low probability of an event requiring
PAM instrument operation.,

H.1

Alternate means of monitoring Reactor Vessel Water Level and Containment AreaRadiation may be temporarily installed if the normal PAM channel cannot berestored to OPERABLE status within the allotted time. If these alternate meansare used, the Required Action is not to shut down the unit but to follow thedirections of Specification 5.9.2.c, in the Administrative Controls section ofthe TS. The report provided to the NRC should discuss the alternate means used,describe the degree to which the alternate means are equivalent to the installedPAM channels, justify the areas in which they are not equivalent, and provide aschedule for restoring the normal PAM channels.

I.1 and 1.2

If the Required Action and associated Completion 'Time of Conditions B, E, or Fare not met, the unit must be brought to a MODE where the requirements of thisLCO do not apply. To achieve this' status, the unit must be brought to at leastMODE 3 within 6 hours and MODE 4 within 12 hours.

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, toreach the required unit conditions from full power conditions in an orderlymanner and without challenging unit systems.



PAM Instrumentation
8 3.3.3

BASES

ACTIONS X. (continued)

one eqired cannelother non Regulatory Guide1
-- instr rnent channels to monitor the Function), the passivenature f the instrument (no critical automatic, tion isassumedý 0 occur from these instruments), and tWe lowprobabili of an event requiring PAMl instrum 'tation duringthis inter 1.

Condition B applie when the Required .ction and associatedCompletion Time f r ondition A are t met. This RequiredAction specifies min ation of acti ns inSpecification 5.;1.2.c, "Special Re orts," that require awritten report, approve by the nsite review coimmittee],to be submitted to the N imine ately. This reportdiscusses the results of te r ot cause evaluation of theinoperability and identifie roposed restorative actions.This action is appropriate i lieu of a shutdown requirementsince alternative actions le 'dentified before loss offunctional capability and given the likelihood of unitconditions that would r uire in ormation provided by thisinstrumentation.

Condition C app-l s when one or more Fu ctions. have twoinoperable requi ed channels (i.e., two c~annels inoperablein the same Fu ction). Required Action C.\ requiresrestoring one- channel in the Function(s) to OPERABLE statuswithin 7 day . The Completion Time of 7 dayý is bas~ed onthe relati ~ely low probability of an event re uiring PAMinstrumen operati~on and the availability of a lternate meansto obtaiy the required information. Continuous ~operationwith tw required channels inoperable in a Function is notaccept le because the alternate indications may n t fullymeet I performance qualification requirements app iedd tothe ,AMinstrumentation. Therefore, requiring res'to aationof nne-innoperable channel of the Function limits the isktth t thee PAM Function will be in a degraded condition oulda acciddeent occur. Condition C is modified by a Note thatxcluddes hydrogen monitor channels.

(continued)
WOG STS 
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PAM~ Instrumentation
B83.3.3

BASES

AI I t .1

(continued)

F.! In MF.Z

If the Required'Action nd associat ed Completion Time ofConditions C or D are 0At met and Ta e 3m.3.3-1 directsentry into Conditia F, the unit must be brought to a MODEwhere the requirem, ts of this LCO dontapl. Tacivthi st tus th ni must be brought toat least MODE 3within 6 hours ,id MODE 4 within 12 houtrs.
The allowed C. ypletion Times are reasonable, based onoperating e perience, to reach the required u it conditionsfrom full ower conditions in an orderly manne and withoutchalleng' g unit systems.

A 64h'iS-Utiý, alternate means of monitoring Reactor V selter Level and Containment Area Radiation have been

(continued)

WOG STS
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Co dition 0 applies when two hydrogen monitor channels arein eabe. Required Action 0.1 requitres rewstoring one r
hydr en monitor channel to OPERABLE stau ihn7 sThe 7 hur Completion Time is reasonable based on thebackup capability of the Post Accident Sampling Syst tomonitor lhe hydrogen concentration for evaluation o coredamage an to provide information for operator de sions.Also, it i unlikely that a LOCA (that would cau coredamage) wou occur during this time.

Condition E applie when the-'Required Act on d associatedCompletion Time of ondition C or 0 are ot n)et. RequiredAction E.1 requires ntering the a ppro iateyConditionreferenced in Tablee 3. .3-1 for the c anneleinxnediately.The applicable \ Connditia referenced 'n the Table is Functiondependent. Each time an inoperabl channel has not met anyRequired Action of Condit n C or, and the associatedCompletion Time has expire' Cnito Eiseerdfrhachannel and provides for tr~a sofe'r to the appropriatesubse~quent Condition.



PAM Instrumentation
8 3.3.3

BASES

ACTIONS
8 "9ý (continued)

-- develo0P and tested. -These alternate means m e-- temporaril installed if the normal PAM cha el cannot be.restored to OP BLE status within the otted time. Ifthese alternate me are used, the quired Action is notto shut down the uni rather follow the directions ofS Pe ci ficto 5 2C, in dministrative Controlssection of the TS. The or ovided to the NRC shoulddiscuss the altern means used, crib 4kt+he degree towhich the alt te means are equivale to the installedPAM chann ,justify the areas in which are notequiv nt, and provide a schedule for restor the normal

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

A Note has been added to the SR Table to clarify thatSR 3.3.3.1 and SR 3.,3.3.3 apply to each PAM instrumentationFunction in Table 3.3.3-1:

SR 3.3.3.1

Perfrmace f te CANNL CHECKlonceehvenry 31 day ensuresthat a gross instrumentation failr haso curdCHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of thTaaee indctdoone channel to a similar parameter on othe 'r channels. It isbased on the assumption that instrument channqls monitoringthe same parameter should read approximately the same value.Significant deviations between the two instrument channelscould be an indication of excessive instrument drift in oneof the channels or even something more serious. A CHANNELCHECK will detect gros~s channel failure; thus, it i-s keY toverifying the instrumentation continues to operate properlybetween each CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The high radiationinstrumentation should be compared to similar unitinstruments located throughout the unit.
Agreement criteria are determined by the unit staff, basedon a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,including isolation, indication and readability. If achannel is outside the matchi criteria, it may be anindication that the sensor or the signal processingequipment has drifted outside its limit. If the channels

(continued)
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PAM' Instrumentation
B 3.3.3

~ BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3L.3.3.1 (continued)REQU IREMENTS
C- are within the match criteria, i t is an indication that thechannels are OPERABLE.

As S~e-cýýeJ The Frequency of 31 days is based on op erating experiencei A-+P p that demonstrates that channel failuei ae h HNE2 CH CK s pple ent les for al, but more frequent, checks ofnN EI channels during normal operational use of the displaysK associated with the LCO Required Channels.

+k&.OTv 'A is performea un ea-ch -hydrogen moni~ta wery-ý daysv~~ to ensure the e tir, hn~ il e~n h intne'function. T 9 h9 d-a-y, Frequency is based' nte nw;-reliahi7.ity- o the hydrogen monitors, ad has beer, s-howrn to., e acceptable through operating experience.

Tk~~$~. S3.3.3.3
b A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every rmnhoapproximately at every refueling. CHANNEL CALIBRATION isa

C complete check of the instrument loop, includingý the sensor. -
deec+oCC-&.- _De al The test verifies that the channel responds to measured6 pramterwith the necessary range and accuracy, he

*&N i-,wit ical industry re fu el1in L:,1!1

REERNCSegu atory Guide 1.Z97,A\iY 98
2. (U~nit specific d ocument ( e.g., FSAR, NRC Regulatory)( Guide 11.97 SER letter).]

L~~~ e & O~~~ z7 SE Sleet 1 1 Nte J4

I WOG STS 
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM4 RSTS 3.3.3

Generic Justifications.

A. Modified to reflect WBN plant specific design.

B. Modified to reflect WBN plant specific terminology.

C. Editorial change to improve clarity.

D. Deletion or modification of information which is generic in nature and
has been modified to be plant specific to WEN.

E. This change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the
RSTS P&R review meeting held in Irvine, CA July 13-20, 1992.

F. Bases revised to reflect on changes made to the LGO.

Specific Justifications

1. Modified to reflect WBN use if Intermediate Range rather than Power
Range to monitor neutron flux.

2. Additional post-accident instrument channels have been added to table
3.3.3-1 to -include all those Category I channels identified in Enclosure
2 of TVA October 29, 1991 letter from J.H. Garrity to NRC responding to
'NRC request for additional in-formation.

3. As indicated in TVA October 29, 1991 letter from J.H. Garrity to NRC
responding to NRC request for-additional information, the condensate
Storage tank is not the "primary" source of Auxiliary Feedwater.

4. Not used.

.5. Change to specify WBN specific reference information and format.

6. Since RCS subcooling margin is not an interlock the wording has been
changed to move correctly discuss it as a variable that is used to make
decisions.

7. Because Watts Bar has Functions with more than two channels. Condition
C needs to read "two or more."

The RSTS was written for functions with only one or two required
channels. Therefore, Condition C only needed to read "two required
channels."



JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM RSTS 3.3.3 (continued)

8. A Note has been added to the Applicability to point out that the Source
Range Neutron Flux channel is not OPERABLE about the P-6/Intermediate.
Range Neutron Flux) interlock. The channel is disabled by removing
voltage from the monitors.

9. The PAMs ACTIONS table har been modified to correct a breakdown in the
RSTS for single channel systems. The RSTS as written would allow
indefinite operation in Condition B. The Required Action would never
direct a shutdown under Condition E. To correct this problem using the
existing structure introduced new problems with the way this particular
LCO's ACTIONS table is structured. Therefore, the ACTIONS table and
Table 3.3.3-1 were revised to work in a manner consistent with LCO 3.3.1
and 3.3.2. This resolves the structural problem with the RSTS and
eliminates the confusion of having these three LCO tables work
differently.

10. Although the industry has proposed deleting the Channel Operational Test
for the hydrogen monitors, WBN has elected to retain this SR and extend
the surveillance interval to 184 days.



Remote Shutdown System
3.3.4

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.4 Remote Shutdown System

LCO 3.3.4

APPLICABILITY:

be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, and 3.

-- --- - - - -- - - - -- - - - -N OTESS- -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - --- -
1. LCO-3.0.4 is not applicable.

2. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.
-------------------------------------------------------------------

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more required A.1 Restore required 30 days

Functions inoperable. Function to OPERABLE

status.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 houdrs

associated Completion

Time not met. AND

B.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours

WOG 15 33-1P&R 07/01/92

ACTIONS
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Remote Shutdown System
3.3.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.4.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK for each required
instrumentation channel that is normally
energized.

SR 3.3.4.2 Verify each required control circuit and
transfer switch is capable of performing
the intended function.

31 days

8J months

SR 3.3.4.3 -------------------- NOTE -- -----
Neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL
CALIBRATION.
-----------------------------------------

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION for each [11mnths
required instrumentation channel.

SR 3.3.4.4 Perform TADOT of the reactor trip
breaker open/closed indication.

18 months

WOG STS332 P&R 07/01/923.3-2



Remote Shutdown System
3.3.4

Table 3.3.4-1 (page 1 of 1)
Remote Shutdown System Instrumientation and Control~s

FUNCTION/INSTRUMENT
OR CONTROL PARAM4ETER

1. Reactivity Control.

Sa. Source Range Neutron Fl~ux

'b. Reactor Trip Breaker
Pos it ion

p Manual. Reactor ýTrip

2. Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
Pressure Control.

a. V/Pressurizer Pressure
or
RCS Wide Range Pressure

b. Pressurizer Power
Operated Relief Val~ve
(PORV) Control. and Sltock
Valve Control.

3.Decay Heat Removal. via Steam
Generator* (S~s)

a. RCS Not Leg Temperature

* b. RG-Gi C Lee Tem sratllP.

C. AFW Control~s-Gamdepea~t,.--
Gis-nag Tank Lr.yal.

'/d. SG Pressure

e.-/SG Level.
or

v'AFW Fl~ow

4. RCS Inventory Control.

\/a. Pressurizer Level.

b. Charging Pum Control~s

q)1, control~s mu~st be for PORV &
block valves on same l~ine1.-ý-,

>1 v~

per

2~ 1

WOG TS 33-3P&R 07/01/92WOG STS 3.3-3



Remote Shutdown System

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.4 Remote Shutdown System

BASES

BACKGROUND

i M 4ht.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The Remote Shutdown System provides the control roomoperator with sufficient instrumentation and controls toplace and maintain the unit in a safe shutdown conditionfrom a location other than the control room. Thiscapability is necessary to protect against the possibilitythat the control room becomes inaccessible. A safe shutdown.condition is defined as MODE 3. With the unit in MODE 3,the Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) System and the steam generator(SG) safety valves or the SG atmospheric dump valves (ADVs)can be used to remove core decay heat and meet all safetyrequirements . The long term supply of water for the AFWSystem and the ability to borate the Reactor Coolant System(RCS) from outside the control room allows extended
operation in MODE 3.

In the event that the control room becomes inaccessible, theoperators-can establish control-at thc remete shutdew4p~aniel- and place and maintain the unit in MODE 3. Not allcontrols and necessary transfer switche~s are located at the-remots Shiltdown panl Some controls and transfer switcheswill have to be operated locally at the switchgear, motorcontrol panels, or other. local stations; The unitautomatically reaches MODE 3 following a unit shutdown andcan be maintained safely in MODE 3 for an extended period oftime.,

The OPERABILITY of the remote shutdown control andinstrumentation functions ensures there is sufficientinformation available on selected unit parameters to placeand maintain the unit in MODE 3 should the control roombecome inaccessible.

The Remote Shutdown System is required to provide equipmentat appropriate locations outside the control room with acapability to promptly shut down and maintain the unit in asafe condition in MODE 3.

(continued)

WOG STS
P&X 07/01/92



Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.4

BASES

APPLICABLE The criteria governing the design and specific systemSAFETY ANALYSES requirements of the Remote Shutdown System are located in(continued) 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GOC 19 (Ref. 1).

The Remote Shutdown System is considered an important
contributor to the reduction of unit risk to accidents andas such it has been retained in the Technical Specifications
as indicated in the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO The Remote Shutdown System LCO provides the OPERABILITY
requirements of the instrumentation and controls necessaryto place and maintain the unit in MODE'3 from a locationAother than the control room. The ins trumentation andcontrols -typ-ie-al4yrequired are listed in Table 3.3.4-i.±Ln'--t-he--c--eom-pa-yngA-4Co-ý-__

41-fw ý ý F or aannels that fulfill GOC 19

requiremetnts, th~ee umber of OPERABLE channels requireddepends upon th uunit licensing basis as described in the
NRC Safety Evaluation Report (SER). Generally,

two divisions are required OPERABLE. However, only onechannel per a given Function is required if the unit hasjustified such a design, and NRC's SER accepted the
justi fication.

The controls, instrumentation, and transfer switches are
requir,ed for:

* Core reactivity control (initial and long term);

* RCS pressure control;

* Decay heat removal via the AFW System and the SG
safety valves or SG ADVs;

* RCS inventory control via charging flow; and

* Safety support systems for the above Function s,including service water, component cooling water, andonsite power, including the diesel generators.

A Function of a Remote Shutdown System is OPERABLE if allinstrument and control -channels needed to support the RemoteShutdown System Function are OPERABLE. In some cases,,/

(continued)

WOG STS8 3.3-2
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.4

BASES

LCO
(continued)

APPLICABILITY

Table 3.3.4-1 may indicate that the required information orcontrol capability is available from several alternate
sources. In these cases, the Function is OPERABLE as longas one channel of any of the alternate information or
control sources is OPERABLE;

The remote shutdown instrument and control circuits coveredby this LCD do not need to be energized to be considered
OPERABLE. This LCO is intended to ensure the instruments
and control circuits will be OPERABLE if unit conditions
require that the Remote Shutdown System be placed in
operation.

The Remote Shutdown System LCO is applicable in MODES 1, 2,and 3. This is required so that the unit can be placed andmaintained in MODE 3 for an extended period of time from a
location other than the control room.

This LCO is not applicable in MODE 4, 5, or 6. In theseMODES, the facility is already subcritical and in acondition of reduced RCS energy. Under these conditions,
considerable time is 0available to restore necessary

,-----nstrument contro "' ncti ons if control room instruments orcontrols become daovailable.

ACTIONS Note 1 is included 'which excludes the*MODE change
restriction of LCD 3.0.4. This exception allows entry into
an applicable MODE while relying on the ACTIONS even thoughthe ACTIONS may eventually requih'e a unit shutdown. This
'exception is acceptable due to the low probability of.anevent requiring the Remote Shutdown System and because theequipment can generally be repaired during operation without
significant risk of spurious trip.

Note 2 has been added to the ACTIONS to clarify the
application of Completion'Time rules. Separate Conditionentry i's allowed for each Function listed on Table 3.3.4-1.The Completion Time(s) of the inoperable channel(s)/train(s)
of..a Function will be tracked separately for each Function
starting from the time the Condition was entered for that
Function.

(continued)
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.4

BASES

ACTIONS I
(conti nued)

Condition A addresses the situation where one or morerequired Functions of the Remote Shutdown System areinoperable. This includes any Function listed inTable 3.3.4-1, as well as the control and transfer switches.

The Required Action is to restore the required Function toOPERABLE status within 30 days . The Completion Time isbased on operating experience and the low probability of an.event that would require evacuation of the control room.

B.1 and B.2

If the Required Action and associated Completion Time ofZN Condition A is not met,frthe unit must be brought to a MODEin which the LCO does not apply,-,To achieve this status,the unit must be brought to at'least MODE 3 within 6 hoursand to MODE 4 within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Timesare reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach therequired unit conditions from full power conditions in anorderly manner and without challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR -3.3.4.1
REQU IREMENTS

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 31 days ens-uresthat a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. ACHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the parameter indicated onone channel to a similar parameter on other channels. It isbased. on the assumption that instrument channels monitoringthe same parameter should read approximately the same value.ZN Significant deviations between the two instrument channelscould be an indication of excessive instrument drift in oneof the channels or of even something more serious. CHANNELCHECK will detect gross channel failure; thus, it is key toverifying that the instrumentation continues to operateproperly between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the unit staff based on.a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If the channels areZN within the match criteria, it is an indication that thechannels are OPERABLE. If the channels are normally of~f

(continued)
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.4

BASES

SURVEI LLANCE
REQU IREMENTS

* ~Pij.

SR 3.3.4.1 (continued)

scale during times when Surveillance is required, theCHANNEL CHECK will verify only that they are off scale inthe same direction. Offscale low current loop channels areverified to be reading at the bottom of the range and notfailed downscale.

As specified in *the Surveillance, a CHANNEL CHECK is onlyrequired for those channels which are normally energized.
The Frequency of 31 days is based upon operating experiencewhich demonstrates that channel failure is rare.

SR 3.3.4.2

SR 3.3.4.2 verifies each required Remote Shutdown Systemcontrol' circuit and transfer switch performs the intendedfunction. This verification is performed from the -remete--4hUd~Rp~afie4-and locally, as appropriate. This willensure that if the control room be 'comes inaccessible, theunit can be placed and maintained in MODE 3 from the+emfe~te.-
and the local control stations. The

518 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this1Surveillance under the conditions that apply during, a plantoutage and the potential for an unplanned transient if theSurveillance were performed with the reactor at power.However, this Surveillance is not required to be performedAonly during a unit outage.)-aOperating experiencedemonstrates that remote shutdown control channels usuallypass the Surveillance test when performed at the (18] monthFrequency.

SR 3.3.4.3

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrumentloop and the sensor. The test verifies that the channelresponds to measured parameters with the necessary range andaccuracy.

The. Frequency of (18Kmonths is based upon operatingexperience and consistency with the typical industry
refueling cycle.

(continued)
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.4

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(conti nued)

LREFERENCES

SR 3.3.4.4

SR 3.3.4.4 is the performance of a TADOT every 18 months.
This test should verify the OPERABILITY of the reactor trip
breakers (RTBs) open and closed indication on the remote
shutdown panel, by actuating the RTBs. The Frequency of
18 months was chosen because the RTBs cannot be exercised
while the facility is at power. The Frequency is based upon
operating experience and consistency with the typical
industry refueling outage.

1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GOC 19.

WOG STS8 3.3-6 P&R 07/01/92
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM STS LCO 3.3.4

A. This change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the
RSTS P&R review meeting held in Irvine, CA July 13-20,1992.

1. The "Manual Reactor Trip" has been deleted. The reactor is tripped
prior to evacuation from the main control room.

2. TVA has recommended to use T-sat instead of T-cold in assessing natural
circulation cooling in the RCS. This recormmendation has been evaluated
and accepted by the NRC staff (reference TVA 9105230.136).

A. A triangle is used to indicate a place with editorial
differences.



LOP DG Start Instrumentation

3.3.5
S 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.5 Loss of Power (LOP) Diesel Generator (OG) Start Instrumentation

LCO 3.3.5' G .fF'.-channels per bus *of the loss Of voltage Function a .ndrhr7re L..*+e~~.channels per bus-of the degraded voltage Function a. )7dshall be OPERABLE.
two~~~~ chnesprbso hee diesell generator starting Function and two channelsper bus of the load shedding Fu n.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, 0 4_,ý
When associated OG is required to be OPERABLE by LCO 3.8.2,ISA/ Sources - Shutdown."

ACTIONS

------~~~~ -------------------------- 7- ---N O T E - - - - - - - - - - - ---I - - - - - -
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

LUNUITIION

A. One or more FunctionX
with one channel per
bus inoperable..

51e t

B. One or more Function,%
with two or more
channels per bus
inoperable. -

REQUIRED ACTION

A.1!---- NOTE ---------

channel may be
bypassed for up to
4 hours for
surveillance testing
of other channels.

--- - - - - - - - -

Place channel in
trip.

Restore
channel
,status.

all but one
to OPERABLE

COMPLETION TIME

Fa r le 5.5e

-~~ y 
4~ e 2

.6 hours

I hour

(continued)
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LOP DG Start Instrumentation

3.3.5

ACTIONS continued

associated Completion
Time not met.

REQUIRED ACTION

Ente *r applicable
Condition(s) and
Required Action(s)
for the associated OG
made inoperable by
LOP OG start
instrumentation.

COMPLETION TIME

ImmTedi ately

/SR ý33.5ý. ~Perform TADOT.

(continued)

0
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LOP OG Start Instrumentation

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE 
FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.5.XK Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION with eit4.e Csetpoint Allowable Value -ZL-c+Pet

Ž 912] volts with a time dela of

~~~~[- +'Z ( Los ofv saecTrpn Std.

( 2975] vo with a me delay of

b. Degraded volta Al able Value
E 3683] vol swith a 'me delay of(20] ± seconds.

Degra d voltage Trip Setpoin
Ž 6] volts with a time dela ofI ±( ]seconds.

I a. Loss of voltage Allowable Value
,ý46OO3±69jrvolts with a time'-j.vyw-i-th 0.25 to 0.5 second-%ý delfor trip of the 6.9 kV shutdown

board supply breaker.

b. Degraded voltage Allowable Value~6 ± 33Tv vlts with a time delay'6 "6.'S'seconds for trip of the 6.9shtdow board supply breaker.

* C. Diesel Generator start AllowableValue 4830±96.6 volts with aninternal time delay of 0.5 seconds
nominal at zero volts.

d. Load shedding Allowable Value4830±96.6 volts with an internalJt ime delay of 3 seconds nominal at
zero volts.

j 18] months

-P
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LOP DG Start Instrumentation

8 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.5 Loss of Power (LOP) Diesel Generator (OG) Start Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND The OGs provide a source of emergency power when offsiteT-hree_ ced j~ ~J power is either unavailable or is insufficiently stable toV'- /Z4-/ý.allow safe unit operation. Undervoltage protection will'generate a LOP start in the event a loss of voltage ordegraded voltage condition occurs in the switchyard. There~ F'c wLOP start signals, one for each44 kVt!-4.4..bus.
relayswi th inv rPc time 'ha ectcer54-tc-&

areproide oneac444-ClsslE iqý-týe bus for thepurpose of detecting a sustained undervoltage condition 4r-~--ýrhree. loss of buzvl~c The relays are combined in a two out

Trip Setaoints and-Allowable Values
The Trip Setpoints used in the relays, aree bbase con theanalytical limits presented in FSAR, ise~.., "AccidentAnalysis" (Ref. 2). The selection of these Trip Setpointsis such that adequate protection is provided when all sensorand processing time delays are taken into account.
The actual nominal Trip Setpoint entered into the relays isnormally still mare conservative than that required by theAllowable Value. If the measured setpoint does not exceedthe Allowable Value, the relay is considered OPERABLE.
Setpoints adjusted in accordance with the Allowable Valueensure that the consequences of accidents will beacceptable, providing the unit is operated from within theLCOs at the onset of the accident and that the equipmentfunctions as designed.

Allowable Values and/or Trip Setpoints are specified foreach Function in the LCO. Nominal Trip Setpoints are alsospecified in the unit specific setpoint calculations. The,nominal setpoints are selected to ensure that the setpointmeasured by the surveillance procedure does not exceed the

(continued)

WOG STS 
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Additionailly- three undervoltage relays (one perphase) are provided on each 6900V Class 1E bus for thepurpose of detecting a loss Of voltage condition. Therelays are combined in a two out of three logic to g~neratea supply breaker trip signal if the voltage is below'87% for0.25 to 0.5 seconds.

Once the supply breakers have been opened, an induction disktype re-lay, which-has a voltage setpoint of 70% of 6.9kV(nominal, decreasing) and an internal time delay of 0 ..5seconds at zero volts, will start the diesel generator.Another induction disk' type relay, which has a voltagesetpoint of 70%.of 6.9kV (nominal,,decreasing) and aninternal time delay of 3 seconds, at zero volts, willinitiate load shedding of the 6.9kV shutdown board and closethe 480V shutdown board current limiting reactor bypass



LOP OG Start Instrumentation
8 3.3.5

BASES

BACKGROUND TiSe onsadAllowable Values (continued)
Allowable Value if the r .elay is performing as required. ifthe measured setpoint'does not exceed the Allowable Value,the relay is considered OPERABLE. Operation with a TripSetpoint less conservative than the nominal Trip Setpoint,but within the Allowable Value, is acceptable provided thatoperation and testing is consistent with'the assumptions ofthe unit specific setpoint calculation. Each AllowableValue and/or Trip Setpoint specified is more conservative

APPLIABLEthen LOP DGalStiart instr asumentto is requiredsifor theSAFETYc ANLSS eng neee Saet Fetres (ESa)cSystem tor fnto instanynthat of th ES Acut on Ssem (EFAS)Ac ucientainalyes cproraedit t the loa ing of cthe n DG hbsedo thlosk.- s fcerfainties power duringd an loss ofcolnpccdn

APPLCABLTh(LOPA) The aculDStart hntumn asio historeqicall bo teeassciaete with theos ESfA actuatione. Ithe Dlodeigng hasisibeen included in Acuthe n del ystime assoitd ihechsft
sysdete copnayent requir haing oG suphie powbaer flowng ahloss of offsite power. Thein analysis assumeslan noidnt

mechanistic DG loading, which does not explicitly accountfor each individual component of loss of power detection andsubsequent actions.

A time delay includes contributions from the DG start, DGloading, and Safety Injection (SI) System componentactuation. The response of the DG to a LOP must bedemonstrated to fall within this analysis response time whenincluding the contributions of all portions of the delay.
The required channels of LOP DG Start Instrumentation, inconjunction with the ESF Systems powered from the DGs,'provide unit protection in the event of~ any of the analyzedaccidents discussed in Reference 2, in which a loss ofýoffsite power is assumed.

(continued)
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LOP DG Start Instrumentation

8 3.3.5

BASES

SAFETY ANALYSES
(continued)

The delay times assumed in the safety analysis for the ESFequipment include the 10 second DG start delay, and theappropriate sequencing delay. i-a.i.}. The 'responsetimes for ESFAS actuated equipment in LCO 3.3.2, "EngineeredSafety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS) Instrumentation,"include the appropriate OG loading and sequencing delay.
Te LOP DG start Instrumentation channels satisfyCriterion 3 of the NRC Policy Saeet

-14= channels per bus of both the loss Of voltage and vl,,-degraded voltage; Functions shall be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2,3, and 4 when the LOP OG Start Instrumentation supportssafety systems associated with the ESFAS. In MODES 5 and 6,the.-[*o.iFYchannels must be OPERABLE whenever the associatedDG is required to be OPERABLE to ensure that the automaticstart of the DG is available when needed.#LOss of LOP OStart Instrumentation Function could result in the- delay ofSafety systems initiation when required. This could lead tounacceptable consequences during accidents. During the lossof offsite pqwer the DG powers the motor driven auxiliaryfeedwater Pumps. Fa~ilure of these pumps to start wouldleave only one turbine 'driven pump, as well as an increased-potential for a loss of deca'y heat removal through thesecondary system..

APPLICABILITY The LOP DG Start actuation Function is required in MODES 1,2, 3, and 4 because ESF Functions ar deindt.rvdprotection in these MODES'. Actuation deigne to 5rorv6iserequired whenever the required OG must be OPERABLE so thatit can perform its Function on an LOP or degraded power tothe vital bus.

ACTIONS In the event a channel's Trip Setpoint is found'.nonconservative with respect to the Alloable Value, or thechannel is found inoperable, then the' nci tat hneProvides must be declared inoperable an 4 the LCD Conditionentered for the particular protectio ýýnction affected.

(continued)
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LOP DG Start Instrumentation

B 3.3.5

BASES

ACTIONS Because the required channels are specified on a per bus(continued) basis, the Condition may be entered separately for each busas appropriate.

A Note has been added in the ACTIONS to clarify theapplication of Completion Time rules. The Conditions ofthis Specification may be entered independently for eachFunction listed in the LCO. The Completion Time(s) of theinoperable channel(s) of a Function will be trackedseparately for each Function starting from the time theCondition was entered for that. Function.

Condition A applies to the LOP DIG Start Function with one
: 11 1 '1 :J g r d Y l g e t i f I p e r b u sinoperabl'e'.

yr Dhe t T If one h an e s i o e a l , R q i e c i n A l r q i e

Wi. 

that channl 
be p aeInIr 

piI h u s 
i h h n e

in trp , h O G S a t I s r m n a i n c a n l r

v r 1T hIs allowhancel is madeowerabe, bypasingted AchaonnAeludoesnocfI,-taus canne acuaio paned wher atri leas twhous oither channels rmoC' nitoring that LPDGSaram ter. rmntto hanl rýo onefcannlured tproieasonabe considrin thre Funictoioniremains
Deventri occurr ingcouing thesie intervs.

tIt
_5h"J'/.'.oA CNondteions apples whe mlore tyasn nioeal hanne onfnc:ltg r orc(9 Thison allowanc i mlade where~ onpas singlte busne ios no

Required anctuaion 8.1 rhequres rteastoring onher channels toe
OPeRL statif s. Thmpeti our Compeadtion Timeweshould ypallow
ampentim tourn drepirg mo estfiues n ae intoeaccoun

i(continued)
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LOP OG Start Instrumentation

B83.3.5
BASES

ACTIONS jj (continued)

the low probability of. an event requiring a LOP startoccurring during this interval.

Condition g~ applies to each of the LOP DG Start Functionswhen the Required Action and associated Completion Time,ý -:-Condition A 9ep B are no~t met.

In these circu stances the Conditions specified inLCO 3.8.1, "~~Sources- Operating," or 3.8.2, "Sore-Shu dwn," for the DG made inoperable by failure ofthe LOP DG start instrumentation are required to be enteredimmediately. The actions of those LCbs provide for adequatecompensatory actions to assure unit safety.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS 3.3.5.1

Perfo6 ance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every .12 hours suresthat a oss failure of instrumentation has n ot occ red. ACHANNEL C CK is a comparison of the parameter i icated onone channel a similar parameter on oth er c h nels. it isbased on the a umption that instrument chan Is monitoringthe same paramet should read approximat the same value.Sign~ificant deviati s between the two Istrurnent channels'could be an indicatio of excgessgive i trument drift in oneof the channels or even mething serious. A CHANNELCHECK will detect g ro ss ch nel ilure; thus, it is key toverifying that the instrumen on continues to operateproperly between each CHANN RAIN
Agreement criteria are termined bthe unit staff, basedon a combination of t channel instr nt uncertainties,including indicati and readability, a channel isoutside the matc criteria, it may be an i ication that thesensor or the gnal processing equipment ha driftedoutside its imit.

The Fre ency is based upon operating experience thdemo rates channel failure is rare. Thus, performan ofth HANNEL CHECK ensures that undetected overt channel

(continued)
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LOP OG Start Instrumentation
B 3.3.5

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR1 ýconiudREQUIREMENTS (. (cniud

71,e ~S Pa3 rtlO1 ?elJ

SR 3 .3.5./isj thepe rfoance of a TADOT. This test isperformed every daysT.' The test checks trip devicesthat provide actuation signals directly byasin thelanalog process control equipment. or esess e
"e, requency is based upon the known reliability of trelays and controls, the multichannel redundancy available,and has been shown to be acceptable through operatingexperience.

-equ to the maximum .values assumed in the Vci'dentanalysi, . Response time testing accept ei criteria areincluded inz hnical Requirements ual, Section +5-57 .3-3. .2NRespons 4e 4).
ESF RESPONSE TIME tests ond cted on an (18f•-ionthSTAGGERED TEST BAS . The 18 th Frequency isconsistent wit e typical refuelin cle and is based

SR 3.3.5 X is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION. ACHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrumentloop and the sensor.

(continued)
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LOP OG Start Instrumentation
8 3.3.5

BASES

AW1~rT I A-

REQU IREMENTS ~< 3..5.~ (continued)

The setpoints, as well as the response to a loss Of voltageand'a degraded voltage test, shall include a single pointverification that nthe trip occurs within the required timedelay, as shown in Reference 1.

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is Performed every [18) months, orapproximately at every refueling. CHANNEL CALIBRATIOeNniosracomplete check of the instrument loop including theseorThe test verifies that the channel responds to measuredparameter within the necessary range and accuracy.
Th rquency of (1'8months is based upon operatingexperience and consistency with the typical industry,lefe)ing cycle and is justified by the assumption of anL18f month calibration inevlin the determination of themagnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

REFERENCES 1

2.

tv-Tb3.

FSAR, Section [8.3].

FS AR, Chapter [15].

Unit Specific RTS/ESFAS Setpoint Methodolocv y'rh'i
4. Tehimes. Requirements Manual, Section 15, "Re sponse

3. "Westinghouse Setpoint Method l g o r t c i n S s eWatts Bar 1 and 2." hdlg o rtcinSse

( 4. Technical Requirements Manual, Section 3.3.2, Engineered ~afet Fetr Response Times.

B 3.3-7
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JUSTIFI-CATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM RSTS 3.3.5

Generic Justifications

A. Modified to reflect WBN plant specific design.

B. Modified to reflect WBN plant specific terminology.

C. Deletion or modification of information which is generic in nature and
has been modified to be plant specific to WBN.

D. This change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the RSTS
P&R review meeting held in Irvine, CA July 13-20,1992.

Specific Justifications

1. Modified to-.reflect WBN plant specific design. WBN has three degraded
voltage and three under-voltage relays which are combined in a two out of
three logic to generate a trip of the supply breaker. Once the supply
breaker is opened on a bus, two sets-of relays with independent functions
actuate to strip the bus and start the diesel. The bus stripping relays
consi st of four relays in a one out of two taken twice logic, and the
diesel start relays consist of two relays in a one out of two logic.

2. These SRs are TADOTs that apply to undervoltage and degr~aded voltage
relays to the D~s. The setpoint is not verified when performing a TADOT.
These devices are simply triggered and actuation verified. Setpoint
verification requires elaborate bench callibration and is done every 18
months..
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O(-&o,-L A6ýOT Co0-r Containment Purge and Exheuzt (4
Isolation Instrumentation

3.3.6

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.6 Containment -Purge and Exhauz Isolation Instrumentation

LCO 3.3.6

APPLICABILITY:

The CntaimentPung Exhaust-Isolation instrumentationfor each Function in Table 3.3.6-1 shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4,
During CORE ALTERATIONS,
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within

containment.

ACTIONS

- - - - - - - - -------------------- NOTE- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.-----------------------------------------------------------------

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One radiation. A.1 Restore the affected 4*hours
monitoring channel chan-nel to OPERABLE
inoperable, status.

,,co IY)(.D-NOTE----------

m1'pplicable in MODE 1, 2,
43, or 4.
------------------

B. One or more Functions
with one or more
manual, or automatic
actuation trains
inoperable.

OR

B.1 Enter applicable
Conditions and
Required Actions -for'"
' ff.eeted-valýe of
LCO 3.6.3,
"Contai nment
Isolation Valves,
made inoperable by,

Immuedi ately

(continued)
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Containment Purge gn xh 3uzt .
Isolation Instrumentation

3.3.6

ACTIONS

CONDITION

B. (continued)

O Two I-mei~-fe.e.radiation
monitoring channels
inoperable.

OR

Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition A
not met..

- ---NOTE ----------
Vplicable during CORE
ALTERATIONS or movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies.
within containment..
-------------------

C. One or more Functions
with one or more
manual or automatic
actuation trains-
inope-rable.

OR

Two e-aeýe radiation
mon itori ng channels
inoperable.

Required. Action and
associated Completion
Time for.Condition A
not met.

REQUIRED ACTION

P lace and maintain
containment purge and
exhaust valves in
closed position.

OR

C.2 Enter ap plicable
Conditions and
Required Actions- 4e*l-

0affcte vavesof
LCO 3.9.4,
"Containment
Penetrations," made

inprbeb
jOSisolation/e

WOG STS
3.3-2P&R 07/01/92

COMPLETION TIME

Immediately

Immnedi ately

3.3-2-



V.-'1.
Containment Purgz! and -Exh4zt 8

Isolation Instrumentation

3.3.6

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

Refer---to ---a--e------------------ NOTE-------------------
Refr t Tale3.3.6-1 to determine which SRs apply for each Containment 4111 VE,/'r(
-a*d Eýhu Isolation Function.

-----------------------------------------------------------

SURVEILLANCE 
FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.6.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 
12 hours

SR 3.3.6:2 Perform ACTUATION LOGIC TEST. 31 days on a

STAGGERED TEST

BASIS

SR 3.3.6.3 Perform MASTER RELAY TEST. 31 days on a

STAGGERED TEST

BASIS

SR 3.3.6.4* Perform 6C1 .
92 days

SR 3.3.6.5 Perform SLAVE RELAY TEST. 
9rdy

~SR 3.3.6.6 Perform ESF RESPONSE TIME test.

4-8 r' n thhs o nnaSTAGGERED
TEST BASIS

SR 3.3.6.,9( Perform TADOT. rl'r"'months

SR 3.3.6-2 7 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. (18Vrmnths)

WOG STS333
P&R 07/01/923.3-3



Containment Purge l rn xaz
Isolation Instrumentation

3.3.6

Table 3.3.6-1 (page 1 of 1)
Containment Purge and Exhaust Isolation Instrumentation

SURVEILLANCEFUNCTION REW4.IRED CHANWELS RECAUIREMENTS TRIP SETPOINT

I. Manual Initiation

2. Automatic Actuation Logic and
Actuation Relays

2 trains

SR 3.3.6.94

SR 3.3.6.2
SR 3.3.6.3
SR 3.3.6.5

4. Gn~4~ei

Ell SR 3.3.6.1 S E2 x background3
SR 3.3.6.4 /
SR 3.3ý6.ý -7

Ell

Ell a:ckgr

R

Ell SR 3.3.6.1 :5 [2 x backgr
33.3.6.44

SR .6.8

3 3 6 . 1 [2 X backgrmr4
Ell SR 3.3.6.1 E2 x backgroLr4l

6
SR 3.3.6.4

1 :5 '2

R 
6 4

SR 3.3.6.

SR 

3 
--3 
_

[2 x backgr.3.6.1 S [2 x backgrR 3.3.6.44
SRSSSR 3.3. 6!; !1

Refer to LCO 3.3.2, "ESFAS Instrumentation," Function-3-&-., for all
initiating Functions and requirements.

WOG STS33-
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0D G /0 -L Ac6T~OLT Containment VFri-aT
-Ex Isolation Instrumentation03

B 3.3.6

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION
Vy&-1TB 3.3.6 Containment Purge ftn-Ei xutý Isolation Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND

ME4tl&.AE 7-44 R1014O',$LA7.7

C.)'a44t OF4+7'1C

C0-T1AWLri,!-/

I S--77,V (AcJt O

0w=7 'LL-7 .% C); H,,

V 51V rContainment -ptiý Isolation closes the containment isolation go)valves in the Mini Pug y;c n he Shutdo -~u~rge C -A/TA1,tV*.-.,T-System. This action isolates the containment atmosphere >from the environment to minimize releases of radioactiv ityK~in the e~ent of an accident. The~~ug System may/e'P"in use during reactor operation and t-he -S*tde--uaw .(nNSystem w411 be-in use with the reactor shutdown.

Containment -Purie Isolation al-so initiateA on an automatic (3>Safety Injection (SI) Function tflý .LL. oe-
Sby manual tactua~tio~n of Phase AIsoltio. Te Bsesfor LCO 3.3.2, "Engineered SafetyFeature Actuation System (ESFAS) instrumentation," discussthese other modes of initiation.

Fo radiation monitoring channels are also provided asinput the Containment Purge Isolation Function. The ourchannels asure containment radiation at two locat* s.One channel a containment area gamma monitor, d theother three meas e radiation in a sample of e' containmentpurge exhaust. The ree purge exhaust r ation detectorsare of three di-fferent es: gaseous articulate, andiodine monitors. All four tector will re-spond to most,events that release radiatioW ontainment. However,analyses have not been condu ed demonstrate that allcredible events will be ected by m than one monitor.Therefore, for the pu ses of this LCO four channelsare not considered edundant. Instead, the re treated asfour one out o ne Functions. Since the purg exhaustmonitors co itute a sampling system, various co onentssuch as mple line valves, sample line heaters, samepumD , and filter motors are required to support monito
BILITY.

-Eae*-ef--fhe purge -system%' has inner and outer containmentisolation valves in its supply and exhaust ducts. -A -hiqh-radiation signal from any one of the four ehannels initiates-
outcr containmnt isolation valves i1n the Mini PurgAe S9ystcnand he Sutdon P rgeSytem.. The 4-N4.n4Purge System may be

(continued)
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ContainmentPe..-
-Exhaus-t Isolation instrumentation

B 3.3.6

BASES

BACKGROUND in use during reactor operation and thc Shut~down. Pury(continued) Systefm wkill e n us-c with the reactor shtdwn 5-eser"systems a-r4,described in the Bases for LCO 3.6.3,"Containment Isolation Valves." The Containment Purger-~w^-ý ýaito Monitoring Instrumentation isolates thecontainment atmosphere from the environment to minimizereleases of radioactivity in the event of an accident.

APPLICABLE The safety analyses assume that the containment remainsSAFETY ANALYSES intact with penetrations unnecessary for core coolingisolated early in the event, approximately 60 seconds. ;The-

rso/.4 r7a.s, v4i4iE5 FbfZ 1-4-tip i*~z c . The containment. pu4±g e isolatio Craditio moitor~ac asbackup to the SI signal tto ensureS75:uLM,~.* clos' i-Je purge and exhaust valves. They are also theF;01-.0 '5E-..'o.r .~4A4, primary means for -automatically isolating containment in theA4TA4nN A .r^ event of a fue~l handling accident during shutdown.Containment isolation in turn ensures meeting thecontainment leakage rate assumptions of the safety analyses,I Y and ensures that the calculated accidental offsiteradiological doses are below 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 1) limits.

The Containment Apu.e.ý ýaý Ilolation Instrumentationsatisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO The LCO requirements ensure that the instrumentation
necessary to initiate Containment Purge and Exhaust v6.-'-rIsolation,9 listed in Table 3.3.6-1, is OPERABLE.

1.Manual Initiation.

The LCO requires two channels OPERABLE. The operatorcan initiate Containment Purge Isolation at any timeby using either of two switches in the control room.Either switch actuates both trains. This action willcause actuation of all components in the same manneras any of the automatic actuation signals. -ryWE~

(continued)
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Containment 91+-. 80iEih-e-s-t-Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6

BASES

LCD 1 Manual Initiation .(continued)

The LCD on Manual Initiation ensures the proper amountof redundancy is maintained'in the manual actuationcircuitry to ensure the operator has manual initiation
capability.

Each channel consists of one -. Er&7--b-t~ andtT he
interconnecting wiring to the actuation logic cab~inet.

2. Automatic Ac-tuation Logic and Ac-tuation Relays

The LCD requires two trains of Automatic ActuationLogic and Actuation Relays OPERABLE to assure that nosingle random failure can prevent automatic actuation.

Automatic actuation logic and actuation relays consist
of the same features and operate in the same manner asdesc~ribed 'for ESFAS Function SIadEF

(~Th v~ Aplicble ODES and conditions specified for the
UrtTi~hiip~urge-isolation portion of-týeýs 'Functiont_,,ls-are- di~fferent and less restrictive than those fortheQE________ SI ro!1s. If one or more (&of the SI&:1,t F- Functions becomes

inoperable in such a manner that only the ContainmentVE^TPe Isolation Function is affected, the Conditions
applicable to the&SI 

_____F7- ' Functions
need not be entered. The less restrictive Act-ionsspecified for inoperability of the Containment -Purge-Vc-.n-Isolation Functions specify sufficient compensatory
measures for this case.

3. Containment Radiation

The LCD specifies fet* i-required channels of radiationmonitors to ensure that the radiation monitoringinstrumentation neces 'sary to initiate ContainmentVr-vr Pur -Isolation remains OPERABLE.

For sampling systems, channel OPERABILITY involves
more than OPERABILITY of the channel electronics."
OPERABILITY may also require correct valve lineups',

(continued)
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Containment -. f~aA-E*heu4, Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6

BASES

LCO 3. Containment Rnadiatio (continued)

(~) aA%ý sample Pump operation,~ aid-fiItar-motroert-D aswell as detector OPERAOBILITY if these suppor ing
features are necessary for trip to occur under theconditions assumed by the safety analyses.

Refer to LCO 3.3.2, Function -a-,for all initiatingFunctions and requirements.

APPLICABILITY VEPJTContainment 4P4wge-Manual Isolation, Automatic Logic, and (Radiation Monitoring Instrumentation input Functions arerequired OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 and during COREALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel assemblies withincontainment. Under these conditions the potential existsfor an accident that could release fission productradioactivity into containment. Therefore, the containmentpurge and exhaust isolation instrumentation must be OPERABLEin these MODES.

~~While in MODES 5 and 6 without fuel handling in progress,,t h e)&- ,e Isolation System need not be OPERABLE sincethe potential for radioactive releases is minimized andoperator.action is sufficient to ensure post accidentoffsite doses are maintained within the limits ofReference 1.

ACTIONS The most common cause of channel mno eaility is outright

v~s4z4Cjfm__exceed the tolerance allowed by unit specificcalibration procedures. Typically, the drift is found to besmall and rjesults in a delay of actggtion rather than a

f. If the Trip Setpoint is less conserva ivethan the tolerance specified bythe a ibatio procedure,

(continued)
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ContainmentPWe&A
-Exha-u-st--Isolation Instrumentation

B 3.3.6

BASES

ACTIONS the channel must be decla red inoperable immediately and the(continued) appropriate Condition entered.

A Note has been added to the ACTIONS to clarify theapplication, of Completion Time rules. The Conditions ofthis Specification may be entered independently for each1AJ7A-Co.4J~I Function listed in Table 3.3.6-.1. The Completion Time(s) ofSthe inoperable channel(s)/-t-r-Th('s) of a Function will betracked separately for each Function starting from the timethe Condition was entered for that Function.

A.1

Condition A is applicable to the failure of one containmentpurge isolation radiation montor channel. Since the feui-'rtvc'®~ ~ containment~rapiaton monitors measure difrctprntr,PZýTEC7t'4Sfailure of a single channel ma~y result in loss of the REt)A-o
Consequently, the failed channel must be restored toOPERABLE status. The 4 hours allowed to restore theaffected channel is justified by the low likelihood ofevents occurring during this interval, and recognition thatone or more of the remaining, channels will respond to mostevents.

Condition 8Bis applicable to the Containment 'Purge-IsolationFunction and addresses the train orientation of the SolidState Protection System (SSPS) and the master and slaverelays for this Function. It also addresses the failure of-multiple radiation monitoring channels, or the inability torestore a single failed channel to OPERABLE status in thetime allowed for Requi-red Action A.1. Condition B isapplicable in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

If a train is inoperable, multiple channels are inoperable,or the Required Action and associated Completion Time ofCondition A is not met, operation may continue as long asthe Required Actions for the applicable Conditions ofLCO 3.6.3 are met for each valve made inoperable by failureof isolation instrumentation.

(continued)
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Contai nment 4reEitý4 Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6

BASES

ACTIONS B-1 (continued)

A Note is added stating that Conditions are only applicablein MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Condition C is applicable to the Containment -Purge-.Isolation
Function and addresses the train orientation of the SSPS andthe master and slave relays for this Function. It alsoaddresses the failure of multiple radiation monitoringchannels, or the inability to restore a single failedchannel to OPERABLE status *in the time allowed for RequiredAction A.1.. If a train is inoperable, multiple channels areinoperable, or the Required Action and associated CompletionTime of Condition A is not met, operation may continue aslong as the Required Action to place and maintain
Containment Purge and Exhaust Valves in their closedposition is met or the applicable Conditions of LCO 3.9.4,"Containment Penetrations," are met for each valve madeinoperable by failure of isolation instrumentation. TheCompletion Time for these Required Action 's is Immediately.

A Note states that Condition C is applicable during COREALTERATIONS and during movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies within containment.

SURVEILLANCE A Note has been added to the SR Table to clarify that.REQUIREMENTS Table 3.3.6-1 determines which Surveillances apply to whichContainment Purge and Exhaust Isolation Functions.

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensuresthat a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A*CHAN *NEL CHECK is a comparison of the' parameter indicated onone channel to a similar parameter on other channels.. It isbased on the assumption that instrument channels monitoringthe same parameter should read approximately the same value.Significant deviations between the two instrument channelscould be an indication of excessive instrument drift in' one

(conti nued)
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Contai nment
-&*h-au~s4-tIsolation Instrumentation

B 3.3.6

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6.1 (continued.)
REQUIREMENTS.

of the channels or even something more serious. A CHANNELCHECK will detect gross channel failure; thus, it is key toverifying the instrumentation continues to operate properlybetween each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the unit staff, basedon a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,including indication and readability. If a channel isoutside the match criteria, it may be an indication that thesensor or the signal processing equipment has drifted
outside its limit.

The Frequency is based upon operating experience thatdemonstrates channel failure is rare. Thus, performance ofthe CHANNEL CHECK ensures that undetected overt channelfailure is limited to 12 hours. The CHANNEL CHECKsupplements less formal, but more frequent, checks ofchannels during normal operational use of the-displaysassociated with the LCO required channels.

SR 3.3.6-.2

SR 3.3.6.2 is the performance of an ACTUATION LOGIC TEST.The train being tested is placed in the bypass condition,thus preventing inadvertent actuation. Through thesemiautomatic tester, all possible logic combinations, withand without applicable permissives, are tested for eachprotection Function. In addition, the master relay coil ispulse tested for continuity. This verifies that the logicmodules are OPtRABLE and there is an intact voltage signalpath to the master relay coils. This test is performedevery 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS. The Surveillanceinterval is .4ustified in-W-AP-10O271-P-A, SuppT-eiietzýD--ev---'A -{ Ref. 2)-h

SR 3.3.6.-3

SR 3.3.6.3 is the performance of a MASTER RELAY TEST. TheMASTER RELAY TEST is the energizing of the master relay,verifying contact operation and a low voltage continuitycheck of the slave relay coil. Upon master relay contact

(continued)
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Containment -Pge-ý ('
-Exhaust Isolation Instrumentation

B 3.3.6

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 31.3.6.3 (continued.)
REQUIREMENTS.

operation, a low voltage is injected to the slave relaycoil. This voltage is insufficient to pick up the slaverelay, but large enough to demonstrate signal pathcontinuity. -.his test is performed every 31 days on aSTAGGERED TEST BASIS. The Surveillance interval isjustified in Reference 2.

SR 3.3.6.4

Apf/COT is performed every 92 days on each required channelt9ensure the entire channel will perform the intended
,Tunction. The Frequency is based on the staffrecommendation for increasing the availability of radiationmonitors according to NUREG-1366 (Ref. 3). This testverifies the capability of the instrumentation to providethe containment purge-and-exhAu-t syateniý isolation. Thesetpoint shall be left consistent with the u-rcu.±e~nt unit1 17 procedure tolerance. The Frequency isK~based upon the known reliability of the monitoring equipmentand has been shown to be acceptable through operating
experience.

SR 3.3.6.5

SR 3.3.6.5 is the performance of a SLAVE RELAY TEST. TheSLAVE RELAY TEST is the energiz'ing of the slave relays.Contact operation is verified in one of two ways. Actuationequipment that may be operated in the design mitigation ODEis either allowed to function or is placed in a conditionwhere the relay contact operation can be verified without --..-operation of the equipment. Actuation equi mjen!t_-tha-t-may-not be operated in the design mitigation .0 preventedfrom operation by the SLAVE RELAY TEST circuit. For thislatter case, contact operation is verified by a continuitycheck of the circuitton aining the slave relay. This testis performed every r'92ydays. The Frequency is justified inReference 2.

(continued)
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Containment 4ý
Zk*aus~t- Isolation Instrumentation ?

B 3.3.6

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6.6
REQU IREM ENTS,

(continued) This SR ensures the individual channel purge and exhaustisolation times are less than or equal to the maximum valuesassumed in the accident analysis. Response' time testingacceptance criteria are includedintQThicl SK

Individual component response times are not modeled in theanalyses. The analyses model the overall or total elapsedtime, from the point at which the parameter exceeds the ip/-!tpoint value at the sensor, to the point at which the''/Containment purge and exhaust isolation valves close.

ESF RESPONSE TIME tests are conduct~ed on an rslotSTAGGERED TEST BASIS. Testing of the isolation valves,which a0 up the bulk of the response time, is included.The Ky 8month Frequency is consistent with the typicalrefueling cycle and is based upon unit operating experience,which shows that random failures of instrumentationcomponents causing serious response time degradation, butnot channel failure, are infrequent occurrences.

SR 3.3.W -7o

SR 33.6~isthe performance of a TADOT. This test is acheck o f..-thp Manual Actuation Functions and is performedevery Ul8Kmonths. Each Manual Actuation Function is testedup to, and including, the master relay coils. In someinstances, the test includes actuation of the end device(i.e., pump starts, valve cycles, etc.).

The test also includes trip devices that provide actuationsignals directly to the SSPS, bypassing the analog processcontrol equipment. For these tests, the relay tripsetpoints are verified and adjusted as necessary. TheFrequency is justified in Reference/A'.

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every (68{months, orapproximately at every refueling. CHANNEL CALIBRATION is acomplete check of the instrument loop including the sensor.

(continued)
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Containment 4e-ý4 9
f~h~ut-3 Isolation Instrumentation

B 3.3.6

BASES

SURVEILLANCE S-R 3.3.6.8 (continued)REQU IREMENTS
The test verifies that the channel responds to measuredparameter within the necessary range and. accuracy.
The Frequency is based upon operating experience and isconsistent with the typical industry refueling cycle.

£sez, 3. NUREG-13 , ate]. 
AA &P4~ ,F55

* Aechnical Requirements Manual, Sectia ResponseTimes.
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM4 RSTS 3.3.6

Generic Justifications

A. Modified to reflect WBN plant specific design.

B. Modified to reflect .WBN plant specific terminology.

C. This change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the RSTS
P&R review meeting held in Irvine, CA July 13-20,1992.

Specific Justifications

1.. The defined term "ACOT" in Sec't ion 1.1, Definitions, has been changed to"COT" and has been changed in this Instrumentation specification to
reflect the, Definitions change.

.2. Editorial change. The phrase "in the accompanying LCO" has been added toclarify the location of the referenced Table.

3. Editorial change. The word "function" has been capitalized, "Function",consistent with the normal practice in Technical Specifications.

4. Editorial change. The word "MODE" should not be capitalized in thisusage,. since it is not referring to. a MODE of Applicability as defined inSection 1.1, Drefinitions.

5. Editorial change. The term "trip setpoint" has been capitalized, "TripSetpoint", consistent with the normal practice in Technical
Spec ifidations.

6. Editorial change. The reference which provides justification for theCompletion Time is Reference 2 (NIJREG-1366), not Reference 4 (response
times). The reference has been corrected.

7. Change to specify WBN specific reference information and format.

8. Editorial change to delete "calibration". Other procedures, e.g. ACOTprocedure also look at setpoint tolerance.



~LC4-Z. A&r i~ V
CREf6 Actuation Instrumentation

3.3.7

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION Vel1a4n 0
3.3.7 Control Room Emergency 94ta~- System (CREi-S) Actuation

Inst~rumentati on

LCO 3.3. 7

APPLICABILITY:

V
The CRE'fS actuation instrumentation for each Function in
Table 3.3.7-1 shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3, 4,-..0 6
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies,
During CORE ALTERATIONS.

ACTIONS

-- ----- - - - -- - - - -- - - - -N OT E-- -- - --- -- - - - - - - - - - - -Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.
-----------------------------------------------------------------

CONDITION

A. One-or more Functions A
with one channel or
train inoperable.

REQUIRED ACTION

m is inoperaie.

Place one CREf.S train
in emergency

,Iradi ati o6
A protection mode.

COMPLETION TIME

17 days

(continued)
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IV
CRE-FS Actuation Instrumentation

3.3.7

ACTIONS (continued) _________________ _________

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. One or more Functions----- -------NOTE-7---- I-- --- k
with two channels or Place the toxic
two trains inoperable, protectio de'

autoswapoe toxic gasO protc able. i
.8.ý 1 Place one CRESS train Immediately

in emergency

.j rad iat ion
I protection~ mode.

AND

8.1.2 Enter applicable Immediately'Ii Conditions and
RequiredvActions for
one CREFM train made
inoperable byv
inoperable CREF~S
actuati on
-instrumentation.'

OR

82 Place both trains in Immediately
emergency (radiation
protection ~mode.

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time for Condition A AND
or B not met in
MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4. C.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

(continued)
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'/
CREF-S Actuation Instrumentation

3.3.7

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

0. Required Action and 0.1 Suspend CORE Imm~ediately
associated Completion ALTERATIONS.
Time for Condition A
or B not met during AND
movement of irradiated
fuel assemblies or u.2 Suspend movement of Immediately
during CORE irradiated fuel
ALTERATIONS. assembl ies.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

----------------------------- NOTE --------------------- V-----------Refer to Table 3.3.7-1 to determine which SRs apply for each CRM. Actuation
Function.
--------------------------------------------------------- --------

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.7.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

SR 3.3.7.2 Perform 6CO. 92 days

(conti nued)
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CRE$-S Actuation Instrumentation

3.3.7
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V
CRE'FS Actuation Instrumentation

3.3.7

Table 3.3.7-1 (page 1 of 1)
CRE'M Actuation Instrumentation

SURVE ILLANCE
FUNCTION REQUIRED CHANNELS REQUIREMENTS TRIP SETPOINT

1. Manual. Initiation 2 trains SRt 3.3.7.9 Z

. . Control. Room Radiation

O f a. Control. Room AtuAr 2] S2 I -j 1 7h.

b. Control. Room Air Intakes

S/4-. Safety Injection

FISR 3.3.7.1 S t MRe/hr
SR 3.3.7.2 C.
SR 3.3.7.-7T T 1

Refer to LCO 3.3.2, "ESFAS Instrumlentation," Funaction 1, for a~ll
initiating Functions and requirements.

WOG STS33-
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CRE-FS Actuation Instrumentation
B63.3.7

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION
VetMO-i &#On

B 3.3.7 Control Room Emrec Fl-t System (CRE'KS) Actuation
Instrumentation

BASES

:KGROUND The CRMF provides an enclosed control room environment fromwhich the unit can be operated following an uncontrolled
release of radioactivity. During normal operation, the

6o - idn/ niainSse provides control room
venilaio. Upon receipt of an actuation signal the system
initiates filtered ventilation and pressurization of the
control room. This system is described in the Bases for
LCO 3.7.10, "Cont ol Room Emergency Filtration System."

The actuatio0n ii(n mentation consists of redundantradiation monitors 4A-n-he----intkes2d ctrloo
A ~ hihrdation signal fro~ ny 4f--t4hes-e-detector-sd• ~ will initiate both train*- of CR S. The control room

opera n a so initiateVCRKS rains by manual switches
in the control room. CREFXS is also actuated by a Safety
Injection (SI) signal. The SI Function is discussed in
LCO 3.3.2, "Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System
(ESFAS) Instrumentation."

APPLICABLE

SAFETY ANALYSES

A

The control room must be kept habitable for the operators
stationed there during accident recove~ry and post accident
operations. I.V -c
The CRaS acts to terminate the supply of unfiltered outside
air to the control room, initiate filtration and pressurize
the control room. These actions are necessary to ensure the
control room is kept habitable for the operators stationed
there during accident recovery and post accident operations
by minimizing the radiation exposure of control room
personnel.

In DOES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the
CREF. is a backupvfor the SI
initiation of CREF. during a
steam generator tube rupture.

radiation monitor actuation of
signal actuation. This ensures
loss of coolant accident or

The radiation monitor actuation of. CRE'tS in MODES 5 and.6,
and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, is the

(continued)
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CREFS Actuation Instrumentation

8 3.3.7

BASES

APPLICABLE primary means to ensure control room habitability in theSAFETY ANALYSES event of a fuel handling~er waste 9gas detay tank ruitr'(continued) accident.

The CREFS actuation instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 ofthe NRC Policy Statement.

LCO The LCO requirements ensure that the instrumentation
necessary to initiate CRE S is OPERABLE.

1. Manual Initiation

The LCO requireý4two channels OPERABLE. The operatorcan in~itiate CRM~ at any time by using either of twoswitches in the control room. This action will causeactuation of all components in the same manner as anyof the automatic actuation signals.

The LCO on Manual Initiation ensures the proper amountof -redundancy is maintained in the manual actuationcircuitry to ensure the operator has manual initiation
capability.

Each channcl -eenziztz of enc push button and h

2. Automatic-Actuation Logic and Actuation Relays

The LCD requires two trains of Actuation Logic aanddrelays OPERABLE to assure that no single random
failure can prevent automatic actuation.

Automatic actuation logic and actuation relays consistof the same features and operate in the same manner aasdescribed for ESFAS Function 1.b., SI, in LCD 3.3.2.TheoApplicable MODES and conditions specified for the
Ctmportion of these Functions are different and0c~Trs- restrictive than those for their SI roles. Ifone or more of the SI FunctionsYbecomes inoperable insuch a manner that only the CR&S Function is-' .affected, the Conditions applic e to their SIisolation Function need not be entered. The less

WOG STS
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CREFS Actuation Instrumentation

B 3.3.7

BASES

LCO 2. ; Automatic Actuation Logic andý Actuation Relays

Iýý SFunctions specify sufficient compensatory
meassures for this case.

Control Room Radiation

The LCO specifies t~ requli-j Cc-eiti-oi Rempe-Q~' aadiatiefl Mzniteirz and two required Control Room(93 ýýrIntake Radiation Monitors to ensure that the radiatio~j
monitoring instrumentation necessary to initiate CRE
remains OPERABLE.

For sampling systems, channel OPERABILITY involves
more than OPERABILITY of channel electronics.
OPERABILITY may also require correct, valve lineups,,sample pump operation, and filter motor operation aswell as detector OPERABILITY if these supporting
features are necessary for trip to occur under the.
conditions assumed by the safety analyses.

Safety Injection

Refer to LCD 3.3.2, Function 1, for all miniit
Functions and 'requirements.. tiig

APPLICABILITY ;A ,-,,These CRNS nctions must be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, 4,and during CORE ALTERATIONS and movement of'irradiated fuelassembl iese-Thi Fncttinons muct als be Oa PERABLE-in- MODES £0 _"nd 6] whcn rcguire fo at as decaytnkrptQ-eeeiden't to ensure a habitable environment for the controlroom operators.

ACTIONS The most common cau oc~arnj ino~pe aility is outrightfailure or drift ýfih~itbeor -process mo U()
sufficient to excee t_ -rnea e unit
speci f i c<151S t procedures. Typically, the drift isfound to be smal lndresults in a delay of actuation rather

(continued)
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CREFS Actuation Instrument~ation
B-3.3.7

BASES

ACTIONS than a total loss of function. This determ~in tion is(continu'e d) n a "ng ance of an )Twhen theprocess instrumentation is setl u for adsment to bring it
1with'in' s ecificat' I the Trip Setpoint is essconservative than the tolerance specified by the calibrationprocedure, the channel must be declared inoperable
immediately and the appropriate Condition entered.

A Note has been added to the ACTIONS indicating thatseparate Condition entry is allowed for each Function. TheConditions of this Specification may be entered
independently for each Function listed in Table 3.3.7-1 inthe accompanying LCO. The Completion Time(s) of theinoperable channel(s)/train(s) of a Function will be trackedseparately for each Function starting from time the
Condition was entered for that Function.

Thisk ction addresses the actuation logic train Function ofCREFS. the radiation monitor channel Functions, and manual
channel Functions.

If one train is i-noperable, or one radiation monitoring
channel is inoperable in one or more Functions, 7 days arepermitted to restore it to OPERABLE status. The 7-dayCompletion Time is the same as is allowed if one train ofthe mechanical portion of the system is inoperable. Thebasis for this Completion Time is the same as provided inLCO 3.7.10. If the channel/train cannot be restored toOPERABLE status, one CREFS train must be placed in theemergency radiation rotectigji mode of operation. This

. -accomplishes they juation;ýstrumentation Function andplaces the unit in a cons~rvative mode of operation.

uired Action for Condition A is modified by a Nowhich re * lacing one CREFS train in the .gasprotection mode 1 of the (radiai rotection] modeof operation if the autosw o toxic gas protectionmode is inoperable. ensures S train is placedirfth ma servative mode of operation r . to the
ITY of the associated actuation instrumentat

(continued)
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CREFS Actuation Instrumentation

B 3.3.7

BASES

ACTIONS B-1-1, B.1.2. and 8.2
(continUed)

Condition B applies to the failure of two CREýS actuationtrains, two radiation monitor channels or two mnanual;/channels. The Required Action is to place one CRM~S trainin the emergen~yf-fradiation protectioný mode of operationimmnediately. This accomplishes the act ation
instrumentation Function that may have been lost and places
the unit in a conservative mode of operation. The
Applicable Conditions and RequiredActions of LCO 3.7.10must also be entered for the CRECS' train made inoperable bythe inoperable actuation instrumentation. This ensuresappropriate limits are placed upon train inoperability asdiscussed in the Bases for LCO 3.7.10.

Alternatively, both trains may be place in the Cradiation
protection]-mode. This ensure's the' CRES funct~ion isperformed even in the presence of a single failure.

equi~red Actions oron iton Bare mod if i-edbwhich r s placing one CREFS train i n thatxt gasprotection mode ad of the (rad' protection] modeof operation if the auto o toxic gas protection
mode is inoperabl *is ensure CREFS train is placedin the m nservative mode of operatio tive to the

LITY of the associated actuation instrumen

C.1 and C.2

Condition C applies when the Required Action and associatedCompletion Time for Condition A or B have not been met andthe unit is in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4. The unit must be broughtto a MODE in which the LCO requirements are not applicable.To achieve this status, the unit must be brought to MODE 3within 6 hours and MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowedCompletion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from fullpower conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging unit systems.

0.1 and D.2

Condition D applies when the Required Action and associatedCompletion Time for Condition A or B have not been met

(conti nued)
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CREFS Actuation Instrumentation
B 3.3.7

BASES

ACTIONS D.1 and 0.2 (continued)

during CORE ALTERATIONS or when irradiated fuel assembliesare being moved. Movement of irradiated fuel assemblies andCORE ALTERATIONS must be suspended imm~ediately to reduce 'therisk of accidents that would require CREtS actuation.
V

Condition E ap when the Required Ac and associated

adequate- ion capability in the vent o te gas
ink rupture.

SURVEILLANCE A Note has been added to the SR Table to clarify thatREQUIREMENTS Table 3.3.7-1 determines which Surveillances apply to which
CREýS Functions.

V

SR 3.3.7.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensuresthat a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. ACHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the parameter indicated onone channel to a similar parameter on other channels. It isbased on the assumption that instrument channels monitoringthe same parameter should read approximately the same value..Significant deviations between the two instrument channelscould be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one-of the channels or even something more serious. A CHANNELCHECK will detect gross channel failure; thus, it is key toverifying the instrumentation continues to operate properlybetween each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the unit staff, basedon a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a channel isoutside the match criteria, it may be an indication that thes 'ensor or the signal processing equipment has drifted
outside its limit.

(continued)
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CREFS Actuation Instrumentation
B 3.3.7

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.7.1 (continued)
REQU IREM EN.TS

The Frequency is based upon operating experi'ence thatdemonstrates channel failure is rare. Thus, performance ofthe CHANNEL CHECK ensures that undetected overt channel
failure is limited to 12 hours. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks ofchannels during normal operational use of the displaysassociated with the LCO required channels.

SR 3.3.1.2

An XOT is performe .d once every 92 days on each requir .ed
- channel to ensure the entire channel will perform the

intended nction. This test verif~ies~the capability of theinstrumZntation to provide the CRE'ýS actuation. The
S set .points shall be left consistenf with the unit specific

oprocedure tolerance. The Frequency is based'fulpno n t hhe L known reliability'of the monitoring equipment and
has been shown to be acceptable through operating
experience.

se 'automatic tester, all possible,/ ogic combina-tons, with

pulse tes dfor continuity. This ver .fles that the logic
modules are ERABLE and there is intact voltage signal
path to the mas r relay coils, is test is performed,
every 31 days on TAGGERED T BASIS. The Frequency is ~justified in meat-2-1-ReRf.p9

SR 3.3.7 is the performance of a ER RELAY TEST. TheMASTE ELAY TEST is the energizing of master reay

(continued)
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BASES

REQU IREM ENTS

CREFS Actuation Instrumentation
B 3.3.7

7 3.33.77.44 (continued)
coil, hhis voltage is insufficient to pick up the slavercelaly, b large enough to demonstrate signal pathcontinuity. This test is performed every 31 days onSTAGGERED T ES ASIS. The Frequency is justified
Reference 1.

SR 3.3.7.5

SR 3.3.7.5 is the performance o YE RELAY TEST. TheSLAVE RELAY TEST is the energizi f the slave relays.Contact operation is verified *n one two ways. Actuationequipment that may be oper ed in the ign mitigation MODEis either allowed to fu ion or is place in a conditionwhere the relay cont operation can be ye 'fied withoutoperation of the quipment. Actuation equipm nt that maynot be operat~ein the design mitigation MODE i§ ,reventedfrom opera Wn by the SLAVE RELAY TEST circuit. r thislatter c~e, contact operation is verified by a con uitychec f the circuit containing the slave relay. This estierforrned every 2192 ays. The Frequency is justif~iedynn
eference 1.

SR 5.3.71~3

SR 3.3.7.6 is the performance of a TADOT. This test is acheck of the anual Actuation Function ; and is performede 'very ý1 81Ydiionths. Each Manual Actuation Function is testedup to, and including, the master relay coils.. In someinstances, the test includes actuation of the end device
(i.e., pump starts, valve cycles, etc.).

e soý includes trip devices that p d-acytat osignals direc rlA-he Solid State rot-ettion System,Sbypassing the analog pro (:s n rol equipment... For thesetests, the re setpoints ar ied and adjusted as
y. The Frequency is justified in Re 1.

SR 3.3.11~'

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed
approximately at every refueling.

every r18] mnhs, or
CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a

(continued)
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CREFS Actuation Instrumentation
8 3.3.7

BASES

SURVEILLAN -CE S-R .3.3.7.7 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

complete check of the instrument loop including the sensor.The test verifies that the channel responds to measuredparameter within the necessary range and accuracy.

The Frequency is based upon operating experience and isconsistent with the typical industry refueling cycle.

A
REFERENCESES,

1. Watts Bar FSAR, Section 9.4, Control Room Area
Ventilation System.

2. - WCAP-10271-P-A, Supplement 2, -Rev. 1, "Evaluation of
Surveillance Frequencies and Out of Service Times forhthe Reactor Protection Instrumentation System,ýdat~
.June1-90:dý- 44,~-,,6 /19'7
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM STS 3.3.7

1. The proper terminology for Watts Bar, Unit 1 is "Ventilation" System.

2. In general, the CREVS does not need to be OPERABLE in Modes 5 and 6 for
Watts Bar. The only exception to this is when irradiated fuel is being
moved or when CORE ALTERATIONS take place.

3. The CREVS for Watts Bar does not have a "toxic gas protection mode".

4. The radiation monitors are only located in the air intakes to the control
room and not in control room itself.

5. Change to specify WBN specific reference information and format.

6. Editorial change to delete "calibration". Other procedures, e.g. ACOT
procedure also look at setpoint tolerance.

7. SRs 3.3.7.3, 3.3.7.4, and 3.3.7.5 have been deleted because old Fuction
4, SI,- references LCO 3.3.2, Function 1 (SI) and the Surveillances for
LCO 3.3.2, Function 1, test the Actuation Logic and Relays.

The control room ventilation actuation by radiation monitors is separate
from the SSPS,'therefore there is no MASTER RELAY TEST and SLAVE RELAY
TEST. The relays for control roo~m ventilation by radiation monitors are
tested during the COT.

Due to these deletions the remaining SRs have been renumbered in the
Surveillance table and Table 3.3.7-1.

8. Modified to reflect WBN plant specific, terminology/design.

A. A triangle is used to indicate a place with editorial differences.



@~FBAe-s-Actuation.Instrumentation
3.3.8

3 .3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.8 Fe.4-Buil1ding 4A4--G.e~aiup System (FBAea) Actuation Instrumentation (@5

LCO 3.3.8

APPLICABILITY:

A'Z&TS
The FBA6~ actuation instrumentation for each Function in
Table 3.3.8-1 shall be OPERABLE.

'ýlMODES 1, 2, 3, and 4)~ (1
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the fuel

ACTIONS

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.
-------------------------------------------------------------------

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTI-ON COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more Functions A.1 Place one fBA*GS train 7 days.
with one channel or in operation.
train inoperabl~e.

B. One or more Functions-
with two channels or
two trains inoperab-le.

B.1.1 Place one feAtz-
in operation.

trai n

AND

B.1..2 Enter applicable
Conditions and
Required Actions ofc LCO 3~3~I4~

System-(-FBAe5j..," for
one train made--A36--TS
inoperable by
inoperable actuation
instrumentation.

OR

Immedi ately

Immedi ately

(conti nued)

WOG STS33-
P&R 06/18/923.3-1



A84~76
-FBAES-Actuation Instrumentation

3.3.8

ACTIONS________________

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. (continued) B.2 Place both jrains in Immediately
emergency (radi ation
protectionk?~iode.

C. Required Action and C.1 Suspend movement-of Immediately
associated Completion irradiated fuel
Time for Condition A assemblies in the
or B not met during fuel building.
movement of irradiated
fuel assemblies in the
fuel building.

[. Required Action and 0.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
Iassociated Completion
Time for Condition A AND
or B not met in
MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4. D.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

---------------------------- NOTE -------------------
Refer to Table 3.3.8-1 to determine which SRs apply for each ,FBAG&- Actuation
Function.

--------------------------------------------------------

SURVEILLANCE 
FREQUENCY.

SR 3.3.8.1ý Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

SR 3.3.8.2 PerformaCOT. 
92 days

(conti nued)

WOG STS33-

P&R 07/01/92
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-FBAGS- Actuation Instrumentation
3.3.8

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continu~d'~

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.3.8.3 ON LOGIC TEST.

SR 3.3-84~3 Perform TADOT.

(contnued

FREQUENCY
+

31 days on a
STAGGERED TEST
BASIS

0Ymn th s

SR 3.3.8..4 1 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. rli?"ýmnths

WOG STS333
P&R 07/01/923.3-3



FBAGFY Actuation Instrumentation
3.3.8 "

TabLe 3.3.8-1 (page 1 of 1)
-FBAGG Actuation, Instrumnertation K~

SURVEI LLANCE
FUNCTION REQUIRED CHANNELS REQUIREMENTS TRIP SETPOINT

1. Manual. Initiation 2 SR 3.

PooL- A -,
).Fuet illtdivRadiation1

3.8 *x 3 N/A

M/A

a. C33s.a3 £2 SR 3.3.8.1
Sit 3.3.8.2
SR 3.3.8.A~4

4
T1l3 D
Q6 m~Rehr

'3. ý

WOG TS 33-4P&R 07/01/92

0
0

SR 3.3.8.5

3.8.3
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0/ PBAS- Actuation Instrumentation 08j/?c2 T-) ~ 7Q8 3.3.8

S~B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.8 -Petl-ABuilin,44- -ý System Actuation Instruetto

BASES

BACKGROUND The ~FA..ensures that radioactive materials inth0fel-5 exh)att4 0o icl- building atmosphere following a fuel handling accidL~it or a
£UJ" loss of coolant accident (LOCA) are filtered and adsorbed

prior to exhausting to the environmentý. The sytem ; 14(ýIr described in the Bases for LCO 3.7., ".F+.e-4 Building~i-M~,4: 71? System." The system initiate~s fle'red Yentqaieý CIS* ýth fuel bu-ild-ing§ automatically following ofceap'of aHPOjJA ~e~)igh ra 1 ion signal (aou rparticulate) or a -;Ec- P44-'e+tfoo.444 signal. Initiation may also be performe fNO manually as needed from the main control room.

,-~High gaseous and particu-la-ý radiaton -eae-h monitored by 1117--F8~either of two monitors provi~es -BASi nitiation. EachA8 channel train is initiated by high radiation deece by aDcanldedicated to that train. There arde atctal of tw
channels, one for each train. Ea eh chane l cntans

t ieu ae mn ti- High radiation detected byOA any moni-tor or a~-*- *signal from the Engineered Safetya ~Featurel Actuation System (ESFAS) initiates -f~e*4'bu idinyA&T isltoAn t-i These-actions function toprevent exfiltration ofcontaminated air by initiating
__ ftered ventilation, which imposes a neative pressure onA-e----4od~iI :-nc7 theAradiati on montors 4n uoA n&Is-)-i-samplipg system, varieu5 eompenent ucasapc-Inc"Evalves, sample line heaters, sample pupa dfitr etr-sare required to suppert menite- 8PEfRA&IIT+.-

APPLICABLE The -RAG& ensures that radi oacti ve materi al s i n the -f4 we! ASC-E (SAFETY ~ ~ -- ANLSS .u 4 i~atmosphere following a fuel handling accident or aLOCA are filtered and adsorbed prior to being exhausted tothe environment. This action reduces the radioactiveK30 co-nte-nt in th-l, e l4 building exhaust following a LOCA orfuel handling accident so that offsite doses remain withinthe limits specified in 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 1).
The -fSAC.-6actuation i instrumentation satisfy Criterion 3 of (~the NRC Policy Statement.

(con tinued)I WOG STS
1.1 ~ P&R 07/01/92



,44q7-5
-FBAGS Actuation Instrumentation *~

B 3.3.8

BASES (continued)

LCO The LCO requirements ensure that instrumentation necessaryto initiate -F4 -is OPERALE.

Two channels of thei manual initiation, two trains ofautomatic actuation'logic, and two channels of eae-h AeE(~radiation monito6 are required OPERABLE to ensure automaticisolation and initiation of filtered ventilation. 44AG&Aois('5
actuation instrumentation is OPERABLE when all channel andtrain components necessary to provide 4494G&.Aactuation
signal are functional and in service.~c~

~?F,= 5 ro 1 61kw! Only the Trip Setpoint is specified for -e-ach-BA&S-5AFuncto Al
uncetaities whch are defnined in the Unit Specifick+-iVO Jf1.5 C T Setpoint Calibration Procedure (Ref. 2).

APPLICABILITY The manual and-a-u-tomat-k44ACg.Act tin Instrumeain@
trains must be OPERABLE in MODES ý,,3 n 1jwe

ensure the FBACS operates to remove fission products
associated with leakage after a LOCA or a fuel handling
accident.

Hi h r i'ation initiat * h'FBAG& is also required 1MODES (1, 2, 3, and 4 to remove fis~ on products caused b

r at nF ti - +also be OPERABLE in any uringmovement of irradiated'fuel assemblies in the fuel'building
to ensure automatic initiation of the-FBAG& when thepotential for a fuel handling accident exists."ý

A8475 While in MODES 5 and 6 without fuel handling in progress,
--f'ex4G&instrumentation need not be OPERABLE si~nce thepotential for radioacti~ve releases is minimized and manualoperator action is sufficient to prevent offsite dose limits
from being exceeded.

ACTIONS The most common caus o rabilit is outri ht
failure or drift or rocess modu e
sufficient to exceed the toleranceý.,a owed y unit specific
calibration procedures. Typically, the drift is found to besmall and results in a delay of actuation rather than a

(continued)

WOG STSB 3.3-2
P&R 07/01/92
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FBAGS Actuation Instrumentation235
B 3.3.8

BASES

ACTIONS total loss of function. This dete ~ination is generally(cotined).. a eur ng he pertormance of a ACOT, when the process

If he ri e oit is ess co va ivethan the tolerance specified by 0the procedureGthe channel must be declared inoperable imme iately and tappropriate Condition entered.

A Note has been added to the ACTIONS to clarify theapplication of Completion Time rules. The Conditions ofthis Specification may be entered independently for eachFunction listed in Table 3.3.8-1 in the accompanying LCO.The Completion Time(s) of the inoperable channel(s)/train(s)of a Function will be tracked separately for each Functionstarting from the time the Condition was entered for that
Function.

~LA~A This action addresses the actuation logic train Function-of
the Sold-State Protctionl Sy-tc (5 S, the radiationmonitor channel Functions,,and the manual channel Function.Condi~tion A applies to the failure of a single actuationlogic train, .radiation monitor channel, or manual channel.If one channel or train is inoperable, a period of 7 days isallowed to restore it to OPERABLE status. If the train qý-cannot be restored to OPERABLE status, one FAStanmsbe placed in operation. This accomplishes the actuationinstrumentation Function and places the unit in aconservative mode of operation. The 7 day'Completion Timeis the'same as is allowed if one train of the mechanicalportion of the system is inoperable. The basis for thistime is the same as that provided in LCO 3.7.+3'.ý-

B-1-1. B-1.2. 8.2

Condition 8 applies to the failu .re of two-FM,7-. actuation

channels. The Required Action Is to place one+6FAS-&,,train
in operation imme iately. This accomplishes the actuationinstrumentationX nction that may have been lost and placesthe unit in a 6onservative mode of operation. Theappl-icable Conditions and Required Actions of LCO 3 .7.4-3must also be entered for the -F-BAe train made inoperable by

(conti nued)

WOG STS
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~F-BAeSActuation Instrumentation :
8 3.3.8

BASES

ACTIONS B.1.11 B.1.2, 8.2 (continued)

the inoperable actuation instrumentation. This ensuresappropriate limits are placed on train inoperability as
discussed in the Bases fo.r LCO 3.7.444- Q% -

{Alternatively, both trains may be placed in the emergency
S'fradiation protectionrmode. This ensures the FBAGS A/4T3 ';7-

Function is performed even in the presence of a single
fail ure.,

Condition C applies when the Required Action and associated
Completion Time for Condition A or B have not been met andirradiated fuel assemblies are being moved in the fuel
building. Movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the
fuel building must be suspended immediately to eliminate th

Condition 0 applies when the Required Action and associated
Completion Time for Condition A or B have not been met andthe unit is in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4. The unit must be broughtto a MODE in which the LCO requirements are not applicable.A
To achieve this status, the unit must be brought to MODE 3 Lwithin 6 hours and MODE 5,within 36 hourt. The allowe~d
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without
,challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE A Note has been added to the SR Table to clarify thatREQUIREMENTS Table 3.3.8-1 determines which Surveillances apply to which© -BAGS Actuation Functions.

SR 3.3.81.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A

(continued)

WOG STSB 3.3-4
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A 6c TS
-F8AGC Actuation Instrumentation C

B 3.3.8

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.8.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

CHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the parameter indicated onone channel to a similar-parameter on other channels. it isbased on the assumption that instrument channels monitoringthe same parameter should read approximately the same value.Significant deviations between the two instrurrint channelscould be an indication of excessive instrument drift in-oneof the channels or even something more serious. A CHANNELCHECK will detect gross channel failure; thus, it is key toverifying the instrumentation continues to operate properlybetween each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the unit staff, basedon a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,including indication and readability. If a channel isoutside the match criteria, it may be an indication that thesensor or the signal processing equipment has drifted
outside its limit.

The Frequency is based upon operating experience thatdemonstrates channel failure-is rare. Thus, performance ofthe CHANNEL CHECK ensures that undetected overt channelfailure is limited to 12 hours. The.CHANNEL CHECKsupplements less formal, but more frequent, checks ofchannels during normal 'operational use of the displaysassociated with the LCO required channels.

SR 3.3.8.2

SAXXACOT is performed once every 92 days on each requiredchannel to ensure the entire channel will perform the___intended Vnction. This test verifies the capability of the_instrumeftation to provide the F.8AGS-,Aaýcta n The 7se .oirt shall be left consistent with the unit specific~~/J~ca1bratio'~ roc edure tolerance. The Frequency of 92"daysis aseeuponn the known reliability of the monitoringequipment and has been shown to be acceptable through
operating experience.

SR 3.33.8.3

Teactuationn logic is tested every 31 days on aSTGEDSR 3..8.3 s th efrmance of an ACUTIO LGITE.

(continued)

WOG STS
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-R8AG-S-Actuation Instrumentation .

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.8.3 (continued)
REQU IREMENTS 

e
rESiail yAIS Alofsthelrelaysian combntrlthens wiutchande

SR~ Ic 3... ste perfomancieo ar TADte. This testcsh
check~~~~h maua acuto einton a d ispromd0.......-evr1 gints Eac mnaactuto 0 unct ion is tested
upta dicuig the mater rea cis. In somce(roecg., pump tarsivlecyls. The Frequency is based uo h nwupon oprtn exeiec an is consstet wit thsyia

inusr reuein cycle. p

SR 3.3.8.4

Ahcf-_ CHANNEL CLBactIONn ~ntin is performed eey(1~ots o------appvroximately Eat h evryreuelig acHuaNNEL CAIRTION is aetdCcopeecekouteisrmn lp including, the setrreaois n sor.intacsthe test verifies thatio o the chane repnstdeasured
paaeerg. wiptathin thle necssary Tane andeacuracy. ThbaedFrqec sbsdupon operating experience and iscostetwhtetyiacnitnwihtetpclindustry refueling cycle.

REFERENCES 1 ..81 F 0.11593

The tenit Specifics etphit techannlbrationd Promedsure.

WOG STS &R 0/19. -9 P&R 07/01/92



JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM RSTS 3.3.8

Generic Justifications

A Minor editorial difference not marked up.

A. Modified to reflect WBN plant specific design.

B. Modified to reflect WBN plant specific terminology.

Specific Justifications

1. The defined term "ACOT" in Section 1.1, Definitions, has been changed to
"COT" and has been changed in this Instrumentation specification to
reflect the Definitions change.

2. MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 are applicable to the Auxiliary Building Gas
Treatment System, since the system must actuate in response to a LOCA.

3. Editorial change. Reference to LCO 3.7.13 has been changed to LCO
3.7.12, consistent with the WBN specification numbering.

4. Editorial change. The word "function" has been capitalized, "Function",
consistent with the normal practice in Technical Specifications.

5. Additional detail describing the Trip Setpoint value has been added to
clarify the basis for the value.

6. SR 3.3.8.3 has been deleted, Function 2 of Table 3.3.8-1 has been
deleted, and a Function 3-has been added. These changes have been made
to reflect Watts Bar design. The ABGTS isolation from radiation monitors
and manual does not interface with the SSPS, only the Phase A isolation
does.

ABGTS is actuated by an SI Phase A signal. Therefore, the actuation
logic and relays are tested in LCO 3.3.2.

Renumbering and Bases changes have also been made.

7. Wording has been added to the Bases discussion of Condition C. This
wording clarifies the intent of Required Action and is consistent with
-the Refueling section 3.9.

8. This change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the RSTS
proof and review meeting in Irvine, CA, July 13 - 20, 1992.

9. Editorial change to delete "calibration". Other procedures, e.g. ACOT
procedure also look at setpoint tolerance.



RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits
3.4.1

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.-4.1 RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow Departure from Nucleate Boiling
(DNB) L~imits

LCO 3.4. 1

APPLICABILITY:

RCS DNB parameters for pressurizer pressure, RCS average
temperature, and RCS total flow rate shall be within the

t'~ C V 22 16j
a. Pressurizer pressure Ž[j49ee] psig;

b. RCS average temperature :5 [.'.84.]'F; and

C. RCS total flow rate ý: re4.er-%+gpm.

MODE 1.

ACTIONS

0

-- - - - - - - - - - - --- -NOTE - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Pressurizer pressure limit does not apply during:

a. THERMAL POWER ramp >i-o- 5% RTP 'per minute; or

b. THERMAL POWER step inzuc-f10% RTP..
---------------- ---------------------------

CONDITION.

A. One or more RCS DNB
parameter~s not within
limits.

B. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time not met.

11,REQUIRED ACTION

Restore RCS DNB
parameter(s) to
within limit.

Be in MODE 2.

I ____________________

COMPLETION TIME

2 hours

6 hours

WOG STS341
04/24/92 10:00am3.4-1



RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits
3.4.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEI LLANCE J FREQUENCY
SR 3.4.1.1 Verify pressurizer pressure is

SR 3.4.1.2 Verify RCS average temperature is

[5 92 .'j]

12 hours

12 hours

SR 3.4.1.3 Verify RCS total flow rate is 12 hoursO Ž~ [2.&4,9-G9] gpm.
L400, 1401

SR 3.4.1.4---------------------NOTE ----------
Not required to be et, until 24 hours after

> -Pae~ 90% RTP. k cr-ormMA (7©-----7--------------------- k-1 -
Verify by pre .cision heat balance that RCS r[1814-onths

total flow rate is Ž! [2S4-,.OGO.] qpm.

WOG STS

3.4-204/24/92 10:00am
3.4-2



RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits
B 3.4.1

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.1 RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow Departure from Nucleate Bo-iling
(DNB) Limits

BASES

BACKGROUND

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

These Bases address requirements for maintaining RCS
pressure, temperature, and flow rate within limits assumed
in the safety analyses. The safety analyses (Ref. 1) of
normal operating conditions and anticipated operational
occurrences assume initial conditions within the normalsteady-state envelope. The limits placed on RCS pressure,temperature, and flow rate ensure that the minimum departure
from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) will be met for each of
the transients analyzed.

The RCS pressure limit is consistent with operation within
the nominal operational envelope. Pressurizer pressure
indications are averaged to come up with a value for
comparison to the limit. A lower pressure will cause the
reactor core to approach DNB limits.

The'RCS coolant average temperature limit is consistent with-full power operation within *the nominal operational
envelope. Indications of temperature are averaged todetermine a value for comparison to the limit. A higheraverage temperature will cause the core to approach DNB
limits.

The RCS flow rate normally remains constant during anoperational fuel cycle with all pumps running. The minimumRCS flow limit corresponds to that assumed for DNB analyses.Flow rate indications are averaged to come up with a valuefor comparison to the limit. A lower RCS flow will cause
the core to approach DNB limits.

Operation for significant periods of time outside these DNBlimits increases the likelihood of a fuel cladding failure
in a DNB-limited event.

The requirements of this LCO represent the initial
conditions for DNB-limited transients analyzed in the-plantsafety analyses (Ref. 1). The safety analyses have shownthat transients initiated from the limits of this LCO will

(conti nued)
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RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits
B 3.4.1

BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued)

ILCO
Peplace

wlOtlt4 :MSEkT

"1LCD 11

APPLICABILITY

result in meeting the DNBR criterion of >-[1.3]. This is
the acceptance limit for the RCS DNB parameters. Changes tothe unit that could impact these parameters must be assessed
for their impact on the DNBR criteria. The transients
analyzed for include loss of coolant flow events and dropped
or stuck rod events. A key assumption for the analysis of
these events is that the core power distribution is withinthe limits of LCO 3.1.7, "Control Bank Insertion Limits";
LCO 3.2.3, "AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE (AFD)"; and LCO 3..2.4,"QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO (QPTR)." r592 9
The pressurizer pressure limit o [ý ]pi and the RCS
average temperature limit of [58 ]FP correspond to
analytical limits of [2205] psig and [%p5]*F used in the

- an 1ses Alowance for measurement uncertainty.
(W'hlC~ I lct U E2204 Psi a. L5 9 4 . ITeCS parameters satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

This. LCO specifies limits on the monitored process
variables:.pressurizer pressure, RCS average temperature,
and RCS total flow rate to ensure the core operates withinthe limits assumed 'in the safety analyses.' Operating -withinthes@ limits will result in meeting the DNBR criterion inthe event of a DNB-limited transient.

RCS total flow rate contains a mneasurement erroe of [2.0]%.

The LCO numerical values for pressure, temperature, and flowrate are given for the measurement 'location but have not
been adjusted for instrument error.

In MODE 1, the limits on pressurizer pressure, RCS coolantaverage temperature, and RCS flow rate must be maintainedduring steady-state operation in order to ensure DNBRcriteria will be met in the event of an unplanned loss offorced coolant flow or other DNB-limited transient. In allother MODES, the power level is low enough that DNBP is not
a concern.

A Note has been added to indicate the limit on pressd-rizerpressure is not applicable during short-term operational

(conti nued)
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LCO This LCO specifies limits on the monitored processvariables: pressurizer pressure, RCS average temperature,and RCS total flow rate to ensure the core operates withinthe limits assumed in the safety analyses. Operating withinthese limits will result in meeting the ONBR criterion inthe event of a DNB limited transient.

RCS total flow rate contains a measurement error of[-0]based on performing a precision heat balance and using theresult to calibrate the RCS flow rate indicators. Potentialfouling of the feedwater venturi, which might not bedetected, could bias the result from the-precision heatba nce in a nonconservative manner. Therefore, a penaltyof~O,.~ for undetected fouling of the feedwater venturiraise the nominal flow measurement allowance to [--iforno fouling. 
E.(

Any fouling tha L might bias the flow rate measurementgreater than~u.Th can be detected by monitoring and trendingvarious plant performance parameters. If detected, eitherthe effect of the fouling shall be quantified andcompensated fbr in the RCS flow rate measurement or theventuri shall be cleaned to eliminate the fouling.

The LCO numerical values for pressure, temperature,' and flowrate are given for the measurement loc-ation but have notbeen adjusted for instrument error.



RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits
B 3.4.1

BASES

APPLICABILITY transients such as a THERMAL POWER ramp increase ~ee~~.(continued) -&4 5% RTP per minute or a THERMAL POWER step increase 44;.
Axa44 10% RTP. These conditions represent short-term
perturbations where actions to control pressure variations
might be counterproductive. Also, since they represent
transients initiated from power levels less than 100% RTP,
an increased DNBR margin exists to offset the temporary
pressure variations.

Another set of limits on DNB-related parameters is providedin SL 2.1.1, "Reactor Core Safety Limits." Those limits are ~less restrictive than the limits of this LCO, but viol ationi7-. 02)of a Safety Limit (SL) merits a stricter, more severe
Required Action. Should a violation of this LCO occur, theoperator must check whether or not an SL may have been
exceeded.

ACTIONS A.1

RCS pressure and RCS average temperature are controllable
and measurable parameters. With one or both of these
parameters not within LCO* limits, action must be taken to
restore parameter(s).

RCS total flow rate is not a c 'ontrollable parameter and isnot expected to vary during steady-state operation. If theindicated RCS total flow rate is below the LCO limit, power
must be reduced, aý required by Required Action 8.1, torestore DNB margin and eliminate the potential for violation
of the accident analysis bounds.

The 2-hour Completion Time for restoration of the parameters
provides sufficient time to adjust plant parameters, todetermine the cause for the off-normal condition, and to
restore the readings within limits and is based on plant
operating experience.

B.1

If Required Action A.1 is not met within the associated
Completion Time, the plant must be brought to a..MODE inwhich the LCO does not apply. To achieve this statu-s, the-plant murst be brought to at least MODE 2 within 6 hours. In

__________________(conti nued)
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RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits
B 3.4.1

BASES

ACTIONS B.1 (continued)

MODE 2, the reduced power condition eliminates the potentia]
for violation of the accident analysis bounds. The
Completion'Time of 6 hours is reasonable, to reach the
required plant conditions in an orderly manner in
conjunction with a control of steam generator heat
removal.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.1.1
REQU IREM ENTS

Since Required Action A.1 allows a Completion Time of
2 hours to restore parameters that are not within limits,the 12-hour Surveillance Frequency for~pressurizer pressure
is sufficient to ensure the pressure can be restored to 'anormal operation, steady-state condition following loadchanges and other expected transient operations. The
12-hour interval has been shown by operating practice to besufficient to regularly assess for potential degradation andto verify operation is within safety analysis assumptions.

SR 3.4.1..2

Since Required Action AA1 allows a Completion Time of2 hours to restore paramfeters that are not within limits,
the 12-hour Surveillan *ce Froquency for RCS average
temperature-is sufficient to ensure the temperature can berestored to a normal' operation, steady-state condition
following load changes and other expected transient*
operations. The 12-hour interval has been shown byoperating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess forpotential degradation and to verify operation is within
safety analysis assumptions.

SR 3.4.1.3

The 12-hour Surveillance Frequency for RCS total flow rateis perforfned using the installed flow instrumentation.. The12-hour interval has been shown by operating practice to besufficient to regularly assess potential degradation and toverify operation within safety analysis assumptions.--

_______________________________(conti nued)
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RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits
B 3.4.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE* SR 3.4.1.-4
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Measurement of RCS total flow rate by performanec' o maa
precision calorimetric heat balance once every (1 months
allows the installed RCS flow instrumentation to be
calibrated and verifies the actual RCS flow rate is greaterO than or equal to the minimum requireo RCS flow rate.

The Frequency 0ý2 n~ths reflects the importance of
verifying flow after a refueling outage when the core has
been altered, which may have caused an alteration of flow
resistance.

This SR is modified by a Note that allows entry into MODEl1,
without having performed the SR, and placement of the unit-in th-etcniin foin performing the SR. The Notestates that the SR isIeurdto be 4 h0 -r

the heat balance requires the plant to be at a minimum of90% RTP to-obtain the stated RCS flow accuracies. TheSurveillance shall be performed within 24 hours after
reaching 90% RTP.

REFERENCS-ý ý ~ BAP~ FA)R eni

5eCtIOLV61t;52 (5np :~.44
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NRC STS 3.4.1

A. This change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the,
RSTS P&R meeting held in Irvine, CA July 13 - July 20, 1992.

1. Change to reflect Watts Bar specific parameter values.

2. Format change to delete brackets-that identify plant specific
information/values.

3. Change to correct errors in the STS.

4. Change to specify WBN specific reference information and format.



RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality
3.4.2

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.2 RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality n1*
LCO' 3.4.2

APPLICABILITY:

Each RCS loop average temperature (Tavg) shall

MODE
MODE

ESE'
b e Ž-.E4 0F.

r(0~
th Tavg in one or more RCS loops < +%W
th T. in -one or more RCS loops < -f

1.02 s56/

ACT IONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. T avg in one or more RCS A.1 Be in MODE 3. 30 minu tes
loops not within
limit.

SR 3.4.2.1 Verify RCS Tang in each loop Ž:+64-1-+F.

anid angj~
loop 7,V <z510F

Withi n
15 minutes
prior to
achieving
criticality

WOG STS 3.4-,y304/24/92 10:00am
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RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality
B 3.4.2

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.2 RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality

BASES

BACKGROUND This LCO is based upon meeting several major considerations
before the reactor can be made critical and while the
reactor is critical.

The first consideration is moderator temperature coefficient(MTC), LCO 3.1.4 ("1Moderator Temperature Coeffis-ient
(MTC)"). In the transient and accident analyses, the MTC isassumed to be in a range from slightly positive to negativeand the operating temperature is assumed to be within thenominal operating envelope while the reactor is critical.The LCD on minimum temperature for criticality helps ensurethe plant is operated consistent with these assumptions.

The second consideration is the protective instrumentation.Because certain protective instrumentation (e.g., excoreneutron detectors) can be affected by moderator temperature,a temperature value within the nominal operating envelope ischosen to ensure proper indication and response while thereactor is critical..

The third consideration is the pressurizer operatingcharacteristics. The transients and accident analysesassume that the.pressurizer is within its normal startup and-operating range (i.e., saturted conditions and steam bubblepresent). It is also assumed that the RCS temperature iswithin its normal expected range for startup and poweroperation. Since the density of the water,-and hence theresponse of the pressurizer to transients, depends upon theinitial temperature of the moderator, a minimum value formoderator temperature within the nominal operating envelopeis chosen.

The fourth consideration is that the reactor vessel is aboveits minimum nil-ductility reference temperature when thereactor is critical.

APPLICABLE The minimum temperature for criticality limitation providese
SAFETY ANALYSES a F smaall band, 6*F, for critical operation below hot r-ero

(continued).

WOG STS I
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RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality
B 3.4.2

BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

(conti nued)

LCD

bbelow HHZP temperature during plant startup and does not oddversely affect any safety analyses since the MTC is not
ignificantly affected by the small temperature differencs

Ebe'tween HZP temperature and the minimum temperature for (n)
criticalit 

ht e~ OE
Although the RCS minimum temperature for criticality is not"w
itself an initial condition assumed in Design Basis,'ZAccidents (OBAs), the closely aligned temperature forAý1Z) isa process variable that is an initial condition of DBAs,such as the rod cluster control assembly (RCCA)-withdrawal,
RCCA ejection, and main steam line break accidents performed
at zero power that either assumes the failure of, orpresents a challenge to, the integrity of a fission-product
barrier. 

55 7'
All low power safety analyses assume initial RCS loop
temperatures ý: the HZP temperature of;%W*F (Ref. 1). Theminimum temperature for criticality limitation provides asmall band, 6*F, for critical operation below HZP. Thisband 'allows critical operation below HZP during plant
startup and does not adversely affect any safety analysessince the MTC is not significantly affected by the small
,temperature differen 'ce between HZP and the minimum
temperature for criticality.

assmpesathefiure ofor HPi proesn a chlegetnh
inte ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ `7 rit ofafsinpoucaare. e m niuintemeatur corncitica if y sach s ihes ridcuteriont2roflhRPoic Statement

Compliance with the LCD ensures that the reactor will not bemade or maintained critical (K ý >1.0) at a temperature
'less than a small band below tre' HZP temperature, which isassumed in the safety analysis. Failure to meet' therequirements of this LCD may produce initial conditions
inconsistent with the initial conditions assumed in the
safety analysis.

(conti nued)
WOG STSB

04/24/92 10:00amB 3.4-\



RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality
/7 B 3.4.2

BASES (continued) 551

APPLICAB

A. 1

If the parameters that are outside the limits cannot be
restored, the plant must be brought to a MODE in which the
LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must
be brought to MODE 3 within 30 minutes. Rapid -eeactor.
shutdown can be readily and practically achieved within a
30-minute period. The allowed~time is reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach MODE 3 in an orderly manner
and without challenging plant systems.

(conti nued)

04/24/92 10:00am

ILITY In MODES I and 2, with K >-1.0, LCO 3.4.2 isapplicablee
since the reactor can on y be critical (K (Ž 1.0-) inn thesee

MODS. In adiin reactor criticali ffy-is-4ermi eo
w en any RCS loop average temperature is > ES~iýF and the
T - T devi at ion ei i eiv1i~~ alarm is im flo-e,==sý..p Reset

Y eln the range of -L&."44jF val the miniZmum temperature
for criticality, txo-"9LF, thpere is a potentia or CS loop5S7 average temperature to fall below the LCO requirement. s-S7
Be0`4 O Tre is essentially constant and equal to-6";

no~ load) Ther efore, a T Vg -Tref devi ati on z-@;P- 1 sk" Tav (I)alarm would be due to theamovement of RCS loop average
temperature below T toandwudaamJ bv hno Iload

' minimum temperturee fo riticality. As power evýee
increases, each RCS loop verage temperature increases to a
value far enough above-WI~F that the potential for RCS loop
average temperatures to fall below+{A43-F is so diminished
that this LCO is no longer applicable.

The special test exception of LCO 3.1.10, "MODE 2 PHYSICS
TESTS Excptins" permits PHYSICS TESTS to be performed at
:5 5% RTP with RCS loop average temperatures slightly lower
than normally allowed so that fundamental nuclear
characteristics of the'core can be verified. In order for
nuclear characteristics to be'accurately measured, it may be
necessary-to operate outside the normal restrictions of this
LCO. For example, to measure the MTC at beginning of cycle,
it is necessary to allow RCS loop average temperatures to
fall below Tn0 which may cause RCS loop average
temperature ntoa all below the temperature limit of this
LCO.

0

ACTIONS

B 3.4-\1WOG STS



RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality
B 3.4.2

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.2.1 IS { 5L1
REQUIREMENTS av-Ttvertr S7 % IF.

RCS loop aegetmrtueis required to be verified ator above E5441F within 15 minute prior to achieving
criticality and every 30 minutes-t ee .eý . The 15-minute
time period is long enough to allow the operator to adjusttemperatures or delay criticality so the [CO will not beviolated, thereby providing assurance that the safety
analyses are not violated. - 5-5 Qi

The Note modifies the SR. 4 When any RCS loop average
temeraureis lesst n t5 *F and the OT - -Trefýdeeviatio low-low T alarm is alarming, Ves loop averagetmeratures could a below the [CO requirement withoutadditional warning. The SR to verify RCS loop averagetemperatures every 30 minutes is frequent enough to prevent

the inadvertent violation of the [CO.

REFERENCES 1. F 5 RU 'C- V :
W/A* B5 P' -SAR, CýA P&1~e5'_ 'Acc;clet, ANA Iy'ses,

WOG STS
B 04/24/92 10:00amB 3. 4



JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NRC STS 3.4.2

A. This change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the
RSTS P&R meeting held in Irvine, CA July 13 - July 20, 1992.

1. Change to reflect WBN specific parameter values or information.

2. Format change to delete brackets that identify plant specific
information/values.

3. Change to delete text duplication in the STS.

4. Change to specify WBN specific reference information and format.

5. Change to correct error(s) in the STS.



RCS PIT Limits
3.4.3

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.3 RCS Pr~essure and Temperature (P/T) Limits

LCO 3.4.3

APPLICABILITY:

RCS pressure, RCS temperature, and RCS heatup and cooldownrates shall be maintained within t~he limits specified in the
PTLR.

At all times.

ACTIONS

CONDITION__ RE .QUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A.---------- NOTE --------
Required Action A.2
shall be completed
whenever this
Condition is entered.

--- ------- --- ----i e-qu-irements of LCO--
not met 4 in MODES
1,2,3 r4

B. Required Action and
associ~ated Completion
Time Anot met.

A-

Reqtuirea Arctio;
C.2 sklic be
'Ž8mple4e4 wkerieave

1?equirema4+s c4- LCD
h n~ot pieL: &riytfme j

WOG STS 3 4

Restore parameter(s)
to within limits.

AND

A. 2 Determine RCS is
acceptable for
continued operation.

Be in MODE 3.

AND

30 minutes

72 hours

6 hours

B.2 Be in MODE 5 with 36 hours
RCS pressure

restore P~lraMee~rt)

.C.2 Def-aryine Fcs is

dontyuecJ operationi

Prior -toD
MOcE4

&e *e n h

3.4 -~ LI04/24/92 lO:O0am3.4--j q



RCS P/T Limits
3.4.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.3.1 ------------------- NOTE'p, CR0r i

Only required to be-me.~during RCS heatup
and cooldown operations and RCS inservice
leak and hydrostatic testing.
------------------------------------------

Verify RCS pressure, RCS temperature, and 30 minutes

RCS heatup and cooldown rates are within

the limits specified in the PTLR.

WOG STS

3*4~~~S04/24/92 10:00am
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RCS P/T Limits
B 3.4.3

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.3 RCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits

BASES

BACKGROUND All components of the PCS are designed to withstand effects
of cyclic loads due to system pressure and temperature
changes. These loads are introduced by startup (heatup) and
shutdown (cooldown) operations, power transients, and
reactor trips. This LCO limits the pressure and temperature
changes during RCS heatup and cooldown, within the design
assumptions and the stress limits for cyclic operation.

The PTLR contains P/T limit curves for heatup, cooldown,
inservice leak and hydrostatic (ISLH) testing, and data forthe maximum rate of change of reactor coolant temperature
(Ref. 1.).

Each P/T limit curve defines an acceptable region for normal
operation. The usual use of the- curves is operational
guidance during heatup or cooldown maneuvering, when
pressure and temperature indications are monitored and
compared to the applicable curve to determine that operation
is within the allowable region.

The LCO establishes operating limits that provide a margin
to brittle failure of the reactor vessel and piping of the
reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB). The vessel is the
component most subject to brittle failure, and the LCO
limits apply mainly to the vessel. The limits do not apply
to the pressurizer, which has different design
characteristics and operati ng functions.

10 CFR 50, Appendix G (Ref. 2) requires the establishment ofP/T limits for specific material fracture toughness
requirements of the RCPB materials. Reference 2 requires anadequate margin to brittle failure during normal operation,
anticipated operational occurrences, and system hydrostatic
tests. It mandates the use of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code, Section III, Appendix G
(Ref. 3).

*The neutron embrittlement effect on the material toughness
is reflected by increasing the nil-ductility reference
temperature (RT NDT ) as exposure to neutron fluence -

increases.

(continued)
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RCS P/T Limits
B 3.4.3

BASES

BACKGROUND The actual shift in the RTNDT of the vessel material will be
(continued) established periodically by removing and evaluating the

irradiated reactor vessel material specimens, in accordance
with ASIM E 185 (Ref. 4) and Appendix H of 10 CFR 50
(Ref. 5). The operating P/T limit curves will be adjusted,
as necessary, based on the evaluation findings and the
recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.99 (Ref. 6).

The P/T limit curves are composite curves established by
superimposing limits derived from stress analyses of those
portions of the reactor vessel and head that are the most
restrictive. At any specific pressure, temperature, and
temperature rate of change, one location within the reactor
,vessel will dictate the most restrictive limit. Across the
span of the P/T limit curves', different locations are more
restrictive, and, thus, the curves are composites of the
most restrictive regions.

The heatup curve represents a different set of restrictions
than the cooldown curve because the directions of the
thermal gradients through the vessel wall are reversed. The
thermal gradient reversal alters the location of the tensile
stress between the outer and inner walls.

The criticality limit curve includes the Reference 2
requirement that it be no less than 40*F above the heatup
curve or the cooldown curve, and not less than the minimum
permissible temperature for ISLH testing. However, the
criticality curve is not operationally limiting; a more
restrictive ,limit exists in LCO 3.'4.2, "RCS Minimum
Temperature for Criticality."

The consequence of violating the LCO limits is that the RCS
has been operated under conditions that can result in
brittle failure of the RCPB, possibly leading to a
non-isolable leak or loss-of-coolant accident. In the event
these limits are exceeded, an evaluation muist be performed
to determine the effect on the structural integrity of the
RCPB components. The ASME Code, Section XI, Appendix E
(Ref. 7), provides a recommended methodology for evaluating
an operating event that causes an excursion outside the
limits.

(conti nued)
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RCS P/T Limits
B 3.4.3

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

LCO

The P/T limits are not derived from Design Basis Accident
(OBA) analyses. They are prescribed during normal operation
to avoid encountering pressure, temperature, and temperature
rate-of-change conditions that might cause undetected flaws
to propagate and cause non-ductile failure of the RCPB, an
unanalyzed condition. Reference 1 establishes the
methodology for determining the P/I limits. Although theP/T limits are not derived from any DBA, the P/T limits areacceptance limits since they preclude operation in an
unanalyzed condition.

RCS P/T limits satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

The two elements of this LCO are:

a. The limit curves for heatup, cooldown, and ISLH
testing; and

b. Limits on the rate of change of temperature.

The LCO limits apply to all components of the RCS, except
the pressurizer. These limits define allowable operating
regions and permit a large number of operating cycles whileproviding a wide margin to non-ductile failure.

The limits for the rate of change of temperature control the.thermal gradient through the vessel wall and are used asinputs for calculating the heatup, cooldown, and ISLH
te 'sting P/T limit curves. Thus, the LCO for the rate ofch.ange of temperature restricts stresses caused by thermalgradients and also ensures the validity of the P/ T limit
curves.

Violating the LCO limits places the reactor vessel outsideof the bounds of the stress analyses and can increase
stresses in other RCPB components. The consequences depend
on several factor~s, as follow:

a. The severity of the departure from the allowable
operating P/T regime or the severity of the rate of
change of temperature;

_______________(conti nued)
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RCS P/T Limits
B 3.4.3

BASES

LCO
(conti nued)

APPLICABILITY

b. The length of time the limits were violated (longer
violations allow the temperature gradient in the thick
vessel walls to become more pronounced); and

C. The existences, sizes, and orientations of flaws in
the vessel material.

The RCS P/T Limits LCO provides a definition of acceptable
operation for prevention of non-ductile failure-in
accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix G (Ref. 2). Although
the P/T limits were developed to provide guidance'for
operation during heatup or cooldown (MODES 3, 4, and 5) or
ISLH testing, 'their applicability is at all times in keeping
with the concern for non-ductile failure. The limits do not
apply to the pressurizer.

During MODES 1 and 2, other Technical Specifications provide
limits for operation that can be more restrictive than or
can supplement these P/T limits. LCO 3.4.1, "RCS Pressure,
Temperature,.and Flow Departure from Nucleate Boiling (DNB)
Limits"; LCO 3.4.2, "RCS Minimum Temperature for
Criticality"; and Safety Limit 2.1, "Safety Limits," also
provide operational restrictions, for pressure and
temperature and maximum pressure. Furthermore, MODES 1
and 2 are above the temperature range of concern for
non-ductile failure, and stress analyses have been performed
for normal maneuvering profiles, such as powe'r ascension or
descent.

The actions of this LCO consider the premise that a
violation of the limits occurred during normal plant
maneuvering. Severe violations caused by abnormal
transients, at times accompanied by equipment failures, may
also require additional actions from emergency operating
procedures.4

ch~r ir3 IA4-,
A.1 and A.2
Operation outside the P/T limitsimust be corrected so that
the RCPB is returned to a condition that has been vei'ified
by stress analyses.

(continued)
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RCS P/T Limits
B 3.4.3

BASES

ACTIONS A-1 and A.2 (continued)

The 30-minute Completion Time reflects the urgency of
restoring the parameters to within the analyzed range. Most
violations will not be severe, and the activity can be
accomplished in this time in a controlled manner.

Besides restoring operation within limits, an evaluation is
required to determine if RCS operation can continue. The
evaluation must verify the RCPB integrity remains acceptable
and must be completed before continuing operati-on. Several
methods may be used, including comparison with preanalyzed
trans~ients in the stress analyses, new analyses, or
inspection of the components.

ASME Code, Section XI, Appendix E (Ref. 7), may be used tosupport the evaluation. However, its use is restricted to
evaluation of the vessel beltline.

The 72-hour Completion Time is reasonable to accomplish theevaluation. The evaluation for a mild violation is possible
within this time, but more severe violations may require
special, event-specific stress analyses or inspections. Afavorable evaluation must be completed before continuing to
operate.

Condition A is modi 'fied by a Note requiring Required
Action A.2 to be completed whenever the Condition is
entered. The Note emphasizes the need to perform the
evaluation of the effects of the excursion outside the
allowable limits. Restoration alone per Required Action A.1is insufficient because higher-than-analyzed stresses mayhave occurred and may have affected the RCPB integrity.

B.1 and B.2

If a Required Action and associated Completion Time ofCondition A are not met, the plant must be placed in a lowerMODE because either the RCS remained in an unacceptable P/Tregion for an extended period of increased stress or asufficiently severe event caused entry into an unacceptable
region. Either possibility indicates a need for morecareful examination of the event, best accomplished with theRCS at reduced pressure and temperature. In reduced--

(continued)
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RCS P/T Limits
B 3.4.3

SBASES

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2 (continued)

pressure and temperature conditions, the possibility of
propagation with undetected flaws is decreased.

If the required restoration activity cannot be accomplished
within 30 minutes, Required Action B.1 and Required
Action B.2 must be implemented to reduce pressure and
temperature.

If the required evaluation for continued operation cannot be
.accomplished within 72 hours or the results are
indeterminate or unfavorable, action must proceed to reduce
pressure and temperature as specified in Required Action B.1
and Required Action B.2. A- favorable evaluation must be
completed and documented before returning to operating
pressure and temperature conditions.

Pressure and temperature are reduced by bringing the plantO to MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 with RCS pressure
50$pi within 36 hours.

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required plant conditions
from full power conditions, in an orderly manner, and
without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verification that operation is within the PTLR limits is
required every 30 minutes when RCS pressure and temperature
conditions are undergoing planned changes. This Frequency
is considered reasonable in view of the control room
indication available to monitor RCS status. Also, since
temperature rate-of-change limits are specified in hourly
increments, 30 minutes permitl assessment and correction for
minor deviations within a reasonable time.

Surveillance for heatup, cooldown, or ISLH testing may bediscontinued when the definition given in the relevant plant
procedure for ending the activity is satisfied.

This SR is modified by a Note thattrequires this SRjbeý *&4.per4? m&4only during system heatup, cooldown, and ISLH testing. No

(conti nued)
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C1and C.2

Actions must be initiated irmmediately to correct operation outside Of the P/T
limits at times other than when in MODES 1, 2, 3, or 4, so that the RCPB isreturned to a condition that has been verified by stress analysis.
The immrediate Completion Time reflects .the urgency of initiating action to
restore the parameters to within the analyzed range. Most violations will not
be severe, and the activity can be accomplished itEEI ý in a controlledmanner.

Besides restoring operation w ithin limits, an evaluation is required to determineif RCS operation can continue. The evaluation must verify the RCPB integrityremains acceptable and must be completed prior to entry. into MODE 4. Several
methods may be used, including comparison with preanalyzed transients in thestress analyses, or inspection of the components.
ASME Code, Section XI, Appendix E (Ref. 7). ma y be used to support the
evaluation. However, its use is restricted to evaluation of the vessel beltline.Condition C is-modified by a Note requiring Required Action C.2 to be completedwhenever the Condition is entered . The Note emphasizes the need to perform t~e
evaluation of the effects of the excursion outside the allowable limiti.Restoration alone per Required Action C.1 is insufficient because higher then
analyzed.-stresses may have occurred and may have affected the RCPB integrit)%

INSERT



RCS P/T Limits
B 3.4.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.3.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

SR is given for criticality operations because LCO 3.4.2
contains a more restrictive requirement.

REFERENCES 1. I'75

~:iII~2. @ A
3. AZS1F, 6F~~T

5. 10i ff S -FR Se Itt,-AM I-A-

6. ;98802 z'cin2 My0~

TAea/c WBNA-Mrz3-Q27RO "0 Pre * ure - 7cP00&
' i~Based an 2e&, gUida .~ A~r raUbmi~ial* 7'Z e)

2.'ýTitle 10, Code of Federal Re~gulations,*Part 50,
Appendix G, "Fracture Toughness Requirements."

3, ASME Boiler an *d Pressure Vessel Code, Section III,Appendix G, "Protection Against Non-Ductile Failure.":

SASTM E 185-82, "Standard Practice for Conducting
Surveillance Tests for Light-Water Cooled Nuclear
Power Reactor Vessels,nJuly 1982.

5,Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix H, "Reactor Vessel Material Surveillance
Program Requirements."

~.Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2, "Radiation
Embrittlement of Reactor Vess~el Materials," May 1988.,

7. ASME Boiler and Pressure.Vessel Code, Section XI,Appendix E, "Evaluation of Unanticipated Operating
Events.''
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NRC STS 3.4.3

A. This change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the
RSTS P&R meeting held in Irvine, CA July 13 - July 20, 1992.

1. Format change to delete brackets that identify plant specific
information/values.

2. Change to specify WBN specific reference information and format.



RCS Loops -MODES I and 2

3.4.4

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.4 RCS Loops -MODES 1 and 2

©:7
LCO 3.4.4 urk2 ! loops shall be OPERABLE and in operation.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Requirements of [CO A.l Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
not met.

ISURVEILLANCE- REQUIREMENTS

-SR 3.4.4.2 Verify steam generator tube integrity is in In accordance Aaccordance with the Steam Generator Tube with the SteamSurveillance Program. Generator Tube

iu coSurveillance Program

Re I CA c~fdtýO S~k2.4,/13,2 
-
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RCS Loops -MODES 1 and 2
B 3.4.4

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.4 RCS Loops -MODES 1 and 2

BASES.

BACKGROUND The primary function of the RCS is removal of the heat
generated in the fuel due to the fission process, and
transfer of this heat, via the steam generators (SGs) to the
secondary -plant.

The secondary functions of the RCS include: -

a. Moderating the neutron energy level to the thermal
state, to increase the probability of fission;

b. Improving the neutron economy by acting as a
reflector;

C. Carrying the soluble neutron poison, boric acid;

d. Providing a second barrier against fission-prod .uct
release to the environment; and

e.. Removi ng the heat generated in the * fuel due to
fission-product decay following a unit shutdown.

The reactor coolant is circulated through( fo u rFloops
connected in parallel to the reauctor vesse, reach containing
an SG, a reactor coolant",pump (RCP), and appropriate flow
and temperature instrumentation for both control a (protection. The reactor vessel contains the clad fel. ~
The SGs provide the heat sink to the isolated secondary
coolant. The RCPs circulate the coolant through the reactor
vessel and SGs at a sufficient rate to ensure proper heattransfer and prevent fuel damage. This forced circulation
of the reactor coolant ensures mixing of the coolant for
proper boration and chemistry control.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

Safety analyses contain various assumptions for the design
bases accident initial conditions including RCS pressure,
RCS temperature, reactor power level, core parameters, and
safety system setpoints. The important aspect for this LCO
is the reactor coolant forced flow rate, which is'-
represented by the number of RCS loops in service.

(continued)
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RCS Loops -MODES 1 and 2
B 3.4.4

an BASESw
APPLICABL
SAFETY AN

(contir
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E Both transient and steady-state analyses have een erformed
IALYSES to establish the effect of flow on the depar re f om
iued) nucleate boiling.(DNB). The transient and cid t analyses

for the plant have been performed assuming four RCS loopsare in operation. The ma~jority of the plnsaeyanalyses
are based on initial conditions at high core power or ze-o
power. The accident analyses that are most important to RCP
operation are the fffour@-pump coastdown, single pump locked
rotor, single pump (broken shaft or coastdown), and rod
withdrawal events (Ref. 1).a\II~

Steady-state DNB analysis has been performed for the ror
RCS loop operation. For four RCS loop operation, fu
steady-state DNB analysis, which gen 'erates the pressure and -
temperature Safety Limit (i.e., the departure from nucleate
boiling ratio (DNBR) limit) assumes a maximum power level of,-_-'

J/ 44OW1. RTP. This is the design overpower condition for jfu~in RCS loop operation. The value for the accident analysis
setpoint of the nuclear overpower (high flux) trip is 10-F- 118%.
and is based on an analysis assumption that bounds possible 4'instrumentation erro'rs. The DNBR limit defines a locus of t
pressure and temperature points that result in a minimum
DNBR greater than or equal to the critical heat flux
correlation li'mit.

The plant is designed to operate with all RCS loops in
operation to maintain DNBR above the safety limit, during
all normal operations and anticipated transients. By
ensuring heat transfer in the nucleate boiling region,
adequate heat transfer is provided between .the fuel cladding
and the reactor coolant.

RCS foops -MODES 1 and 2 satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC
Policy*Statement.

The purpose of this LCD is to require an adequate forced
flow rate for core heat removal. Flow is represented by the
number of RCPj in operation for removal of heat by the SGs.
To meet safety analysis acceptance criteria for IDNB, u
pumps are requir~~ at rated power.

An OPERABLE RCS loop consists of an OPERABLE RCP in
operation providing forced flow for heat transport and an

(conti nued)
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RCS Loops -MODES 1 and 2
B 3.4.4

BASES

LCO
(conti nued)

APPLICABILITY

OPERABLE SG in accordance with the Steam Generator Tube
Surveill ance Program.

In MODES 1 and 2, the reactor is critical and thus has thepotential to produce maximum THERMAL POWER. Thus, to ensurethat the assumptions of the accident analyses remain valid,all RCS loops are required to be OPERABLE and in operation
in these MODES to prevent DNB and core damage.

The decay heat production rate is much lower than the fullpower heat rate. As such, the forced circulation flow andheat sink requirements are reduced for lower, noncritical
MODES as indicated by the [COs for MODES 3, 4, and 5.

Operation in other MODES is covered by:

LCO
LCO
LCO
LCO
LCO

3.4.5,
3.4.6,
3.4.7,
3.4.8,
3.9.5)

[CO -3. 9. 6

"RCS Loops- MODE 3";
"RCS Loops- MODE 4";
"RCS Loops -MODE 5, Loops Filled";
"RCS Loops- MODE 5, Loops Not Filled";
"Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant
Circulation- High Water Level"; and
"Residual He'at Removal (RHR) and Coolant
Circulation -Low Water Level."

A. I

If the requirements of the [CO are not met, the RequiredAction is to reduce power and bring the plant to MODE 3.This lowtrs power level and thus reduces the core heatremoval needs and minimizes the possibility of violating DNB
limits.

The Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on'operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power*conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging
safety systems.

(conti nued)
WOG STSB 3.4-\19
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RCS Loops -MODES I and 2
B 3.4.4

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.4.1

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that each RCSloop is in operation. Verification includes flow rate,temperature, or pump status monitoring, which help ensurethat forced flow is providing heat removal while maintzining
the margin to DNB. The Frequency of 12 hours is sufficientconsidering other indications and alarms available to theoperator in the control room to monitor RCS loop
performance.

RedL)0+e SR 3.4.1.2

f~3.4,13 Thi's SR provides the means necessary to determine SG

demonstrate SG tube integrity in accordance with the SteamGenerator Tube Surveillance Program emphasizes theimportance of SG tube integrity, even though this
Surveillance cannot be performed at normal operratingn
conditions.

REFERENCES 1. # P;RFA? S'cccer ~~jss

WOG S1S
B 3.~\2O04/24/92 10:00amB 3.4-ý?.()



JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NRC STS 3.4.4

A. This change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the
RSTS P&R meeting held in Irvine, CA July 13 - July 20, 1992.

1. Change to reflect WBN specific parameter values.

2. Format change to delete brackets that identify plant specific
information/values.

3. Change to specify WEN specific reference information and format.

4. To correct error in STS.



RCS Loops -MODE 3
3.4.5

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.5 RCS Loops -MODE 3

LCD 3.4.5

APPLICABILIT

Rod eoh~roI SqLf&em4 ;'S Cc2pceAa I-

J~wof RS op shall be OPERABLE, and either:

a. _ wo RCSloops shall be in operation when the r-&tw

b. One RCS loop shall be in operation when the v i
bca~korr aro opn 5dCo rolqSy~err is flo& Cdpable(_

W -d----r.NOTE -------------- Z-
All reactor coolant pumps may be de-energized for :5 1 hour
per 8-hour period provided:

a. No operations are permitted that would cause reduction
of the RCS boron concentration; and

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least 10*F
below saturation temperature.

-----------------------------------------------

(:MODE 3.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One required RCS loop A.1 Restore required RCS 72 hours
inoperable, loop to OPERABLE

status.

B. Required Action and 8.1 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours
associated Compl~etion
Time of Condition A
not met.

(con-ti nued)

WOG STS3.4-'\7 04/24/92 10:00am
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RCS Loops -MODE 3
3.4.5

ACTIONS (continued)

.CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

*One required RCS loop
not in operation, and
reactor trip breakers
c los~ed A
arha Rod 6rn+roI

Cem epab I e
o~rod ifiidra wet

TDK'
Restore
loop-to

AND

required RCS
operation.

Dee~ce-9 ki~e

Suspend all
operations involving
a reduction of RCS
boron concentration.

AND

Initiate action to
restore one RCS loop
to OPERABLE sta-tus
and operation.

1 ha

________________________ L __________________________ I ___

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEI LLANCE

SR 3:4.5.1 Verify required (n~umber of
operation. -ý

FREQUENCY

)RCS loops are in 12 hours

(continued)

WOG STS
04/24/92 10:00am

-All-
D. A.{.T4emjRCS loops-

inoperable.

OR

No RCS loop in
operation.

Immedi ately

Immedi ately

Immedi ately

hoýu I

3.4-\S



RCS Loops -MODE 3
3.4.5

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)_________

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

J0
SR 3.4.5.2 Verify steamigeerator secon -side water 12 hours

levels Ž+% for required OERB RCS
l oops. t4APRROW RA t3,

SR 3.4.5.3 -- - - - - - - - - NO E- - - - - - - - - -

breakers are open.
----------------------------------- ...

Veif crrctbreaker alignment and UA 7 days
indicated power are available to the
required pump that is not in operation.

WOG STS 04/24/92 10:00am



RCS Loops -MODE 3
B 3.4.5

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.5 RCS.Loops- MODE 3

BASES

BACKGROUND In MODE 3, the primary function of the reactor coolant is
removal of decay heat and transfer of this heat, via the
steam generator (SG), to the secondary plant fluid. The
secondary function of the reactpr coolant is to act as a
carrier forsoluble neutron poison, boriicicid.

The reactor coolant is circulated through fou r RCS loops,
connected in parallel to the reactor vessei, each containing
an SG, a reactor coolant pump (RCP), and appropriate flow,
pressure, level, and temperature instrumentation for
control, protectionj'and indication. The reactor vessel
contains the cladQýJfuel. The SGs provide the heat sink.
The RCPs circulate the water through the reactor vessel and
SGs at a sufficient rate to ensure proper heat transfer and
prevent fuel damage.

In MODE 3, RCPs are used to provide forced circulation for
heat removal during heatup and cooldown. The MODE 3 decayI heat removal requirements are low enough that a single RCS
loop with one RCP running is sufficient to remove core decay
heat. However, tw RCS loops are required to be OPERABLE

to nsue rdunantcapbiltyfor decay heat remo val.

APPLICABLE Wheneve~rthe ratr trip breakers are in the closedSAFETY ANALYSES positio tE an inadvertent rod withdrawal
from subcritical, resulting in a power excursion, is
possible. Such a transient could be caused by a malfunction
of the rod control system. In addition, the possibility of
a power excursion due to the ejection of an inserted control
rod is possible with the breakers closed or open. Such a
transient could be caused by the mechanical failure of a
control rod drive mechanism housing.0
Therefore, in MODE 3 with reactor trip breakers in (he

~ ~ closed position accIdental control rod withdrawal fromnCJM tSOd '0-OItrt subtcrit'ica' ?s ostulated and requires at least two ~RCS9qsWs eidp,ýh~e loops to be OPERABLE and in operation to ensure. ehhat -the
r 0 W~t~fZWa1acident 4.analyses limits are -met. For those conditi~ns when

~ v IlaaOIthe, ra tr 1! tw RCa,!!dS loops are
trod Sq;b:7 i4 5 l

h .~e frd~,A~~w/(continued)

WOGSTSB 3. 4 -\ýZI 04/24/92 10:00am
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RCS Loops -MODE 3
B 3.4.5

BASES

APPLICABLE required to be OPERABLE but only one RCS loop is required to
SAFETY ANALYSES be in operation to be consistent with MODE 3 accident

(continued) analyses.

Failure to provide decay heat removal may result in
challenges to a fission-product barrier. The RCS loops are
part of the primary success path that functions or actuates
to prevent or mitigate a Design Basis Accident or transient

at either assumes the failure of, or presents a challenge~ tothe itgiyoafsin-product barrier. RCS
ro's-MODE 3 satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy

ý_jttement.

,~LCO The purpose of this LCO is to req ire that at leastw
RCS loo s b OPERA E. In MODE 3 Lwit~ the reactor trip

"?.D ~~' #.~' reaers in the c sed position ~two~ RCS loops must be in
Soperation. w IRCS loops are required be in operation

in MODE 3 wi reac or rip rea ers. closed ue to the
postulation of a power excursion because of an inadvertent
control rod withdrawal. The required number of RCS loops inýý -- o-pe-r-ation--ens-u-reýthat the Safety Limit criteria will be metp for all of the postulated accidents.

0 With the reactor trip breakers in the open position, nly -

one RCS loop in operation is necessary to ensure removal ov
decay heat from the core and homogenous boron concentration
throughout the RCS. An additional RCS loop is required to
be OPERABLE to ensure that safety analyses limits are met.

The Note permits all RCPs to be de-energized for :5 1 hour
per 8-hour period. The purpose of the Note is to perform
tests that are designed to validate various accident
analyses values. One of these tests is validation of the
pump coastdown curve used as input to a number of accident
analyses including a loss-of-flow accident. This test is
generally performed in MODE 3 during the initial startup
testing program, and as such should only be performed once.
If, however, changes are made to the RCS that would cause a
change to the flow characteristics of the RCS, the input
values of the coastdown curve must be revalidated bconducting the test again. Ano e espe omedun® te Rsu ing progr is t validation of rod rop

WOG STS B 3.4(o2> 04/24/92 10:00am



RCS-Loops -MODE 3
.B 3.4.5

BASES

LCO
(conti nued)

The no-flow test y be performed i n; ODE 3, 4, or 5 an

Frequires that th pumps be stopeed or aa shhort pen d oftime. The Not permits the de-en gizing of theep mps in
order to perf rm this test and v idate the assu d analysis
values. As / ith the validatio7 of the pump coa tdown curve,
this test ould be plerforme4/only once unles the flow1 i

period sp-eci i-e i1s adequate to perform the desired tests;,and operating experience has shown that boron stratification
is not a problem during this short period with no forced
flow.

Utilization of the Note is permitted provided the following
conditions are met, along with any other conditions imposed
by initial startup test procedures:

a. No operations are permitted that would dilute the RCS
boron concentration, thereby maintaining the margin to
criticality. Boron reduction is prohibited because a
uniform concentration distribution throughout the RCS
cannot be ensured when in natural circulation; and

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least 1O0 F
below saturation temperature, so that no vapor bubble
may form and possibly cause a natural circulation flow
obstruction.

An OPERABLE RCS loop consists of one OPERABLE RCP and one
OPERABLE SG'-4in accordance with the Steam Generator Tube Q )Surveillance Program,.. An RCP is OPERABLE if it is capable
of being powered and asible to provide forced flow if

SP~A,PO"4ef" /4 SP 3. 4( -5% 2

APPLICABILITY In MODE 3, this LCD ensures forced circulation of the
reactor coolant to remove decay heat from the core and to
provide proper boron mixing. The most stringent condition
of the LCO, that is, two RCS loops OPERABLE and two RCS
loops in operation, applies to MODE 3 with reactor trip
breakers in the closed position. The least stringent
condition, that is, two RCS loops OPERABLE and one RCS loopin operation, applies to MODE 3 with the reactor trip
breakers open.

(conti nued)
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RCS Loops -MODE 3
B 3.4.5

BASES

Operation in other MODES is covered by:

LCO
LCO
LCO
LCD
LCO

3.4.4,
3.4.6,
3.4.7,
3.4.8,
3.9.5,

LCD 3.9.6,

ACTIONS

"RCS Loops -MODES 1 and 2";
"RCS Loops-MODE 4";
"RCS Loops- MODE 5, Loops Filled";
"RCS Loops- MODE 5, Loops Not Filled";
"Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant
Circulation- High Water Level"; and"Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant
Circulation- Low Water Level."

A. I

If one required RCS loop is inoperable, redundancy for heatremoval is lost. The Required Action is restoration of therequited RCS loop to OPERABLE status within the Completion
Time of 72 hours. This time allowance is a justified periodto be without the redundant, non-operating loop because asingle loop in operation has a heat transfer capabilitygreater than that needed to remove the decay heat producedin the reactor core and because of the low probability of afailure in the remaining loop occurring during this period.

B.1

If restoration is not possible within 72 hours, the unit
must be brought to MODE 4. In MODE 4, the unit may beplaced on the Residual Heat Removal System. The additional-
Completion Time of 12 hours is compatible with requiredoperations to achieve cooldown and depressurization from theexisting plant conditions in an orderly manner and withoutchallenging plant systems.

C.1 aqnd C.2 and PR4 66"rol0 QV+er4 k~ J~
If the require o0P is nýo in operation, and the
reactor trip breakers are closedt the Required Action is.either to restore the required RCS loop to operation or to4open~rlhe reactor trip breakersr, When the reactor tripbreakers are in the closed pos .itio_ it is postulated that apower excursion could occuýrin the event of an inadvertentcontrol rod withdrawal. This mandaess havi~ng tthe heat G'4 Rod 6o tGlgj, ~

WOG STS B 3.-\2q04/24/92 10:00am

APPLICABILITY-
(continued)
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RCS Loops -MODE 3

.ATINSC.1 a C.2 (continued) 2
transfer capacity of two RCS loops in operation. If only
otne loop is in operation, the reactor trip breakers must be
opened. The Completion Times of 1 hour for epe.p.4.g-4he-

__ __ .is adequate to perform týiAý ,perationSin an orderly
manner without exposing the unit t risk for an undue time

'ýý.erio. ýA ee--

D.1, 0.2, and 0.3~ 41usj- be Ie~r~ ,,I

if .RCS loop are inoperable or no RCS loop is in
operation, exce pt as during conditions permitted by the..Nt~.L
in the LCO section, he reactor trip breakers r
4ppe4 all operations involving a reduction of RCS boron ~MS
concentration must be suspended, and action to restore one
of the RCS loops to OPERABLE status and operation must be
initiated. Boron dilution requires forced circulation for
proper mixing, and opening the reactor trip breakers removes
the possibility of an inadvertent rod withdrawal. The
immediate Completion Time reflects the importance of
maintaining operation for heat retnoval . The action to
restore must be continued until one loop'is-restored to
OPERABLE status and operation.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.5.1

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that the
required number of loops are in operation. Verification
includes flow rate,- temperature, and pump status monitoring,
which help ensure that forced flow is providing heat
removal. The Frequency of 12 hours is sufficient
considering other indications and alarms available to the
operator in the control room to monitor RCS loop
performance.

S R 3_. 4. 5.2 /0

SR 3.4.5.2 requires verification of SG OPERABILITY. SG
OPERABILITY is verified by ensu ng that the secondary-side
narrow-range water level is Ž4 %for required &Kkl-
RCS loops. If the SG secondary-side narrow-range water

.(continued)
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RCS Loops- MODE 3
B 3.4.5

BASES

SURVEI LLANCE
REQU IREM ENTS

SR 3.4.5.2 (continued) /?7)
/0

level is < +i-4%, the tubes may become uncovered and the
associated loop may not be capable of providing the heat
sink for removal of the decay heat. The 12-hour Frequency
is considered adequate in view of other indications
available in the control room to alert the operator to a
loss of SG level.

SR 3.4.5.3

Verification that th e required number of RCS pumps are
OPERABLE ensures that safety analyses limits are met. The
requirement also ensures that additional RCS pumps can be
placed in operation, if needed, to maintain decay heat
removal and reactor coolant circulation. Verification is
performed by verifyi~ng proper breaker alignment and power
availability to the required RCPs.

The No te indicates that the SR is not required to be met-
when reactor trip breakers are closed because both RCPs are ~A
in operation and not in standby. The Frequency of 7 days is'-
considered reasonable in view of other administrative-
controls available and has been shown to be acceptable
through operating experience.

REFERENCES None.

WOG STSB 3.4-\26
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NRC STS 3.4.5

A. This change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the
RSTS P&R meeting held in Irvine, CA July 13 - July 20, 1992.

1. Change to reflect WBN specific parameter values.

2. Format change to delete brackets that identify plant specific
information/values.

3. Change to correct errors in the STS.

4. Watts Bar is not performing cold-no-flow rod drop time tests. The rod
drop test will be performed at hot full flow conditions.



RCS Loops -MODE 4
3.4.6

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.6 RCS Loo.ps -MODE 4

LCD 3.4-6 Two loops consisting of any combination of RCS loops andresidual heat removal (RHR) loops shall be OPERABLE, and oneloop shall be in operation.

11 reactor coolant pumps s an pumps mayde- ized for :5 1 hour per 8-hour period pr ed:

a. No operations ermit at would-cause
reduction of the concentration; and

b. C .utlet temperature is maintain tleast '100Fbelow saturation temperature.

y

APPLICABILITY:

No RCP shall be started with any RCS cold legtemperature :5-F2.L4-5.F unless the secondary-side watertemperature o~f ah steam generator (SG) is -sgo'above each of the RS cold leg temperatures.,,

MODE 4.

A. One required RO'S loop
i noperabl e.

AND

Two RHR loops
inoperable.

A. I Initiate action to
restore a second loop
to OPERABLE status.

Immedi ately

(conti nued)
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RCS Loops -MODE 4
3.4.6

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION

B. One required RHR loop
inoperable.

AND

Two required
inoperable.

RCS loops

C. Required RCS or RHR
loops inoperable.

OR

No RCS or RHR loop in
operation.

REQUIRED ACTION

B. I Be in MODE 5.

Suspend all
operations involving
a reduction of.RCS
boron concentration.

AND

Initiate action to
restore one loop to
OPERABLE status and
operati-on.

COMPLETION TIME

24 hours

Immedi ately

Immedi ately

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

_SURVEILLANCE 

FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.6.1 Verify one RHR or RCS loop is. in operation.

SR 3.4.6.2 Verify SG secondary-si e er levels
Ž44~L% fr equired OPERABLE RCS loops.

NPFo -izC~e A

12 hours

12 hours

(,conti nued)
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RCS Loops -MODE 4
3.4.6

SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS (continued)_________

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.6.3 Verify correct breaker alignment and
indicated power are vailable to the
required pump tha is not in operation.

7 days

04/24/92 10:00am
WOG STS 3.4-Xl 7-



RCS Loops -MODE 4
B 3.4.6

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.6 RCS Loops -MODE 4

BASES

BACKGROUND In MODE 4, the primary function of the reactor coolant is
the removal of decay heat and the transfer of this heat to
either the steam generator (SG) secondary-side coolant or
the component cooling water via the residual heat removal
(RHR) heat exchangers. The secondary function of the
reactor coolant is to act as a carrier for soluble neutron
poison, boric acid.(z

The rea ctor coolant is circulated through !four RCS loops
connected in parallel to the reactor vesseq, each loop
containing an SG, a reactor coolant pump (RCP), and
appropriate flow, pressure, level, and temperature
instrumentation for control, protection, and indication.
The RCPs circulate the coolant through the reactor vessel
and SGs at a sufficient rate to ensure proper heat transfe-r
and to prevent boric acid stratification.

In MODE 4, either RCPs or RHR loops can be used to provide
forced circulation. The intent of this LCO is to provide
forced flow from at least one'RCP or one RHR loop for decay
heat removal and transport. The flow provided by one RCP
loop or RHR loop is adequate for decay heat removal. The
other intent of this LCO is to require that two paths be
available to provide redundancy for decay heat removal.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

LCO

In MODE 4, RCS circulation is considered in the
determination of the time available for mitigation of the
accidental boron dilution event. The RCS and RHR loops
provide this circulation.

RC S/, ps -MODE 4 have been identified in the NRC Policy
Sta~t~ent as important contributors to risk reduction.

The purpose of this LCO is to require that at least two
loops be OPERABLE in MODE 4 and that one of these loops be
in operation. The LCO allows the two loops that are-
required to be OPERABLE to consist of any combination of RCS

(conti nued)
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RCS Loops -MODE 4
B 3.4.6

BASES

LCD
(con

(conti nued)

WOG STS B 340/49 00a

loops and RHR loops. Any one loop in operation providestinued) enough flow to remove the decay heat from the core withforced circulation. An additional loop is required to beOPERABLE to provide redundancy for heat removal.

ote 1 permits all RCPs or RHR pumps to be de-energized for
- 1 hour per-8-hour period. The purpose of the Note is tope it tests that are designed to validate various accideanaly s values. One of the tests performed during thstartup testing program is the validation of rod dro timesduring c d conditions, both with and with outr fow ndTheno-flow te may be performed in MODE 3, 4, or5nrequires tha the pumps be stopped for a short eriod oftime. The No permits the de-energizing o the pumps inorder to perfor this test and validate t assumed analysisvalues. If chang are made to the RCS hat would cause achange to the flow aracteris tics of e RCS, the inputvalues must be revali ted by condu ing the test again.The 1-hour time period 1 adequatq/to perform the test, andoperating experience has s wn at boron stratification isnot a problem during this sh period with no forced flow.

Utilization of Note 1 is rmitte provided the followingconditions are met alon with any oer conditions imposedby initial startup te procedures:

a. *No operatio are permitted that wou ddilute the RCSboron con ntration, therefore maintai ing the marginto criti ality. Boron reduction is pro0h 1 ited becausea unif m concentration distribution throu out theRCS annot be ensured when in natural c irc ul tion; and
b. ore outlet temperature-is maintained at least 1 *Fbelow saturation temperature, so that no vapor blub emay form and possibly cause a natural circulation fl

-rhie noe,&e.HrJt--~2-requir s hat the secondary-side water temperature of
temperatures e ore the start of an RCP with any RCS coldleg temperature :5 akFý. This restraint is to prevent a lowtemperature overpress'u-r~eevent due to a thermal transientwhen an RCP is started.

ýAn OPERABLE RCS loop is comprised of an OPERABLE RCP and anOPERABLE SG in accordance with the Steam Generator Tube



RCS Loops -MODE 4
B 3.4.6

BASES

continued)
Surveillance Program, which has the minimum water level
specified in SR 3.4.6.2.

Similarly for the RHR System, an OPERABLE RHR loop iscomprised of an OPERABLE RHR pump capable of providing
forced flow to an OPERABLE RHR heat exchanger. RCPs and RHRpumps are OPERABLE if they are capable of being powered andare able to provide forced flow if required.

APPLICABILITY In MODE 4, this LCO ensures forced circulation of thereactor coolant to remove decay heat from the core and toprovide proper boron mixing. One loop of either RCS or RHRprovides sufficient circulation for these purposes.However, two loops consisting of any combination of RCS andRHR loops are required to be OPERABLE to meet single failur~e
considerations.

Operation in other MODES is covered by:

LCO
LCO
LCD
LCO
LCO

3.4.4,
3.4.5,
3.4.7,
3.4.8,
3.9.5)

LCD 3 .9.*6,

"RCS Loops- MODES 1 and 2";
"RCS Loops -MODE 3";
"RCS Loops- MODE 5, Loops Filled";
"RCS Loops- MODE 5, Loops Not Filled";
"Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant
Circulation- High Water Level"; and"Residual Hleat'Removal (RHR) and Coolant
'Circulation- Low Water Level."

ACTIONS A.1

If. one required RCS loop is inoperable and two RHR loops areinoperable, redundancy for heat removal is lost. Actionmust be initiated to restore a second RCS or RHR loop toOPERABLE status. The immediate Completion Time reflects theimportance of maintaining the availability of two paths forheat removal.

B.1

If one required RHR loop is OPERABLE and in operatiotf andthere are no RCS loops OPERABLE, an inoperable RCS or RHR

(conti nued)

WOG STS
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RCS Loops -MODE 4
B 3.4.6

BASES

ACTIONS B.1 (continued)

loop must be restored to O PERABLE status to provide a
redundant means for decay heat removal.

If the parameters that are outside the limits cannot berestored, the unit must be brought to MODE 5 within
24 hours. Bringing the unit to MODE 5 is a conservative
action with regard to decay heat removal. With only one RHRloop OPERABLE, redundancy for decay heat removal is lostand, in the event of a loss of the remaining RHR loop, itwould be safer to initiate that loss from MODE 5 (•5 200*F)rather than MODE 4 (200 to IKO~F). The Completion Time of24 hours is a reasonable time,ýbased on operating
experience, to reach MODE r frm MODE 4 in an orderly mannerand without challenging plantf systems.

____ 3t
C.1 and C.2

If no loop is OPERABLE or in operation, except during
conditions permitted by Note I in the LCD section, alloperations involving a reduction of RCS boron concentrationmust be suspended and action to restore one RCS or RHR loopto OPERABLE status and operation must be initiated. Borondilution requires fo-rced circulation for proper mixing, andthe margin to criticality must not be reduced in this typeof operation. The immediate Completion Times reflect theimportange of maintaining operation for decay heat removal.The action to restore must be continued until one loop isrestored to OPERABLE status and operation.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.6.1
REQU IREMENTS

This SR requires verification 'every 12 hours that one RCS orRHR loop is in operation. Verification includes flow rate,temperature, or pump status monitoring, which help ensurethat forced flow is providing heat removal. The Frequencyof 12 hours is sufficient considering other indications andalarms available to the operator in the control room tomonitor RCS and RHR loop performance.

(continued)

WOG STSB 3.4_\3O
04/24/92 10:00am
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RCS Loops -MODE 4
B 3.4.6

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQU IREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3.4.6.2

SR 3.4.6.2 requires verification rof SG OPERAB3ILITY. SG
OPERABILITY is verified by ensu ilng that the second y-side
narrow-range water level is >1 E4_ý%. If the SG
secondary-side narrow-range water level is < -im~%, the
tubes may become uncovered and the associated loop may not
be capable of providing the heat sink necessary for removal
of decay heat. The 12-hour Frequency is considered adequate
in vifew of other indications available in the control room
to alert the operator to the loss of SG level. -

SR 3.4.6.3

Verification that the required pump is OPERABLE ensures that
an additional RCS or RHR pump can be placed in operation, if
needed, to maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant
circulation. Verification is performed by verifying proper
breaker alignment and power available to the required pump.
The Frequency of 7 days is considered reasonable in view of
other administrative controls available and has been shown
to be acceptable by operating experience.

REFERENCES None.

WOG STSB 3.4-ý31
04/24/92 10:00am
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NRC STS 3.4.6

A. This change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the
RSTS P&R meeting held in Irvine, CA July 13 - July 20, 1992.

1. Change to reflect WBN specific parameter values.

2. Format change to delete brackets that identify plant specific
information/values.

3. Change to correct errors in the STS.

4. Watts Bar will not be performing cold-no-flow rod drop tests.. The rod
drop test will be conducted at hot full flow conditions.



RCS Loops- MODE 5, Loops Filled
3.4.7

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.7 RCS Loops -MODE 5, Loops Filled

LCO 3.4.7 One residual heat removal (RHR) loo p shall be OPERABLE and
in operation, and either:

a. One additional RHR loop shall be OPERABLE; or

b.. The secondary-side water level of at least itwo steam
generators (SGs) shall be > {4-74%..NARR~w RANýPe.

/0 n--------------------------- NOTES ----------. L--- ------1. The HR pump of e loop in operation m1 a e
de- nergized f :5 1 hour per 8-hour pe iod providbd:-

No ope tions are permitted th would cause
redu ion of the RCS boron co centration; and

b. C e outlet temperature i maintained at 1 st 100F
elow saturation temper ure.

[ One required RHR loop may be inoperable for up to
2 hours for surveillance testing provided hat the otherRHR loop is OPERA BLE and in operation. a

310
No reactor coolant pump shall b atdwt n r
more RCS cold leg temperatures :5r,,* unless thesecondary-side water temperature of each SG is 50 0 Fabove each of the RCS cold leg temperatures.

~,. All RHR loops may be removed from operation during
planned heatup to MODE'4 when at least one RCS loop is
in operation.

---------------------------------------------------------

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5 with RCS loops filled.

WOG STS 3.4-1 04/24/ 92 10:00am



RCS Loops- MODE 5, Loops Filled
3.4.7

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

One rE d jRHR loop

ino pera~eT~

AND

Required SGs
secondary-side water
levels not within
limits.

B. Required RHR loops
inoperable.

OR

No RHR loop in
operation.

A. 1 Initiate action to
restore a second RHR
loop to OPERABLE
status

Initiate action to
restore required SG
secondary-side water
levels to within
limits.

.1.

B. 1 Suspend all
operations involving
a reduction of RCS
boron concentration.

AND

Initiate action to
restore one RHR loop
to OPERABLE status
and operation.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.7.1 Verify one RHR loop is in operation. 12 hours

-(conti nued)

WOG STS
04/24/92 10:00am

Immedi ately

Immedi ately

Immedi ately

Immedi ately

Uý A.
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RCS Loops -MODE 5, Loops Filled
3.4.7

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)( )_________
SURVEILANCEFREQUENCY

RHR loops are OPERABLE.
-----------------------------------------

Verify SG secondary-side water level is 12 hours
Ž.E.L~% i reuired SGs.
10 ý-N ARftOW A#e

SR 3.4.7.3 ------------- NTE-------
Onliy required to be met if secondary-side
water level is <-f+i~% in more than

,,;two$SGs. 10_kýý ARW A~

ýVeri~fy correct breaker alignment and
indicated power are available to the
required RHR pump that is not in operation.

A

7 days

t --

WOG STS 1-5 04/24/92 10:00am
WOG STS



~RCS Loops -MODE 5, Loops Filled*

B 3.4.7

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.7 RCS Loops -MODE 5, Loops Filled

BASES

BACKGROUND In MODE 5 with the RCS loops filled, the primary function ofthe reactor coolant is to remove decay heat and transferthis heat to the steam generators (SGs) or residual heatremoval (RHR) heat exchangers. While the principal meansfor decay heat removal is via the RHR System, the SGs arespecified as a backup means for redundancy. Even though theSGs cannot produce steam in this MODE, they are capable ofbeing a heat sink due to their large contained volume ofsecondary water. As long as the SG secondary-side water isat a lower temperature than the reactor coolant,,heat
transfer will occur. The rate of heat transfer is directlyproportional to the temperature difference. The secondaryfunction of the reactor coolant is to act as a carrier forsoluble neutron poison, boric acid.

In MODE 5 with RCS loops filled, the reactor coolant iscirculated by means of two RHR loops connected to thereactor vessel, each loop containing an RHR heat exchanger,
an RHR pump, and appropriate flow and temperature
instrumentation for- control, protection, and indication.One RHR pump circulates the water through the RCS at asufficient rate to prevent boric acid stratification..

The number of loops in operation can vary to suit theoperational needs. The intent of this [CO is to provideforced flow from at least one RHR loop for decay heatremoval and transport. The flow provided by one RHR loop isadequate for decay heat removal., The other intent of this[CO is to require that a second path be available to provideredundancy for heat removal.

The [CO provides for redundant paths of decay heat removalcapability. The first path can be an RHR loop that must beOPERABLE and in operation. The second path can be anotherOPERABLE RHR loop or maintaining two SGs with secondary-sidewater levels above .%to provide an alternate method fordecay heat removal . 10 tý-NARRov/ RA~

(conti nued)
WOG STS D '3
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RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Filled
B 3.4.7

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE In MODE 5, RCS circulation is considered in t he
SAFETY ANALYSES determination Of the time available for mitigation of theaccidental boron dilution event. The RHR loops provide thiscirculation.

RCS/oop -MOE 5ýioos A ed) have been identified in the
NRC POlicy Statement as important contributors to riskreduction.

LCO The purpose of this LCD is to require that at least one ofthe RHR loops be OPERABLE and in operation with an,additional RHR loop OPERABLE or two SGs with secondary sidewater level !- [17]%. One RHR loop provides sufficient* forced circulation to perform the safety functions of the
reactor coolant under these conditions. An additional RHRloop is required to be OPERABLE to meet single failureconsiderations. However, if the standby RHR loop is notOPERABLE, an acceptable alternate method is two SGs withtheir secondary side water-levels a [17]3%. Should theoperating RHR loop fail, the SGs could be used to remove thedecay heat..

Note 1 permits all RHR pumps to be de-energized :s 1 hour per
8hour period. The purpose of the Note is opri tetdesigned to validate various accident analyses values. Oneof the tests performed during the startup test'ing. program isthe validation of rod drop times during cold c onditi ons,both with and without flow. The no flow test may bleperformed in MODE 3, 4, or 5 and requires that the pumps bestopped for a short period of time. The Note permitsde-energizing of the pumps in order to perform this test and

validate the assumed analysis values. If changes are madeto the RCS that would cause a change to the flowcharacteristics of the RCS, the input values must berevalidated by conducting the test again. The 1 hour timeperiod is adequate to perform the test, and operatingexperience has shown that boron strati fi cation is not likelyduring this short period with no forced flow.

WGSSB 
3.4-2 

P&R 06/12/92



RCS Loops -MODE 5, Loops Filled

B 3.4.7

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE In MODE 5, RCS circulation is considered in theSAFETY ANALYSES determination of the time available for mitigation of theaccidental boron dilution event. The RHR loops provide this
circulation.

RCS loops -MODE 5 (/oops /Aled) have been identified in theNRC Policy Statemernc as important contributors to risk
reduction.

/0 r4 ~ ARROW RAJe.
LCD The purpossef fTWis LCD is to require that at least one ofthe RHR loops bbe OP RABLE and in operation with anadditional RHR loop OPRBEor two SGs with secondary-sidewater level Ž.-44mFJ%X1 One RHR loop provides sufficient

forced circulation to perform the safety functions of thereactor coolant under these conditions. An additional RHRloop is required to be OPERABLE to meet single failureconsiderations. However, if the standby RHR loop is notOPERABLE, an acceptable alternate method is two SGs withtheir secondary-side water levels Ž{4.i44.T Should theoperating RHR loop fail, the SGs could be used to remove thedecay heat. 0 , 10% IRRP46e.

Note 1 permits all pumps o e. e-energi zed :[ 17 hour per8-hour period. T e purpose of the Note ito permit tes s[designed to val' ate various accident a lyses values. One:of the tests prformed during the star up testing pro am isthe validati of rod drop times dur* g cold conditi ns,both with nd without flow. The no flow test may bperformed in MODE 3, 4, or 5 and rquires that th pumps bestopped or a short period of ti e.The Note pe itsdeen gzng of the pump;sisn o der to perform is test andvali te the assumed analysis alues. If cha es are madeto he RCS that would cause change to the fowc aracteristics of the RCS the input value must beevalidated by conductin the test again, he 1-hour t'me

(continued)
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RCS Loops -MODE 5, Loops F .illed
B 3.4.7. BASES

LCO Utilization of Note 1 is permitted provided/the following(continued) conditions are met, along with any other nditions imposed

to cri icality. Boron reduction is prohibited beca sea uni orm concentration dis ibution throughout tRCS annot be ensured /whe inn natural circulatio ; and

b. Ceoutlet temperatur is maintained at Ieas 10*Felow saturation te erature, so that no va r bubble

Note1Z allows one RHR loop to be inoperable for a period ofup to 2 hours, provided that the other RHR loop is OPERABLEand in operation. This permits periodic surveillance teststo be performed on the inoperable loop durntholyim
when tucfLesting is safe and possible.iW teonytm

Note 7 requir that the secondary-side'atr temperature ofeach SG be:: 50 *[5F above each of the c Sold leg.temperatures before the start of a reactor coolant pump(RCP) with an RCS cold leg temperature s5+2-.5ý 0F. Thisrestriction is to prevent a low temperature overpressureevent due to a thermal transient when an RCP is started.
Note44' provides for ah orderly transition from MODE 5 toMODE 4 durinrg a planned heatup by permitting removal of RHRloops from operation when at least one RCS loop is inoperation. This Note provides for the transition to MODE 4where-an RCS loop is permitted to be in operation andreplaces the heat removal function provided by the RHRloops..

RHR pumps are OPERABLE if they are capable of being poweredand are able to provide flow if required. An OPERABLE SGcan perform as a heat sink when it has an adequate waterlevel and is OPERABLE in accordance with the Steam GeneratorTube Surveillance Program.

APPLICABILITY In MODE 5 with RCS loops filled, this LCO requires fodrcedcirculation of the reactor coolant to remove decay heat from

(conti nued)
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RCS Loops -MODE 5, Loops Filled

B 3.4.7

BASES

APPLICABILITY
(continued)

the core and to provide proper boron mixing. One loop ofRHR provides sufficient circulation for these purposes.However, one additional RHR loop is required to be OPERABLE,or the secondary-side water level of at least atwo SGs isrequired to be z! Eji~-%.- /0%7 N19RROW. fRAQe.

Operation in other MOD~is covered by:

LCO
LCO
LCO
LCO
LCO

3.4.4,
3.4.5,
3.4.6,'
3.4.8,
3.9.5,

LCO 3.9.6,

"RCS Loops -MODES I and 2";
"RCS LOOPS-.MODE 3"1;
"RCS Loops -MODE 4";
"RCS Loops- MODE 5, Loops Not Filled";"Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and CoolantCirculation- High Water Level"; and"Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and CoolantCirculation-Low Water Level."

ACTIONS A-1 and4A.2 .. 0 /%hA oWR*4e
If one eqir RHR loop is inoperablidterqrd 5have sec y-side water levels < [17i%~* redundancy forheat removal is lost. Acti~on must be initiated immediatelyto restore a second RH.R loop to OPERABLE status or torestore the required SG secondary-side water levels. EitherRequired Action A.1 or Required Action A.2 will restoreredundant hea~t removal paths. The immediate Completion Time.reflects the"Importance of maintaining the availability oftwo paths for heat removal.

B.1 and B.2

If no RHR loop is in operation, except during conditionspermitted by Note 1, 'or if no loop is OPERABLE, alloperations involving a reduction of RCS boron concentration,6must be suspended and action to restore one RHR to toOPERABLE status and operation must be initiated .Voron Ldilution requires forced circulation for proper miin an ftto preserve the margin to criticality in this type ofoperation. The immediate Completion Times reflect theimportance of maintaining operation for heat removal.

WOG STS
B 3.4-\35

(continued)
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RCS Loops -MODE 5, Loops Filled

B 3.4.7

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE- SR 3.4.7.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that therequired loop is in operation. Verification includes flowrate, temperature, or pump status monitoring, which helpensure that forced flow is providing heat removal. TheFrequency of 12 hours is sufficient considering .otherindications and alarms available to the operator in thecontrol room to monitor RHR loop performance.

SR 3.4.7.2

Verifying that at least two SGs are OPERABLE by ensuringtheir secondary-side narrow-range water level's are Ž 14?16-103--IQ MARROlvRR~Nqe- ensures an alternate decay heat removal method in t ent
Sur ne scn H lopis notnedd ThERBE 12-ou Freq eny quis econidred adequate in vie of ote iniaingvialin he conroell room to aermt t-he opee- OLratr to qimth los ofing

Verificati on thate Ssecn Ro pup s OEABL enuestaan ddtina pum cn bepaennoeain fneet

Surveilance is not -eeded. The 2hu Frequencyof7dy isconsidered rdeqasoabe in view of other adindistation veialintecontrols availab lerantha tben sownrto to be hacceptable Sb

operifcto haing exere c. H up sOEAL esrstaan ddiioal um ca 1b plce inA opration ifneet
REFERENCE None.t eoa ndratr oln iruain

Veifcaio SiS Befre by4 3 04/24/92g proprbrake



JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NRC STS 3.4.7

A. This change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the
RSTS P&R meeting held in Irvine, CA July 13 - July 20, 1992.

1. Change to reflect WBN specific parameter values.

2. Format change to delete brackets that identify plant specific
information/values.

3. Change to correct errors in the STS.

4. Watts Bar will not be performing cold-no-flow rod drop tests. The rod
drop test will be conducted at hot full flow conditions.



3,q REACTOp

:_ý) 1RCS Loops -MODE 5, Loops Not Filled

COOLAN~T SYSTEM (RCS) 3.4.8

3.4.8 RCS Loops -MODE 5, Loops Not Filled

LCO 3.4.8 Two residual heat removal (RHR) loops shall be OPERABLE and
one RHR loop shall be in operation.I

----------------------------- NOTES-------- l 6
1. All RH-R pumps may be de-energized for :5 5 iutes *Aw

~ a . ~ temperature is6LkqEZ

b. No operations are permitted that would cause a
reduction of the RCS boron concentration; and

C. No draining operations to further reduce the RCS
water volume are permitted.

2. One RHR loop may be inoperable for 5 2 hours for
surveillance testing provided that the other RHR loop i
OPERABLE and in operation.

----------------------------------------------------------

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5 with RCS loops not filled.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One RHR'loop A.1 Initiate action to Immediately
inoperable, restore RHR loop to

OPERABLE status.

(continued)
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RCS Loops- MODE 5, Loops Not Filled
3.4.8

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION

B.. Required RHR loops

inoperable.

OR

No RHR loop in
operation.

reduction in RCS
boron concentration.

AND

8.2 Initiate action to Immediately
restore one RHR loop
to OPERABLE status
and operation.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.4.-8.1 Verify one3 RHR loop is in operation..

SR 3.4.8.2 Verify correct breaker alignment and
indicated power are available to the
required RHR pump that is not in operation.

FREQUENCY

12 hours

7 days

- I. __________

WOG STS3.4-X 17
04/24/92 lO:O0am
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RCS Loops -MODE 5, Loops Not Filled
B 3.4.8

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.8 RCS Loops- MODE 5, Loops Not Filled

BASES

BACKGROUND In MODE 5 with the RCS loops not filled, the primaryfunctiin of the reactor coolant is the removal of decay heatgenerated in the fuel, and the transfer of this heat to thecomponent cooling water via the residual heat removal (RHR)_heat exchangers. The steam generators (SGs) are notavailable as a heat sink when the loops are not.-filled. Thesecondary function of the reactor coolant is to act as acarrier for the soluble neutron poison, boric acid.

In MODE 5 with loops not filled, only RHR pumps can be usedfor coolant circulation. The number of pumps in operationcan vary to suit the operational needs. The intent of thisLCO is to provide forced flow from at least one RHR pump fordecay heat removal and transport and to require that twopaths be available to provide redundancy for heat removal.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

In MODE 5, RCS circulation is considered in thedetermination of the time available for mitigation of theaccidtntal boron dilution event-. The RHR loops provide thiscirculation. The flow provided by one RHR loop is adequatefor heat removal and-for boron-mixing..

RCS loops in MODE-5 (loops not filled). have been identifiedin the NRC Policy Statement as important contr-ibutors torisk reduction.

LCO The purpose of this LCO is to require that at least two RHRloops be OPERABLE and one of these loops be in operation.An OPERABLE loop is one that has the capability oftransferring heat from the reactor coolant at a controlledrate. Heat cannot be removed via the RHR System unlessforced flow is used. A minimum of one running RHR pumpmeets the LCO requirement for one loop in operation. Anadditional RHR loop is required to be OPERABLE to meetsingle failure considerations.

(conti nued)
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RCS Loops- MODE 5, Loops Not Filled
B 3.4.8

BASES

LCD
(conti nued)

No~t4 lpermits all RHR pumps to be de-energi ed for CO. cotov44C
<5 u ewhen switching from one loop to \another The
circums anc~es for stopping both RHR pumps; jar~ to limited
to situations when the outage time is short and emperature
'5maintained•iJ 0 FA. The Note prohibits boron dilution -or draining opee aatii s 9 ~h n.RHR forced flow is stopped.

Note 2 allows one-RHR loo-p to be inoperable for a period of
-5 2 hours, provided that the other loop is OPERABLE and in
operation. This permits periodic surveillance tests to be
performed on the inoperable loop during the only time when
these tests are safe and possible.

An OPERABLE RHR loop is comprised of an OPERABLE RHR pump
capable of providing forced flow to an OPERABLE RHR heat
exchanger. RHR pumps are OPERABLE if they are capable of
being powered and are able to provide flow if required.

APPLICABILITY In MODE 5 with loops not filled, this LCD requires core heat
removal and coolant circulation by the RHR System.

Operation in other MODES is covered by:

LCD
LCD
LCD
LCD
LCD

3.4.4,
3.4.5,
3.4.6,
3.4.7,
3.9.5,

LCD 3.9.6,

"RCS Loops -MODES 1 and 2";
"RCS Loops-MODE 3";
"RCS Loops-MODE 4";
"RCS-Loops- MODE 5, Loops Filled";
"Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant
Circulation- High Water Level"; and

"Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant
Circulation- Low Water Level."

.A. 1

If only one RHR loop is OPERABLE and in operation,
redundancy for RUR is lost. Action must be initiated torestore a second loop to OPERABLE status. The immediate
Completion Time reflects the importance of maintaining the
availability of two paths for heat removal.

(conti nued)
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RCS Loops- MODE 5,--Loops Not Filled
B 3.4.8

BASES

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2
(continued)

If no required RHR loops are OPERABLE or in operation,
except during conditions permitted by Note 1, all operations
involving a reduction of RCS boron concentration must be
suspended and requires initiation of action to immediately
start restoration of an RHR loop to OPERABLE status andoperation. Boron dilution requires forced circulation foruniform dilution, and the margin to criticality must not be
reduced in this type of operation. The immediate Completion
Time reflects the importance of maintaining operation for
heat removal. The action to restore must continue until oneloop is restored to OPERABLE status and operation.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.8.1
REQU IREM ENTS

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that one loop
is in operation. Verification includes flow rate,
temperature, or pump status monitoring, which- help ensure
that forced flow is providing heat removal. The Frequency
of 12 -hours is sufficient considering other indications and
alarms available to the operator in the, control room to
monitor RH-R loop performance.

SR- 3.4.8.2

Verification that the required number of pumps are OPERABLE
ensures that additional pumps can be placed in operation, if
needed, to maintain decay'heat removal and reactor coolant
circulation. Verification is performed by verifying properbreaker alignment and power available to the required pumps.The Frequency of 7 days is considered reasonable in view ofother administrative controls available and has been shown
to be acceptable by operating experience.

REFERENCES None.

WOG STSB 3.4-39
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM.NRC STS 3.4.8

A. This change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at theRSTS P&R meeting held in Irvine, CA July 13 - July 20, 1992.

1. Format change to delete brackets that identify plant specific
information/values.

2. Change to correct errors in the STS.

3. Change to make consistent with LCO 314.7 and with STS Revision 4a whichallowed monitoring at core outlet temperature with respect to saturation
temperature.



Pressurizer
3.4.9

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.9 Pressurizer

CD
LCO 3.4.9

APPLICABILITY:

ACTIONS

CONDITION

A. Pressurizer water
level not within
limit.

B. One required group of
pressurizer heaters
inoperable.

C. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition B
not met.

The pressurizer shall be OPERABLE with: ,ro

a. Pressurizer water level of sg ar eqiuivalent to
< +I-4-24e cubic feet; and

b. Two groups of pressurizer ~eaters OPERABLE with the
capacity of each group > ~S-kW [rz :L~--~ on

MODES 1, 2, and 3.

REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. 1

AND

A. 2

AND

C.2

Be in MODE 3
reactor trip
open.

wi th
breakers

Be in MODE 4.

Restore required
group of pressurizer
heaters to OPERABLE
status.

Be in MODE 3.

Be in MODE 4.

6 hours

12 hours

72 hours

6 hours

12 hours

WOG S1TS.-1
04/24/92 10:00am
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Pressurizer
.3.4.9

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEI LLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.9.1 Verify pressurizer water level :59~j of 12 hours

#i s caR e Ie~A_ 
_ _

SR 3.4.9.2 Verify capacity of each required group of 92 days
pressurizer heaters ý!kW.12_ _ _ _ _

SR 3.4.9.3 Verify required pressuriz
I capable of being powered

emergency power supply.

er heaters are
from-an

I _______________________________

WOG STS
04/24/92 10:00am3.4-X 19



Pressuri zer
B 3.4.9

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.9 Pressurizer

BASES

BACKGROUND The pressurizer provides a point in the RCS where liquid andvapor are maintained in equilibrium under saturated
conditions for pressure control purposes to prevent bulkboiling in the remainder of the RCS. Key functions includemaintaining required primary system pressure during steady-state operation, and limiting the pressure changes caused byreactor coolant thermal expansion and contraction during
normal load transients.

The pressure control components addressed by this LCOinclude the pressurizer water level, the required heaters,and their controls and emergency power supplies.
Pressurizer safety valves and pressurizer power-operatedrelief valves are addressed by LCO 3.4.10, "PressurizerSafety Valves," and LCO 3.4.11, "Pressurizer Power-Operated
Relief Valves (PORVs)," respectively.

The intent of the LCO is to ensure that a steam bubbleexists in the pressurizer prior to power o 'peration tominimize the consequences of potential overpressuretransients. The presence of a steam bubble is consistentwith analytical assumptions. Relatively small amounts ofnon-condensable gases can inhibit the condensation heattransfer betwe 'en the pressui,-izer spray and the steam, anddiminish the spray effectiveness for pressure control.

Electrical immersion heaters, located in the lower sectionof the pressurizer vessel, keep the water in the pressurizerat saturation temperature and maintain a constant operatingpressure. A minimum required available capacity ofpressurizer heaters ensures that the RCS pressure can bemaintained. The capability to maintain and control systempressure is important for maintaining subcooled conditionsin the RCS and ensuring the capability to remove core decayheat by either forced or natural circulation of reactorcoolant. Unless adequate heater capacity is available, thehot, high-pressure condition cannot be maintained
indefinitely and still provide the required subcoolingmargin in the primary system. Inability to control' thesystem pressure and maintain subcooling under conditilons ofnatural circulation flow in the primary system could lead to

(conti nued)

WOG STS
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Pressuri zer
B 3.4.9

BASES

BACKGROUND a loss of single-phase natural circulation and decreased
(continued) capability to remove core decay heat.

APPLICABLE In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the LCO requirement for a steam bubbleSAFETY ANALYSES is reflected implicitly in the accident analyses. Safety
analyses performed for lower MODES are not limiting. All
analyses performed from a critical reactor condition assumethe existence of a steam bubble and saturated conditions inthe pressurizer. In making this assumption, the analyses
neglect the small fraction of non-condensible gases normally
present.

Safety analyses present -ed in the FSAR '(Ref. 1) do not takecredit for pressurizer heater operation: however, an(
implicit initial condition assumption of the safety analyses
is that the RCS is operating at normal pressure.

The maximum pressurizer water level limit satisfies
Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement. Although the
heaters are not specifically used in accident analysis, theneed to maintain subcooling in the long term during loss ofoffsite power, as indicated in NUREG-0737 (Ref. 2), is the
reason for providing an LCD.n0

LCD Thee LCD requirement Frtepressurizer to be OPERABLE with
diCZ~1 -__aa water volume5 [-f4249± cubic feet, which is.equivalent to

92 o span ensures that a steam bubble exists. Limitingthee LCD maximum operating water level preserves the steamspace for pressure control. The LCD has been established toensure the capability to establish and maintain pressure
control for steady-state operation and to minimize theconsequences of potential overpressure transients.
Requiring the presence of a steam bubble is also consistent
with analytical assumptions. /5 o
The LCO requires' two groupsý6 EfýRABLE pressurizer heaters,each with a capacity Z!:-H26+ kW, oapW ef eF weft*

,_%P~rThe minimum heater capacity required is sufficientto maintain the RCS near normal operating pressure when
accounting for heat losses through the pressurizer-
insulation. By maintaining the pressure near the operating

(conti nued)

WOG STSB 3.4-X41 04/24/92 10:00am
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Press uri zer
B 3.4.9

BASES

LCO
(conti nued)

APPLICABILITY

ACT IONS

I 1/50
conditions, wide magntsubcooling4can be obtained inthe loops. Th e exact design value of 4-2-&-kW is derived fromthe use of.*#efr heaters rated at i7.-9 kW each. The amountneeded to maintain pressure is depe tent on the heat losses.

Ia. 5

*The need for pressure control is most pertinent when coreheat can cause the greatest effect on RCS temperature,
resulting in t *he greatest effect on pressurizer level andRCS pressure control. Thus, applicability has beendesignated for MODES 1 and 2. The applicability is alsoprovided for MODE 3. The purpose is to prevent solid waterRCS operation during heatup and cooldown to avoid rapidpressure rises caused by normal operational perturbation,
such as reactor coolant pump startup.

In MODES 1, 2, and 3, there is need to maintain the
availability of pressurizer heaters, capable of beingpowered from an emergency power supply. In the event of aloss of offsite power, the initial conditions of these MODESgive the greatest demand for maintaining the RCS in a hotpressurized condition with loop subcooling for an extendedperiod. For MODE 4, 5, or 6, it is not necessary to controlpressure-(by heaters) to ensure loop subcooling for heattransfer when the Residual-Heat Removal (RHR) System is inservice, and therefore, the. LCO is not applicable.

A.1 and A. 2

Pressurizer water level control malfunctions or other plantevolutions may result in a pressurizer water level above thenominal upper limit, even with the plant at steady-state
conditions. Normally the plant will trip in this eventsince the upper limit of this LCO is the same as the
Pressurizer Water Level -High Trip.

If~the pressurizer water level is not within the limit,action must be taken to restore the plant to operationwithin the bounds of the safety analyses. To achieve thisstatus, the unit must be brought to MODE 3, with the reactortrip breakers open, within 6 hours and to MODE 4 within12 hours. This takes the unit out of the applicable-MODES

(continued)
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Pressuri zer
B 3.4.9

BASES

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2- (continued)

and restores the unit to operation within the bounds of the
safety analyses.

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required plant conditions
from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

B.1

If one required group of pressurizer heaters is inoperable,
restoration is required within 72 hours.. The Completion
*Time of 72 hours is reasonable considering the anticipation
that a demand caused by loss of offsite power would be
unlikely in this period. Pressure control may be maintained
during this time using normal station-powered heaters.

C.1 and C.2

If one group of pressurizer heaters are inoperable and
cannot be restored in the allowed Completion Time ofRequired Action B.1, the pl'ant, must be~ brought to a MODE inwhich the.LCO does not apply. To achifeve this status, the
plant must be brought to MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 4within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are
rea~onable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required plant conditions from full power conditions in anorderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.9.1
REQU IREM ENTS

This SR requires that during steady-state operation,
pressurizer level is maintained below the nominal upper
limit to provide a minimum space for a steam bubble. TheSurveillance is performed by observing the indicated level.The Frequency of 12 hours corresponds to verifying the
parameter each shift. The 12-hour interval has been shown
by operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess
level for any deviation and verify that operation is within

(conti nued)
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Pressuri zer
B 3.4.9

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.9.1 (continued)
REQU IREM ENTS

safety analyses assumptions. Alarms are also available for
early detection of abnormal level indications.

SR 3.4.9.2

The SR is satisfied when the power supplies are demonstrated
to be capable of producing the minimum power and the
associated pressurizer heaters are verified to be at their
design rating. This may be done by testing the power supply
output and by performing an electrical check on heater
element continuity and resistance. The Frequency of 92 days
is considered adequate to detect heater degradation and has
been shown by operating experience to be acceptable.

This Surveillance demonst es the heaters can be
manually transferre om the norma he emergency power
supply and e zed. The Frequency of 18 hs is based
on a t fuel cycle and is consistent with si r

vications of emergency power supplies.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, ct. n[]

2. NUflEG-' 0737-1,4, -N! a yem 19/80.

VA Wits BAP, FSARJ ChJvp1eR 1?"cJM

NUREG-0737, "Clarification of ThI Action Plani
Requirements," November 1980.

WOG STSB
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NRC STS 3.4.9

A. This change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the
RSTS P&R meeting held in Irvine, CA July 13 - July 20, 1992.

1. Change to reflect WBN specific parameter values or ~information.

2. Format change to delete brackets that identify plant specific
information/values.

3. Change to specify WBN specific reference information and format.

4. Change to delete text in the STS since required pressurizer heaters at
WBN are normally powered from a Class 1E source.*

5. Editorial change to correct punctuation.



Pressurizer Safety Valves
3.4.10

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.10 Pressurizer Safety Valves

LCO 3.4.10

APPLICABILITY:

(hree~pressurizer safety v;
ift settings 46 pi-

MODES 1, 2, and 3~ 1 4
MODE 4 with a;3RScold leg

ilves shall be OPERABLE with

temperatue~ > ic4'YF.
---- -- - --- -- - --- -- - ---NOT E - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -

The lift settings are not required to be within the LCO
limits during MODES 3 and 4 for the purpose of setting the
pressurizer safety valves under ambient (hot) conditions.
This exception is allowed for N~54@ hours following entry
into MODE 3 provided a prelimifrary cold setting was made
prior to heatup.

~------------------------------- 
------------------------

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ~ACTION jCOMPLETION TIME

A. One pressurizer safety
.valve inoperable.

B. Required Action and

Restore valve to
OPERABLE status.

Be in

15 minutes

6 hours
Time not met. AND t
OR B.2 Be in MODE 4 with ~A4T 12 hours

RCS cold leg
Two or more temperature/
pressurizer safety iýF
valves inoperable. 

30

WOG~3 4T 342ý
04/24/92 10:00am
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Pressurizer Safety Valves
3.4.10

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMIENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUEN~CY

SR 3.4.10.1 Verify each pressurizer safety valve is In accordance
OPERABLE in accordance with the Inservice with theTesting Program. Inservi ce

Testing Program

WOG STS 3. 2 04/24/92 10:00am



Pressurizer Safety Valves
B 3.4.10

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.10 Pressurizer Safety Valves

BASES

BACKGROUND The pressurizer safety valves provide, in conjunction withthe Reactor Protection System, overpressure protection forthe RCS. The pressurizer safety valves are totally enclosed
pop-type, spring-loaded, self-actuated valves with
backpressure compensation. The safety valves are designed
to prevent the system pressure from exceeding the system
prfessure.i (SL), 5psi ~which is 110% of the design

p r e s s u r . I I9 2 0 , -0 0 0
Because the safety valves are totall y enclosed andself-actuating, they are considered independent components.
The relief capacity for each valve I .eelb/hr, is basedon postulated overpressure transient conditions resulting
from a complete loss of steam flow to the turbine. This
event results in the maximum surge rate into the
pressurizer, which specifies the minimum relief capacity forthe safety valves. The discharge flow from the pressurizer
safety valves is directed to the pressurizer relief tank.This discharge flow i's indicated by an increase in-temperature downstream of the pressurizer safety valves orincrease in the pressuriz rrelief tank temperature or
level. -1
Overpressure pr fection is required in MODES 1, 2, 3, 4,and 5; however , in MODE 4, with one or more RCS cold legtemperatures:: •{.ý6.]-F, and MODE 5 and MODE 6 with thereactor vessel head on, overpressure protection is providedby operating procedures and by meeting the requirements ofLCO 3.4.12, 

=CoJd-erVEsMT -?tVto ysetcCOME)

The upper and lower pressure limits are based on the± 1%-tolerance requirement (Ref. 1) for lifting pressures
above 1000 psig. The lift setting is for the ambientconditions associated with MODES 1, 2, and 3. This requireseither that the valves be set hot or that a correlation
between hot and cold settings be established.

The pressurizer safety valves are part of the primary
success path and mitigate the effects of postulated
accidents. OPERABILITY of the safety valves ensures that

_______________(conti nued)
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Pressurizer Safety Valves
B 3.4.10

BASES

BACKGROUND
(conti nued)

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

the RCS pressure will be limited to 110% of design pressure.
The consequences of exceeding the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) pressure limit (Ref. 1) could
include damage to RCS components, increased leakage, or a
requirement to perform additional stress analyses prior to
resumption of reactor operation.

All accident and safety analyses in the FSAR (Ref. 2) that
require safety valve actuation assume operation-of three
pressurizer safety valves to limit increases in RCS
pressure. The overpressure rotection analysis (Ref. 3) is
also based on operation of threeý safety valves. Accidents
thtat could result in overpre sui ation if not properly
terminated include:

a. Uncontrolled rod withdrawal from full power;

b. Loss of reactor coolant flow;

C. Loss of external electrical load;

d. Loss of normal feedwater;

e. Loss of all AC power to station auxiliaries; and

f. Locked Rotor.

Detailed analyses of the above transients are contained
in Refer~nce 2. Safety valve actuation is required in
events c, d, and e7 (above) to limit the pressure increase.,
Compliance with this LCO is consistent with the design bases
and accident analyses assumptions.

Pressurizer safety valves satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC
Policy Statement.

(245
LCO ' The [ hreeý pressuri zer a e y valves are set to open at theRCS esign pressure (2500 psi(25 '), and within the ASME

specified tolerance, to avoi ?exceeding the maximum design
pressure SL, to maintain accident analyses assumptions, and
to comply with ASME requirements. The upper and lower
pressure tolerance limits are based on the ± 1%-tolerance

(conti nued)
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Pressurizer Safety Valves
B 3.4.10

BASES

LCO
(conti nued)

APPLICABILITY

requirements (Ref. 1) for lifting pressures above 1000 psig.
The limit protected by this Specification is the reactor
coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) SL of 110% of design
pressure. Inoperability of one or more valves could result
in exceeding the SL if a transient were to occur. The
consequences of exceeding the ASME pressure limit could
include damage to one or more RCS components, increased
leakage, or additional stress analysis being required prior
to resumption of reactor operation.

CON)SIn MODES 1, 2, and 3, and portions of MOD 4 bove the+E:OP-
arming temperature, OPERABILITY of threeivalaves is
required because the combined capacity is required to keep
reactor coolant pressure below 110% of its design val-ue
during certain accidents. MODE 3 and portions of MODE 4 are
conservatively included, although the listed accidents ma
not require the safety valves for protection.

-3/0 .The LCO is not app'licable in MODE 4 at or below ERý6] F orin MODE 5 because f8P-E is provided. Overpressure protect ion
is not required in ~ODE 6 wi~b reactor vessel head
detensioned.. '-COMS

The Note allows entry into MODES 3 and 4 with the lift
settings outside the LCO limits. This permits testing and
examination of4 the safety val-ves at high p~ressure and
temperature near their normal operating range, but only
after the valves have had a preliminary cold setting. Thecold setting gives assurance that the valves are OPERABLE
near their design condition. Only one valve at a time wi'll
be removed from service for testing. The 54L-hour
exception is based on 18-hour outag tie or ea of the
t thre: valves. The 18-hour period is d ived from

5ý e lc xeineta o etn a epromdi

A. 1

With one pressurizer safety valve inoperable, restoration
must take place within 15 minutes. The Completion Time of
15 minutes reflects the importance of maintaining the RCS
Overpressure Protection System. An inoperable safety valve

(continued)
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Pressurizer Safety Valves
B 3.4.10

BASES

A-1 (continued)

coincident with an RCS overpressure event could challenge
the integrity of the pressure boundary.

B-1 and B.2

If the Required Action of A.1 annot be met within therequired Completion Time or i two or more pressurizer
*safety valves are inoperable, the plant must be-brought to aMODE in which the requirement does not apply. To achievethis status, the'lnt 1 mt be brought to at least MODE 3within 6 hours and to MODEE < *F within 12 hours. TheI t s4o kie allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating~ experience, to reach the required plant conditions from fullpower conditions in an orderly manner and without 310@c aa enging plant sys ems.4 It orbeoOME~7-~overpressure protection is provided by the LTGP &*" Sm.'-TjCe1change from MODE 1, 2, or 3 to MODE 4 reduces the RCS energy(core power and pressure), lowers the potential for largeIoepressurier pnsrotetiondteeyrmvshendfo
oepressurier insures, andb thereby premovsurther naeedfovalves.bYghe

2 pesrzr aft

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.10.1

SRs are specified in the Inservice Testing Program.Pressurizer safety valves are to be tested one a a ime an
in accordance with the requirements of Sectioini of theASME Code (Ref. 4), which provides the activities andFrequencies necessary to satisfy the SRs. No additionalrequirements are s-pecified.

REFERENCES

See rwsvue )2.

ýFo 'P~ / 3. WW P-7769 Rev. 1, June 19 2.
4. SME, B '7er an Pres VseCde, SectioXI

L
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3. WCAP-7769, Rev. 1, "Topical Report on Overpressure
Protection for Westinghouse Pressurized Water
Reactors," June 1972.

4. Thomas E. Murley (NRC) letter to W. S. Wilgus dated
May 9, 1988, forwarding the NRC Staff review of the
"Nuclear Steam Supply System Vendor Owners Groups'
Application of the Commission's Inter~im Policy
'Statement Criteria to the Standard Technical.
Specifications."

5. WCAP-11618, "MERITS Program - Phase II, Task 5,
Criteria Application", including Addendum 1, April
1989.

7'1d. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI,

"Rule fo 3)jrie npeto o ucer8Ae.Pat



JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NRC STS 3.4.10

A. This change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the
RSTS P&R meeting held in Irvine, CA July 13 - July 20, 1992.

1. Change to reflect WBN specific parameter values or information.

2. Format change to delete brackets that identify plant specific
information/values.

3. Change to specify WBN specific reference information and format.

4. Change to correct error in STS.



Pressurizer PORVs
3.4.11

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.11 Pressurizer Power-Operated Relief Valves (PORVs)

LCO 3.4.11 Each PORV and associated block valve shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

-- - - - - - - - - - --------------------------------------N T

CACTIONS
--------------------------------- NOTE-------------------

JSeparateýCondition entry is allowed for 'each PORV.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more PORVs
inoperable,-and capable
of being manually
cycled.

B. One 4.o. %we]3 PORV4..+.
inoperable and not
capable of being
manually cycled.

A.1-' Close and maintain
power to associated
block valve.

AND

AND

B.3

Close associated
block valvef~s.+-.

Remove power from
associated block
val vef-s.3..

Restore PORV..F_4 to
OPERABLE status.

1 hour

1 hour

1 hour

72 hours

(continued)

04/24/92 10:00am
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Pressurizer PORVs
3.4.11

ACTIONS (continued)________________

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION~ TIME

C. One b-lock valve C.1 Place associated PORV 1 hour
inoperable, in manual control.

AND

C.2 Restore block valve 72 hours
to OPERABLE status.

D. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Co'ndition A,
B, or C not met.

E. Two 44r- t4h*ee4}PORVs
inoperable and not
capable of being
manually cycled.

T-wo
F. fL;z hi- i block

valve inoperable.
+Is

Be in MODE 3.

Be in MODE 4.

+

Close associated
block valves.

Remove power from
associated block
valves.,

AND

Be in MODE 3.

Be in MODE 4.

Place associated
POR~s in manual
control.

AND

6 hours

12 hours

1 hour

1 hour

6 hours

12 hours

1 hour

(conti nued)
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AND

D.2

AND

E.2

AND

E.4
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Pressurizer POR~s
3.4.11

ACTIONS ________________

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

F. (continued) F.2 Restore -one- bloc 2 hours
valve to OPERABL

F.3- Restore remaining 72 hvurs
block valve(s) to
OPERABLE status.

G. Required Actior and
associated Comp' etion
Time~yof Condition F
not met.

G. 1

AND

G.2

Be in MODE 3.

Be in MODE 4.

6 hours

12 hours

___________________ J. _____________________ I _

SURVEILLANCE REQU-IREMENTS

.SURVEI LLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.11.1 -------------- NOE--------------------NT
Not required to be met with block valve
closed in accordance with the Required
Action of Condition B or E.
--- -------------------------------------------

Perform a complete cycle of each block
Palerfr. HNE ALBAINfrec 92 days

~:i~SR 3.4.11.2 Perorm HNE AIBAINfrec 18 months

3 (continued)
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Pressurizer PORVs

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

ýSR 3.4.11--------------------NOTE----------
EOnly required to be performed in MOD]E 3.
------------------------------------------

Perform a complete cycle of -each PORV. ý8qZnths

SR 3.4.11.f Perform a complete cycle of each solenoid
air control valve and check valve on the
air accumulators in PORV control systems.

SR 3.4.11.5 Verify PORVs and block valves are capable
of being powered from emergency power
sources.

WO SS3.4 -x 5
04/24/92 10:00am
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Pressurizer POR~s
B 3.4.11

8 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.11 Pre~ssurizer Power-Operated Relief Valves (PORVs)

BASES

pt;Iof-opea".rted sojet~Joid
BACKGROUND The pressurizer \is equipped with two types of devices forpressure relief: pressurizer safety valves and PORVs. ThePORVs are -a~i--Q.e valves that are controlled to open ata specific set pressure when the pressurizer pressure

increases and closes when the pressurizer pressuredecreases. The PORVs may also be manually operated from thecontrol room.

Block valves, which are normally open, are located betweenthe pressurizer and the PORVs. The block valves are used toisolate the PORVs in case of excessive leakage or astuck-open PORV. Block valve closure is accomplished
manually using controls in the control room. A stuck-openPORV is, in effect, a small-break loss-of-coolant accident(LOCA). As such, block valve closure terminates the RCSdepressurization and coolant inventory loss.

The PORVs and their associated block valves may be used byplant operators to depressurize the RCS to recover from-certain transients if normal pressurizer spray is notavailable. Additionally, the series arrangement of thePORVs and their block valves permit performance ofsurveillances on the valves during power operation.

The POR~s may als o be used for feed and bleed core coolingin the case of multiple equipment failure events that arenot within the design basis, such as a total loss of
feedwater.

The PORVs, their block valves, and their controls arepowered from the vital buses that normally receive powerfrom offsite power sources, but are also capable of beingpowered from emergency power sources in the event of a Tossof offsite power. Two PORVs and their associated blockvalves are powered from two separate safety trains (Ref. 1.).(P2.32-4
The plant has twoý_PRVs, each having a relief capacity of210,000 lb/hr at @@aSpsig. The functional design of thePORVs is based on maintaining pressure below the PressurizerPre~ssure -High reactor trip setpoint following a stepreduction of 50% of full load with steam dump. In addition,

(conti nued)
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Pressurizer PORVs
B 3.4.11

BASES

BACKGROUND the PORVs minimize challenges to the pressurizer safety(continued) valves and also may be used for low temperature overpress ureprotection (LTOP). See LCO 3.4.12, 16em&;Tnz-Hi- Oo. Cold
Overpres sure Sse.

~t ~Atiopj

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

Plant operators employ the PORVs to depressurize the RCS inresponse to certain plant transients if normal pressurizer
spray is not available. For the Steam Generator TubeRupture (SGTR) event, the safety analysis assumes thatmanual operator actions are required to mitigate the event.A loss of offsite power is assumed to accompany the event,and thus, normal pressurizer spray is unavailable to reduceRCS pressure. The PORVs are assumed to be used for RCSdepressurization, which is one of the steps performed toequalize the primary and secondary pressures in order toterminate the primary to secondary break flow and theradioactive releases from the affected steam generator.

The PORVs are used in safety analyses for events that r esultin increasing RCS pressure for which departure from nucleateboiling ratio (DNBR)' criteria are critical* By assumi-ngPORV manual actuation, the primary pressure remains belowthe high pressurizer *pressure trip setpointj thus the DNBRcalculation is more conservative. Events that assume thiscondit.ion include a turbine trip and the loss of normal
feedwater (Ref. 2).

Pressurizer PORVs satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

LCO The LCD requires the PORVs and their associated block valvesto be OPERABLE for manual operation to mitigate the effects
associated with a SGTR.

By maintaining two PORVs and their associated block valvesOPERABLE, the single-failure criterion is satisfied. Theblock valves are available to isolate the flow path througheither a failed open PORV or a PORV with excessive leakage.Satisfying the LCD helps minimize challenges to
fission-product barriers.

(conti nued)
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Pressurizer PORVs
B 3.4.11

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the PORV and its block valve are
required to be OPERABLE to limit the potential for a
small-break LOCA through the flow path. The most likely
cause for a PORV small-break LOCA is a result of a
pressure-increase transient that causes the PORV to open.
Imbalances in the energy output of the core and heat removal
by the secondary system can cause the RCS pressure to
increase to the PORV opening setpoint. The most rapid
increases will occur at the higher operating power and
pressure conditions of MODES 1 and 2. The PORVs are also
required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 to-minimize
challenges to the pressurizer safety valves.

Pressure increases are less prominent in MODE 3 because the
core input energy is reduced, but the RCS pressure is high.
Therefore, the LCO is applicable in MODES 1, 2, and 3. The
LCO is not applicable in MODE 4 when both.pressure and core
energy are decreased and the pressure surges become much
less significant. The PORV setpoint is reduced for LTOP inMODES 4, 5, and 6 with the reactor vessel head in place.
LCO 3.4.12 addresses the PORV requirements in these MODES.

The adexception pefr ofor LCO of 4pemthe entry orinto bokMODES valves

verify their OPERABLE status. Testing is not performed in
lower MODES.

ACTIONS XNotejhhas bbeen added to clarify that all. pressurizer PORVs
aree treated as separate entities, each with separate
Completionn Times (i.e., the Completion Time is on a
component bbasis).

A.1

With the PORVs inoperable and capable of being manually
cycled, either the PORVs must be restored or the flow pathisolated within 1 hour. The block valves should be closed
but power must be maintained to the associated block valves,since removal of power would render the block valve
inoperable. Although a PORV may be designated inoperable,
it may be able to be manually opened and closed, and
therefore, able to perform its function. PORV inoperability
may be due to seat leakage, instrumentation problems,

(conti nued)
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Pressurizer PORVs
B 3.4.11

BASES

ACTIONS A.1 (continued)

automatic control problems, or other causes that do notprevent manual use and do not create a possibility for asmall-break LOCA. For these reasons, the block valve may beclosed but the Action requires power be maintained to thevalve. This Condition is only intended to permit operation ( )of the plant for a limited period of time not to exceed the'-next refueling outage (MODE 6) so that maintenance can beperformed on the PORVs to el iminate the seat Ile kage -2- p r61ja;
condition. Normally, the PORVs should be aqv aeforautomatic mitigation of overpressure events and should bereturned to OPERABLE status prior to entering startup
(MODE 2).

Quick access to the PORV for pressure control can be madewhen power remains on the closed block valve. TheCompletion Time of 1 hour is based on plant operating
experience that has shown that minor problems can becorrected or closure accomplished in this time period.

B.1, B.2, and B.3OIf one -L-1 %wq PORV.oj.is inoperable and not capable ofbeing ma'nuall~y cycled ., it must be either restored orisolated by closing the associated block valve and removingthe power to ,the associated block valve. The Completion
Times of I hour are reasonable, based on challenges to thePORVs during this time period, and provide the operatoradequate time to correct the situation. If the inoperablevalve cannot be restored to OPERABLE status, it must beisolated within the specified time. Because there is atleast one PORV that remains OPERABLE, an additional 72 hoursis provided to restore the inoperable PORV to OPERABLEstatus. If the PORV cannot be restored within thisadditional time, the plant must be brought to a MODE inwhich the LCO does not apply, as required by Condition 0.

C.1 and C.2

if one block valve is inoperable, then it is necessary toeither restore the block valve to OPERABLE status within theCompletion Time of 1 hour or place the associated PORV inmanual control. The prime importance for the capability to

(continued)
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Pressurizer PORVs
B 3.4.11

BASES

ACTIONS C-1 and C-2 (continued)

close the block valve is to isolate a stuck-open PORV.
Therefore, if the block valve cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status within 1 hour, the Required Action is to place the
PORV in manual control to preclude its automatic opening for
an overpressure event and to avoid the potential for a
stuck-open PORY at a time that the block valve is
inoperable. The Completion Time of 1 hour is reasonable,
based on the small potential for challenges to the system
during this time period and provides the operator time to
correct the situation. Because at least one PORV remains
OPERABLE, the operator is permitted a Completion Time of
72 hours to restore the inoperable block valve to OPERABLE
status. The time allowed to restore thd block valve is
based upon the Completion Time for restoring an inoperable
PORV in Condition B, since the PORVs are not capable of
mitigating an overpressure event when placed in manual
control. If the block valve is restored within the
Completion Time of 72 hours, the power will be restored and
the PORV restored to OPERABLE status. If it cannot be
restored within this additional time, the plant must be
brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply, as
required by Condition 0.ý

0.1'and 0.2

If the Required Action of Condition A, B, or C is not met,then the plant must be brought to a MODE in whjich the LCO
does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be
brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 4ý
within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems. In
MODES 4 and 5, maintaining PORV OPERABILITY may be required.

Se LO .412 "sk 1 ýOverpressure -0-+
j6+" System." ol

E.1, E.2, E.3, and E.4

If more than one PORV is inoperable and not capable of being
manually cycled, it is necessary to either restore at least
one valve within the Completion Time of 1 hour or isolate

(conti nued)
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Pressurizer PORVs
B 3.4.11

BASES

ACTIONS E-.1, E.2, E.3, and E.4 (continued)

the flow path by closing and removing the power to the
associated block valves. The Completion Time of 1 hour is
reasonable, based on the small potential for challenges to
the system during this time and provides the operator timeto correct the situation. If one PORV is restored and one (7PORV remains inoperable, then the plant will be inCondition B with the time c--k-started at the originalýdeclaration of having two or thM]PRsio er e. f
no PORVs are restored withfin theCompletion Time, then theplant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not
apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brought toat least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 4 within
12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable,
based on operating experience, to reach the required plant
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner
and without challenging plant systems. In MODES 4 and 5,maintaining PORV OPERABILITY may be required. See
LCO 3.4.12..

F.I ANd ~

_________A sAReIf ~rzthn o~cblock valve, ...Ainprble, it is necessaryto either-resor the block valves within the Completion
Time of 1 hour, or place the associated PORVs in manualO control and restore at least one block valve within 2 hours

The Completion Times are reasonable, based on the smallpotential for challenges to the system during this time andprovide the operator time to correct the situation.

G.1 and G.2

If the Required Actions of Condition F are not met, then theplant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does notapply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brought toat lea~st MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 4 within
12 hours. The allowed Completion Timnes are reasonable,
based on operating experience, to reach the required plantconditions from full power conditions in an orderly mannerand without challenging plant systems. In MODES 4 and 5,maintaining PORV OPERABILITY may be required. See
LCD 3.4.12.

(continued)
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Pressurizer PORVs
B 3.4.11

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR-3.4.11.1
REQU IREM ENTS

Block valve cycling verifies that th e valve(s) can be closed
if needed. The basis for the Frequency of 92 days is the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code,
Section XI (Ref. 3). If the block valve is closed to
isolate a PORV that is capable of being manually cycled, theOPERABILITY of the block valve is of importance, because
opening the block valve is necessary to permit the PORV tobe used for manual control of reactor pressure. If theblock valve is closed to isolate an.otherwise inoperable
PORV, the maximum Completion Time to restore the PORV andopen the block valve is 72 hours, which is well within theallowable limits (25%) to extend the block valve Frequency
of 92 days. 2 Furthermore, these test requirements would becompleted by the reopening of a recently closed block valveupon restoration of the PORV to OPERABLE status (i.e.,
completion of the Required Actions fulfills the SR).

The Note modifies this SR by stating that it is not requiredto be met with the block valve closed, in accordance with
the Required Action of this LCO.

SR 3.4.11.2

SR 3.4.11.2 requires the perf manc of a CHANNEL
CALIBRATION fois each PORV every 181 months. The CHANNEL
CALIBRATION ensures that the PORV setpoint is appropriately
maintained below the RCS high pressure trip setpoint, andthus, remote from transient pressure challenges. Thecalibration also ensures that-the PORV setpoint is below thepressurizer safety valve setpoint, thus limiting challenges
to the safety valves. The calibration can only be performedduring shutdown. The Frequency of J18 months is based on atypical refueling cycle and indu ~ 7 a~ccep ed practice.

SR_3.4.11. 2./

SR 3.4.11.,l requires a complete cycle of each PORV.
Operating a PORV through one complete cycle ensures that thePORV can be manually actuated for mitigation of an SGTR.The Frequency of18 months is based oic efuelingcycle and indu ~y accet ed practice. The Note allows,

(conti nued)
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Pressurizer PORVs
B 3.4.11

BASES

SURVEI LLANCE
REQU I:REM ENT!

-SR 3.4.11.3 (continued)

entering MODE 3 prior to meeting the require
SSR 3.4.11.3. ments of

3.4. 11.4

Operati the solenoid air control valves and chec alves
on the ai ccumulators ensures the PORV contro ystem
actuates pro p ly when called upon. The Fre ncy of
[18] months is ed on a typical refueli cycle and the
Frequency of the o r Surveillances u to demonstrate
PORV OPERABILITY.

SR 3.4.11.5

This Surveillance is ot required for lants with permanent
1E power supplies o the valves.

The Surveil nce demonstrates that emergency p er can be
provide nd is performed by transferring power normal
to e gency supply and cycling the' valves. The Fre ency
of 181 months is ba-sed on a typical refueling cycle an
ndustry-accepted practice.

REFERENCES
Ce-gwl-aton, tuiebur 1.32;7

rnR jn 1ý=.-L

A641,8ed,7., -end PpO99i-~Z -C , &@ -0nt 4 i-

1. Regulatory Guide 1.32, "Criteria for Safety -Related
Electric Power Systems for Nuclear Power Plants"," U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission,. February '1977.

22. Watts Bar FSAR, Section 15.2," CoNcJAION TLEFAIAItS

of t1cdeIpte FRegpet~c/

1*3. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI,
"Rules for Inservice Inspection of Nuclear Power Plant,
Components."
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NRC STS 3.4.11

A. This change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at theRSTS P&R meeting held in Irvine, CA July 13 - July 20, 1992.

1. Change to reflect WBN specific parameter values or information.

2. Format change to delete brackets that identify plant specific
information/values.

3. Change to specify WBN specific reference information and format.

4. These surveillance are deleted since:

a. WBN PORVs are not air-operated and do not utilize air
accumulators; and

b. WBN PORVs are normally powered from a Class 1E source.

5. Change to correct error in STS.



~~Coms

3.4.12

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
co /C/3.4.12 o. zp re ve resr tztzLTjSytem (COMS~) a-A

.A COM1S 0 CE N+fps
LCO 3.4.12 shl be OPERABLE with a maximum of-j4a3.@~

~ uj~4i-i~(HP)]pumfp farr1d oneA, harging pumpe .capable of ijcnginto the RCS and the accumulators@
isolated and either a or b below:

a. Two RCS relief valves, as follows:

1. Two power-operated re-lief valves (PORVs) with lift
settings within. the limits specified i-n the PTLR,
or

-f3- One PORV with a lift setting, ithin the Timits
specified in the PTLR and RHR suction relief
valve with a setpointŽ 36.50 psig and

b. The RCS depressurized and an RCS vent-of ' 2.0]gur

a+ eas-+ 41T5SGPM water F low -(
'310APPLICABILITY: MODE 4 when any RCS cold legýýemperature is5 j2 j*F

MODE 5,
MODE 6 when the reactor vessel head is on.

---------------------------- NOTE --------------
Accumulator isolation is only required when accumulatorpressure is greater than or equal to the maximum RCSpressure for the existing RCS cold leg temperature allowedby the P/T limit curves provided in the PTLR.
---------------------------------------------------------

WOG STS 3.-04/24/92 10:00am



VACtLJ4 Joe, CZPabie c"; 1vi3ee,+-iv,
in~v +k4 Rr, cILsr;P Pun'ip SvO.tP
0 Perel tto n,

CONDITION 1REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Two or more [HPI]
pumps capable of
injecting into the

Two or more charging
pumps capable of
injecting into the
RCS.

An accumulator not
isolated when the
accumul ator pressure
Js greater than or
equal to the maximum
RCS pressure for
existing cold leg
temperature allowed
the PTLR.

Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition +@-J3
not met.

A. 1

-t ~-

C

OR
C

Initiate-action to
verify a maximum of
[one] [HPI] pump is
capable of injecting

Initiate action to
verifyy maximum of

,-6t1one~charging pump
is ca ble of
injecting into the( D IS C EN kti
Isolate affected
accumul ator.

Increase RCS cold leg
temperature above
.[2& F.

-310 
(

Depressurize affected
accumulator to less
than the maximum RCS
pressure for existing
cold leg temperature
allowed in the PTLR.

(conti nued)
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Immedi ately

1 hour

12 hours

12 hours
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ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION

One required RCS
relief valve
inoperable in MODE 4.

One required RCS
relief valve
inoperable in MODES 5
or 6.

Z. Two required RCS
relief valves
inoperable.

OR

Required Action and
associated Completion
T ime oLCondition A,
~8D, ~: not met.

CONS

frany reason other
tha Co ition A, B,
C ,DCEZ

.REQUIRED AC TION I COMPLETION TIME

/1 Restore requi~redRCS
relief valve6 o
OPERABLE status.

/.ii Restore required RCS
-.relief valve to
OPERABLE status.

Depressurize RCS and
establish RCS vent e4g.

WOG STS

7 days

24 hours

8 hours

04/24/92 10:00am
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OOM
3.4.12

SURVEILLANCE

Verify a maximum of [one] [HPI] pump is
capable of injecting into the RCS.

;R 3.4.12./ Verify a rnz
capable of

0;

2-
SR 3.4.12.,3' Verify each accumulator is isolated.

Within
15 minutes
before
decreasing RCS
cold leg
temperature to

:310
AND

12 hours

(conti nued)
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3.4.12

-1 --- -- --- --- --NOTE - - - - - - - - - -Only required to be performed when
complying with LCQ 3.4.12b.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - --------------

Verify RCS yen

open:

1'2 hour-s Por A~
UL0 1Ock2? op e~iYl

31CIc~i fbr- Icc164d
Ope-oVeli ve4'tl-

.SR 3.4.12.y"

6
SR 3.14.12.y'

0T

Verify PORV block valve is open for each
required PORV.

Verifyesci RHR suction isolation
valveA'4 locked'open with operator power
removed7-for-erhrequired RHR suction
relief valve. ~~i

--- - - -- - - - -NOTE -- - - - - - - - - -Not required to be met until 12 hours after
decreasing RCS cold leg temperature to
-- "J4 0 F- - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - -

Perform ACOT on each required PORV,
excluding actuation.

SR 3-4.12-/ Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION for each
required PORV actuation channel.

31 days

WOG STS 30
04/24/92 10:00am
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OON
B 3.4.12

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
cold

B 3.4.12 L:a.. T. oOverpressurep eetiefX...~tO System (CciM'S)

BASES

BACKGOUNDThe +BF '-94econtrols RCS pressure at low temperatures sothe integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary
(RCPB) is not compromised by violating the pressure andtemperature (P/T) limits of 10 CFR 50, Appendix G (Ref. 1).The reactor vessel is the limiting RCPB component fordemonstrating such protection. The PTLR provide-s themaximum allowable actuation logic setpoints for thepower-operated relief valves (PORVs) and the maximum RCSpressure for the existing RCS cold leg temperature duringcooldown, shutdown, and heatup to meet the Reference 1requirements during the ±te~MODES.

The reactor vessel material is less tough at lowtemperatures than at normal operating temperature. As thevessel neutron exposure accumulates, the material toughnessdecreases and becomes less resistant to pressure stress atlow-temperatures (Ref. 2). RCS pressure, therefore, ismaintained low at low temperatures and is increased only astemperature is increased.

The potential for vessel overpressuriza'tion iss ýmostsacute-when the RCS is water solid, occurring only s utdown;a pressure fluctuation can occur more quickly than anoperator can react to relieve the condition. Exceeding theRCS P/I limits by a'significant amount could cause brittlecracking of the reactor vessel. LCO 3.4.3., "RCS Pressureand Temperature (P/T) Limits," requires administrative
control of RCS pressure and temperature during heatup andcooldown to prevent exceeding the PTLR limits.

CENTRI F(AAL
This LCO provides RCS overpressure protection by having aminimum coolant input capability and having adequatepressure relief capa *t. Limiting coolant input capabilityrqires deactivatinfall but-oi hih "eszzure 4me*a-)--jH pump [:n~d one~charging pumptkd isolating theaccumulators. The pressure relief capacity requires eithertwo redundant RCS relief valves or a depressurized RCS andan RCS vent of sufficient size. One RCS relief valve or theopen RCS vent is the overpressure protection device thatacts to terminate an increasing-pressure event.

(conti nued)
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cOPSB 3.4. 12
BASES0

BACKGROUND With minimum coolant input apability, the ability to(continued) provide core coolant addition is restricted. The LCO doesnot require the makeup control system deactivated or thesafety injection (SI) actuatio circuits blocked. Due tothe lower pressures in the- ?MODES and the expected coreCe~ik li A)decay heat levels, the makeup system can provide adequate~. flow via the makeup control valve and, if needed, until thepupis actuated by SI. he resi;tAA ýe~f rerneA)

The 4a . for pressure relief consist of two PORVsQ ~ ~with reduced lift settings, 9Pr tw~o re.d9' &~trmo~-+NR 9 le 4-o-*, or one PORV ankýPR sucto
relief valve, or a depressurized RCS and an RCS vent ofsufficient size. Two RCS relief valves are required forredundancy. One RCS relief valve has adequate reli-evingcapability to keep from overpressurization for the requiredcoolant input capability.

PORV Requirements co M S
CO S As designed for, the ,eac PORV is signaled to'~--~'"' opefiif the RCS pressure approaches a limit determined bythe+T ~actuation logic. The t" actuation logic monitorsboth RCS temperature and RCS pressure and determines when acondition not acceptable in the PTLR limits is approached.The wide-range RCS temperature indications are auctioneeredto select the lowest temperature signal.

The lowest temperature signal is processed through afunction generator that calculates a pressure limit for thattemperature. The calculated pressure limit is then comparedwith the indicated RCS pressure from a wide-range pressurechannel. If the indicated pressure meets or exceeds thecalculated value, a PORV is signaled to open.
0a2S0The PTLR presents the PORV setpoints fo -ý Thesetpoints are normally staggered so only one valve opensduring a low temperature overpressure transient. Having thesetpoints of both valves within the limits in the PTLRensures that the Reference 1 l'imits will not be exceeded inany analyzed event.

When a PORV is opened in an increasing pressure transient,the release of coolant will cause the pressure increase toslow and reverse. As the PORV releases coolant, the RCS

(continued)
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CONS
B 3. 4. 12

*BASES

BACKGROUND PORV Requirements (continued)

pressure decreases unti] a reset pressure is reached and the
valve is signaled to close. The pressure continues to
decrease below the reset pressure as the valve closes.

RHR Suction Relief Valve Requirements

urijng COMSMODES, the RHR System is operated for decayOeat removal and low pressure letdown control. Therefore,
the RHR suction isolation valves are open in the piping from
the RCS hot legX to the inlety'A f the RHRR pumps. While
these valves are open -&r4'-'
the RHR suction relief valveX *P expo sed to the RCS and ate,
able to relieve pressure transients i'n the C.-Q

Sis0' -6[-the RHR suction isolation valves 9*d-4kP- RIHR sue49=&*
must be open to make the RHR suction relief valve0' OPERABLE (,
for RCS overpressure mitigation. Auto-closure interlocks
are not permitted to cause the RHR suction isolation valves i's Ato close. The RHR suction relief vavXeb-'ýrn ýo ebellows-type water relief valveg with pressure tolerances
and accumulation limits established by Section III of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code
(Ref. 3) for Class 2 relief valve s.~~

RCS Vent Requirements

Once the RCS is 'depressurized, a vent exposed to the
containment atmosphere will maintain 'the RCS at containment
ambient pressure in an RCS overpressure transient, if therelieving requiremtents of the transient do not exceed the
capabilities of the vent. Thus, the vent path must be
capable of relieving the flow resulting from the limiting(I COMS 6TGe4 mass or heat input transient, and maintaining pressurebelow the P/T limits. The required vent capacity may beprovided by one or more vent paths.

For an RCS vent to meet the flow capacity requirement, itrequires remvn aýXL -I~ric Iaoyvl~,rmvn

PPORV's internals, and disabling its block valve in the open
eft4 i e- position, or sziffilarly-66.tablishin a vont by qp~f:ý am Respres,.uf~jgr *oo-Ei-vU. he vent path(s) must be a'b~ove the level of

&I reactor coolant, so as not to drain the RCS when open.

(conti nued)
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B 3.4.12

BASES (continued

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

Safety analyses (Ref. 4) demons rate at the reactor vessel

cold leg temperature exc eedg F, the pressurizer
safety valves will prevent RCS rpressure from exceeding theRnference 1 limits. At about &e-&' and below,overpressure prevention falls to two OPERABLE RCS relief
valves or to a depressurized RCS and a sufficient-sized RCSvent. Each of these means has a limited overpressure relief
capability. coms n
The actual temperature at whi the pressure in the P/T
limit, curve falls below the ressurizer safety valvesetpoint increases as the eactor vessel material toughnessdecreases due to neutron mbrittlement. Each time the PTLRcurves are revised, the- &Y-ye.enmust be re-evaluated toensure its functional requirements can still be met usingthe RCS relief valve method or the depressurized and vented
RCS condition.

CON~SThe PTLR contains the acceptance limits that define the -eFOPrequirements. Any change to the RCS must be evaluated
against the Reference 4 analyses to determine the impact ofthe change on e _ftacceptance limits.

Transients tha tare capable of overpressurizing the RCS arecategorized as either mass or heat input transients,
".examples of which follow:

Mass Input Type Transients

a. Inadvertent safety injection; or

b. Charging/letdown flow mismatch.

Heat Input Type Transients

a. Inadvertent actuation of pressurizer heaters;

b. Loss of RHR cooling; or

C. Reactor coolant pump (RCP) startup with temperature
asymmetry within the RCS or between the RCS and steam
generators.

(conti nued)
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B 3.4.12

BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

CE~iiki iPj

LHeat-Input Tvoe Transients (conti nued)ý

The following are required during the +=OP MODES to ensurethat mass and heat input transients do not occur, which
either of the-ý o rpressure protection means cannot
handle: COMS

a. Deactivating all but [one cegpmI pjF [a'on
charging pump@2OPERABE;

b. Deactivating the accumulator discharge isolhtion-
valves in their closed positions; and

C. Disallowing start of an RCP if secondary temperature
is more than [50]*F above primary temperature in anyone loop. LCD 3.4.6, "RCS Loops- MODE 4," and
LCD 3.4.7, "RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Filled," provide
this protection.

The Reference 4 analyses demonstrate that either one RCSrelief valve or the depressurized RCS and RCS vent can-- _m~aintaiinRCSpressure below limits when onl 8 R-j) -+&ftd oney LR;EHI3 ý charging pump."4 is Eape actuated by SI. Thus,~the LCD allows only 'n][P]pm ~. one.,charging pump r~OPERAB-LE during thez ý MODES. Since neither one RCSrelief valve nor the RkC ~vent can handle a full SIactuation, the LCD also equ es the accumulators isolated.Cos (S 4
The isolated accumulators must have their discharge valvesclosed and the valve power supply breakers fixed in theiropen positions . The analyses show the effect of accumulatordischarge is over a narrower RCS temperature range (j 175JýFand below) than that of the LCD (-H.ý+F and below) . TFracture mechanics analyses established the temperature of S:CIMS LTýApplicability a +-;ý'4F. i

\..../Th coseqe es oa3small-break loss-of-coolant accident(LOCA) in +-4ý MODE 4 o~nform to 10 CFR 50.46 and 10 CFR 50,Appendix K (Refs. 5 an OP'requirements by having a maximumof Iefie4~-f+u4mp F*mo one"'charging pump O~PERABLE and SIactuation enabled. 0

CEN77RIFUGA L

(conti nued)
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APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

CE-NRiik&1;

~Heat Input Tyoe Transients (continued)

The following are required during the h@PMMES to ensure
that mass and heat input transients do not occur, which
either of the ++1 rpressure protection means cannot
h~andle: COMS T) 

I

a. Deactivating all but E ~al pldmm [ad. one ce4&11lteAQAI
charging pump@ qPERABLE;

b. Deactivating the accumulator discharge isolation
valves in their closed positions; and

C. Disallowing start of an RCP if secondary temperature
is more than [50]*F above primary temperature in any
one loop. LCD 3.4.6, "RCS Loops -MODE 4," and
LCO 3.4.7, "RCS Loops- MODE 5, Loops Filled," provide
this protection.

The Reference 4 analyses demonstrate that either one RCSrelief valve or the depressurized RCS and RCS vent can
_Jnai~RCS pressure below limits wheno j tmrýam 4e one,~charging pump.&"4 is 4*e+ acturat!ed~yS.Tu

-~ the LCO allows only jcin-j EIIpI]= pmp [&_ one.,charging pump~
OPERABLE during the+-TýMODES. Since neither one RCS
relief valve nor the RCS`vent can handle a full SI
actuation, the LCO also/requi es the accumulators isolated.

com
The isolated accumulators must have their discharge valves
closed and the valve power supply breakers fixed in their
open positions. The-analyses show the effect of accumulator
disch~arge is over a narrower RCS temper~ature range ( 1759)yF
and below) than that of the LCO (*~.F and below).qT _QFracture mechanics analyses estab lished the temperature of &COtMS-týApplicability a +R.&+0 F. II7

ký/Teconsequeie 
..~ 'The o 3fsmall-break loss-of-coolant accident

(LOCA) in-& OMODE 4 ~onform to 10 CFR 50.46 and 10 CFR 50,
Appedix (Res. 5an ýrequirements bX having a maximumof @fie-onz [Pi] pumfp cn onevcharging pump O PERABLE and SIactuation enabled. 0

(continued)
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API
SAl

PLICABLE PORV Performance.Vl
:ETY ANALYSES
(continued) The fracture mechanics a lyses show that the vessel isprotected when the PORVs are set to open at or below thelimit shown in the PTLR. The setpoints are deivd

analyses that model thee performance of the ýRSaý

ýass~umin the limiting transient of SI actuation ofA~v~i4mq one harging pumpk-' These analyses ('consider pressure overshoo and undershoot beyond the PORVO-opening and closing, resulting from signal processing andvalve str~oke times. The PORV setpoints at or below thederived limit ensures the Refe~rence I P/T limits wille
met. 

CM
The PORV setpoints in the PTLR will be4pdted when therevised P/T limits conflict with the ++ Panalysis limits.The P/T limits are- periodically modified as the reactorvessel material toughness decreases due to neutronembrittlement caused by neutron irradiation. Revised limitsare determined using neutron fluence projections and theresults of examinations of the reactor vessel materialirr adiation surveillance specimens. The Bases forLCO 3.4.3, "RCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits,"
discuss these examinations.

The PORVs are considered active components. Thus, thefailure of one PORV is assumed to represent the' worst-case,
single active failure.

OHRSuction Relief Valve Performance~~

ýtha C.(~The RHR suction relief valveX dqo not have variable pressureand temperature/lift setpoints like the PORVs. Analyses
,- must show tha Aco.e* RHR sucti~on relief valve with a setpoin CM0 ~ at or betwee 436.5M~ig andJ463.53_$-ig will pass flowgreater than that required for the limiting -Atransient

CONS while maintaining RCS pressure less -than the P/T limit AcureN~ssuming all relfief flow requi-rements during thelimriting~ event, &.;H suction relief valve willmaintain RCS pressure to within the valve rated,.ýftsetpoint, p 'lus an accumulation no greater thanG of therated lift setpoint.a.~
The

EAhuhe@@AH suction relief valvemaO( .4o ziý@~ "~444o@ eritx44a,-its inclusion and location within

WOG STS B 3. 4-. O- 04/24/92 10:00
am
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APPLICABLE RHR Suction Relief Valve Performance (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES

the RHR System does not allow it to meet single failure
criteria when spurious RHR suction isolation valve closure
is postulated. Also, as the RCS P/T limits are decreased toreflect the loss of toughness in the reactor vessel
materials due to neutron embrittlement, the RHR suction
relief valveý must be analyzed to still accommodate theOdesign basi transients for-+f CO

LL_ýThe RHR s~tion relief valvekm"Acons Iuered Aactivecomponentý. Thus, the failure of-ei~a valve is assumed to

RCS Vent Performance ;ci'/ e /'
With the RCS depressurized, analyses ow yen --~-@s@ i - 4-G-T ware 4e"&o is capable of mitigating the allowed0M
overpressure transient. The capacity of a-m~th(~igreater than the flow of the limiting transient for the +%
configurationJSI actuation with -oe4 -HPI "m~p-+ei4d one

CE~fRi~t:'~lI charging pumps) OPERABLE, maintaining RCS pressure less than~
the maxi'mum pgsure on the P/T limit curve.

W E~RT' The RCS vent size, will be re-evaluated for compliance eachtime the P/T limi't curves are revised based on the resultsof the vessel. material surveillance.

.The RCS vent is assive and is not subject to active
failure. T

CON4S(
The +eFP9-2tei satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

LCO This LCO requires that the-@R&oa is OPERABLE. TheI')CONS 6@ y wis OPERABLE when the minimum coolant input andpressure relief capabilities are OPERABLE. Violation ofthis LCO could lead to the loss of low-temperature
overpresscire mitigation and violation of the Reference Ilimits as a result of an operational transient.

To limit the coolant inputV- p-blty,1hie LCO requiresjom4 -j'i44 p E, one charging pup pable of

_______________________ 

(conti nued)
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f flow Paths in the ie~actor
coolant System which could be opened up and realistically serve as
poressure release aths. Two vent paths were identified. With one

/PORV removed, the open vent line could serve as one path.. The

pressurizer manw-ay could serve as an alternative vent path with the
nmanway cover removed. Uhs 1rsr -1-16&' in, beth flo;1j:1111:! :ItTq

eaJ.ar-td. -it -was estembilizhd -tht Both flow paths are capable of

discharging 475 gpM at low pressure in the Reactor Coolant System.

Thus, either one of the two openings can be used for relieving the

pressure to prevent violating the PIT limit-s--
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BASES

injecting into the RCS and all accumulator discharged) isolation valves closed and immobilized. LCO 3.3.2,
"Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS)
Instrumentation," defines SI actuation OPERABILITY for theCOHS tf'-MODE 4 small-break LOCA.

The elements of the LCO that provide low temperature
overpressure mitigation through pressure relief are:

a. .Two RCS relief valves, as follows:

I. Two OPERABLE PORVs; or /7)s
A PORV is OPERABLE for+T~when its block valve
is open, its l~ift-setpoint is set to the limit
required by the PTLR and testing proves its
ability to open at this setpoint, and motive
power is available to the two valves and their
control circuits.

-JAfi.RHRjý7ution relief valve is OPERBEfr~
whe 4"RHRsuction isolation valveSý
v'tcn~alcare open,-'t s se tpo~int is at or

between 436.5g~-ig an'd ̀ 63.'5 75sig, and
testing~hhas proven its ability to open at this

the
-~One OPERABLE-PORV and -*& OPERABLE RHR suction

relief valve; o ri-.

b. A depressurized RCS and an RCS vent.

An RCS vent is OPERABLE when open w'th a-j-o-f..

iEach of these methods o overpressure prevention is capableof mitigating the limiting *44transient.

APPLICABILITY This LCO is applicable in MOE-~ nany RCS'cold legtemperature is at or below. +Q F in MODE 5, and in MODE 6when the reactor vessel head is on. The pressurizer safetyvalves provide overpressure protection that meets the

(conti nued).

04/24/92 10:00am
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(conti nued)

B 3.4. 12

310
Reference 1 P/T limits above ER *F. When the reactorvessel head is off, overpressurization cannot occur.

LCO 3.4.3, "RCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits,"
provides the operational P/T limits for all MODES.
LCO 3.4.10, "Pressurizer Safety Valves," requires the
OPERABILITY of the pressurizer 'safety valves that provide
overpressure protection during MODES 1, 2, and 3, and MODE 4above s1_7G-F

:310-
Low temperature overpressure prevention is most-critical
during shutdown when the RCS is water solid, and a mass orheat input transient can cause a very rapid increase in RCSpressure when little or no time allows operator action to
mitigate the event.

The Ap plicability is modified by a Note stating that
accumulator isolation is only required when the accumulator
pressure is more than or at the maximum RCS pressure for theexisting temperature, as allowed by the P/T limit curves.
This Note permits the accumulator discharge isolation valveSurveillance performed only under these pressure and
temperature Condi ti ons.

?with two or more44PApumps capable of injecting into the
RCS, RCS overpressurization is possible.

ITo immediately in itiate action to restore restricted coolantinput capability to the RCS reflects the urgency of removing
the RCS from this condition.

13 C C

Anacmlto nslt requires isolation within 1 hour.Thisi only require w en the accumulator presspire is at ormore than the maximum RCS pressure for the existing
temperature allowed by the P/T limit curves.

If isolation iscneeded and cannot be accomplished in 1 hour,Required Action,,X1 and Required Action Z.2 provide twooptions, either of which must be performed in the next

(conti nued)

ACTIONS

RequiredM
ýs ntio4'tm
Note -6hzt
-bwio lpt~

C+r 1ZC5/;
Pot c7 brL~hý
-toe 171,WP/d

permia
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arTn~q (I.) 13 C

12 hours. By increasing the RCS tern ture to more than'3)0 49 F an ac cumul ator pressure of tupsig cannot exceed
th~e++9irlimits if the accumulators are fully injected.

COMS-- Depressurizing the accumulators below the,+! limit fromthe PTLR also gives this protection. CONS
The Completion Times are based on operating experience that
these activities can be accomplished in these time periods
and on engineering evaluations indicating that an event.requiring ýýIbis not likely in the allowed times.

CON'S

In MODE 4 when any RCS cold leg temperature is at or below3 104ýF, with one required RCS relief valve inoperable, 4w-ORCS relief valve/ must be restored to OPERABLE status within
a Completion Time of 7 days. Two RCS relief valves -ý; ayý

are required to provide low temperature overpressure
mitigation while with-standing~a single failure of an active
component.

The Completion Time considers the facts that only one of theRCS relief valves is required to mitigate an overpressure
transient and that the likelihood of an active failure ofthe remaining valve path during this time period is very
1low.

r~ve~reSVrI~ The conse u~ences of operational events that willOv .res~riS- over ressure the RCS are more severe at lower temperature(Ref. 1 . hus, with one of the two RCS relief valves
inoperable in MODE 5 or in MODE 6 with the head on, theCompletion Time to restore two valves to OPERABCE status-*is
24 hours.

The Completion Time represents a reasonable time to
investigate and repair several types of relief valve
failures without exposure to a lengthy period with only oneOPERABLE RCS relief valve to protect against overpressure
events.

0 (conti nued)
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t'h
ACTIONS ýT X_11

(conti nued)
The RCS must be depressurized and a vent must be established
within 8 hours when:

a. Both required RCS relief valves are inoperable; -.r

b.

C.

A Required Action and.,.a-s.ociated Completion Time ofCondition A, BC, D,YE%(D,.?eis t met; or
COM Ilk
The is Q inoerabJ.e foa-ny reason other
than Condition A, B, 'C, 'D, o X . -T?\

The vent must b-e-si-ze -aTe-astt'@.9 quu~arre inhs%'ensure
that the flow capacity is greater than that required for the

rom aa low eemperature overpressure event and a possible
brittle failure of the reactor vessel.

The Completion Time considers the time required to place theplant in this Condition and the relatively low probability
of an overpressure event during this time period due toincreased operator awareness-of administrative control
requi rements.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.12. SR341. nd SR 3.4.12.LL-~REQU IREMENTS Al' // AN
To minimize the potential for a low temperaturer(verpressureO event by limiting the mass input.capability, -aiu

~n}-[IPI um [nd~maximuml -e o pump reverified deactivated with power remove aand the accumulator
discharge isolation valve 1s are v~erifiedtclosed and locked
out. 0ý11,111.C ......... ...... ...
Thee Frequency of 15fminutes before reducing RCS ýtemperature4>to less than ethe ý_PVja~ aming temperature ensures that the d~ ~•2 maximutm nmberof pup ermitted OPERABLE is xo exedd.The Frequency of 12 hours is sufficient, considering otherin'dications and alarms available to the operator in thecontrol room to verify the required status of the equipment.

(continued)
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SURVEI LLANCE
REQUIREMENTý

(conti nuec I) Each re ed RHR suction relief valve shall be demonstr d
OPERABLE by rifying its RHR suction valve and RHR s ionisolation valve e open and by testing it in acc ancewith the Inservi.ce ing Program. (Refer to S .4.12.7
for the RHR suction iso * on valve Surveilla .) This
Surveillance is only requir to be perfor if the RHR
suction relief valve is being u to this LCO.

The RHR suction valve is verifie 0 ened every
12 hours. The Frequency is c sidered a ate in view of
other administrative- c ont s such as valve atus
indications available the operator in the co rol room
that verify the R suction valve remains open.

The ASME C ,Section XI (Ref. 8), test per Inservice
Testin rogram verifies OPERABILITY by proving proper
re f valve mechanical motion and by measuring and, if

SR 3.4.12.~ 0Z 3 ).0L 476mwrie;ýf
The RCS vent of at least F suar inhe is proven
OPERABLE by verifying its open cond ition ei er:
a. Once every 12 hours for a valve that cannot be locked.

b. Once every 31 days for a valve that is locked, sealed, 0
or secured in position. A removed(prEss~u~rizer ýsafetyi P ZV

Va7vTfits this category.

The passive vent arrangement must only be open to beOPERABLE. This Surveillance is required to be performed ifthe vent is being used to satisfy the pressure relief
requirements of the LCO 3.4.12b.

SR__3 4 .12 .\
The PORV block valve must be verified open every 72 hours toprovide the flow path for each required PORV to perform itsfunction when actuated. The valve must be remotely verifiedopen in the main control room this Surveillance is
performed if the PORV satisfie s he LO

v-'.~II L. I IIU~UJ

WOG STS
04/24/92 l0:O0arn
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SURVEILLANCE
REQU IREMIENTS

qI
SR 3.4.12A~ (continued)

The block valve is a remotely controlled, motor-operated
valve. The power to the valve operator is not required
removed, and the manual operator is not required locked in
the inactive position. Thus, the block valve can Le closed
in the event the PORV develops excessive leakage or does not

4- close (sticks open) after relieving an overpressure
UW - I situation.
> 04 - 1

(D ,L-U The 72-hour Frequency is considered adequate in-view ofV)~ other administrative controls, such as valve position
indication, available to the operator in the control room

> that verify the PORV block valve remains open.
.4) W o

SR3..2LO

o ~~~-1&e required RHR suction relief valve shalb emntaeco _________________bedemonstrated1+TOPERABLE by verifying it..,RW 114B c2tn ?le :rni-ARHR suction4- g _V isolation valve are open and by testing it in accordance
W .- 4--)with the Inservice Testing Program.

o)C f&r-the4 RHR --s+ti3- gurvlc rw
X V)o.ieTstn rga. This.- tv_ Surveillance is only performed if the RHR suction relief

valve is beihg used to satisfy .this LCO.
4-3) 04-'

E - Every 31 days *4fi& RHR suction isolation valveA4-&Averified
.~ E~locked open, with power to the valve operatoY~fremoved, to

-~ w-oensure that accidental closure will not occur. The "locked0 0> M iopn"alvgyust be locally verified in 44A' ~ si hn e
M: (7- a with the manual actuator locked in its- inactive position.

V) 4-The 31-day Frequency is based on engineering judgment, isconsistent with the procedural controls governing valveCD 0- I- 0
a) a) CUoperation, and ensures correct valve position.

1 S R 3. 4.12. ie 7/

.Performance of an ACOT is reqir within 12 hours afterdecreasing RCS temperature to 5E;&* and every 31 days oneach required PORV to verify and, as necessary, adjust its
lift setpoint. The ACOT will verify the setpoint is within
the PTLR allowed maximum limits in the PTLR. PORV actuation
could depressurize the RCS and is not required.

(conti nued)
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

REFERENCES

PA~e

B - -0

SR 3.4.12.X (continued)

The 12-hour Frequency considers the unlikelihood of a low
temperature overpressure event during this time.

310C ANatelhas been added indicating that this SR is required to
bemete 12 hours after decreasing RCS cold leg temperature to:5+Qýf *F.The ACOT cannot be performed until in the ++*CONMSMODES when the PORV lift setpoint can be reduced to the 4Q~coriSsetting. The test must be performed within 12 hours afterentering the-6i@ MODES.0

COMS

SR 3.4.12A' 0D
Performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION on each requi red PORV
actuation channel is required every ( onths to adjust
the whole channel so that it responds and the valve opens
within the required range and accuracy to known input.

10 CFR 50, Appendix G.

2. eric Letter 88-11.

3. ASME, lrand Pressure ssel Code, Section III.

4. FSAR, Chapte 15]

5. 10 CFR 50, Se on 0.46.

6. 10 CFR 5,Appendix K.

1. Ge nic Letter 90-06.

8 ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Co Section XI.

WOG STS B 3*44~7O04/24/92 10:00am
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1.Title 10, Cod-e of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix G, "Fracture .Toughness Requirements."'.

2. Generic Letter 88-11, "NRC Position on Radiation
Embrittlement of Reactor Vessel Materials and Its
Impact on Plant Operation."

3. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code;' Section III.

4. Watts Bar FSAR, Section 15.2)'"CoPJQ;t/oA 7iE-FAUIlk-s

5. Title 10, Code of Federal Regul-ations, Part 50.46,
"Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling
Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors."

6. Title 10, Code of Federal, Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix K, "ECCS Evaluation Models."

7. Generic Letter 90-06, "Resolution of Generic Issue 70,
'Power-Operated Relief Valve'and Block Valve
Reliability,' and Generic Issue 94, 'Additional
Low-Temperature Overpressure Protection for Light
Water Reactors,' pursuant to 10 CFR 50.44(f)."

8. ASMG Boiiem~ AqJc Pkesst~pe Vessel Code, Secft'oN =.T

133.'-j-70A

Of/'%eR~feiy



JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NRC STS 3.4.12

A. This change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the
RSTS P&R meeting held in Irvine, CA July 13 - July 20, 1992.

1. Change to reflect WBN specific parameter values or
information/terminology.

2. Format change to delete brackets that identify plant specific
information/values.

3. Change to correct errors in the STS.

4. Change to specify WBN specific reference information and format.'

5-. WBN utilizes one centrifugal charging pump to satisfy both normal
charging and high pressure ECCS injection functions during MODE 4 when
COMS is required.

6. WBN utilizes only one RHR suction relief valve for overpressure
protection. This relief valve is located on a common suction header
supplying both RHR pumps and on the RCS side of each RHR pump suction
.valve. Therefore, only the RI-IR suction isolation valves can isolate
this single relief valve from the RCS during shutdown cooling.

7. Change "during" to "while" because "during" can be construed to mean
"during the process of shutting down" and excludes the fact that startup
can begin from the water solid state also. Water solid conditions only
are allowed to occur while shutdown.



RCS Operational LEAKAGE
3.4.13

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.13 RCS Operational LEAKAGE

LCO 3.4. 13 RCS operational LEAKAGE shall be limited to:

a. No pressure boundary LEAKAGE;

b. 1 gpm unidentified LEAKAGE;

C. 10 gpm identified LEAKAGE;

d. 1 gprn total primary-to-secondary LEAKAGE through all
steam generators (SGs); and

e. galons per day primary-to-secondary LEAKAGE
thoroughalany one SG.

APPLICABILITY:

ACTIONS

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

CONDITION

A. RCS LEAKAGE not within
limits for reasons
.other than pressure'
bound~ry LEAKAGE.

B. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition A
not met.

OR

Pressure boundary
LEAKAGE exists.

REQUIRED ACTION

A. 1 Reduce LEAKAGE to
within limits.

Be in MODE 3.

AND

Be in MODE 5.

COMPLETION TIME

4 hours

6 hours

36 hours

WOG STS
04/24/92 10:00am



RCS Operational

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.13.1------------------NOT E-------- - -

Not required to be&me A MODES 3 afr 4
until 47Te` 12 hours of steady-state
o pe r atf i-6 .kp

Perform RCS water inventory balance.

----NOTE ------ U
Only required
t o be mQ (pe4o rrn ed
during steady-
state operation

72 hours

1eloc'c~e SR 3.4.4-2

WOG STS
04/24/92 10:00am

LEAKAGE
3 .4. 13
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
B 3.4.13

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.13 RCS.Operational LEAKAGE

BASES

BACKGROUND Components that contain or transport the cc~lant to or from
the reactor core make up the RCS. Component joints are made
by welding, bolting, rolling, or pressure loading, and
valves isolate connecting systems from the RCS.-

During plant life, the joint and valve interfaces can
produce varying amounts of reactor coolant LEAKAGE, through
either normal operational wear or mechanical deterioration.
The purpose of the RCS Operational LEAKAGE LCO is to limit
system operation in the presence of LEAKAGE from these
sources to amounts that do not compromise safety. This LCO
specifies the types and amounts of LEAKAGE.

10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 30 (Ref. 1) requires means for
detecting and, to the extent practical, identifying the
source of reactor coolant LEAKAGE. Regulatory Guide 1.45
(Ref. 2) describes acceptable methods for selecting leakage
detection systems.

The safety significance of RCS.LEAKAGE varies widely
depending on its source, rate, and duration. Therefore,
detecti-ng and monitoring reactor coolant LEAKAGE into the
containment area is necessary. Quickly separating the
identified LEAKAGE from the unidentified LEAKAGE is
necessary to provide quantitative information 'to the
operators, allowing them to take corrective action should a
leak occur detrimental to the safety of the' facility and the
public.

A limited amount of leakage inside containment is expected
from auxiliary systems that cannot be made 100% leakti ght.
Leakage from these systems should be detected, located, and
isolated from the containment atmosphere, if possible, to
not interfere with RCS leakage detection.

This LCD deals with protection of the reactor coolant
pressure boundary (RCPB) from degradation and th~e core from
inadequate cooling, in addition to preventing the accident
analyses radiation release assumptions from being exceeded.
The consequences of violating this LCO include the
possibility of a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA).

(continued)

04/24/92 10:00am
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
B 3.4.13

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

LCO

Except for primary-to-secondary LEAKAGE, the safety analyses
do not address operational LEAKAGE. However, other
operational LEAKAGE is related to the safety analyses for
LOCA; the amount of leakage can affect the probability ofsuch an event. The safety analysis for an event resulting
in steam discharge to the atmosphere assumes a 1-gpm
primary-to-secondary LEAKAGE as the initial condition.

S8~dpRy ste~ c,,Pri mary-to -secondary LEAKAG t issasfaactornteds
releases outside containment resulIting from a steam line
break (SLB) accident. To a lesse r extent, other accidentsor transients involve (2"Ny_ _Wrelease to the
atmosphere,.such as a steam generator tube rupture (SGTR).
The leakage contaminates the secondary fluid.

The FSAR (Ref. 3) analysis for SGTR assumes the contaminated
secondary fluid is only briefly released via safety valvesand the majority is steamed to the condenser. The 1-gpmprimary-to-secondary LEAKAGE is relatively inconsequential.

The SLB is more limiting for site radiation releases. Thesafety analysis for the SLB accident assumes 1-gpm,
primary-to-sec~ondary LEAKAGE in one generator as an initialcondition. -The dose consequences resulting from the SLBaccident are well within the limits defined in 10 CFR 100or the staff-approved licensing basis (i.e., a small
fraction of these limits).

The RCS operational LEAKAGE-satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC
Policy Statement.

RCS operational LEAKAGE shall be limited to:

a. Pressure Boundary LEAKAGE

No pressure boundary LEAKAGE is allowed, being
indicative of material deterioration. LEAKAGE of thistype is unacceptable as the leak itself could cause
further deterioration, resulting in higher LEAKAGE.
Violation of this LCO could result in continued
degradation of the RCPB. LEAKAGE past seals and
gas kets not pressure boundary LEAKAGE.

(conti nued)
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RCS* Operational LEAKAGE
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BASES

LCO
(conti nued)

b. Unidentified LEAKAGE

One gallon per minute (gpm) of unidentified LEAKAGE isallowed as a reasonable minimum detectable amount that o,4~ e1e'
the containment air monitoring and cont a inmentf u-mp-LI
level monitoring equipment can det~ct within a
reasonable time period. Violation of this LCO could
result in continued degradation of the RCPB, if the
LEAKAGE is from the pressure boundary.

,c. Identified LEAKAGE

UP to 10 gpm of identified LEAKAGE is considered
allowable because LEAKAGE is from known sources that
do not interfere with detection of identified LEAKAGE
and is well within the capability of the RCS Makeup
System. Identified LEAKAGE includes LEAKAGE to the.containment from specifically known and located
sources, but does not include pressure boundary
LEAKAGE or controlled reactor coolant pump (RCP) seal
leakoff (a normal function not considered LEAKAGE).
Violation of this LCO could result in continued
degradation of a component or system.

d. Primary-to-Secondary LEAKAGE through All Steam
Generators (SGs)

'Total primary-to-secondary LEAKAU~ amounting to'1-gpmthrough all $Gs produces acceptable offsite doses in
the SLB accident analysis. Violation of this LCO
could exceed the offsite dose limits for this
accident. Primary-to-secondary LEAKAGE must be
included in the total allowable limit for identified
LEAKAGE.

e. Primary-to,-Secondary LEAKAGE through Any One SG

The C500 rallons-per-day limit on one SG is based onthe assumption that a single crack leaking this amountwould not propagate to a SGTR under the stress
conditions of a LOCA or a main steam line rupture. Ifleaked through many cracks, the cracks are very small,and the above assumption is conservative.

(continued)
WOG STS
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
B 3.4.13

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1,2 ,ad4the poten for RCPB LEAKAGE is

In MODES 5 and 6, LEAKAGE limits are not required because
the reactor coolant pressure is far lower, resulting inlower stresses and reduced potentials for LEAKAGE.

LCO 3.4.14, "RCS Pressure Isolation Valve (PIV) Leakage,".measures leakage through each individual PIV and can impactthis LCD. Of the two PIVs in series in each isolated line,leakage measured through one PIV does not result- in RCSLEAKAGE when the other is leak tight. If both valves leakand result in a loss of mass from the RCS, the loss must beincluded in the allowable identified LEAKAGE.

ACTIONS A.1

Unidentified LEAKAGE, identified LEAKAGE, or primary-to-
secondary LEAKAGE in excess of the LCD limits must bereduced to within'limits within 4 hours. This Completion
Time allows time to verify leakage rates and either identify
unidentified LEAKAGE or reduce LEAKAGE to within limitsbefore the reactor must be shut down. This adtion is-necessary to prevent further deterioration of th~e RCPB.

B.1 and B.2

If any pressure 'boundary LEAKAGE exists, or if unidentified
LEAKAGE, identified LEAKAGE, or primary-to-secondary LEAKAGEcannot be reduced to within limits within 4 hours, thereactor must be brought to lower pressure conditions toreduce~the severity of the LEAKAGE and its potentialconsequences. It should be noted that LEAKAGE past sealsand gaskets are not pressure boundary LEAKAGE. The reactormust be brought to MODE 3 within 6 hours and MODE 5 within36 hours. This action reduces the LEAKAGE and also reducesthe factors that tend to degrade the pressure boundary.

The allowed Complet~ion Times are reasonable, based onoperating experience, to reach the required plant conditionsfrom full power conditions in an-orderly manner and withoutchallenging plant systems. In MODE 5, the pressure stresses

(continued)
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
B 3.4.13

BASES

ACTIONS B.1 and B-.2 (continued)

acting on the RCPB are much lower, and further deterioration
is much less likely.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.13.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying RCS LEAKAGE to be within the LCO limits ensures
the integrity of the RCPB is maintained. Pressure boundary
LEAKAGE would at first appear as unidentified LEAKAGE and
can only be positively identified by inspection. It should
be noted that LEAKAGE past seals and gaskets are not
pressure boundary LEAKAGE. Unidentified LEAKAGE and
identified LEAKAGE are determined by performance of an RCS
water inventory balance. Primary-to-secondary LEAKAGE is
also measured by performance of an RCS water inventory
balance in conjunction with effluent monitoring within the
secondary-steam and feedwater systems.

The RCS water inventory balance must be met with the reactor
at steady-state operating conditions and near operating
pressure. Therefore, this SR is not required to be
performed in MODES 3 and 4 until 12 hours of steady-state
operation near operating pressure have been established.

Steady-state operation is required to perform a proper
inventory balance; calculations during maneuvering are not
.useful and a Note requires the Surveillance to be met when
steady state is established. For RCS operational LEAKAGE
determination by water inventory balance, steady state isDd ed as stable RCS pressure, temperature, power level,Sress rizer and makeup tank levels, makeup and letdown, and
RCýý s al injection and return flows.

arywarning of pressure boundary LEAKAGE or
u2 unidentified LEAKAGE is provided by the automatic systems
that monitor the containment atmosphere radioactivity and
thheeconn ainment ump level. It should be noted that LEAKAGE
past seals and gaskets'are not pressure boundary LEAKAGE.
These leakage detection systems are specified in LCO 3.4.15,
"RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation."

The 72 hour Frequency is a reasonable interval to trend
LEAKAGE and recognizes the importance of early leakage

(conti nued)
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
B 3.4.13

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQU IREM ENTS

IKýE1RT A~

3. , 4. 4.2

/

SR 3.4. 13. 1 (continued)

detection in the prevention of accidents. A Note under the
Frequency column states that this SR is required to be met
during steady-state operation.
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NRC STS 3.4.13

A. This change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the
RSTS P&R meeting held in Irvine, CA July 13 - July 20, 1992.

1. Format change to delete brackets that identify plant specific
information/values.

2. Change to correct errors in the STS.

3. Change to specify WBN specific reference information and format.

4. Editorial change for clarity.



RCS PIV Leakage
3.4.14

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.14 RCS Pressure Isolation Valve (PIV) Leakage

LCO 3.4. 14 Leakage from each. RCS PIV shall be within limit.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

2. Eneprappibe Conditionenris anlwd-o Re iedactin flor systemhmd

inoperable b ,y an inoperable PIV.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Leakage from one or
more RCS PIVs not
within limit.

--------------------NOTE-------
Each valve used to sati~sfy
Required Action A.1 &R4-
fh; J q must have
been verified to meet
SR 3.4.14.1 and be in the
reactor coolant pressure
boundary i9tQ fth

----- -----------------------------

A.1 Isolate the high-
pressure portion of
the affected system
from the low-
pressure portion by
use of one closed
manual, deactivated
automatic, or check
valve.

AND

4 hours

(conti nued)
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RCS PIV Leakage
3.4.14

ACT IONS

COND IT ION

A. (continued)

0
B. Required Action and

associated Completion
Time for Condition A
not met.

C. Residual Heat Removal
(RHR) System auto-
closure interlock
funct ion
inoperable.

REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A..2 Isolate the high- 72 hours
pressure portion of
the affected system
from the low-
pressure portion by
ruse of a second

closed manual,
hdeacti vated

aputomatic, or checkk
valve.

or

A.2 Restore RCS PIV to
within limits.

8. 1

AND

B.2

Be in MODE 3.

Be in MODE 5.

Isolate the affected
penetration by use of
one closed manual or
deactivated automatic
valve.

12 hours

6 hours

36 hours

4 hours

WOG STS
04/24/92 lO:O0am



RCS PIV Leakage
3.4.14

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SSURVELLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.14.1 ------------------- NOTES----------
1. Not required to be performed in

MODES 3 and 4.

2. Not required to be performed on the
RCS PIVs located in the RHR flow path
when in the shutdown cooling mode of
operation.

3. RCS PIVs actuated during the
performance of this Surveillance are
,not required to be tested more than
once if a repetitive testing loop
cannot be avoided.

------------------------------------------

Verify leakage from each RCS Ply is
equivalent to • 0.5 gpm per nominal inch of
valve size up to a maximum of 5 gpm at an
RCS pressure Ž-1225 psig and
:5f25 psig. ~25

In accordance
with the
Inservi ce
Testing
.Prog ram, or

m_18 onths

AND

Prior to
entering MODE 2
whenever the
unit has been
in MODE 5 for
7 days or more,
if leakage
testing has not
been performed
in the previous
9 months

AND

(conti nued)
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RCS PIV Leakage
3.4.14

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.4.14.1 (continued)

I RQEC

Within 24 hours
following valve
actuation due
to automatic or

or flow through
the valve

.Not required to be met when the RHR System
auto-closure interlock is disabled in
accordance with SR 3.4.12.7.
------------------------------------------

Verify RHR System auto-closure interlock [18] months

prevents the valves from being opened

with a simulated or actual RCS pressure

signal Ž[425] psig.

SR 3.4.14.3---------------- 
NOTE ----------

Not required to be met when the RHR System

*auto-closure interlock is disabled in

accordance with SR 3.4.12.7.

- ----------------------------------

.Verify RHR System auto-closure interlock [18ý] monthss

causes the valves to close

automatically with a simulated or actual

RCS pressure signal >-[600] psig.

WOG STS

3G 04/24/92 10:00am
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RCS PIV Leakage
B 3.4.14

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.14 RCS Pressure Isolation Valve (PIV) Leakage

BASES

BACKGROUND 10 CFR 50.2, 10 CER 50.55a(c), and GDC 55 of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix A (Refs. 1, 2, and 3) define RCS PIVs as any twonormally closed valves in series withi'n the reactor coolant
pressure boundary (RCPB), which separate the high pressure
RCS from an attached low pressure system. During theirlives, these valves can produce varying amounts-of reactorcoolant leakage through either normal operational wear ormechanical deterioration. The RCS PIV Leakage [CO allowsRCS high pressure operation when leakage through thesevalves exists in amounts that do no-t compromise safety.

The PIV leakage lim 'it applies to each individual valve.
Leakage through both s eries PIVs in a line must be includedas part of the identified LEAKAGE, governed by [CO 3.4.13,"RCS Operational LEAKAGE." This is true during operationonly when the loss of RCS mass through two series valves isdetermined by a water inventory balance (SR 3.4.13.1). Aknown component of the identified LEAKAGE before operationbegins is the least of the two individual leak ratesdetermined for leaking series PIVs during the' requiredsurveillance testing; leakage measured through one PIy in aline is not RCS operational LEAKAGE if the other is
1 ea kti1g ht.

~ Although this specification provides a limit on allowable
PIV leakage rate, its main purpose is to preventoverpressure failure of the low pressure portions ofconnecting systems. The leakage limit is an indication

the PIVs between the RCS and the connecting systemsare de graded or degrading. PIV leakage could lead tooverpressure of the low pressure piping or components.Failure consequences could be a loss-of-coolant accident(LOCA) outside of containment, an unanalyzed accident, whichcould degrade the abil-ity for low pressure injection.

The basis for this [CO is the 1975 NRC "Reactor SafetyStudy" (Ref. 4) that identified potential intersystem LOCAsas a significant contributor to the risk of core melt. Asubsequent study (Ref. 5) evaluated various PIVconfigurations to determine the probability of inter~ystem
LOCAs.

(conti nued)
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RCS PIV Leakage
B 3.4.14

BASES

BACKGROUND
(conti nued)

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

PI~s are provided to isolate the RCS from the following
typically connected systems:

a. Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System;

b. Safety Injection System; and

C. Chemical and Volume Control System.

The PI~s are listed in the FSAR, Section4-[-+(Ref. 6).
Violation of this LCO could result in continued degradation
of a PIV, which could lead to overpressurization of a lowpressure system and the loss of the integrity of a
fission-product-barrier.

Reference 4 identified potential intersystem LOCAs as asignificant contributor to the risk of core melt. Thedominant accident sequence in the intersystem LOCA category
is the failure of the low pressure portion of the RHR Systemoutside of containment. The accident is the result 'of apostulated failure of the PI~s, which are part of the RCPB,
and the subsequent pressurization of the RH-R System
downstream of the PIVs from the RCS. Because the lowpressure portion of the RHR System is typically designed for600 psig, overpressurization failur6 of the RHR low pressure
line would result in a LOCA outside con~tainment and
subsequent risk of core melt.

Reference 5 evaluated various PIV configurations, leakagetesting of the'valves, and operational chang~es to determinethe effect on the probability of intersystem LOCAs. Thisstudy concluded that periodic leakage testing of the PI~scan substantially reduce the probability of an intersystem
LOCA.

RCS PIV leakage satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

RCS PIV leakage is identified LEAKAGE into closed systemsconnected to the RCS. Isolation valve leakage is usually onthe order of drops per minute. Leakage that increases

(conti nued)
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BASES 
8 3.4.14

(continued)

APPLICABILITY 
In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. thi's LCD applies because the PIV
leakage potential is greatest when the RCS is pressurized.
In MODES 5 and 6, leakage limits are not provided" because
the lower reactor coolant Pressure results inareuePotential for leakage and for a LOCA outide threduecontai nment. 

sd h

The Actions are modified by N s oe1poieclarification that each flow pat alos seorte enryv i ntoandConditin.e Ti isalowed based upon the functionalinependetinc Of0 the flow path. Note 2 requires aneval atio ofaffected systems if a Pl is no e a e Th
leakage may have affected system operability or isolation ofdgadleakn flow Path with an alternate valve may haveder afety fntheaioity Of the interconnected system to perform

its safetynfunctio

P&R 06/12/92

significantly suggests that something is operationally Iwrong
and corrective action must be taken.
The LCD Ply leakage limit is 0.5 gpm Per nominal inch ofc
valve size with a maximum limit of 5 gpm. The previous'
criterion of 1lgpm for all valve sizes imposed an
unjust if ied1,p~enaty on the larger valvses without providing
information on potential valve degradation and resulted in
higher personnel radiation ex`posures. A study concluded a
leakage rate limit based on valve size was superior to a
single allowable value.
Reference 7 permits leakage testing at a lower pressure
differential than between the -specified maximum RCS pressure
and the normal pressure of the connected system during RCS
operation (the maximum pressure differential) in tuho~se types
of valves in which the higher service pressure will tend to
diminish the overall, leakage channel opening. In such
cases, the observed rate may be adj us ted to the maximum
pressure differential by assuming leakage is directly
proportional to the pressure differential to the one half



RCS PIV Leakage
B 3.4.14

BASES

LCO significantly suggests that something is operationally wrong(continued) and corrective action must be taken.

The LCO PIV leakage limit is 0.5 gpm per nominal inch of
valve size with a maximum limit of 5 gpm. The previous
criterion of 1 gpm for all valve s-izes imposed an
unjustified penalty on the larger valves without providing
information on potential valve degradation and resulted inhigher personnel radiation exposures. A study concluded a
leakage rate limit based on valve size was superior to a
single allowable value.

Reference 7 permits leakage testing at a lower prressure
differential than between the specified maximum RCS pressure
and the normal pressure of the connected system during RCSoperation (the maximum pressure differential) in those typesof valves in which the higher service pressure will tend to
diminish the overall leakage channel opening. In such
cases, the observed rate may be adjusted to the maximum
pressure differential by assuming leakage is directly
proportional to the pressure differential to the one-half
power.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, this LCO applies because the PlY
leakage potential is greate'st when the RCS is pressurized.

In MODES 5 and 6, leakage limits are not provided because.the lower reactor coolant pressure results in a reduced
potential for leakage and for a LOCA outside the
containment.

three
ACTIONS The Actions are modified by--tw Notes. Note 1 provides

clarification that each flow path allows separate entry intoa Condition. This is allowed based upon the functional
independence of the flow path. Note 2 requires anevaluation of affected systems if a PlY is inoperable. Theleakage may have affected system operability or isolation ofa leaking flow path iqith an alternate valve may have
degraded the ability of the interconnected system to perform
its safety function. 

-f

(conti nued)
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INSERT 1 FOR 3.4.14 BASES

Note 3 allows Uhisolating flow paths which have been isolated in
accordan 'ce with the ACTIONS. This may be necessary to place
systems in service to support necessary operations, such as
unisolatingpip rid Placing -oL ido colinZ-1 7 r E 4. 4yTht ad in service
to support boperAatti n in MODE 4.Tea nistrative controls assure
the syF-~em's flowpath is not u isolated unless the RCS pressure is
below t.ne design pressur ..of Ph sstm



RCS PIV Leakage
IB 3.4.14

BASES

ACTIONS
(conti nued)

A.1 and A. 2

The flow path must be isltd- Required*Actions A.1 and A.2 are modified by a Note that the valveKIused for isolation must meet the same leakage requirements*as the PIVs and must bý in the RCPB [ai- th: Hhiq4pisess'-/g

fAe. AFf~ecteJ Required Action A-1 requires that the isolation with onevalve must be performed within 4 hours. Four hours provides/ time to reduce leakage in excess of the allowable limit and
tisolate'if leakage cannot be reduced. The 4 hours allowstheiactions and restricts the operation with leaking

isolation valves.

low probability of a second valve failing during this-time

C

or

oThhe 7722 hour Completion Time after exceeding the limi t allows
for thee restoration of the leaking PIV to OPERABLE status.T~fhis timefrarue considers th6 time requir~d to complete thisAction and the low probability of a second valve failingduring this period. ---a-~ ~ opt. h
P i *4e oft zui r:N~ Acetion A.2. :zcjop~~
4; ' +-,~ _* - - r~n+ if .9app a

B.1I and B. 2

If leakage cannot be reduce N h ystem isolated @_494 'ýReq i =j1=-A~p 4 9e',the plant must be.brought to a MODE in which thie requirement does not apply.To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to MODE 3within 6 hours and MODE 5 within 36 hours. This Action mayreduce the leakage and also reduces the potential for-a LOCAoutside the containment. The allowed Completion Times arereasonable based on operating experience, to reach the

(continued)
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RCS PIV Leakage
B 3.4.14

BASES

ACTIONS B. and B.2 (continued)

required plant conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

The inoperability of the RHR auto-closure interlock renders

Ah HRsctionA2 isorequireon valesifnctatableakage isoblowin the

uepos to 5 gp haimum aple oahvlv.Laa e r t stnreuie asabepressure condition.adpeetn

beadvertetoednifg the other valves in RSepriessumees the leakaes
reureet In thi siutin th prtcto prvie byarftedundan ytvlems wudesg b rsue fte RHR at-lost.eTesin is toS be pe orme 

s• h s, a typica

CFR t5ag (Ref 8) as cotie in th tnevc

~cI~integ rlogram is withinathe, Ameraican Sa ocinety a ofga
Mnechanicmanal Eniers (ASME)vaCode Secomtionc (Ref. withandious .based Aton thened omperfrmsuhe shurveilnes unde theeg

auto-clo(continued)n
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RCS PIV Leakage
B 3.4.14

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.14.1 (continued)
REQU IREM ENTS

conditions that apply during an outage and the potential foran unplanned transient if the Surveillance were performed
with the reactor at power.

In addition, testing must be performed once after the valve
has been opened by flow or exercised to ensure tight
reseating. PIVs disturbed in the performance of this
Surveillance should also be tested unless documentation
shows that an infinite testing loop cannot practically be
avoided. Testing must be performed within 24 hours afterthe valve has been reseated. Within 24 hours is areasonable and practical time limit for performing this test
after opening or reseating a valve.

The leakage limit is to be met at the RCS pressure
associated with MODES 1 and 2. This permits leakage testingat high differential pressures with stable conditions not
possible in the MODES with lower pressures.

Entry into MODES 3 and 4 is allowed to establish thenecessary differential pressures' and stable conditions toallow for performance of this Surveillance.. The Note thatallows this provision is complementary to the Frequency ofprior to entry into MOD 'E 2 whenever the unit has been inMODE 5 for 7 days or more, if leakage testing has not beenperformed in the previous 9 months. In addition, this
Surveillance is not required to be performed on the RHRSystem when the RHR System is aligned to the RCS in theshutdown cooling mode of operation. PIVs contained in theRH-R shutdown cooling flow path must be leakage rate testedafter RHR is secured and stable unit conditions and thenecessary differential pressures are established.

(continued)
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RCS PIV Leakage
B 3.4.14

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 3.4.14.2 and SR 3.4.14.3 -

RE~FERENCES

B 3.q7-83A

Verifying that the RHR auto-closure interlocks are OPERABLEensures that RCS pressure will not pressurize the RHR system
beyond 125% of its design pressure of [600] psig. The
interlock setpoint that prevents the valves from being
opened is set so the actual RCS pressure must be less than[425] psig to open the valves. This setpoint ensures theRH-R design pressure will not be exceeded and the RHR reliefvalves will not lift. The [18] month Frequency is based onthe need to perform the Surveillance under conditions thatapply duri~ng a plant outage. The [18] month Frequency isalso acceptable based on consideration of the design
reliability (and confirming operating experience) of the
equipment.KThese SRs are modified by Notes allowing the RHR
auto-closure function to be disabled when using the RHR
System-suction relief valves for cold overpressure
protection in accordance with SR 3.4.12.7.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10 rF~QAppen x A, Seetiz,- '11 -O xj.

~ AM!6 8

Egelw -eon'.kZot, 1 4~
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1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,Section 50.2, "Definitions---Reactor Coolant Pressure
Boundary."

2. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,-Section 50.55a, "Codes and Standards," Subsection (c),ý
"Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary."

3., Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,Appendix A, Section V, "Reactor Containment," GeneralDesign Criterion 55, "Reactor Coolant Pressure
Boundary Penetrating Containment."

4. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), "ReactorSafety Study-An Assessment *of Accident Risks in U.S.,Commercial Nuclear Power Plants," Appendix V,WASH-1400 (NUREG-75/014) October 1975.

5., U.S. NRC, "The Probability of Intersystem LOCA:Impact Due to Leak Testing and Operational Changes,"
NUREG-0677, May 1980.

G~ AlFs FS! SA R.0 CYN1', ~cpjci
'S~SeM~S AJJ CONiPo~emt.K (TAL) C 3.1IJ)

7. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI,Subsection IWV, "Inservice Testing of Valves inNuclear-.Power Plants," paragraph IWV-3423(e).

~* Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,Section 50.55a, "Codes and Standards," Subsection (g),"Inservice Inspection Requirements."

C1 ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI,Subsection -IWV, "Inservice Testing of Valves inNuclear Power Plants," Paragraph IWV-3422.
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM~ NRC STS 3.4.14

A. This change reflects comments. made by the industry to the NRC at the
RSTS P&R meeting held in Irvine, CA July 13 - July 20, 1992.

1. Change to reflect WBN specific parameter values.

2. Format change to delete brackets that identify plant specific
information/values.

3. Change to correct errors in the STS.

4. Change, to specify WBN specific reference information and format.

5. WBN will utilize the "second" option for Required Action A.2.

6. WBN is in the process of, and intends to complete, deleting the R}IR
System auto-closure interlock function.



RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
3.4.15

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.15 RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation

LCO 3.4.15 The following RCS leakage detection instrumentation shall be
OPERABLE:

F CKeT'
a. One contarinment Asump +Elevel ep d4.,.eý tQ44ev+~ monitor; N

b. One,~containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor
(gaseous = particulate)-.

S.1. - - - . - -

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACT IONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION

\../A. Required containmentA
Su`pump monitor

-------NOTE ------------
LCD 3.0.4 is not applicable.

A.1 Perform SR,3.4.13.1.

AND00 
rePL

A.2 Resorecontai nmentsumponitor toM2ReStoMP
! OPERABLE status.

COMPLETION TIME

Once-per
24 hours

ý_ 7 s"Drove
30 days, L'j

(conti nued)
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APPLICABILITY:
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
3.4.15

B. Required containment
atmosphere
radioactivity monitor
inoperable.

Required containment
air cooler condensate
flow rate monitor
inoperable.

-- -- -- --NOTE ------ - --
jJLCO 3.0.4 is not2
Lapplicable.

B.1.1 Analyze grab samples
of the containment
atmosphere.

B.1.2 Perform SR 3.4.13.1.

RestoreA containment
atmosphere
radioactivity
monitor to OPERABLE
status.

B.2.2 Verify containment
air cooler
condens~ate flow rate
monitor is OPERABLE.

C. 1

C.2

Perform SR 3.4.15.1.

Perform SR 3.4.13.1.

Once per
24 hours

Once per

(c-onti nued)
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
3.4.15

ACTIONS (continued) _______________

CONDITION

S0. Required containment
atmosphere
radioactivity monitor
inoperable.

AND

Containment air
cooler condensate
flow rate monitor
inoperable.

Required Action and
associated Completion
Time not met.

All requir~d monitors
inoperable.

REQUIRED ACTION
COMPLETION TIMEI. .1 ______________

Restore containment
atmosphere
radioactivity monitor
to OPERABLE status.

Restore containment
air cooler condensate
flow rate monitor to
OPERABLE status.

4

C

AND
C
/2

I

Be in MODE 3.

Be in MODE 5.

Enter LCO 3.0.3.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEI LLANCE PDPnfHINrmr

SR 3.4.15.1 Perforrnf2IANNEL CHECK of the required
containment atmosphere radioactivity
monitor.

y'A
SR 3.4.15.2 Perform aAACOT of the required containment

atmosphere radioactivity monitor.

~~LA<~J 
LI~~ I

12 hours

X days -

(conti nued)

WOG STS
04/24/92 10:00am
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6 hours

36 hours

Immedi ately

3.45

COMPLETION TIME
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation

SURVEILLANCE _REQUIREMENTS -(continued)-- 
3.4.1___ __ _5

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.15.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION of th nh
require& c~ontainment sump monitorx.ý3

SR 3.4.15.5 Perform(a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the18mnh

required containment air cooler[1]mnh
condensate flow rate monitor.

WOG STS 3 04/24/92 10:00am



RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.15

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.15 RCS.Leakage Detection Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND GOC 30 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50 (Ref. 1) requires means
for detecting and, to the extent practical, identifying the
location of the source of RCS LEAKAGE. Regulatory
Guide 1.45 (Ref. 2) describes acceptable methods for
selecting leakage detection systems.

Leakage detection systems must have the capability to detect.significant reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB)
degradation as soon after occurrence as practical to
minimize the potential for propagation to a gross failure.
Thus, an early indication or warning signal is necessary to
permit proper evaluation of all url.entified LEAKAGE.

Industry pra .ctice has shown that water flow changes of 0.5
to 1.0 gpm can be readily detect d i ontained volumes by
monitoring changes in water 1ev ,i flow rate, or in the
operating frequency of a .pump. Th containmentjýump used to,-coll ect unidentified LEAKAGE is +t'~-r amd~-

-.I-t - Cnt-C n-c-] instrumented to alarm
for increases of 0.5 to 1.0 gpm in the normal flow rates.
This sensitivity is acceptable for detecting increases in
.unidentified LEAKAGE.

The reactor coolant contains radioactivity that, when
released to the containment, can be detected by radiation
monitoring instrumentation. Reactor, coolant radioactivity
levels will be low during initial reactor startup and for a.
few weeks thereafter, ,until activated corro sion products
have been formed and fissio uc -appear fromOfuel-element-cladding contamination or cladding defects.
Instrument sensitivities of 10~ ACi/cc radioactivity for
particulate monitoring and f OACi/ c radioactivity for
gaseous monitoring are pract~cal for ese leakage detection
systems. Radioactivity detec ion stems are included for
monitoring both particulate and gaseous activities because
of their sensitivities and rapid responses to RCS LEAKAGE.

o0 te co ntIa in m-e-n-t-a
*7r apor to the contai
surem~entsc can thus b,

of the containment ati

(conti nued)
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.15

BASES

BACKGROUN
(contin

D indicator of ýotential RCS LEAKAGE. \A 1*F increase in
ued) dew-point is w 1] within the sensitivity range of av iable

instruments.

Since the humidit level is influenced \b several factor ,aa
quantitative evalu ion of an indicated 1 kage rate by t is
means may be questio able and should be co atred to0 observ dincreases in liquid ow into or from the co tanen ump.

a.._8-4 219i Humi'ýty levelm itoring is considere 'most useful as an in *rect alarm or
in *cation to alert the o erator to a potential problem.
Humi ity monitors are not equired by this LCO.

Air tern rature and pressure onitoring methods ma also
be used tinfer unidentified AKAGE to the c~ontai ment.
Containmen temperature and presu ure fluctuate sligh ly
during plant operation, but a ri above the normally
indicated ran ofvlena di te RCS leakage intothe containment The relevance of t mperature and press re
easurements are affected by containmtnt-free volume and
r temperature, d1 tector location. A~arm signals from

th se instrumet ca .be valuable in rec_'Pgnizing rapid and
sizb\lIe leakage to the containment. Temperature and
press~ monitors are ntrequired by this CO.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The need to evaluate the .sever ity of an alarm or an
in~dicatibn is important to the operators, and the ability to
compare and verify with indications from other systems is
necessary. The system response times and sensitivities are
described in the FSAR (Ref. 3).V Ru ip e instr~umenR ý

i ize 1 e ed, to ensure that the

c o n t a i n m e n t a r e a e n e c es a y Q u i k l s e a a inthidensotified LEAKA E ofro the unidaentfrmied LEAKAG p ovidequatittiv inorato to the oprtos aloing thýemtintakmen corrctieaction shoulds an acpblea ovetrallrestons

thepsafety of ith ore uni at e and thdubl tic. hreoe

containmen (cone eesry uclyspr tin thed

WOG STS
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.15

BASES

APPLICABLE RCS leakage detection instrumentation satisfies Criterion ISAFETY ANALYSES of the NRC Policy Statement.
(continued)

LCD One method of protecting against large RCS leakage derives
from the ability of instruments to rapidly detect extremely
small leaks. This LCO requires instruments of diverse
monitoring principles to be OPERABLE to provide a highdegree of confidence that extremely small leaks-are detectedGin time to allow actions to place the plant in a safeconditiorvjwhen RCS LEAKAGE indicates possible RCPB 4-degradatio .n. AN4'OD

The LCD is satisfied when ~itors of diverse measurement
means are available. Thus, 1 , he containment sump monitor, incombination with a gaseous eapparticulate radioactivitySmonitor-'-- -. cnz-- o~ ' colo 7=11t-airt eeo.4er-

=ýýte~ provides an acceptable minimum.

APPLICABILITY Because of elevated RCS temperature and pressure in MODES 1,2, 3, and 4, RCS leakage detection instrumentation is
required to be OPERABLE.

In MODE 5 or 6, the temperature is to be :s 2007F andpressure is maintained low or at atmospheric pressure.
Since the temperatures and pressures are far lower thanthose for MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the likelihood of leakageand crack propagation are much smal *ler. Therefore, therequirements of this LCD are not applicable in MODES 5
and 6.

ACTIONS A.1__and A.20

With the requ red containmentKi*'mp Imnitor inoperable, no
D~ ..-athc1-form of~lsampling can provide the equivalent

information; however, the containment atmosphere
radioactivity monitor will provide indications of changes inleakage. Together with the atmosphere monitor,. the periodicsurveillance for RCS water inventory balance, SR 3.4.13.1,

(conti nued)
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation

B 3.4.15. BASES

ACTIONS A-1 and A.2 (continued)

must be performed at an increased frequency of 24 hours toprovide information that is adequate-to detect leakage.

Restoration of the sump monitor to OPERABLE status in~ aCompletion Time of 30 days is required to regain thefunction after the monitor's failure. This-time isacceptable, considering the Frequency and adequacy ofthe RCS water inventory balance required by Required
Action A.1.

Required Action A.1 is modified by a Note that indicatesthat the provisions of LCO 3.0.4 are not applicable. As aresult, a MODE change is allowed when the containment sumpmonitor is inoperable. This allowance is provided becauseother instrumentation is pailable to monitor RCS leakage.

B.-1.1 B.11.2 B.2.1 and B.2.2

With both gaseous and particulate containment atmosphere
inoperable, alternative action is required. Either grab-
samples of the containment atmosphere must be taken andanayze orwater inventory balances, in accordance withSR 3.4.13.1, must be performed to provide alternate periodic
information.

With a sample obtained and analyzed or water inventorybalance performed every 24 hours, the reactor may beoperated for up to 30 days to~allow restoration of at least.one of the radioactivity monitors. Atnaioy ~~iud

The 24 hour interval provides periodic information that isadequate to detect leakage. The 30 day Completion Timerecognizes at least one other form of leakage detection isavailable.

Required Action B.1 and Required Action B.2 are modified bya Note that indicates that the provisions of LCD 3.0-4 arenot applicable. As a result, a MODE change is allowed whenthe gaseous and particulate containment atmosphere

(continued)
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.15

BASES LU)
B.1.1, B.1.2, 821 ad B.2 2 (continued)

radioactivity monitor channel is inoperable.
is provided because other instrumentation is
monitor for RCS LEAKAGE.

( C.1 and C.2
This allowance

available to

With the required containment air cooler condensate flow
rate monitor inoperable, alternat~ive action is -again
required. Either SR 3.4.15.1 must be performed or water
inventory balances, in accordance with SR 3.4.13.1, mtist beperformed to provide alternate periodic information.
Provided a CHANNEL CHECK is performed every 8 hours or awater inventory balance is performed every 24 hours, reactoroperation may continue while awaiting restoration of thecontainment air cooler condensate flow rate monitor to
OPERABLE status.

The 24 hour interval provides periodic information that is
adequate to detect RCS LEAKAGE.

D. Land D. 2
With the required containment atmosphere radioactivity
-monitor and 4he containment air cooler condensate flow rate
monitor inoperable, the only means of detecting leakage isthe containment sump monitor. This Condition does notprovide the required diverse means of leakage detection.'
The Required Action is to restore either of the inoperable
monitors to OPERABLE status within 30 days to regain theintended leakagee detection diversity. The 30 day Completion
Time ensures that the plant will not be operat ed mna
reduced configuration for a lengthy time period.

C{y. 1 and/X20?r

jIf a Required Action of Cnion - ,r[Dcannot
be met, the plant must be brough to a MODE in w ich therequirement does not apply. To achieve this status, the
plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 within-6 hou~rs andto MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times arereasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the

(conti nued)
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.15

BASES

C
ACTIONS %I and 42 (continued)

~ required plant conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

I•
With all required monitors inoperable, no automatic means
of monitoring leakage are available, and immediate plant
shutdown in accordance with LCO 3.0.3 is required.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.15.1
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.15.1 requires the performance of a CHANNEL CHECK of
the containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor. The check
gives reasonable confidence that the channel is operating
properly. The Frequency of 12 hours is based on instrument
reliability and is reasonable for detecting off-normal
conditions.

SR 3.4.15.2

( ) SR 3.4.1.5.2 requires the performance of anOT -4Af+-
FU.!..i.NP +_~~-~ -_;Esj, on the required containment atmosphere
radioactivity monitor. The test ensures that the monitor
can perform its function in the desired manner. The test
verifies the alarm setpoint and relative accuracy of the
instrument string. The Frequency of 3- ys considers
instrument reliability, and operating ep rience has shown
that it is proper for etecting degradaton

SR 3.4.15ý7ý3SR 3.4.15.4, ý ý

These SRs require the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION
for each of the RCS leakage detection instrumentation
channels. The calibration verifies the accuracy of theinstrument string, including the ingtruments located inside
containment. The Frequenc of 18 months is a typical
refueling cycle and con siders c annel reliability. Again,operating experience has pro een that this Frequency is
acceptable.

(continued)
WOG STSB
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.15

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. ,RT 8

2. -Reg, ictc [--L 3.A

1. 10 CFR 50, Appendi-x A, General Design Criterion 30,1"Quality of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary".

2. Regulatory Guide 1.45, "Reactor Coolant Pressure
Boundary Leakage Detection Systems,"' U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.

3. WAtts Bq t
L e F)k~je

F.SAR, SeclAJ 5.2.7, *RCPB

L~etec~icY
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NRC STS 3.4.15

A. This change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the
RSTS P&R meeting held in Irvine, CA July 13 - July 20, 1992,

1. Change to reflect WBN specific parameter values.

2. Format change to delete brackets that identify plant specific
information/values.

3. Change to correct errors in the STS.

4. Change to specify WBN specific reference information and format.

5. WBN utilizes only the containment pocket sump level monitor and
containment radioactivity monitor as required instrumentation for RCS
leak detection.

6. Humidity, air temperature, and pressure monitoring are not used toperform RCS leak detection nor are they required by this LCO. Thesedi-scussions have been deleted as inappropriate material for this Bases.

7. The COT frequency has been changed to 92 days. This is consistent withthe COT frequency in LCO 3.3.6 - 3.3.8 for other radiation monitoring
channels.

8. Editorial change for clarity.

9. Change to delete information not applicable to Watts Bar.



RCS Specific Activity
3.4.16

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.16 RCS Specific Activity

LCO 3.4. 16

APPLICABILITY:

The specific activity of the-reactor coolant shall be
limited to:

a. DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 specific activity
and

b. Gross specific activity :5 100/ 'Aci gin.

MODES 1 and 2,
MODE 3 with RCS average temperature (T avg) Ž: 500 *F.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION I COMPLETION TIME

A._ DOSE/[nt VALENT 1-131
> 1. g.

B. Gross specif~ic
activity of the
reactor coolant not
within limit.

A.1' Verify DOSE
EQUIVALENT 1-131
within the acceptable
region of
Figure 3.4.16-1.

AND

A. 2 Restore DOSE
EQUIVALENT 1-131
within limit.

Perform SR 3.4.16.2.

AND

B.2 Be in MODE 3 with
T avg < 500 0F.

Once per 4 hours

48 hours

4 hours

6 hours

(conti nued)
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RCS Specific Activity
.3.4.16

ACTIONS (continued) ________________ _________

CONDITION

C. Required Action and
associ ated Compileti on
Time of Condition A
not met.

OR

DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131
in the unacceptable
region of
Figure 3.4.16-1.

REQUIRED ACTION

Be in MODE 3 with
T ag< 500*F.

COMPLETION TIME

6 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

CE I FREQUENCY

ER 3..16.1 Verify reactor gool~a t gross specific'
activity :5 10//Ep C*gm.

SR 3.4.16.2 ---- --- --- --- ---NOT E - - - - - - - - - -
Only required to be performed in MODE 1.----------------------------

Verify reactor coolant DOSE fQUI LENT
1-131 specific activity :5 1.0 /ACi/gm.

7 days

14 days

AND

Between 2 and
6 hours after
a THERMAL
POWER change
of zt 15% RTP
within a 1-hour
period -

(conti nued)
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RCS Specific Activity
3.4.16

SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS (continued)-_________

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.16.3 ------------------- NOTE ----------
Not required to be performed until 31 days
after a minimum of 2 effective full power
days and 20 days of MODE 1 operation have
elapsed since the reactor was last
subcritical for =- 48 hours.
-----------------------------------------

Determine E from a sample taken in MODE 1
after a minimum of 2 effective full power
days and 20 days of MODE I operation have
elapsed since the reactor was last
subcritical for >- 48 hours.

184- days

3.4-\q3WOG STS
04/24/92 10:00am
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RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.16

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.16 RCS Specific Activity

BASES

BACKGROUND

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The maximum dose to the whole body and the thyroid anindividual at the site boundary can receive for 2 hoursduring an accident is specified in 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 1). Thelimits on specific activity ensure that the doses are heldto a small fraction of the 10 CFR 100 limits during analyzedtransients and accidents.

The RCS specific activity LCD limits the allowable
concentration level of radionuclides i-n the reactor coolant.The LCD limits are established to minimize the offsiteradioactivity dose consequences in the event of a steamgenerator tube rupture. (SGTR) accident.

The LCD contains specific activity limits for both DOSEEQUIVALENT '.1-131 and gross specific activity. The allowablelevels are intended to limit the 2 hour dose at the siteboundary~ to a small fraction of the 10 CFR 100 doseguideline limits. The limits in the LCD are standardized,based on parametric evajuations of offsite radioactivity
dose consequences for typical site locations.

The parametric evaluations showed the potential offsite doselevels for a SGTR accident were an appropriately smallfraction of the 10 CFR 100 dose guideline limits. Eachevaluation assumes a broad range of site applicableatmospheric dispersion factors in a parametric evaluation.

The LCD limits on the specific activity of the reactorcoolant ensures that the resulting 2 hour doses at the siteboundary will not exceed a small fraction of the 10 CFR 100dose guideline limits following a SGTR accident. The SGTRsafety analysis (Ref. 2) assumes the specific activity ofthe reactor coolant at the LCD limit and an existing reactorcoolant steam generator (SG) tube leaka. rate of 1 gpm.The safety analysis assumes the speci/ic' ctivity of thesecondary coolant at its limit of 0. ;&C.C'Igm DOSE EQUIVALENT1-131 from LCD 3.7. ', "Secondary Spe ,jp'c Activity."_.
M1

WOG STS B 3.4-/ el 04/24/92 10:00
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RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.16

BASES

APPLICABLE The analysis for the SGTR accident establishes theSAFETY ANALYSES acceptance limits for RCS specific activity. Reference to(continued) this analysis is used to assess changes to the unit that
could affect RCS specific activity, as they relate to the
acceptance limits.

The analysis is for two cases of reactor coolant s ecifi
activity. One case assumes specific activity at 1 O0sACi gm
DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 with a concurrent large iodi ske
that increases the 1-131 activity in the reactor coo Qant byS a factor of abo u immediately after the accident. The
second case ass ~es the initial reactor coolant iodine
activity at 60. A&C*/gm DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 due to *apreaccident iod aspike caused by an RCS transient. Inboth cas f he noble gas activity in the reactor coolant
assum % f ied f uel , wh ich the LCO i mi t
of 10 /Eý,pCi gm for gross specific activity. L.
The 'n ialoassumes a loss of offsite power at thesame time as the SGTR event. The SGTR causes a reduction.
in reactor coolant inventory. The red~uction initiates a
reactor trip from a low pressurizer pressure signal or an.
RCS overtemperature AT-signal.

The coincident loss of offsite power causes the steam dumpvalves to close to protect the condenser. The rise in
pressure in the ruptured SG discharges radioactively
contaminated steam to the atmosphere through the SG
power-operated relief valves and the main steam safety
valves. The unaffected SGs remove core decay heat byventing steam to the atmosphere until the cooldown ends.

The safety analysis shows the radiological consequences of a
SGTR accident are within a small fraction of the Reference 1dose guideline limits. Operation with iodine-specific
activity levels greater than the LCO limit is permissible,
if the activity levels do not exceed the limits shown inFigure 3.4.16-1, in the applicable specification, for morethan 48 hours. The safety analysis has conp-dnt and@ ~ ~preaccident iodine spiking levels up to 60 (0.~)/g DOSE
EQUIVALENT 1-131. ý
The remainder of the above-limit permissible iodine levels
shown in Figure 3.4.16-1 are acceptable because of the lowprobability of a SGTR accident occurring during the
established 48 hour time limit. The occurrence of a SGTR

(continued)
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RCS Specific

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued)

accident at these permissible levels could increase the siteboundary dose levels, but still be within 10 CFR 100 dose
guideline limits.

The limits on RCS specific activity are also used for
establishing standardization in radiation shielding and
plant personnel radiation protection practices.

RCS specific activity satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC
Policy Statement.

The specific iodine activity is limited to 1.O0A4 /gm DOSE
EQUIVALENT 1-131, and the gross specific ac tG n thereactor coolant-is limited to the number (~Ci/ m equal to100 divided by E (average disintegration Wo f the sumof the average beta and gamma energies of the coolant
nuclides). The limit on DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 ensures the2 hour thyroid dose to an individual at the site boundaryduring the Design Basis Accident (DBA) will be a small
fraction of the allowed thyroid dose. The limit on grossspecific activity ensures the 2 hour whole body dose to anindividual at the site boundary during the DBA will be asmall fraction of the allowed whole body dose.

The SGTR accident analysis (Ref. .2) shows that the 2 hour
site boundary dose levels are within acceptable limits.
Violation of the LCO may result in reactor coolant
radioactivity levels that could, in the event of a SGTR,lead to site boundary doses that exceed the 10 CFR 100 dose

.guideline limits.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1 and 2, and in.MODE 3 with RCS average temperature> 500*F, operation within the LCD limits for DOSE EQUIVALENT
1-131 and gross specific activity are necessary to containthe potential consequences of a SGTR to within the
acceptable site boundary dose values.

For operation in MODE 3 with RCS average temperature
< 500*F, and in MODES 4 and 5, the release of radioactivity
in the event of a SGTR is unlikely since the saturation
pressure of the reactor coolant is below the lift pressure
settings of the main steam safety valves.

(conti nued)
WOG STSB
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RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.16

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A-1 and A.2

With the DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 greater than the LCO limit,samples at intervals of 4 hours must be taken to demonstrate
that the limits of Figure 3.4.16-1 are not exceeded. TheCompletion Time of 4 hours is required to obtain and analyzea sample. Sampling is to continue to provide a trend.

The DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 must be restored to w 'ithin limitswithin 48 hours. The Completion Time of 48 hours is a(Ic~tuae (e-red, +&e the limit violation'resulted from -normal iodinespiking. rnhice -mcIL3 hcveA

EDDOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 
specific activity is considered 

outof limits if the equipment used to measure DOSE
EQUIVALENT 1,-131 specific activity is determined to beinoperable at the time SR 3.4.16.2 is performed. Required
Action AA.1 and Required Action A.2 apply to restorin~g such
equipment to OPERABLE status.

B.1 and B.2

With the gross specific activity in excess of the allowed
limit, an analysis must be performed within 4 hours todetermine DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131. The Completion Time of.4 hours is required to obtain and analyze a sample.

The change within 6 hours to MODE 3 and RCS average
temperature < 500*F lowers the saturation pressure of thereactor coolant below the setpoints of the main steam safetyvalves and prevents venting the SG to the environment in anSGTR event. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours isreasonable, based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3below 5000F from full power conditions in an orderly manner
and without challenging plant systems.

(4.1c
If a Required Action and the associated Completion Time ofCondition A i not met or if the DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 is inthe unaccepta le region of Figure 3.4.16-1, the reactor mustbe brought to MODE 3 with RCS average temperature < 500*Fwithin 6 hours. The Completion Time of 6 hours isreasonable, based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3

(conti nued)
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RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.16

BASES

C.1 (continued)

below 500*F from full power conditions in an orderly manner
and without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE

REQUIREMENTS

(2

SR 3.4.16.1

SR 3.4.16.1 requires performing a gamma-isotopic analysis as
a measure of the gross specific activity of the-rheactor
coolant at least once every 7 days. While basically a
quantitative measure of radionuclides with half lives longer
than 15 minutes, excluding iodines, this measurement is the
sum of the degassed gamma activities and the gaseous gamma
activities in the sample taken. This Surveillance provides
an indication of any increase in gross specific activity.

Trending the results of this Surveillance allows proper
remedial action to be taken before reaching the LCO limit
under normal operating conditions. The Surveillance is
applicable in MODES I and 2, and in MODE 3 with Ta at
least 500*F. 'The 7 day Frequency considers the un~ikelihood
of a gross fuel failure during the time.

SR 3.4.16.2

This Surveillance is performed in MODE 1 only to ensure
iodine'remains within limit during normal operation and
following fast power changes when fuel failure is more apt
to occur., The 14 day Frequency is adequate to trend changes
in the iodine-acti'vity level, considering gross activity is
monitored every 7 days. The Frequency, between 2 and
6 hours after a power change Ž: 15% RTP within a 1 hour
period, is established because the iodine levels peak during
this time following fuel failure; samples at other times
would provide inaccurate results.

SR3.4.16.3

A radiochemical analysis for E determination is required
every 184 days (6 months) with the plant operating in-.MODE 1
equilibrium conditions. The E determination directly
relates to the LCD and is required to verify plant operation

(conti nued)
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RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.16

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.16.3 (continued)

within the specified gross activity LCO limit. The analysis
for E is a measurement of the average energies per
disintegration for isotopes with half lives longer than15 minutes,_excluding iodines. The Freqtiency of 184 days
recognizes E does not change rapidly.

This SR has been modified by a Note that indicates sampling
is required to be performed within 31 days after a minimum
of 2 effective full power days and 20 days of MODE 1
operation have elapsed since the reactor was last
subcritical for at least 48 hours. This ensures that the
radioactive materials are at equilibrium so the analysis forE is representative and not skewed by a crud burst or other
similar abnormal event.

REFERENCES 1. 1CfRlO '-
4 n 0.1lT3

1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 10 0.11,
"Determination of Exclusion Area, Low Population Zone,
and Population Center Distance," 1973.

2. Watts Bar FSAR, Section ~ " 0 d~

WOG STSB 3.4-k%~
04/24/92 10:00am
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NRC STS 3.4.16

1. Change to reflect WBN specific parameter values.

2. Format change to delete brackets that identify plant specific
information/values.

3. Change to correct errors in the STS.

4. Change to specify WEN specific reference information and format.

5. Editorial change for clarity.



RCS Loop Isolation Valves

3. REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.1 RCS Loop Isolation Valves

LCO 3.4.17 Each RCS hot and cold leg loop isolation valve shall be open
with power removed from each isolation valve operator.

APPLICABILITY: MOD 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

------------------------ ------- NOTE-------------------
Separate Condition entry is al wed for each RCS loop isolation valve.
----------------------- ---------------------------------------------

COND IT.ION

A. Power available to one
*or more loop isolation
valve operators.

B.-----------NOTE ---------
All Required Actions
shall be completed
whenever this
Condition is entered.

. . . . . ..--- -- -- -

One or more RCS loop

isolation valves

closed.

\ QUIRED ACTION

t,(- 
RDATO

A. 1

B. 1

AND

B.2

AND

B.3

Be in MODE 4.

Be in MODE 5.

COMPLETION TIME

30 minutes

Immedi ately

WOG STS34-
04/24/92 10:00am3.4-1



RCS Loop Isolation Valves
3.4.17

ffWILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEI LLANCE FREQUE-NCY

R 3.4.17. Verify each RCS loop isolation valve is 31 days
open and power is removed from each loop.solation valve operator.

WOG STS
3.4-204/24/92 10:00am3.4-2



P B .4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

BB 3. 1\7 RCS Loop Isolation Valves

BASES

RCS Loop Isolation Valves
B 3.4.17

BAGCKGROUND The RCS may be operated with loops isolated in order to
perform maintenance. While operating with a loop isolated,

ere is potential for inadvertently opening the isolation
v yes in the isolated loop. In this event, the coolant in
the isolated loop would suddenly begin to mix with the
coola t in the operating loops. This situation-has the
potent 1 of causing a positive reactivity addition with a
correspo ding reduction of SOM if:

a. The te erature in the isol ated loop is lower than the
tempera re in the operating loops (cold water
incident) or

b. The boron co ce ntzration in the- isolated loop "Is lower
than the boro concentration in the operating loops
(boron dilutio incident).

As discussed in the FS (Ref. 1), the startup of an
isolated loop is perform in.*a controlled manner that
virtually eliminates any s dden positive reactivity addition
from cold water and/or boro dilution because:.

a. LCO 3.4.18, "RCS Isolate Loop Startup," and plant
operating procedures r~equi that the boron
concentration in the isolate loop be maintained
higher than the boron concent ation of the operating
loops, thus eliminating the po ntial for introducing
coolant from the isolated loop at could dilute the
boron concentration in the operating loops;

b*. The cold leg loop isolation valve c not be opened
unless the temperatures of both the t and cold legs
of the isolated loop are within 20!Fho the
temperatures of the hot and cold legs o the operating'
loops (compliance is ensured by operatin procedures
and automatic interlocks); and

C. Other automatic interlocks, all of which are art of
the Reactor Protection System (RPS), prevent. ening
the hot leg loop isolation valve unless thee co leg
loop isolation valve is fully closed.

(continue
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RCS Loop Isolation Valves
T B.3.4.17. B ES(continued)

APPLICA E During startup of an isolated loop in accordance withSAFETY A LYSES LCO 3.4.18, the cold leg loop isolation valve interlocks and
operating procedures prevent opening of the valve until theisolated loop and operating loop boron concentrations and
temperatures are equalized. This ensures that any
undesirable reactivity effect from the isolated loop does
not occur.

Th safety analyses assume a minimum SDM as an initial
con *tion for Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) (Ref. 1).
Viola ion of the LCO, combined with mixing of the isolated
loop c lant into the operating loops, could result in theSOM bein less than that assumed in the safety analyses.

The 'above a lyses are for DBAs that establish the
acceptance li its for the RCS loop isolation valves.Reference to th analyses for these DBAs is used to assess
changes to the R loop isolation -valves as they relate to
the acceptance lims

The boron concentrati n of an isolated loop may affect SDMand therefore RCS loop 'solation valves satisfy Criterion 2

closed in MODES 1 through 4 is ully isolated and the plantplaced in MODE 5. Loop isolatio valves are used forperforming maintenance when the p nt is in MODE 5 or 6, andstartup of an isolated loop is cove ed by [CO 3.4.18.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1 through 4, this LCO is applic le when
unisolating an isolated loop with a boron oncentration lessthan that of the operating loops may cause inadvertent
cri t ical ity.

In MODES 5 and 6, the SOM of the operating loop is largeenough to permit operation with isolated loops. n theseMODES, controlled startup of isolated loops is pos iblewithout significant risk of inadvertent criticality.

(conti nued)

04/24/92 10:00am
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RCS Loop Isolation Valves
B 3.4.17

* BA S (continued)

ACTIONS The Actions have been provided with a Note to clarify that
all RCS loop isolation val'ves for this LCD are treated as
separate entities, each with separate Completion Times,
i.e., the Completion Time is on a component basis.

A.1

I power is inadvertently restored to one or more loop
iso ation valve operators, the potential exists for
acci ntal isolation of a loop with a subsequent inadvertent
startu of the isolated loop. The loop isolati-on valves
have mo r operators. Therefore, these valves will maintain
their las position when power is removed from the valve
operator. ith power applied to the valve operators, only
the interl~oc prevent the valve from being operated.
.Although opera ing procedures and interlocks make the
occurrence of t is eyent unlikely, the prudent action is to
remove power fro the loop isolation valve operators. The
Completion Time o 0 minutes to remove power from the loop
isolation, valve ope tors is sufficient considering the
complexity of the tas

B.1, B.2, and B.3

Should a loop isolation val s be closed in MODES 1
through 4, the affected loop ust be fully isolated
immediately and the plant plac in MODE 5 to preclude
inadvertent startup of the loop nd the potential
inadvertent criticality. The Corn etion Time of Required
Action B.1 allows time for boratin the operating loops to a
shutdown boration level such that th plant can be brought
to MODE.4 within 6 hours and MODE 5 wi hi-n 36 hours. The
allowed Completion Times are reasonable based on operating
experience, to reach the required plant onditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and ithout

REQU IREM ENTS
The Surveillance is performed at least. once per 31 ays to
ensure that the RCS loop isolation valves are open, th
power removed from the loop isolation valve operators. The
primary function of this Surveillance is to ensure thaty

(continued
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1. Specification not applicable to WBN.



RCS Isolated Loop Startup
3.4.18

3. REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3 .4.1 RCS Isolated Loop Startup

LCO 3.4.

APPLICABILITY:

ACTIONS

CONIJITI

A. Isolated loo
cold leg iso
valve open w
requi rements

Each RCS isolated loop shall remain isolated with:

a. The hot and cold leg isolation valves closed if boronconcentration of the isolated loop is less than boroncýconcentration of the operating loops; and

\b. he cold leg isolation valve closed if the cold leg
t perature of the isolated loop is > [20]*F below the
hig est cold leg temperature of the operati-hg loops:

MODES 5 and 6.

ONRE IRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

p hot or A.1 ---- NOTE --------
laithLo Only req ired ifith LCOboron con ntration
not met, requirement ot met.

--------- -------

Close hot and c ld Immediately
leg isolation va es.

OR

A.2-- -------- NOTE --------
Only required if
temperature
requirement not met.
--------- ---------------------

Close cold leg \Irmedi t-ýly
isolation valve.

WOG S.TS 3.4-1 04/24/92 10\:00am
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2 RCS Iso

S su ILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

X SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.4.18. Verify cold leg temperature of isolated
loop is :5 [20]*F below the highest cold
mperature of the operating loops.

SR 3.4.18.2 Verify boron conn %ntration of isolated loop
is greater than or qua] to boron
concentration of the operating loops.

lated Loop Startup
3.4.18

1 FREQUE~NCY
Within
30 minutes
prior to
*opening the
cold leg
isolation valve
in isolated
loop

Within 2 hours
prior to
opening the hot
or cold leg
isolation valve
in isolated
1loop

WOG STS342
04/24/92 10:00am
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RCS Isolated Loop Startup
0 B.3.4.18

*0 B .4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B3.4. 8 RCS Isolated Loop Startup

BAS ES

BACKGROUND The RCS 'may be operated with loops isolated in MODES 5 and 6.n order to perform maintenance. While operating with a1 isolated, there is potential for inadvertently openingthe 'solation valves in the isolated loop. In this event,the c lant in the isolated loop would suddenly begin to mixwith th coolant in the operating loops. This situation hasthe pote ial of causing a positive reactivity addition witha correspo ing reduction of SOM if

a. The temp ature in the isolated loop is lower than thetemperatur in the operating loops (cold water
incident);

b. The boron conc tration in'the isolated loop is lowerthan the boron ncentration in the operating loops
(boron dilution i cident).

As discussed in the FSAR Ref. 1.), the startup of-anisolated loop is'done in a 'controlled manner that virtuallyeliminates any sudden react ity addition from cold water orboron dilution because:

a. This LCO and plant operati procedures require thatthe boron concentration in e isolated loop bemaintained higher than the bo on concentration of theoperating loops, thus eliminating the potential forintroducing coolant fr'om the is lated loop that coulddilute the boron concentration i the operating loops.
b. The cold leg loop isolation valve c not be opened-

unless the temperatures of both the t leg and coldleg of the isolated loop are within 20 F of theoperating loops. Compliance with the t perature
requirement is ensured by operating proc ures and
automatic interlocks.

C. Other automatic interlocks prevent opening t hhott legloop isolation valve unless the cold leg loop
isolation valve is fully closed. All of the.interlocks are part of the Reactor Protection Sv em.

(conti nued)
WOG STS
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RCS Isolated Loop Startup

B.3.4.18. B ES' (continued)

APPLICA E During startup of an isolated loop, the cold leg loopSAFETY AN YSES isolation valve interlocks and operating procedures prevent
opening the valve until the isolated loop and operating loop
boron concentrations and temperatures are equalized. This
ensures that any undesirable reactivity effect from the
isolated loop does not occur.

Th safety analyses assume a minimum SDM as an initial
con *tion for Design Basis Accidents (OBAs). Violation ofthis 0 could result in the SDM being reduced in the
operati loops to less than that assumed in the safety
analyses.

The boron co entration of an isolated loop may affect SOM
and therefore CS isolated loop startup satisfies
Criterion 2 of te NRC Policy Statement.

[CO Loop isolation valves re used for performing maintenance
when the plant is in MO 5 or 6. This [CO ensures that theloop isolation valves re in closed until the differentials
of temperature and bo ron c centration between the operating
loops and the isolated loop are within acceptable limits.

enough to permit operation with is ated loops. Controlled
startup of isolated loops is possibl without significant

Required Action A.1 and Required Action A.2 ass me that theprerequisites of the [CO are not met and a loop olationvalve has been inadvertently opened. Therefore, e Actionsrequire immediate closure of isolation valves to pr dlude aboron dilution event or a cold water event. However, each
Required Action is preceded by a Note that states thatAction is required only when a specific concentratioa-o
temperature requirement is not met.

(conti nued)

04/24/92 10:00am
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LC(, JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FRO14 NRC STS 3.4.18

1. Specification not applicable to WBN.
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RCS Loops -Te;& Exceptions
B 3.4.iý7

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
7

B 3.4.1k RCS Loops -Test Exceptions

BASES

BACKGROUND

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The primary purpose of this- test exception is to provide an
exception to LCO 3.4.4, "RCS Loops- MODES 1 aand 2," to
permit reactor criticality under no flow conditions during
certain PHYSICS TESTS (natural circulation) demonstration,
station blackout, and loss of offsite power) to be performed
while at low THERMAL POWER levels. Section XI of
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B (Ref. 1), requires that a test
program be established to ensure that structures, systems,
and components will perform satisfactorily in service. All
functions necessary to ensure that the specified design
conditions are not exceeded during normal operation and
anticipated operational occurrences must be tested. This
testing is an. integral part of the design,_construction, and
operation of the power plant as specified in GDC 1, Quality
Standards and Records (Ref. 2).

The key objectives,of a test program are to provide
assurance that the facility has been adequately designed to
Validate the analytical models used. in the design And
analysis', to verify the assumptions used to predict plant
response, to provide assurance that installation of
equipment at the unit has been accomplished in accordance
with the design, and to verify that the operating and
emergency procedures are adequate. Testing is performed
prior to initial criticality, during startup, and following
low power operations.

The tests will include verifying the abil~ity to establish
and maintain natural circulation following a plant trip
between 10% and 20% RTP, performing natural circulation
cooldown on emergency power, and during the cooldown,
showing that adequate boron mixture occurs and that pressure
can be controlled using auxiliary spray and pressurizer
heaters powered from the emergency power sources.

The tests described above require operating the plant
without forced convection flow and as such are not bounded
by any safety analyses. However, operating experienEe6 has

(continued)
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RCS Loops--Test Exceptions
B 3.4 4ý

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.1

When THERMAL POWER is Ž! the P-7 interlock setpoint 110%, the
only acceptable action is to ensure the reactor trip
breakers are opened immediately in accordance with Required
Action A.1 to prevent operation of the fuel beyond itsdesign limits. Opening the reactor tri-p breakers willshutdown the reactor and prevent operation of the fuel
outside of its design limits.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.1 .1
REQUIREMENTS

Verification hat the power level is < the P-7 interlock
setpoinetl3(O%)will ensure that the fuel design criteria-are
not violated during- the performance of the PHYSICS TESTS.
The Frequency of once per hour is adequate to ensure~that
the power level does not exceed the l 1imit. Plant operations
are conducted slowly during the performance of PHYSICS TESTSand monitoring the power level once per hour is sufficient
to ensure that the power level does not exceed the limit.

SR 3.4.1§.2

The power range and intermediate range neutron detectors andthe P-7 interlock setpoint must be verified to be OPERABLE
and adjusted to the proper value. An ACOT is performed
within 12 hours prior to initiation of the PHYSICS TESTS.This will ensure that the RTS is properly aligned to providethe required degree of core protection during the
performance of the PHYSICS TESTS. The time limit of12 hours is sufficient to ensure that the instrumentation isOPERABLE shortly before initiating PHYSICS TESTS.

REFERENCES 1. ' 2.19 Gi ..ii Soota 44erJo---.

© 2. G96FP i OC1, i98O.

1. Title 10 Code of Federal Regltos Par )5,Appendix B, "Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear
Power Plant and Fuel Reprocessing Plants."

v,+/ Z,+1 9Z 10:00am



Accumul ators
3.5.13.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM (ECCS)

3.5.1 Accumulators

LCO 3.5. 1

APPLICABILITY:

ACTIONS

~ou ~ECCS accumulators shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1 and 2,
MODE 3 .with Pressurizer pressure > [0 tO pSig.

CONDITION

A. One accumulator
inoperable due to
boron concentration
not within limits.

B. One accumulator
inoperable for
reasons other than
Condition A.

C. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition A
or B not met.

D. Two or more
accumul ators
inoperable.

REQUIRED ACTION

A.1 Restore boron
concentration to
within limits.

B.1 Restore accumulator
to OPERABLE status.

C.1 Be in MODE 3.

AND

C.2 Reduce pressurizer
pressure to

pi'100 s I g.

D.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3.

COMPLETION TIME

72 hours

1 hour

6 hours

12 hours

Immedi ately

WOG STS 3.5-104/22/92 12:16pm
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Accumul ators
3.5.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.5.1.1

SR 3.5.1

SR 3.5.1.3

SR 3.5.1.4

Verify each accumulator isolation valve is
fully open.

7,7/7
.2. Verify borated water/ r lume in each

accumulator is ý!+-43 gallons2!! and
:58,-i9+ gallons %

Verify nitrogen cover pressure in
each accumulator is-:: LŽ 5 psig and
:5t*48+ -psig. 602

accmultoris zt 1,90 ppm and

:5' 0 m- 0

I RQEC

12 hours

12 hours

12 hours

31 days

AND
,"-On

V-e- ---NOTE -----'qired to be ere.
-met for
affected
accumul ators

--- - - - - -

Once within
6 hours after
each solution
volume increase
of ,p--(1j)

not the result
of addition
from the
refueling water
storage tank

(continued)

WOG STS35-
04/22/92 12:16pm
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Accumul ators
3.5.1.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS Icontinued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.5.1.5 -- - - -- - - - -o t- --- - - -- - - -

Sg w en pressurize ©
Verify power is removed from each 

31 days

accumulator 
isolation 

valve operato7

WOG STS

a.Z)-.

04/22/92 
2 2

:l6pm



Accumul ators
B 3.5.1

B 3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

B 3.5.1 Accumulators

BASES

BACKGROUND The functions of the ECCS accumulators'are to supply water
to the reactor vessel during the blowdown phase of aloss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), to provide inventory tohelp accomplish the refill phase that follows thereafter,
and to provide Reactor Coolant System (RCS) makeup for a
small-break LOCA1.

The blowdown phase of a large-break LOCA is the initialperiod of the transient during which the RCS departs fromequilibrium conditions, and heat-from fission-product decay,hot internals, and the vessel continues to be transferred tothe reactor coolant. The blowdown phase of the transientends when the RCS pressure falls to a value approaching thatof the containment atmosphere.

In'the refill phase of a LOCA, which immediately follows the
blowjown phase, reactor coolant inventory has vacated thecore through steam flashing and ejection out through thebreak. The core is essentially in adiabatic heatup. Thebalance of accumulator inventory is then available to helpfill voids in the lower plenum and reactor vessel downcomerso as to establish a-recovery level at the bottom of thecore and ongoing re-flood of the core with the addition ofsafety injection (SI) water.

The accumulators are pressure vessels partially filled withborated water and pressurized with nitrogen gas. Theaccumulators-are passive components, since no operator orcontrol actions are required in order for them to performtheir function. Internal accumulator tank pressure issufficient to discharge the'accumulator contents to the RCS,if RCS pressure decreases below the accumulator pressure.

Each accumulator is piped into an RCS cold leg via anaccumulator line and is isolated from the RCS by amotor-operated isolation valve and two check valves inseries. The motor-operated isolation valves are interlockedby P-11 with the pressurizer pressure measurement channelsto ensure that the valves will automatically open as RCSpressure increases to above the permissive circuit P-l1
setpoi nt.

(conti nued)
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Accumul ators
B 3.5.1

BASES

BACKGROUND
(conti nued)

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

This interlock also prevents inadvertent closure of the
valves during normal operation prior to an accident. The
valves will automatically open, however, as a result of an
SI signal. These features ensure that the valves meet the
requirements of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers (IEEE) Standard 279-1971 (Ref. 1).for "operating
bypasses" and that the accumulators will be available for
injection without reliance on operator action.

The accumulator size, water volume, and nitrogen cover
pressure are selected so that three of the four accumulators
are sufficient to partially cover the core before
significant clad melting or zirconium-water reaction can
occur following a LOCA. The need to ensure that three
accumulators are adequate for this function is consistent
with the LOCA assumption that the entire~contents of one
accumulator will be lost via the RCS pipe break during the
blowdown phase of the LOCA.

The accumulators are assumed OPERABLE in both the
large- and small-break LOCA analyses at full power (Ref. 2.).These are the Design Basis Accidents (OBAs) that establish
the acceptance limits for the accumulators. Reference tothe analyses for these DBAs is used to assess changes in theaccumulators as they relate to the acceptance limits.

In performing the LOCA calculations, conservative
assumptions are made concerning the availability of ECCS
flow. In the early stages of a LOCA, with or without a lossof offsite power, the accumulators provide the-~sole source
of makeup water to the RCS. The assumption of loss ofoffsite power is required by regulations and conservatively
imposes a delay wherein the ECCS pumps cannot deliver flowuntil the emergency diesel generators start, come to ratedspeed, and go through their timed loading sequence. In coldleg break scenarios, the entire contents of one accumulator
are assumed to be lost through the break.

The limiting large-break LOCA is a double-ended guillotine
break at the discharge of the reactor coolant pump. Duringthis event, the accumulators discharge to the RCS as soon asRCS pressure decreases to below accumulator pressure.

(conti nued)
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Accumul ators
B 3.5.1-

BASES

APPLICABLE As a conservative estimate, no credit is taken for ECCS pumpSAFETY ANALYSES flow until an effective delay has elapsed. This delay(continued) accounts for the diesels starting and the pumps being loadedand delivering full flow. The delay time i s conservativelyset with an additional 2 seconds to account for SI signalgeneration. During this time, the accumulators'are analyzedas providing the sole, source of emergency core cooling. Nooperator action -is assumed during the blowdown stage of alarge-break LOCA.

The worst-case small-break LOCA analyses also assume a timedelay before pumped flow reaches the core. For the largerrange of small breaks, the rate of blowdown is s.uch that theincrease in fuel clad temperature is termina *ted solely bythe accumulators, with pumped flow then providing continuedcooling. As break size decreases, the accumulators andcentrifugal charging pumps both play a part in terminatingthe rise in clad teijiperature. As break size continues todecrease, the role of the accumulators continues to decreaseuntil they are not required and the centrifugal chargingpumps become solely responsible for termitnating thetemperature increase.

This LC0 helps to ensure that the following acceptancecriteria established for the EGGS by 10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 3)will be met following a LOCA:

a. Maximum fuel element cladding temperature is <5 2200*F;
b. Maximum cladding oxidation is :!: 0.17 times the total.cladding thickness before oxidation;.

C. Maximum hydrogen generation from a zirconium-waterreaction is :5 0.01 times the hypothetical amount thatwould be generated if all of the metal in the claddingcylinders surrounding the fuel, excluding the claddingsurrounding the plenum volume, were to react; and
d. Core is maintained in a coolable geometry.
Since the accumulators discharge during the blowdown phaseof a LOCA, they do not contribute to the long-term cooling.requirements of 10 CFR 50.46.

For both the large- and small-break LOCA analyses, a nominalcontained accumulator water volume is used. The contained

(conti nued)
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Accumul ators
B 3.5.1

BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY AN;

(continu

z

CA

2~~v

water volume is the same-as the deliverable volume for the~LYSES accumulators, since the accumulators are emptied, onceIed) discharged. For small breaks, an increase in water volume
is a peak clad temperature penalty. For large breaks,.an
increase in water volume can be either a peak clad
temperature penalty or benefit, depending on downcomer
filling and subsequent spill through the break during thecore re-flooding portion of the transient. The analysismakes a conservative assumption with respect to ignoring ortaking credit for line water volume from the accumulator tothe check valve. The safety analysis assumes values of

7627 Ef6468] gallons and .{6e9]~ gallons. To allow for instrumentinaccuracy, values f 659 gallons and [682G3.] gallons arespecif-~ do~ C'K 7717  7G
The minimum boron concentration setpoint is used in thepost-LOCA boron concentration calculation. The calculationis performed to assure reactor subcriticality in a post-LOCAenvironment. Of particular interest is the large-break
LOCA, since 'no credit is taken for control rod assemblyinsertion. A reduction in the accumulator minimum boronco-ncentrati on would produce a subsequent reduction in the-available containment sump concentration for'post-LOCA
shutdown and an increase in the maximum sump pH. Themaximum boron concentration is used in determining the coldleg to hot leg recirculation injection switchover time and
minimum sump pH.

The large- and small-break LOCA analyses are performed atthe minimum nitrogen cover pressure, *since sensitivity
analyses have demonstrated that higher nitrogen coverpressure results in a computed peak clad temperature
benei

The effects on containment mass and energy releases from the

aaccumulators are accounted for in the appropriate 
analyses(Refs. 2 and 4).

rThhe accumulators satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

LCO The LCO establishes the minimum conditions required toT ensure that the accumulators are available to accomplishttheir core cooling safety function following a LOCA.. Four

WOGi-0 STS B 3.5-P
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Accumul ators
B 3.5.1

BASES

LCO
(continued)

APPLICABILITY

ACTIONS

accumulators are required to ensure that 100% of thecontents of three of the accumulators will reach the coreduring a LOCA. This is consistent with the assumption thatthe contents of one accumulator spills through the break. Iffewer than three accumulators are injected during theblowdown phase of a LOCA, the ECCS acceptance criteria of10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 3) could be violated.

For an accumulator to be considered OPERABLE, the isolationvalve must be fully open with power removed, and the limitsestablished in the SRs for contained volume, boron
concentration, and nitrogen cover pressure must be met.

In MODES 1 and 2, and in MODE 3 with RCS pressure
> 1000 psig, the accumulator OPERABILITY requirements arebased on full power operation. Although cooling
requirements decrease as power decreases, the accumulatorsare still required to provide core cooling as long aselevated RCS pressures and temperatures exist.

This LCO is only-applicable at pressures > 1000 psig. At-pressures. 2 1000 psig, the rate of RCS blowdown is such thatthe ECCS pumps can provide adequate injection to ensure thatpeak clad temperature remains below the 10 CFR 50.46
(Ref. 3) limit of 2200*F.

In MODE 3, with RCS pressure -. 1000 psig, and in MODES 4, 5,and 6, the accumulator motor-operated isolation valves areclosed to isolate the accumulators from the RCS. Thisallows RCS cooldown and depressurization without dischargingthe accumulators into the RCS or requiring depressurization
of the accumulators.

A.1,

If the boron concentration of one accumulator is not withinlimits, it must be returned to within the limits within72 hours. In this Condition, ability to maintain
subcriticality or minimum boron precipitation t~ime may bereduced. The boron in the accumuldtors contributes to theassumption that the combined ECCS water in the partiallyre-covered core during the early re-flooding phase of a

(conti nued)
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Accumul ators
B 3.5.1

BASES

ACTIONS A-1, (continued)

large-break LOCA is sufficient to keep that portion of thecore subcritical. One accumulator below the minimum boronconcentration limit, however, will have no effect onavailable ECCS water and an insignificant effect on coresubcriticality during re-flood. Boiling of.ECCS water inthe core during re-flood concentrates boron in the satUratedliquid that remains in the core. In addition, currentanalysis techniques-demonstrate that the accumulators do notdischarge following a large main steam line break for themajority of plants. Even if they do discharge, their impactis minor and not a design limiting event. Thus, 72 hours isallowed to return the boron concentration to within limits.

B.1

If one accumulator is inoperable for a reason other thanboron concentration, the accumulator must be returned toOPERABLE status within 1 hour. In this Condition, therequired contents of three accumulators cannot be assumed toreach the core during a LOCA. Due to the severity of theconsequences should a LOCA occur in these conditions, the1-hour Completion Time to open the valve, remove power tothe valve, or restore the proper water volume or nitrogencover pressure ensures that prompt action will be taken toreturn the inoperable accumulator to OPERABLE status. TheCompletion Time minimizes the potential for exposure of theplant to a LOCA under these conditions.

C.1 aýnd C.2,

If the accumulator cannot be ret i...... ....n .......e.......d ..............to OPERABLE,/statuswithin the associated Completio Time, the <Iimust bebrought to a MODE in which the CO does not apply. Toachieve this status, the<!~ ust be brought to MODE 3within 6 hours and pressurizer pressure reduced to-< 1000 psig within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Timesare reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach therequi red 1NFconditi ons from full pow copnditions in anorderly manner and without challenging "fj systems.

(conti nued)
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Accumul ators
B 3.5.1

SBASES

ACTIONS D.1
(continued)

If more than one accumulator is inoperable, the plant is ina condition outside the accident analyses; therefore,
LCO 3.0.3 must be entered immediately.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.1.1l
REQUIREMENTS

Each accumulator valve should be verified to be fully openevery 12 hours. This verification ensures that theaccumulators are available for injection and ensures timelydiscovery if a valve should be less than fully open. If an-isolation valve is not fully open, the rate of injection tothe RCS would be reduced. Although a motor-operated valveposition should not change with power removed, a closedvalve could result in'not meeting accident analyses
assumptions. This Frequency is considered reasonable inview of other administrative controls that ensure amispositioned isolation valve is unlikely.

SR 3.5.1.2 and SR 3.5.1.3
Every 12 hours,.borated water 'volume and nitrogen coverpressure are verified for each accumulator. This Frequencyis sufficient to ensure adequate injection during a LOCA.'Because of the static design of the accumulator, a 12-hourFrequency usually allows the operator to identify changesbefore limits are reached. Operating experience has shownthis Frequency to be appropriate for early detecti~on andcorrection of off-normal trends.

SR 3.5.1.4

The boron concentration should be verified to be withinrequired limits for each accumulator every 31 days since thestatic design of the accumulators limits the ways in whichthe concentration can be changed. The 31-day Frequency isadequate to identify changes that could occur frommechanisms such as stratification or inleakage. Samplingwithin 6 hours after %Vol ume) increase will identifywhether inleakage ha aused a reduction in boron
concentration to below the required limit. It is.not

-7A,5alo (continued)
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Accumnul ators
B 3.5.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.1.4 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

necessary to verify boron concentration if the added waterinventory is from the refueling water storage tank (RWST),because the water contained in the RWST is within theaccumulator boron concentration requirements. This isconsistent'with the recommendation of NUREG-1366 (Ref. 5)..

SR 3.5.1.5 i~~2Oo~~

Verification every 31 days that power is removed from eachaccumulator isolation valve operator ensures that an activefailure could not result in the undetected closure of anaccumulator motor-operated isolation valve. If this were tooccur, only two accumulators would be available forinjection given a single failure coincident with a LOCA.Since power is removed under administrative control, the31-day Frequency will provide adequate assurance that power~ is removed.

wle^ JI 19 mni;ýý allows power to be
rlt5iýv& supplied to the motor-operated isolation valves whenr pressurizer pressure is < 2000 psig, thus allowingoperational flexibility by avoiding unnecessary delays tomanipulate the breakers during plant startups or shutdowns.Even with power supplied to the valves, inadvertent clo-sureis prevented by the RCS pressure interlock associated withthe valves.

Should closure of a valve occur in spite of the interlock,the SI signal provided to the valves would open a cl~osed
valve in the event-of a LOCA.

REFERENCES 1. EE Standard 279-191

2. FSAR, ction [6 . SERT FROMr

4. FSAR ection [1

5. REG-1366, February 1

WOG 5T5
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1. IEEE Standard 279-19711, "Criteria for ProtectionSystems for Nuclear Power. Generating Stations."1

2. WATTS BAR FSAR, Section 6.3, "Emergency Core CoolingSystem."

3. Title.10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.46,"Acceptance Criteria foiý Emergency Core CoolingSystems for Light-Water Nuclear Power Plants."
4.1 WATTS BAR FSAR, Section 15, "Acc~ident Analysis."
5. NUREG-1366, Improvements to Technical Specifications.Surveillance Requirements, (DRAFT).
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM STS 3.5.1

1. Change to correct error(s) in the STS.

2. Format change to delete brackets that identify plant specific
info rmat ion/values.

3. Change to reflect Watts Bar specific parameter value(s).

4. Supplemental text to describe methodology utilized in determination of
minimum/maximum parameter value(s) for Watts Bar.

5. Change to specify Watts Bar specific Reference information and format.

6. This change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the RSTS
Proof and Review meeting held in Irvine, CA July 13 - July 20, 1992.



ECCS - Operating
3.5.23.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

3.5.2 ECCS -Operating

LCO 3.5.2

APPLICABILITY:

Two ECCS trains shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, and 3.0

-- - - - - - - ---- - - -N T - - - - - - - - - - - -1. In MODE 3, both safety injection (SI) pump flow
paths may bee isolated by closing the isolationvalves for up to 2 hours to perform pressure
isolation valve (PIV) testing per SR 3.4.14.1,"Reactor Coolant System(RS Pl Lekg"tsi.

2. Operation in MODE 3 with EGGS pumps declaredinoperable pursuant to LCD 3.4.12, "Low Temperatfure,
Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System," is allowedfor up to 4 hours or until the-temperature of one ormore RCS cold legs exceeds [375]'F, whichever comes

------------------------------ 7 7---------
TI ONS

CONDITION
CflMPI FTTVsJ

I ~A. One or more trains

inoperable.

AND

At least*100% of the
C-`ý'Sý!flow equivalent to

a single OPERABLE ECCS
train available.

B. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time not met.

REQUIRED ACTION

A. I

B.lI

AND

Restore train(s) to
OPERABLE status.

Be in MODE 3.

72 hours

6 hours

B.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours

WOG STS 
3 .5-%Yq 04/22/92 12:17pm
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ECCS - Operating
3.5.2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

Verify the following valves are in the
listed position with power to the
valve operator removed.

Number Position Function

Verify each ECCS manua"
and automatic valve in
is not locked, sealed,
in position, is in the

1, power-operated,
the flow path, that
or otherwise secured
correct- position.

FREQUENCY

12 hours

31 days

~- I

Verify ECCS piping is full of Water.

SR 3.5.2.4 Verify each ECCS pump's developed head at
the test flow point is greater than or
equal to the required developed head.

31ldays 
r

In accordance
with the
Inservi ce
Testing Program

SR 3.5.2.5 Verify each ECCS automatic valve in the ri~Fmnths
flow path actuates to -t-s- correct position
on an actual or simulated?actuatiori signal.

SR 3-5.2.6 Verify each EGGS pump starts automatically 99months
on an actual or simulated actuation signal.

FCV-63-1 OPEN RHR SUPPLY
FCV-63-22 OPEN SIS DISCHARGE

(conti nued)
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE

3.5.2.7 Verify, for each EGGS throttle valve
listed below, each position stop is
in the correct position.

0

SR 3.5.2.8 Verify, by visual inspection, each EGGS
train containment sump suction inlet is notrestricted by debris and the suction inlet

trash ~ ~ m rak' owi no eIvidence orstructural distress or abnormal corrosion.

EGGS - Operating

3.5.2

FREQUENCY

[11months

[ months

CCP Discharge
Throttle
Valvyes

63-582
63-583
63- 584
63-585

SI Cold Leg
Throttle
Valvyes

63-550
63- 552
63-554
63-556

WOG STS

0 04/22/92 12:17pm

Throttle
Val yes

63- 542
63 -544
63- 546
63- 548
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ECCS -Operating
B 3.5.2

B 3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

B 3.5.2 ECCS -Operating

.BASES

BACKGROUND The function of the ECCS is to provide core cooling andnegative reactivity to ensure that the reactor core isprotected after any of the following accidents:

a. Loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), coolant leakagegreater than the capability of the normal charging
system;

b. Rod ejection accident;

C. Loss of secondary coolant accident, including
uncontrolled steam release or loss of feedwater; and

d. Steam generator tubs rupture (SGTR).

The addition of negative reactivity is designed primarilyfor the l.oss of secondary coolant-accident where primarycooldown could add enough positive reactivity to achievecriticality and return to significant power.

There are three phases of EGGS operation: injection, coldleg recirculation, and hot l-eg recirculation. In theinjection phase, water is taken from the refueling waterstorage tank (RWST) and injected into the Reactor CoolantSystem (RCS) through the cold leg's. When sufficient~water
is removed from the RWST to ensure that enough boron hasbeen added to maintain the reactor subcritical and thecontainment sumps- have enough water to supply the requirednet positive suction head to the EGGS pumps, suction isswitched to the containment sump for cold leg recirculation.(27 / Ater-appr~o~x`mat~eT?4* hours, the ECCS flow is shifted tothe hot leg recirculation phase to provide a backflush,which would reduce the boiling in the top of the core andany resulting boron precipitation.

The ECCS consists of three separate subsystems: centrifugalcharging (high head), safety injection (SI) (intermediatehead), and residual heat removal (RHR) (low head). Eachsubsystem consists of two redundant, 100% capacity trains.The EGGS accumulators and the RWST are also part of the

(conti nued)
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ECCS - Operating
B 3.5.2. BASES

BACKGROUND ECCS, but are not considered part of an ECCS flow path as*(continued) described by this LCO.

The ECCS flow paths consist of piping, valves, heat
exchangers, and pumps such that water from the RWST can beinjected into the RCS following the accidents described inthis LCO. The major components of each subsystem are thecentrifugal charging pumps, the RHR pumps, heat exchangers,and the SI pumps. Each of the three subsystems consists oftwo 100% capacity trains that are interconnected andredundant such that either train is capable of supplying
100% of the flow required to mitigate the accidentconsequences. This interconnecting and redundant subsystemdesign provides the operators with the ability to utilizecomponents from opposite trains to achieve the required 100%
flow to the core.

During the -injection phase of LOCA recovery, a suctionheader supplies water from the RWST to the ECCS pumps.Separate piping supplies each subsystem and each train

inject' on tank (BIY (if t eplant ut ý ies a IT) an the
dii saani ors p ply Ine eah wh ich eed sth IadRRpmsdivideaanin" or s apln ees eanh owinj ctio lie to

su icien flow t the coe to me t the ayi s supin
folwn 

OAi 
n fte R CS c ol d esFor inC' that are to'ml to dersuro h RCS belowegthe shuof head ofth S pumps, thiesa e cnnentrifugalchring t-T" Jp pumpss suppl wae utl the RCS presur decq. reases beow

,,ý balath e! SI pumpshut~offheadC. DuigThis paanerid ten s tre am(Z sffigener t fors areh used to prvi epat o the coresi coolmpiong

Durloing thaeicltinpaeo LOCA reoeo teRS co v erygRRsum

teshuctionf isa trnfere toepms the cnanentrifumal Theargin
4pumps thnsupply w ther onilther ECCS prsumps Initiale bly,

rercuations irse th rougvtedae parth as the inje ctiong

phase. Subsequently, recirculat-ion ~ netio
<bzt W tthe hot and cold legs

* (continued)
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EGGS - Operating

B 3.5.2

BASES

BACKGROUND
(conti nued)

The centrifugal charging subsystem of the ECCS alsofunctions to supply borated water to the reactor corefollowing increased heat removal events, such as a mainsteam line break (MSLB). The limiting design conditionsoccur when the negative moderator temperature coefficient ishighly negative, such as at the end of each cycle.
During low temperature conditions in the RCS, limitationsare placed on the maximum number of ECCS pumps that may beOPERABLE. Refer to the Bases for LCO 3.4.12, 'Lkew Co/cl;epQa- Overpressure P4ois `;4Ste "frthbasis of these requirements. Syste " orth
The ECCS subsystems are actuated upon receipt of an SI4r'oL~s~4 si nal. The actuation of safeguard loads is accomplished inSa-programme ime sequenc :If offsite power is available,the safeguard loads start immediately. e ro-gai

SIf offsite power is not available, the engineeredsafety feature buses shed normal operating loads and areconnected to the emergency diesel generators (EDGs).Safeguard loads are then actuated in the programmed timesequence. The time delay associated with diesel starting,sequenced loading, and pump starting determines the timerequired before pumped flow is available to the corefollowing a LOCA.

The active EGGS components, along with the passiveaccumulators and the RWST covered in LCO 3.5.1,"Accumulators," and LCO 3.5.4, "Refueling Water Storage Tank(RWST)," provide the cooling water necessary to meet GDG 35(Ref. 1).

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

©

The LCO helps to ensure that the following acceptancecriteria for the EGGS, established by 10 CER 50.46 (Ref. 2),will be met following a LOCA:

a. Maximum fuel element cladding temperature is :5 2200*F;
b. Maximum cladding oxidation is :5 0.17 times the total

clddn thickness before oxidation;

C. Maximum hydrogen generation from a zirconium-waterreaction is < 0.01 times the hypothetical amountgenerated if all of the metal in the cladding

(conti nued)
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EGGS - Operating
B 3.5.2. BASES

APPLICABLE cylinders surrounding the fuel, excluding the claddingSAFETY ANALYSES surrounding the plenum volume, were to react;
(conti nued)

d. Core is maintained in a coolable geometry; and

e. Adequate long-term core cooling capability is
maintained.

The LCO also limits the potential for a post-trip return topower following an MSLB event and ensures that containment
temperature limits are met.

Each EGGS subsystem is taken credit for I~n a large-breakLOCA event at full power (Refs. 3 and 4). This eventestablishes the requirement for runout flow for the ECCSpumps, as well as the maximum response time for theiractuation., The centrifugal charging pumps and SI pumps arecredited in a small-break LOCA event. This eventestablishes the flow and discharge head at the design pointfor the centrifugal charging pumps. The SGTR and MSLBevents also credit the centrifugal charging pumps. TheOPERABILITY requirements for the ECCS are based on thefollowiing LOCA analysis assumptions:

a. A large-break LOCA event, with loss of offsite powerand a single failure disabling one RHR pump (both EDG-trains are 'assumed to operate due to requirements formodeling full active containment heat removal system
operation); and

b. A small-break LOCA event, with a loss of offsite powerand a single failure disabling one ECCS train.

During the blowdown stage of a LOCA, the RCS depressurizesas primary coolant is ejected through the break into thecontainment. The nuc 'lear reaction is terminated either bymoderator voiding during large breaks or control rodinsertion for small breaks. Following depressurization,
emergency cooling water is injected into the cold legs,flows into the downcomer, fills the lower plenum, andre-floods the core.

The effects on containment mass and energy releases areaccounted for in appropriate analyses (Refs. 3 and 4). The[CO ensures that an ECCS train will deliver sufficient waterto match boiloff rates soon enough to minimize the

(conti nued)
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ECCS -Operating

B 3.5.2

BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

(conti nued)

consequences of the core being uncovered following a largeLOCA.- It also ensures that the centrifugal charging and SIpumps will deliver sufficient water and boron during a smallLOCA to maintain core subcriticality. For smaller LOCAs,the centrifugal charging pump delivers sufficient fluid tomaintain RCS inventory. For a small-break LOCA, the steamgenerators continue to serve as the heat sink, providing
part of the required core cooling.

The ECCS trains satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

LCO In MODES 1, 2, and 3, two independent (and redundant) ECCStrains are required to ensure that sufficient ECCS flow isavailable, assum~ing a single failure affecting either train.Additionally, individual components within the ECCS trainsmay be called upon to mitigate the consequences of other
transilents and accidents.

In MODES 1,- 2, and 3, an ECCS train consists of acentrifugal charging subsystem, an SI subsystem, and an RHRsubsystem. Each train includes the piping, instruments, andcontrols to ensure an OPERABLE flow path capable of takingsuction from the RWST upon an SI signal and automaticallytransferring suction to the containment sump.

During an event requiring ECCS actuation, a flow path isrequired to provide an abundant supply of water from theRWST to the RCS via the ECCS pumps and their respectivesupply headers to each of the four cold leg injectionnozzles. In the long term,.this flow path may be switchedto take its supply from the containment sump and to supplyits flow to the RCS hot and cold legs.

The flow path for each train must maintain its designedindependence to ensure that no single failure can disableboth ECCS trains.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the ECCS OPERABILITY requirements forthe limiting Design Basis Accident, a large-break LOCA, arebased on full power operation. Although reduced power wouldnot require the same level of performance, the accident

0 (conti nued)
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EGGS - Operating
B 3.5.2

BASES

APPLICABILITY analysis does not provide for reduced cooling requirements(continued) in the lower MODES. The centrifugal charging pumpperformance is based on a small-break LOCA, whichestablishes the pump performance curve and has lessdependence on power. The SI pump performance requirementsare based on a small-break LOCA. MODE 2 and.MODE 3requirements are bounded by the MODE 1 analysis.

This LCO is only applicable in MODE 3 and above. BelowMODE 3, the SI signal setpoint is manually bypassed byoperator control, and system functional requirements arerelaxed as described in [CO 3 .5.3,-"ECCS -Shutdown."

As indicated in Note 1, the flow path may be isolated for2 hours in MODE 3, under controlled conditions, to performpressure isol'ation valve testing per SR 3.4.14.1. The flowpath is readily restorable from the-control room.

ArmingictemperaNtue. Whe thsOeperature inMD isth onear theinMODE~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~D 3 bonaytmeauehiei eddt etr h
inpral pup toOEAL stu.In~~~~~~~~~ MOEa n ,patcniin r uhta h

dcaned ioeal usatt LCO 3.4.82, "RCLop-OE5 op ot Filed." aurMODE6 cre oolig rquiemets ae adresed y LO 39.t

Overpessu 'f o equivalentito asngleOP)SseRABL ECs teesrain oaalable, wthe anL rinopeab empoenatsr mut be reunedr thMOD 3
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ECCS -Operating
B 3.5.2

BASES

ACTIONS A.1 (continued)

Time is based on an NRC re liability evaluation (Ref. 6) andis a reasonable time for repair of many ECCS components.

An ECCS train is inoperable if it is not capable ofdelivering design flow to the RCS. Individual componentsare inoperable if they are not capable of performing theirdesign function or supporting systems are not available.

The LCO requires the OPERABILITY of a number of independentsubsystems. Due to the redundancy of trains and thediversity of subsystems, the inoperability of one componentin a train does not render the ECCS incapable of performingits function. Neither does the inoperability of twodifferent components, each in a different train, necessarilyresult in a loss of function for *the ECCS. The intent ofthis condition is to maintain a combination of equipment,such that 100% of thi~e flow equivalent to a singleOPERABLE ECCS train remains availa ble. This allowsincreased flexibility in plan operations undercircumstances wh~en components in opposite trains are
inoperable.

An event accompanied by a loss of offsite power and the'failure of an EDG can disable one ECCS train until power isrestored. A reliability analysis (Ref. 6) has shown thatthe impact of having one full ECCS train inoperable issufficiently small to justify continued operation for
72-hours.

Reference 5 describes situations in which one component,such As an RHR crossover valve, can disable both ECCStrains. With one or more component(s) inoperable such that100% of the flow equivalent to a single OPERABLE ECCS trainis not available, the facility is in a condition outside theaccident analysis.' Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 must be immediately
entered.

B.1 a1nd B.2

If the inoperable trains cannot be returned to OPERABLE,,Aýý'nstatus within the associated Completion Time, then plan mustbe brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To K.achieve this status, the jý must be brought to.MODE 3.

(continued)
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ECCS - Operating
B 3.5.2

BASES

ACTIONS B1 -and B.2 (continued)

within 6 hours and MODE 4 within 12 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required conditions from fullpower conditions in an orderly man ner~ndd without
challenging ~systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR .3.5.2.1
REQU IREM ENTS-

Verification of proper valve position ensures that the flowpath from the ECCS pumps to the RCS is maintained.
Misalignment of these valves co'uld render both ECCS trainsinoperable. Securing these valves in position by removal ofpower or by key-locking the control in the correct positionensures that they cannot-change position-as a result of anactive failbre or be inadvertently misaligned. These valvesare of the type, described in Reference 5, that can disablethe functio n of both ECCS trains and invalidate the accidentanalyses. A 12-hour Frequency is considered reasonable inview of other administrative controls that will ensure amispositioned valve is unlikely.

SR 3.5.2.2

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power-operated,
and automatic valves i.n the ECCS flow paths provides
assurance that the proper flow paths will exist for ECCSoperat~ion. This SR does not apply to valves that arelocked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position, sincethese were verified to be in the correct position prior tolocking, sealing, or securing. A valve that receives anactuation signal is allowed to be in a non-accident positionprovided the valve will automatically reposition within theproper stroke time. This Surveillance does not require anytesting or valve manipulation. Rather, it involves
verification that those valves capable of being
mispositioned are in the correct position. The 31-dayFrequency is appropriate because the valves are operatedunder administrative control, and an improper valve positionwould only affect a single train. This Frequency has beenshown to be acceptable through operating experience.

(conti nued)
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ECCS - Operating
.B 3.5.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.2.3
REQUIREMENTS

With the exception of the operating centrifugal chargingpump, the ECCS pumps are normally in a standby,non-operating mode. As such, flow path piping has thepotential to develop voids and pockets-of entrained gases.Maintaining the piping from the ECCS pumps to the RCS fullof water ensures that the system will perform properly,injecting its full capacity into the RCS upon demand. Thiswill also prevent water hammer, pump cavitation, and pumpingof non-condensible gas (e.g., air, nitrogen, or hydrogen).into the reactor vessel following an SI signal or duringshutdown cooling. The 31-day Frequency takes intoconsideration the gradual nature of gas accumulation in theECCS piping and the procedural controls governing system
operation.

SR 3L.5.2.4

Periodic Surveillance testing of ECCS pumps to detect grossdegradation c-aused by impeller structural damage or otherhydraulic component problems is required by Section XI of,the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code.This type of testing may be accomplished by measuring thepump developed head at only one point of the pumpcharacteristic curve. This verifies both that the measuredperformance is within an acceptable tolerance of theoriginal pump baseline performance and that the performanceat the test flow is greater than or equal to the performanceassumed in the plant safety analysis. SRs are specified inthe Inservice Testing Program, which encompasses Section XIof the ASME Code. Section XI of the ASME Code provides theactivities and Frequencies necessary to satisfy the
requirements.

SR 3.5.2.5 and SR 3.q95.2.

These Surveillances demontrate that each automatic ECCSvalve actuates to <4EJrequired position on an actual orsimulated SI signTand that each ECCS pump starts onreceipt of an actual or simulated SI signal. The 18-monthFrequency is based on the need to perform theseSurveillances under the conditions that apply during a plantoutage and the potential for unplanned plant transients if

(continued)
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ECCS - Operating
B3.5.2-

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.2.5 and SR 3.-5.2.6 (continued)
REQU IREM ENTS

the Surveillances were performed with the reactor at power.The 28-month Frequency is also acceptable based onconsideration of the design reliability (and confirmingoperating experience) of the equipment. The actuation logicis tested as part of Engineered Safety Feature ActuationSystem testing, and equipment performance is monitored aspart of the Inservice Testing Program.

SR 3ý.5.2.7

Realignment of valves in the flow path on an SI signal ism~ew M4 n~ecesssary for proper EGGS performance. These valives lm
s t >oa_ e osi 1 nin for restricted flow to aruptured cold leg, ensuring that the othe cold 1 gsxceiveat least the required minimum flow._fThz Surveilfanc Ys-'

no
8mont Frequency is based on the same reasons *as thosestated in SR 3.5.2.5 and SR 3.5.2.6.

SR 3. 5.2 .8.

Periodic inspections of the containment sump suction inletensure that it is unrestricted and stays in proper operatingcondition. The 18-month Frequency is based on the need toperform this Surveillance under the conditions that applyduring a plant outage, on the need to have access to thelocation, and because of the potential for an unplannedtransient if the Surveillance were performed with thereactor at power.' This Frequency has been found to besufficient to detect abnormal degradation and is confirmedby operating experience.

REFERENCES 1. iu4 flCO-Ajm;A;,CPer

2. 18 E R *ý S e vc 6  p e

3. -FS*A ReP.Ls
4. 1f-AR, seetim1 [1Hsi "ke4-4-814 Aft '

* (continued)
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ECCS - Operating
B 3.5.2

BASES

REFERENCES 5. HE -ýjk N . 87 (Se e LeIo. 61
(conti nued)

6. NRC Memorandum to V. Stello, Jr., from R.L. Baer,
"Recommended Interim Revisions to LCOs for ECOS
Components," December 1, 1975.

2. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.4,

"Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling
Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Plants."

3. WATTS BAR FSAR, Section 6.3, "Emergency Core Cooling
System."

4. WATTS BAR FSAR, Section 15, "Accident Analyses."

5. IE Information Notice No. 87-01, "RHR ValveMisalignment Causes Degradation of EGGS in PWRs,"January 6, 1987.

WOG STSB 3.5-1/9 .05/05/92 7:15am
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM STS 3.5.2

1. Change to delete information that does not apply to Watts Bar.

2. Format change to delete brackets that identify plant specific
information/values.

3. Change to correct error(s) in the STS.

4. Change to reflect Watts Bar specific information or values.

5. Change to specify Watts Bar specific Reference information and format.

6. This change reflects comments .made by the industry Ito the NRC at the'RSTSProof and Review meeting held in Irvine, CA July 13 - July 20, 1992.



ECCS- Shutdown
3.5.3

3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

3.5.3 ECCS -Shutdown

LCO 3.5.3

APPLICABILITY:

ACT IONS

One ECCS train shall be OPERABLE.

MODE 4.

Required ECCS residual
heat removal (RHR)
subsystem i~noperable'.

WOG STS
3.5~\704/22/92 12:18pm3. 5 _ýj



ECCS - Shutdown
3.5.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.5.3.1ý Perform the following Survei llances for all
equip trqietobe OPERABLE:

L3

-,f MA MOTE bre--. . ;ý

FREQUENCY

In accordance
with applicable
SRs

WOG STS
04/22/92 12:18pm



ECCS - Shutdown
B 3.5.3

B 3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

B 3.5.3 ECCS -Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND The Background section for Bases 3.5.2, "ECCS -Operating,"
is applicable to these Bases, with the following
modifications.

In MODE 4, the required ECCS train consists of two separatesubsystems: ýcentrifugal charging (high head) and residual
heat removal (RHR) (low head).

The ECCS flow'paths consist of piping, valves, heatexchangers, and pumps-such that water from the refue-lingwater storage tank (RWST) can be injected into the ReactorCoolant System (RCS) following the accidents described in
Bases 3.5.2.

APPLICABLE The Applicable Safety Analyses section of Bases 3.5.2 alsoSAFETY ANALYSES applies to this Bases section.

Due to the stable conditions associated with operation inMODE 4 and the reduced probability of occurrence of a DesignBasis Accident (DBA), the ECCS operational requirements arereduced. It is understood in these reductions that certainautomatic safety injection (SI) actuation is not available.In this MODE, sufficient time exists for manual actuation ofthe required ECCS to mitigate the consequences of a DBA.

Only one train of ECCS is required for MODE- 4. Thisrequirement dictates that single failures are not consideredduring this MODE of operation. The ECCS trains satisfyCriterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO In MODE 4, one of the two independent (and redundant) ECCStrains is required to be OPERABLE to ensure that sufficientECCS flow is available to the core following a DBA.

In MODE 4, an ECCS train consists of a centrifugal chargingsubsystem and an RHR subsystem. Each train includes thepiping, instruments, and controls to ensure an OPERABLE flow

(continued)
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ECCS - Shutdown
B 3.5.3

SBASES
LCD path capable of taking suction from the RWST and(continued) transferring suction to the containment sump.

During an event requiring ECCS actuation, a flow path isrequired to provide an abundant supply of water from theRWST to the RCS via the ECCS pumps and their respective
supply headers to each of the four cold leg injection
nozzles. In the long term, this flow path may be switchedto take its supply from the containment sump and to deliverits flow to the RCS hot and cold legs.

APPLICABILITY In-MODES 1, 2, and 3, the OPERABILITY requirements for E.CCSare covered by LCD 3.5.2, "ECCS- Operating."

In MODE 4 with RCS temperature below 350*F, one OPERABLE
ECCS train is acceptable without single-failure
consideration, on the basis of the stable reactivity of thereactor and the limited core cooling requirements.

In MODES 5 and 6, plant conditions-are such that theprobability of an e~vent requiring ECCS injection isW extremely-low. Core cooling requirements in MODE 5 are
addressed by LCD 3.4.7, "RCS Loops- MODE 5, Loops Filled,"and LCD 3.4.8, "RCS Loops- MODE 5, Loops Not Filled."MODE 6 core cooling requirements are addressed by LCD 3.9.5,"RHR and Coolant Circulation- High Water Level," andLCD 3.9.6, "RHR and Coolant Circulation- Low Water Level."

ACTIONS A.1

With no ECCS RHR subsystem OPERABLE, the plant is notprepared to respond to a loss-of-coolant accident or tocontinue a cooldown usin1 the RHR pumps and heat exchangers.© TheCompletion Time 07ý ýto initiate actions thatdrestore at least one ECCS RHR subsystem to OPERABLEstatus ensures that prompt action is taken to restore therequired cooling capacity. Normally, in MODE 4, reactordecay heat is removed from the RCS by an RHR loop. If noRHR loop is OPERABLE for this function, reactor decay heatmust be removed by some alternate method, such as use of thesteam generators.. The alternate means of heat removal mustcontinue until the inoperable RHR loop components can be

(conti nued)
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ECCS - Shutdown
B 3.5.3

BASES

ACTIONS A.1 (continued)

restored to operation so that decay-heat removal is
continuous.

With both RHR pumps and heat exchangers'inoperable, it wouldbe unwise to require the plant to go to MODE 5, where theonly available heat removal system is the RHR. Therefore,the appropriate action is to initiate measures to restoreone ECCS RHR subsystem and to continue the actions until thesubsystem is restored to OPERABLE status.

With nno EECC , 4r~-4ea4dsubsystem OPERABLE, due to theinoperability of the centrifuglcain pupofowat
fro the RWST, the plant is not prepared to provide

hh-pressure response to Design Basis Events requiring SI.Thge 1-hour Completion Tinie to restore at least one ECCS
4w~h hadsubsystem to OPERABLE status ensures that promptaction is taken to provide the required cooling capacity orto initiate actions to place the. plant in MODE 5 where anECCS train is not required.

C.1

When the Required Actions of Condition be completedwithin the required Coin ltion Time, a contr ýled s u

time, base on operating xperience, to, ac h MODE 5 in an

The ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1ý1( oeasc e i ReurdAton C. isi n e torestrict entry into this Condition to those instaces whenat least one RHR loop is OPERABLE. The Note also isintended to convey the suspension of further action to reachMODE 5 if, while in Condition C, all RHR loops become9-inoperabl,.. Should the plant be in Condition A, with no RHRIloops OPERABLE, it is not advisable or practical to go toMDE 5. In this situation, the steam'generators can be usedto maintain MODE 4 until an RHR loop is restored to OPERABLE
uld the lant be in Condition B onl with an

____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___(conti nued)

WOG STSB 3.5-ýZZ_
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the unit must be placedin a MODE in which the LCO does not apply.To achieve this status, the unit must be brought to MODE 5 within24 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based onoperating experience, to reach the required unit conditions in anorderly manner and without challenging unit systems.



ECCS - Shutdown

B 3.5.3. BASES

ACTIONS Cl (continued)

jq, inoperable centrifugal charging loop, it is possible to
0q ~ reach MODE 5 by using an RHR loop..

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

The applicable Surveillance descriptions from Bases 3.5.2apply.

REFERENCES = The applicable references from Bases 3.5.2 apply.

i~~t c"~~rj

WOG 515
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM STS 3.5.3

1. Format change to delete brackets that identify Plant specific
information/values.

2. Change to specify Watts Bar specific terminology for clarity.

3. Change to correct error(s) in the STS.

4. This change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the RSTSProof and Review meeting held in Irvine, CA July 13 - July 20, 1992.



RWST
3.5.4

3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

3.5.4 Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST)

LCO 3.5.4

APPLICABILITY:

The RWST shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACT IONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. RWST boron A.1 Restore RWST to 8 hours
concentration not OPERABLE status.
within limits.

OR

RWST'borated water
temperature not within
limits.

B. RWST inoperable for B-1 Restore RWST to 1 hour
reasons other than OPERABLE status.
Condition A.

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

C.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

WOG STS 04/22/92 12:19pm



RWST
3.5.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.5.4.1 7 ------5 NOTE /---------
jequired to be performed w }n ambien

F ~~ir temperature is < LWC51'or > L1.aýeF.---------------------- /
Verify RWST borated water temperature is
Ž,J.[.3<'F and ~J.-511a<F.

GO /05

SR 3.5.4.3 Verify RWST boron concentration is
00,OO0) pm and _sfG-J p.

.10

7 days

WOG STS 3.5-/b04/22/92 l2:19pm3. 5 -/ 10



RWST
B. 3.5.4

* B 3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING-SYSTEMS (ECCS)

B 3.5.4 Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST)

BASES

BACKGROUND The RWST supplies borated water to the Chemical and VolumeControl System (CVCS) during abnormal operating conditions,to the refueling pool during refueling, and to the ECOS andthe Containment Spray System during accident conditions.

-A COrmwolqThe RWST supplies both trains of (the ECCS and theContainment Spray System through 9-aati ' awa*tsupplyfL1)headerX' during the injection p~hase of a loss-o f-coolantK...-'accident (LOCA) recovery. R fTotor-operatedsisolation valvesApte-4-s provided 4o-e -ac heetkw to isolate the RWST from the ECCSonce the system has been transferred to the recirculationmode. The recirculation mode is entered when pump suction
&1A *1 is transferred to the containment sump following receipt ofthe RWST -Low L signal. Use of a single RWST tosupp y 0 rains of the ECCS and Containment Spray Systemis acceptable since the RWST is a passiv 'e component, andpassive failures are not required to be assumed to occurcoiýýdntaI4wi~th *Design Basis vnsLNJAf- ýR S.FPto e Pec! c~#roN mo~Je.

The switchover from normal operation to the injection phaseof ECCS operation requires changing centrifugal chargingpump suction from the CVCS volume control tank (VCT) to theRWST through the use of isolation valves. Each set ofisolation valves is interlocked so that the VCT isolationvalves will begin to close once the RWST isolation valvesare fully open. Since the VCT is under pressure, thepreferred pump suction will be from the 'VCT until the tankis isolated. This will result in a delay in obtaining theRWST borated water. The effects of this delay are discussedin the Applicable Safety Analyses section of these Bases.
During normal operation in MODES 1, 2, and 3, the safetyinjection (SI) and residual heat removal (RHR) pumps arealigned to take suction from the RWST.

The ECCS and Containment Spray System pumps are providedwith recirculation lines that ensure each pump can maintainminimum flow requirements when operating at 'or near shutoffhead conditions.

(conti nued)
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RWST
B 3.5.4

BASES

BACKGROUND
(continued)

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

When the suction for the ECCS and Containment Spray Systempumps is transferred to the containment sump, the RWST flowpaths must be isolated to prevent a release of the
containment sump contents to the RWST, which could result ina release of contaminants to the atmosphere and the eventual
loss of suction head fot' the ECCS pumps.

This LCO ensures that:

a. The RWST contains sufficient borated water to support
the ECCS during the injection phase;

b. Sufficient water volume exists in the containment
sump to support continued operation of the EGGS andContainment Spray System pumps at the time of transfer
to the recirculation mode of cooling; and

C. The reactor remains subcritical following a LOCA.

Insufficient water'in the RWST could result in insufficientcooling capacity when the transfer to the recirculation modeoccurs. Improper boron concentrations could result in areduction of SDM or excessive boric acid precipitation inthe core following the LOCA, as well as excessive causticstress corrosion of mechanical components and systems inside
the containment.

During accident conditions, the RWST provides a source ofborated water to the EGGS and Containment Spray System
pumps. As such, it provides containment cooling anddepressurization, core cooling, and replacement inventory,and is a source of negative reactivity for reactor shutdown(Ref. 1). The design basis transients and applicable safetyanalyses concerning each of these systems are discussed inthe Applicable Safety Analyses section of Bases B 3.5.2,"ECCS -Operating"; B 3.5.3, "ECCS- Shutdown"; and B 3.6.6,"Containment Spray -@* G@4 SystemXs." These analyses areused to assess changes to the RWST in order to evaluatetheir effects in relation to the acceptance limits in the
analyses.

The RWST must also meet volume, boron concentration, andtemperature requirements for non-LOCA events. The volume isnot an explicit assumption in non-LOCA events since the

(conti nued)
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RWST
B 3.5.4

BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued)

required volume is a small fraction of the available volume.
The deliverable volume limit is set by the LOCA and
containment analyses. For the RWST, the deliverable volumeis different from the total volume contained since,. due tothe design of the tank, more water can be contained than canbe delivered. The minimum boron concentration is an
explicit assumption in the main steam line break (MSLB)
analysis to ensure the required shutdown capability. Th9e--mp4rtýCo Oaf its value i;- . F..ýiani--f 1 1.i- ib+r- boron-i A 60tio@A t ank1 (814-T- ;th c.-tgh bzvw IM ar __1t-4t4-

boron~.ZJ~1~4ILJ. The maximum
brnconcentra .tion is an explicit assumption in the

inadvertent ECCS actuation analysis, although it is
typically a non-limiting event and the results are very
insensitive to boron concentrations. The maximum
_tgpeature is a conservative assumption that minimizes theU.f lR cool ing+0 ~the feedline break event analysis; the+-'P f.it$T -1s--a-n-a- mption in both the MSLB and inadvertent1' 44 D7 ECCS actuation analyses, although the inadvertent ECCS~ actuation e~vent is typically non-limiting.

The MSLB analysis has considered a delay associated with theinterlock between the VCT and RWST. isolation valves, and theresults show that the departure from nucleate boiling design
basis is met. The delay has been established as

Sseconds, with offsite power available, or secondsc~jK~. wi~t hout offsite power. This response time inclu~des ýd
~4]seconds for electronics delay, a 1151-second stroke timeCý340lrthe RWST valves, and a [10]-second stroke time for theVCT valves. Plan~ts with a SIT neecd not be 69incor-ned "rith(~) u~i-~5nc9 tho IT will SUPPlyhihl

p~io I. RWT  s~it-hou4L BIT~ bth

For a large-break LOCA analysis, the wa ýervvo ume limit of( :5 70,OO- 4 m~G gallons and the lower boron concentration limit of00 ppm are used to compute the post-LOCA sump boron

c connc tration necessary to assure subcriticality. The
11 ee-break LOCA is the limiting case since the safetyQ aanalysis assumes that all control rods are out of the core.

The upper limit on boron concentration of j999 ppm is usedto determine the maximum allowable time to switch to hot legrecirculation following a LOCA. The purpose of switching

h (continued)
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RWST

B3.5.4

BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANA

(continu

C

from cold leg to hot leg injection is to avoid boronLYSES precipitation in the core-following the accident.
ed)

In the CS analysis, the containment spray temperature isassumed o be equal to the RWST lower temperature limit ofGo S-FýJ-I. If the lower temperature limit is violated, theconta' ment spray further reduces containment pressure,whi decreases the rate at which steam can be vented oute break and increases peak clad temperature. The uppertemperature limit ofj{4.OQ9F is used in the small-break LOCA10-o 'analy~ss andco~ntai~nment OPERABILITY analysis. Exc~eedingthis temperature will result in a higher peak cladtemperature, because there is less heat transfer from thecore to the injected water for the small-break LOCA and.higher containment pressures due to reduced containmentspray cooling~capacity. For the containment responsefollowing an MSLB, the lower limit on boron concentrationand the upper limit on RWST water temperature are used tomaximize the total energy release to containment.

The RWST satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO The RWST ensures that an adequate supply of borated water isavailable to cool and depressurize the containment in the.event of a Design Basis Accident (DBA), to cool and coverthe core in the event of a LOCA, to maintain the reactorsubcritical following a OBA, and to ensure adequate level inthe containment sump to support ECCS and Containment SpraySystem pump. operation in the recirculation mode.

To be considered OPERABLE, the RWST must meet the watervolume, boron concentration, and temperature limitsestablished in the SRs.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, RWST OPERABILITY requirements aredictated by ECCS and Containment Spray System OPERABILITYrequirements. Since both the ECCS and the Containment SpraySystem must be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the RWSTmust also be OPERABLE to support their operation. Corecooling requirements in MODE 5 are addressed by LCD 3.4.7,"RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Filled," and LCD 3.4.8, "RCSLoops-MODE 5, Loops Not Filled." MODE 6 core cooling

0 (conti nued)
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RWST
B 3.5.4

BASES

APPLICABILITY requirements are addressed by LCD 3.9.5, "Residual Heat(continued) Removal and Coolant Circulation- High Water Level," andLCO 3.9.6, "Residual Heat Removal and Coolant Circulation -
Low Water Level ."

ACTIONS A.e1

With RWST boron concentration or borated water temperature
not within limits, they must be returned to within limits
within 8 hours. Under these Conditions neither the ECCS northe Containment Spray System can perform its designfunction. Therefore, prompt action must be taken to restorethe tank to OPERABLE condition. The 8-hour limit to restorethe RWST temperature or boron concentration to within limitswas developed considering the time required to change eitherthe boron concentration or temperature and the fact that thecontents of-the tank are still available for injection.

B.1

With the RWST inoperable for r easons other than Cond ition A,,(e.g., water volume) it must be restored to OPERABLE status
within 1 hour.

In this Condition, neither the ECCS nor the ContainmentSpray System can perform its design function. Therefore,
prompt action must be taken to restore the tank to OPERABLEstatus or to place the plant in a MODE in which the RWST isnot required. The short ~time limit of 1 hour to restore theRWST to OPERABLE status is based on this Condition
simultaneously affecting redundant trains.

C.1 aLnd C.2

If the RWST cannot be returned to OPERABLE status within theassociated Completion Time, the '-i,- must be brought to aMODE in which the LCD 'oes not apply. To achieve thisstatus, the-p4-arr must be brought to at least MODE 3 within6 hours an to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowedComplein Times are reasonable, based on operating
ý3experienc ,to reach the required .p.Ja.4t conditions from full

(continued)
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RWST
B 3.5.4

SBASES

ACTIONS C.1 and C.2 (continued)

power conditions in an orderly manner and without
(Dschallenging -pi--aý systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

The RWST borated water temperature should be verified every24 hours to be within the limits assumed in the accident
analyses band. This Frequency is sufficient to identify atemperature change that would approach either limit, and hasbeen shown to be acceqptable through operating experience.

The SR is modified by a Note that eliminates the requirement
to perform this Surveillance when ambient air temperatures
are within the operating limits,of the RWST. With ambient
air temperatures within the band, the RWST temperature
should not exceed the limits.-

SR 3.5.4.2

The RWST water 'volume should be verified every 7 days to be
above the required minimum level in order to ensure that asufficient initial supply is available for injection and tosupport continued ECCS and Containment Spray System pump
operation on recirculation. Since the RWST volume is
normally stable and is protected by an alarm, a 7-dayFrequency is appropriate and has been shown to be acceptable
through operating experience.

SR 3.5.4.3

The boron concentration of the RWST should be verified every7 days to be within the required limits. This SR ensuresthat the reactor will remain subcritical following a LOCA.
Further, it assures that the resulting sump pH will be
mainta-ned in an acceptable range so that boron
precipitation in the core will not occur and the effect ofchloride and caustic stress corrosion on mechanical systems
and components will be minimized. Since the RWST volume isnormally stable, a 7-day sampling Frequency to verify boron

(continued)-
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RWST
B 3.5.4

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.4.3 (continued)
REQU IREM ENTS

concentration is appropriate and has been shown to be
acceptable through operating experience.

'REFERENCES 1. FSAR-, Scin[]ýdZcin[5-

WATTS
COOIN

Arnil yses.

SeClYON&)

EYE term
Ile

ANJ SeCf/O~Y

it COREzr~

/5 'AccJexf
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM STS 3.5.4

1. Format change to delete brackets that identify.pat seicinformation/values.

2. Change to specify Watts Bar specific terminology for clarity.

3. Change to correct error(s) in the STS.

4. Change to specify Watts Bar specific parameter values or information.

5. Change to delete information that does not apply to Watts Bar.

6. Change to specify Watts Bar specific Re Iference information'and format.

7. The statement as written is confusing and appears contradictory. Changemade to clarify the assumptions in the accident analysis based ondiscussions with Westinghouse.



Seal Injection Flow
3.5.5

3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

3.5.5 Seal Injection Flow

LCO 3.5.5 React r coolant pump seal injection flow shall e 54e pwith centrifugal charging pump discharge header pressure
psig and the-tEeg4&rj~f-f~levt]-control valve full

open. 21H30 P'RESStAid!.ErP. LEVEL

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS

CONDITION' REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A.. Seal injection flow A.1 Reduce flow to within 1 ornot within limit. lmt

Al I Adjust manual seal 4'hours
injection throttle
valves to give a flow

-.Q wýithin limit with
acentrifugal charging
pump discharge
he ader piressure

q L30 Ž2-4S.psig and
the4--"g4A-4+o*j-.pR --ssMRiarER LEVEL
control valve full
open.©

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

8.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours

WOG STS 3.5.~%Jl
04/22/92 12:25pm
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Seal Injection Flow
3.5.5

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.5.5.1 - N-------E----NOE- /- .Z-------
kYequired to be performed wi-th-in 4 hours
after the Reactor Coolant System pressure
stabilizes at R f2,215 psgand
-s 2, 2 55 p si 4.---Q

Verify man al seal ]njection throttle 31 days
valves are \adjuste 4'to give a flow within
limit with centr' ugal charging puý,

dicag edrpressure '4~psig©
and the -Ffa 4  o--1- -control valve full
open. J>E AU- LEVEL

0
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Seal Injection Flow
B 3.5.5

B 3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

B 3.5.5 Seal Injection Flow

BASES

BACKGROUND. This LCO i p- --4hony-zz uiztht9t

function of the seal' injection throttle valves during anaccident is similar to-the function of the ECCS throttlevalves in that each restricts flow from the centrifugalcharging pump header to the Reactor Coolant System (RCS).
The restriction on reactor coolant pump (RCP) seal injectionflow limits the amount of ECOS flow that Would be divertedfrom the injection path following an accident. This limitis based on safety analysis assumptions that are requiredbecause RCP seal injection flow is not isolated during SI.

APPLICABLE All ECCS subsystems are taken credit for in the large-SAFETY ANALYSES break loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) at full power(Ref. 1). The LOCA analysis establishes the mi'nimum flowfor the ECCS pumps. The centrifugal charging pumps are alsocredited in the small-break LOCA analysis. This analysisestablishes the flow and discharge head at the design pointfor the centrifugal charging pumps. The steam generatortube rupture and main steam line break event analyses alsocredit the centrifugal charging pumps, but are not limitingin their design. Reference to these analyses is made inassessing changes to the Seal Injection System forevaluation of their effects in relation to the acceptancelimits in these analyses. pRessuRk~ieR eL
This LCO ensures that s eal inje ionn flow of5 J 40fgpm,zQ30 with centrifugal charging-pump ischarge header pressure>{+2.480-] psig and ehlg!9 control valve fully open,will be sufficient for RCP seal integrity but limited sothat the ECCS trains will be capable of deliveringsufficient water to match boiloff rates soon enough tominimize uncovering of the core following a large LOCA. Italso ensures that the centrifugal charging pumps willdeliver sufficient water for a small LOCA and sufficientboron to maintain the core subcritical. For smaller LOCAs,the charging pumps alone deliver sufficient fluid toovercome the loss and maintain RCS inventory. Seal1

(conti nued)
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Seal Injection Flow
B 3.5.5

BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

(conti nued)

pRaESiAR~zz. eRJv(

injection flow satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

The intent of the LCO limit on seal injection flow is to
make .sure that flow through the RCP seal water injection
line is low enough to ensure that sufficient centrifugal
charging pump-injection flow is directed to the RCS via the
injection points (Ref. 2).

The [CO is not strictly a flow limit, but rather a flow
limit based on a flow line resistance. In order to
establish the proper flow line resistance, a pressure and
flow must be known. The flow line resistance is determined
by assuming that the RCS pressure is at normal operating
pressure and that the centrifugal charging pump discharge
pressure is greater than or equal to the value specified inthis [CO. The centrifugal charging pump discharge header
pressure re mains essentially constant through all the
applicable MODES of this [CO. A reduction in RCS pressure
would result in more fl~ow being diverted to the RCP seal
injection line than at normal Qperating pressure. The valvesettings established at the prescribed centrifugal charging
pump discharge header P-ressure result in a conservative4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~Q vav oiinsol C ressure decrease. The additional
modifier of this [GO, theAcontrol valve .e gin ~- ;4~--4wur loop Uni-t+=eetd n for t-44w
-e~ep ws~it-e+ being fully open, is required since the valve isdesigned to fail open for the accident condition. With thedischarge pressure and'control valve position as specified
by the [CO, a flow limit is established. It is this flowlimit that is used in the accident analyses.

preSStA?.%zeK,The limit on seal injection flow, combined with thecentrifugal charging pump discharge header Fpressure limitand an open wide condition of the Re".control
valve, must be met to render the ECCS OPERABLE. If these
conditions are not met, the ECCS flow will not be as assumed
in the accideat analyses.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the'seal injection flow limit is
dictated by ECCS flow requirements, which are specified for

(conti nued)
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Seal Injection Flow
B 3.5.5

SBASES

APPLICABILITY MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. The seal injection flow limit is not(continued) applicable for MODE 4 and lower, however, because high sealinjection flow is less critical as a result of the lower
initial RCS pressure and-decay heat removal requirements inthese MODES. Therefore, RCP seal injection flow must be
limited in MODES 1, 2, and 3 to ensure adequate ECCS
performance.

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

With the seal injection flow exceeding its limit, the amountof charging flow available to the RCS may be reduced. Under.
this Condition, action must be taken t?_rýeý t

restore the seal injection flow is for prompt action that

charging flow control valve. If the initial adjustment to
meet~the Completion Time of 1 hour for Requir

omp eion ie o quire Act on A.2 n us b i
compianc wi e aci e an lyss Thlv eComp ertionim

flow is either restored

Whe th Reui ed cions canthe l o mplenwnto ed withi the

MOE ro OD i raonbe tm e o a cotrolled t
opera tors.rContlpoinu i on-the mantsutdow begun in Requiree

(c nt nu 
d
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the unit must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply.
To achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at least MODE
3 within 6 hours and to MODE 4 within 12 hours. The allowed
completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience-, to
reach the required unit conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging unit systems.



Seal Injection Flow
B 3.5.5

BASES

ACTIONS B-1 and B.2 (continued)

/fAc ion B.1, an ad 1 onal 6 hours is a reaso ~le time,base opertingexp ience and normal cooldo rates, toreac M 4 whre thi 0_is no longer applicabie

SURVEILLANCE
REQU IREMENTS

SR. 3.5.5.1

Verification every 31 days that the manual seal injectionthrottle valves are adjusted to give a flow within the limitensures that proper manual seal injection throttle valveposition, and hence, proper seal injection flow, ismaintained. The Frequency of 31 days is 'based onengineering judgment and is consistent with other ECCS valveSurveillance Frequencies. The Frequency has proven to beacceptable throu~h operating experience~

A rvso as been added to except SR 3.0.4 for entry into~ 3~c ~ 9MODE 3. The Note permits entry into MjODE 3, since ther
Surveillance cannot be perform'ed in a'lower MODE. The-exce ttion is permitted for ti F ours a er eCS4-- 6Jpressure as stabilized within a ± 20 psig range of n'&rmaloperating pressure. The RCS pressure requirement isspecified since this configuration will produce the requiredpressure conditions necessary to assure that the manualvalves are set correctly. The exception is limited to4 hours to ensure that the Surveillance is timely.

REFERENCES

1. WýK'J (FSAR, Section 6.3, 'Emergency Core CoolingSystem ,and Section 15, "Accident Analyses".

2. - Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.46,"Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core CoolingSystems for Light-Water Nuclear Power Plants," 1974.
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM STS 3.5.5

1. Format change to delete brackets that identify plant specific
information/values.

2. Change to reflect Watts Bar specific information or parameter values.

3. Change to delete information that does not apply to Watts Bar.

4. Change to specify Watts Bar specific Reference information and format.

5. Change to correct error(s) in the STS.

6. This change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the RSTS
Proof and Review meeting held in Irvine, CA July 13 - July 20, 1992.



BIT
3.5.6

\5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)
3.5. 'Boron Injection Tank-(BIT)

LCD 3..

APPLI6A]

ACT IONS

The BIT shall be OPERABLE.

2, and 3.

B. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition A
not met.

C. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition B
not met.

Restore BIT to
OPERABLE status.

AND

B.2 Borate to ""MARGIN eq ui~
[1%1 Ak/k at

AND

Restore BIT to
OPERABLE s~tatus.

Be in MODE 4.

WOG STS
3.5-104/22/92 l2:26pm
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6 ho~urs

7 days
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N.${JRVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE

BIT
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BIT
B 3.5.6

3 . EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

B3. .6 Boron Injection Tank (BIT)

BASXES

BACKGROUND The BIT is part of the Boron Injection System, which is theprimary means of quickly introducing negative reactivity
into the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) on a safety injection
I) signal.

The in flow path through the Boron Injection System isfrom e discharge of the centrifugal charging pumps throughlines e ipped with a flow element and two valves inparallel at open on an SI signal. The valves can beop .erated fr the main control board. The valves and flowelements have main control board indications. Downstream ofthese valves, ,e flow enters the BIT (Ref. 1)._

The BIT is a stain ess Steel tank containing concentrated
boric acid. Two tra ns of strip heaters are mounted on thetank to keep the temp ature of the boric acid solution
above the precipitation 'oint. The strip heaters arecontrolled by temperatur elements located near the bottomof the BIT. The temperatu elements also activate High and
Low alarms on the main contr 1board. In addition to thestrip heaters on the B.'IT, the is a recirculation systemwith a heat tracing system, inc ding the piping sectionbetween the motor-operated isolati n valves, which furtherensures that the boric acid stays 1 solution. The BIT isalso equipped with a High-Pressure'a rm on'the main controlboard. The entire contents of the BI re injected-when
required; thus, the contained and delive a ble volumes are
the same.

During normal operation, one of the two BIT r circulationpumps takes suction from the boron injection s e tank(BIST) and discharges to the BIT.* The solut ion en returnsto the BIST. Normally, one pump is running and on is shutoff. On receipt of an SI signal, the running pump s uts offand the air-operated valves close. Flow to the BIT i thensupplied from the centrifugal charging pumps. The solu ionof the BIT is injected into the RCS through the RCS cold
legs.

(conti nued)
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BIT

B 3.5.6. SES (continued)

APPLI BLE During a main steam line break (MSLB) or loss-of-coolant
SAFETY ALYSES accident (LOCA), the BIT provides an immediate source of

concentrated boric acid that quickly introduces negative
reactivity into the RCS.

The contents of the BIT are not credited for *core cooling orimmediate boration in the LOCA analysis, but for post-LOCA
ecovery. The BIT maximum boron concentration of
2,500] ppm is used to determine the minimum time for hot

le recirculation switchover. The minimum boron
con~c tration of [20,000] ppm is used to determine the
minim mixed mean sump boron concentration for post-LOCA
shutdow requirements..

For 'the MSL analysis, the BIT is the primary mechanism forinjecting bo n into the core to counteract any positive
increases in r ctivity caused by an RCS cooldown. The
analysis- uses th minimum boron concentration of the BIT,'
which also affect both the departure from-nucleate boiling
and containment des n analyses. Reference to the LOCA and
MSLB analyses is use o assess changes to the BIT to
evaluate their effect othe acceptance limits cQntained inS these analyses.
The minimum temperature limi of [145]'F *for the BIT ensures
that the solution does not re h the boric acid
precipitation point. The tempe ture of the solution is
monitored and alarmed on the, main control board.

The-*BIT boron concentration limits a established to
ensure that the core remains subcritic -during post-LOCA
recovery. The BIT will counteract any psitive increases in
reactivity caused by an RCS cooldown.

The BIT minimum water volume limit of [I lons is usedto ensure that the appropriate quantity of hig borated
water with sufficient negative reactivity is min ted into
the RCS to shut down the core following an MSLB,t
determine the hot leg recirculation switchover time, and to
safeguard against boron Drecipitation.

The BIT satisfies Criteria 2 and 3 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

(continud
05/05/92 7:19am
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BIT
B 3.5.6

LCO This LCO establishes the minimum requirements for containedvolume, boron concentration, and temperature of the BITinventory (Ref. 2). This ensures that an adequate supply ofborated water is available in the event of a LOCA or MSLB tomaintain the reactor subcritical following these accidents.

To be considered OPERABLE, the limits establis-hed in the SRfor water volume, boron concentration, and temperature must

If he equipment used to verify BIT parameters (temperature,volu e, and boron concentration) is determined to beinope ble, then the BIT is also inoperable.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, ,and 3, the BIT OPERABILITY requirements areconsistent wi *those of LCO 3.5.2, "ECCS -Operating."

In MODES 4, 5, a ~,the respective accidents are lesssevere, so the BI is niot required in these lower MODES.

A. 1

If the required volume is n present in the BIT, both thehot leg recirculation switcho er time analysis and the boronprecipitation analysis would n 'be met. Under theseconditions, prompt action must btaken to restore thevolume to above its required limi to declare the tankOPERABLE, or the planthmust be plac in. a MODE in which theBIT is not required.

The BIT boron concentration is considere in the hot legrecirculation switchover time analysis, t boronprecipitation analysis, and the reactivity nalysis for anMSLB. If the concentration were not within e requiredlimits, these analyses could not be relied on. Under theseconditions, prompt action must be taken to rest e theconcentration to within its required limits, or t plantmust be placed in a MODE in which the BIT is not r uired.

The BIT temperature limit is established to ensure tha thesolution does not reach the boric acid crystallization
point. If the temperature of the solution drops below th

(conti nued)
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BIT

SES 
35

ACTID A.1 (continued)

minimum, prompt action must be taken to raise the.temperature and declare the tank OPERABLE, or the plant must
be placed in a MODE in which the BIT is not required.

The 1-hour Completion Time to restore the BIT to OPERABLE
tatus is consistent with other Completion Times established

loss of a safety function and ensures that the plant
wi not operate for long periods outside of the safety
anal es..

B.1- B.2, nd B.3

When Require ctionA.1 cannot be completed wi thin the
required Compl ion Time, a controlled shutdown should be
initiated. Six urs is a reasonable time, based on
operating experien ,to reach MODE 3 from full power
conditions and to b borated to the required SOM without
challenging plant Sys ms or operators. Borating to the
required SDM assures th the plant is in a safe condition,Iwithout need for any addi ional boration.
After determining that the is inoperable and the
Required Actions of B.1 and B. have been completed, the
tank must be returned to OPERAB status within 7 days.
These actions ensure that the pla will not be operated
with an inoperable BIT for a length period of time. It
should be noted, however, that chang to applicable MODES
cannot be made until the BIT is restor to OPERABLE status
pursuant to the provisions of [CO 3.0.4.,

C.'

Even though the RCS has been borated to a safe a stable
condition as a result of Required Action B.2, eith the
BIT must be restored to OPERABLE status (Required
Action C.1) or the plant must be placed in a conditio in
which the BIT is not required (MODE 4). The 12-hour
Completion Time to reach MODE 4 is reasonable, based on
operating experience and normal cooldown rates, and does n
challenge plant safety systems or operators.

(conti nued)
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BIT

B 3.5.6

O \'SES (continued)

SURV LANCE SR 3.5.6.1
REQUIR ENTS

Verification every 24 hours that the BIT water temperatureis at or above the specified minimum temperature is frequenten0uenough to identify a temperature change that would approachthe acceptable limit. The solution temperature is alsomonitored by an alarm that provides further assurance ofrotection against low temperature. This Frequency has been

0 own to be acceptable through operating 
experience.

SR 3. .6.2

Verification every 7 days that the BIT contained volume isabove the quired limit is frequent enough to assure thatthis volume '11 be available for quick injection into theRCS. If the v llume is too low, the BIT would not provideenough borated, ter to ensure subcriticality duringrec-irculatfon or shut down the core following an MSLB.Since the BIT volum is normally stable, a 7-day Frequencyis appropriate and ha been shown to be acceptable throughoperating experience.

SR 3.5.6.3

Verification every 7 days that e boron concentration ofthe BIT is within the required b d ensures that the reactorremains subcritical following a LO ; it limits return topower following an MSLB, and maintai s the resulting sump pHin an acceptable range so that boron ecipitation will notoccur in the core. In addition, the e ect of chloride andcaustic stress-corrosion on mechanical sy tems andcomponents will be minimized.

The BIT is in a recirculation loop that provi continuouscirculation of the boric acid solution through te BIT andthe boric acid tank (BAT). There are a number of ointsalong the recirculation loop where local samples ca betaken. The actual location used to take a sarp'ole of esolution is specified in the plant Surveillance proced es.Sampling from the BAT to verify the concentration of the ITis not recommended, since this sample may not be homogenoand the boron concentration of the two tanks may differ.

(conti nued)
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B IT
B 3.5.6CD

SURVEILLANCE sample should be taken from the BIT or from a point inREQUIREMENTS the ath of the BIT recirculation loop.
(continued)

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section [63 and Sectio

2. 10 CFR 50.46.

WOG STSB35-
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM STS 3.5.6

-Change to delete entire specification since it does not apply to WattsBar.



NOTE: This copy of the Westinghouse Standard TechnicalSpecifications (NITREG-1431, Draft) is based on a second round draft(May 1992) which addressed industry comments on the NLTREG submittedin July 1991. The editorial review by the industry and the NRC(June 1992) resulted in additional changes which are denoted by agreek delta symbol. The Proof & Review copy of the RSTS (July1992) was not available in time to for inclusion into the Watts Barmarkup, however, there should be only minor editorial differencesbetween the editorial review copy (June 1992) and the Proof &Review copy (July 1992) of the RSTS.



Watts Bar Nuclear

Justification Key
Chapter 3.6 - Containment Systems

Generic Justification Symbols applicable for the entire section:

- - -- Large Triangle at the beginning of a Basis Section or
Specification indicates that unless otherwise noted the
revisions are a result of the Post-Column 6 MEREX meeting
generic revisions.

- - -- Small Triangle indicates that a particular mark-up is a result
of the Post-Column 6 MEREX meeting generic revis~ions.

- -- - Watts Bar prefers to use an expanded reference section format.

---- Indicates an editorial change.

---- Indicates a Plant Specific Parameter or Value

- - -- Indicates Watts Bar Specific Terminology or information.

- - -- Change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC
.at the RSTS Proof and Review meeting held in Ir-vine, CA
during July 1992.

Specific Justifications

Section 3.6.1

- Watts Bar shield building releases during accident conditions
are through a filtration unit.

- Change clarifies that the Pa utilized at Watts Bar (15.0 psig)actually exceeds calculated peak containment internal pressure
(11.21 psig) following a DBA.

Section 3.6.2

- Watts Bar ice condenser containment design does not allow
access to an airlock from the second airlock via containment.

- Change clarifies that the Pa utilized at Watts IBar '(15.0 psig)
actually exceeds calculated peak containment internal pressure
(11.21 psig) following a DBA.

A
0
0
0
0
0

0

0)



Section 3.6.3

The Shutdown Purge System and Mini-Purge System functions are
accomplished by the Watts Bar Reactor Building Purge
Ventilation System.

The 24 inch purge valves at Watts Bar are the block-type
valves, consequently, a Surveillance is required to monitor
the valves ability to be physically restricted to < 50
degrees. Although, at the Post-column 6 meeting a
surveillance was added for this function, the Watts Bar
comments received indicated that this surveillance was to be
slightly revised and left in its original location.

Because the purge valve blockage verification was to be kept
in SR 3.6.3.1, this surveillance would be redundant and
consequently, is not required.

Watts Bar utilizes three sizes of containment purge valves to
which this SR applies.

Change for editorial clarity.

All of Watts Bar's purge valves are capable of closing during
any DBA.

Watts Bar utilizes'an ice condenser containment.

Section 3.6.4 - No Additional Justifications Required

Section 3.6.5 - No Additional Justifications Required

Section 3.6.6

Based on Data Base comment GDC 50 was to be added to this
section.

Not Applicable based on Watts Bar Plant Specific
configuration - Watts Bar does not have a Spray Additive
System

Not Applicable based on Watts Bar Plant Specific
configuration.

Watts Bar-plant configuration requires that one train of the
Containment Spray System as well as one RHR Spray Train be
operable to provide heat removal capability during a Design
Basis Accident.

Per the Watts Bar Technical Specification Interpretation
Manual Applicability Review of MERITS Implementation - this.
statement is to be added.



O - Change for editorial clarity.

Section 3.6.7

0 - The alternate hydrogen control system at Watts Bar is the
- Hydrogen Mitigation System (HMS). ~

Section 3.6.8

O - Data Base Item from Watts Bar which was to be added with the
accompanying reference.

Section 3.6.9

O - Additional verbiage added in the WBN specification found to be
acceptable.

O - Based on Watts Bar Comments to the Phase I mark-up it was
determined that verifying that the shield building annulus
pressure is within limits was to be remain in the EGTS Section
3.6.9) -- therefore it was removed from Section 3.6.15.

- Verbiage different from the standard which included a
discussion of the annulus pressure and was found to be
acceptable.

O - Different wording, same meaning -found to be acceptable..

O - Watts Bar does not have a Containment Spray System.

O - Change for editorial clarity.

(T~) - The EGTS filter bypass damper is not a tech spec required
feature at Watts BAR.

O - Since the shield building annulus is maintained at a vacuum
during normal power and accident conditions, a time limit to

* draw the annulus down to vacuum conditions does not apply.

Section 3.6.10

O - The statements that have been removed are based on the Watts
Bar Plant Specific configuration - no hydrogen skimmer system.
The added statements are describing the ARS more completely.

O - Revised based on Watts Bar plant specific configuration.

O - Watts Bar additional verbiage found to be acceptable.

(?') - Watts Bar utilizes direct drive ARS fans with only one fan
speed.



Watts Bar has only one door per access opening.

...... ....... ....... ..... .

Watts Bar does not utilize containment vacuum relief valves.
Alignment of the containment purge isolation valves fulfills
this vacuum relief function.

Watts Bar safety analysis does not assume inadvertent
simultaneous actuation of both the ARS and the Containment
Spray System.

Section 3.6.11

Section 3.6.12

Change for editorial clarity.

Modification of SR due to overhead obstructions above ice
baskets.

0 Based on Watts Bar's Phase I comments, it has been determined
that verification via visual inspection of each top deck door
for free movement of the top deck vent assembly will be
performed. SR 3.6.12.7

13 -

0

Section 3.6.

02

Section 3.6.

Change for editorial clarity.

Watts Bar does not perform an elongation test in its periodic
testing of the divider barrier seal coupons.

- Additional statement provides clarification information only.

14 - No Additional Justifications Required

Section 3.6.15

Based on Watts Bar Comments to the Phase I mark-up it was
determined that verifying that the shield building annulus
pressure is within limits was to be remain in the EGTS
Section 3.6.9) -- therefore it was removed from Section
3.6.15.



Contai nment

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3.6.1 Containment UaiGAi ,IeCidrrndO l)

LCO 3.6.1

APPLICABILITY:

ACTIONS

A

Containment shall be OPERABLE.

MONES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

WOG STS
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Contai nment~fw~ý

SURVEILLANCE

Perfo equired visual examinations andlekg -ratp.testing except for containment

testing, in a Ccordance with
10 CER 50, Appendix j.-a modified bapproved exemptions. -5&'aq onaine in e

.2S % 'of containment air weight perl day atthe calculated peak containment pressures

----NOTE ------
SR 3.0.2 is not
applicable

--- 
- - - - -

In accordance
with 10 CFR 50,
Appendix J, as~
modified by
aapproved
exemptions, [as
con rained in
-the Containment
Leakage Rate
Test Program]

WOG STS
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